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This dissertation has benefited from the expertise of a large number of 

individuals whose the transfomation of disparate ideas into a 

rst of al1 my supervisor, Dr. Lynne Marks, who 

has had the unenviable task of guiding me towards a more clearly define 

had initially sed, and of reminding the philosopher in me that she was su 

be a hstorian. 1 also th embers Dr. Angus McLaren, Dr. 

Vibert, and Dr. Holly Devor, each of whom has brought both precision and nuance to 

the work. These four ple have also hel e to understand, perhaps without 

owing they were doing so, exactly what were my personal reasons for 

this project. 

1 owe a debt of th chard Mackie, whose chance mention of the Swartz 

papers in 1993 took my gaze away from the history of respectability and class and 

towards the history of sexuality. Other friends and colleagues have aided in that 

process, and 1 acknowledge here particularly (yet in no particular order) Susan 

Johnston, Carolyn Strange, Sheila McManus, Christie Shaw, Elise Chenier 

and Pat Rasmussen. My yoga teacher, Ty Chandler, made sure in the final 

that the mind and the body worked with rather than against each other. 

e testimonies of the narrators, this study woul have been impossible. 

They provide richness, depth, and humour not usually available in written records, and 

they allow us a glirnpse into a world othenvise u own. 1 am tremendously grateful to 

the narrators for their willingness to share their slones and for 

friendship. 1 am also grateful, as we should al1 , for the actions of Dr. Donald Fraser 

and Mrs. Nancy Fraser Brooks, who wuld so easily have destroyed e papers of their 

. They have left for the historical re 

rs in Canadian lesbi 





In 1&, Constance Grey wrote of her female friend, "darling Insect! 1 get 

lump-in-froaty when I thi h! Imagine when we meet again!"l She was 

twenty-one years old and was finishing her education in nes 

of her upper middle-class family in Victoria, British Columbia. That a young middle- 

class woman should t another woman might not 

be worthy of comment had the "romantic female friendships" of the nineteen 

still been in vogue, but by the 1920s such close attachments een women were 

ng to be seen by sexologists and medic professionals as 

"sexual inversion." Sexuaiity in generai, and women's sexuality i 

orne increasingly scrutiniz , classifieci and controlled. It is w 

the ways in which lesbian and bisexual women in Canada came to construct and express 

their sexuality between 1910 and 1965 within such a context, that this dissertation is 

concerned. 

This study seeks to understand how, in what was virtually a linguistic vacuum 

and without as many opportunities for meeting and socializing with others like 

themselves as are available today, women came to understand who they were in relation 

e-sex desires. I shall demonstrate use of the invisibiliv of lesbian and 

bisexual subjectivities and histories, and the homophobia of the era in which 

their same-sex desires first occurred, the women interview4 for this dissertation 

construct their life stories in linear, essentialist, "coming out" n 

narratives are structured mu same way as are the stories of the emergence of 

lesbian and gay culture in Canada before the gay and lesbian rights movements of the 

ves of triumph over adversity, of lesbian and gay w ors who fought 

ereafter BCARS] Add. MSS. 2767, Cons 
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heteronormativity to provide the social and itical basis for the m 

with which sexual minorities live in the present day. 

This analysis of the constmction of subjectivities and of the narratives arising 

from them will involve the investigation of several im t factors in women's lives: 

the historical context in which they grew up; the noms of sexuality and gender with 

which they were rai as children; the timing and the nature of their sexual exploration 

er girls or women; the relationships at were significant in 

sexual partners and families; and the finding of commun i~  based on same-sex 

attraction. It will be demonstrated that each of these factors was crucial in the 

fomation of subjectivity based on same-sex desire and in the ways in which each 

woman constructed the narrative of her life. 

This dissertation makes im rtant contributions to the his- of sexuality. 

will add to the historiography by providing an analysis of the lives relationships of 

two groups of women who have largely been invisible: Canadian versions of "romantic 

friends," and lesbians from the lower middle class. The latter group, whi 

made culturally unintelligible by the dominance of the romantic friendshig and the 

butch-femme couple in lesbian culture and historiography, will be shown to have 

formed subjectivities and communities on the basis of a class reaction to butch-femme 

couples and the bar scene. Their inclusion in lesbian historiography is c 

were arguably the largest group among lesbians during the 

1 situate this study in relation to an ongoing discussion among lesbians and 

storians about who should be counted as lesbian, and who should not, on the basis of 

whether or not physical sexual relations ips can be proven. The evidenee discuss 

here shows that most of the women can be proven to have had physical sexual 

relationships wit other women, and that those who cannot be shown to have ex 

physical same-sex relations should nevertheless be included in lesbian 

cause of their manifesting other attributes of long-term romantic 



1 will also discuss the relationships women ad with their families of origin 

the degree to which those relationships were negatively affected by their sexualities. 1 

challenge linear and progressive notions of improving relationships with family 

increasing social liberalisrn and tolerance of lesbianism. 1 argue that 

women before lesbian rights and second-wave feminism may achdly 

relationships with their families because of the lack of a publicly available discourse of 

lesbian pathology. 

Bisexuality is also examined in this dissertation, albeit not as extensively as 

lesbianism. One of the sources I discuss, Constance Grey Swartz, would traditionally, 

in historical works, have suffered the fate of many a woman who h 

both sexes: either her same-sex relations ips would have been ign 

dismissed as a ase in development, or she would have en "claimed" by lesbian 

historians seeking evidence of lesbian relationships in the past. 1 argue that she was 

actually bisexual in desire. The sources examined here suggest very strongly that we 

must be careful not to impose such rigidly dichotomous categories of sexuality that we 

erase the expenences and subjectivities of bisexual women and others who do not 

confom to the dichotomy of "heterosexual" and 6chomosexual." 

The subject of women9s sexuality in Canada has usually been examined by 

historias with regard to its more 6'public" or external aspects; attitudes towards and 

licies governing bi aring and rearing, the relationship 

women and their doctors, and the punitive control of "inappropriate" female sexuality 

have al1 been the subject of historical debate.2 Other aspects of sexuality, 

See, for example, Angus McLaren Arlene Tigar McLaren, The Bedroom and the State: The 
Changing Practices and Politics of n and Abortion in Ca&, 1880-1980 (Toronto: 
McClelland & Stewart, 1986); W on, The Nature of Their Bodies: Women and Their 
Doctors in Victorian Canada (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1991); nsky, Iqroper 
Advances: Rape and 1 Conflict in Ontario, 1880-1929 (Chicago. of Chicago 
Press, 1993); Susan ce Slain: Female Sex-Trade Workers and Suicide in British Columbia, 
1870- l%O," Journal of the Canadian Historical Association, vol. 5 (1994), 147-166; and Carolyn 
Strange, Toronto's Girl Problem: The Perils and Pleasures of the Ci& 1880-1930 (Toronto: Toronto 
University Press, 1995). 
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such as "unconsummated" desires, erotic fantasies, same-sex desires and relationshi 

compromises made between desires and acceptable behaviour, and the interna1 

processes by which women become sexual subjects, have received corn 

attention. 

a dearth of scholars ip about the less public side to 

women's sexuality is perhaps not surprising. The very absence of source material 

s such a study difficult. Historians are able to track the develop 

of contraception and the attempts to control and restrict their use, or to illustrate the 

ich the medical profession, govemment, e various denominations of the 

Church, and social reformers sought to define and control the nature of acc 

sexuality. This may be ac eved by examining the wide variety of discourses whic 

their expression in medical texts and journals, bureaucracies, agencies of 

education and welfare, the punitive s of the State, religious doctrine, and refo 

rhetoric. In order to discover the individual nature of sexuality, however, an 

uncover its deeper levels, the historian is forced both to re-examine the official sources 

and to find personal testimonies which reinstate individual lives into the history of 

sexuality. 

The study of women's sexuality is especially difficult because of the relative 

lack of personal testimonies in the form of letters, memoirs, diaries and journals. In 

addition, these types of written sources corne almost exclusively from women of the 

classes. The statistics of fertility, maternal and infant 

prostitution, and incarceration in asylums, and the records of hospi 

practitioners allow both the ex trends and, in some instances, the 

anal ysis of individual cases. t studies in the history of sexuality in 

Canada, discussed below, sources to present complex pic 

ynamic relationshi ly said and what was privately 

in the realm of sex, but urces in how extensively 



ore the ways in which sexuality was individually constructed. Oral history 

has supplemenkd the written sources available, but few oral testimonies are available 

for the early twentieth century. Without substantial individual testimony, it is difficult 

to assess sexuality where it occu out of public sight and state governance. 

This dissertation is concerned with an area of sexuality largely out of public 

sight and state control for much of Canadian history: relationships between women. 

romantic relationships between women have received little attention in 

Canada's historiography, partly because same-sex relationships between women in the 

past were much less visible than heterosexual and gay relationships, and 

cause of disciplinary and societal homophobia. Women in Canada 

twentieth century were subject to a eld that they were sexually passive 

to men and were restricte ical and social mobility by 

gender noms  that sited them as the dependants of men and the mothers of the 

nation's children. It is therefore not surprising that Canadian society, following broader 

Western norms, could not fully conceive of a lesbian sexuality until fairly recently, and 

that women were less able to form communities based on same-sex activity than were 

men. 

Given the dearth of scholarship on pre-1965 lesbian and bisexual history in 

Canada, it is imperative that histori research that will bring to light the 

experiences of ose lesbian and bisexual women whose sexual subjectivities were 

ed in the era before second-wave feminism and lesbian rights. Women 

experiencing same-sex desires in that period seldom ssessed the terminology with 

which to describe and understand them, had little understanding of 

of the nature of sexual desire, and h limited access to community 

orientation. 



Before examining those works in lesbian, gay, and bisexual history which most 

this work, it is first necessary to outline some of 

on normative sexuality in Canada, for it was against normative ideas of appropnate 

sexuality that lesbian and bisexual women had to define themselves.3 A number of 

Canadian studies examine as "acceptable" and "unacceptable" 

heterosexuality. For exarnple, Angus McLaren and Arlene Tigar McLaren's study of 

contraception and abortion in Canada, the State , discusses the 

between women's s ggle to control their fertility and the politics 

asswiated with this contentious issue.4 In Breaking the Rules, Andrée 

Lévesque uses a v ment, judicial and church records to e 

dominant discourses of femininiq, motherhood, and sexuality in Quebec between 1919 

and 1939, and the degree of resistance to those discourses. The relationship between 

natriarchal noms regarding sexuality and the treatment meted out to women (and some 

men) in sexual assault cases is discussed in Karen Dubinsky's Improper Advances: 

terosexual ConJict in Ontario, 1880-1 929. These works illustrate the 

degree to which se ity was at once both a pnvate and a public matter; sexuality was 

intenvoven with the political and religious Iife of the nation. 

As there have been relatively few studies of women in early- to mid-menti 

exclusively at sexuality, much of the scholarship on the 

er works or collections. These works examine the wider 

situate sexuality within the rubric of c 

gender relations. For exam r examination of Canadian women's 

3 Those nonnative ideas are discussed 

Angus McLaren and Arlene Tigar 



World War II, Ruth Roach erson discusses the impact on gender relations of 

of women into some areas of employment and service from which they 

k e n  excluded. She argues that the military became concemed to preserve women's 

image of femininiv d respectable sexuality, which it was felt was je 

tem change in women's role.5 

studies of moral and soci control in early twenti 

the relationship s of sexuality and movemen 

and social purity. Mariana V verde's The Age of Light, Soap, a 

liss' "' re Books on Avoided Subjects': Freudian Sexual Ideas in Canada," and 

Angus McLaren's Our ter Race discuss the importance to Canadian reformers 

of controlling fertility and sexuality, se deemed "~nf i t . "~  Eac 

works shows clearly that non-man or non-reproductive sexual behaviours were 

not only deemed unrespectable in Canadian society, but also were thought to indicate 

that an individual was unfit morally and perhaps physically as well. 

But it was not only in the heyday of eugenics in Canada that sexuality was 

thought to be linked to one's fitness as an individual and as a citizen. In their 

monographs on postwar Canadian culture, both Mary Louise Adams and Mona Gleason 

demonstrate that there existed intimate links between sexual behaviour and 

Ruth Roach Pierson, " T h  're Still Women A$er Afl": The Second World War and Canadian 
Womanhood (Toronto: McCleiiand & Stewart, 1986), 129. 

Mariana Valverde, The Age of Light, r: Moral Reforrn in Engtish Canada, 1885-1925 
Foronto: McCleHand & Stewart, 1991 , "'F'ure Books on Avoided Subjects': Pre- 

Ideas in Canada," Cana cal Association, Histo 
Angus McLaren, Our Own Master enics Movement in English 
McClelland & Stewart, 1 . Valverde explores the connections between ra 
first-wave the Mother of the Race 1s Free': Race, 
First-Wave Feminism." in Gender Conflicts: New Essays in Wonaen's History, eds. Franca Iaaovetta and 
Mariana Valverde (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1992), 3-26, as does Carol Lee B 
Liberation Deferred?: The Ideas of the Eng fish-Canadian SuJSSagists 1877-1918 (Toronto: 
Toronto Press, 1983). And James G. Snell relates the control of sexuality to broader issues of social 

For Two': The Defence of 
History: Selected Readings, 



of the "normal" and "ideak"7 In , the family was eve 

foundation of the nation d "was reified as a primary stabilizing in 

the nation as a whole."g In s context, non-normative gender or sexual 

behaviours were seen as resulting in "'a spctrum of social problems ... fro 

unwed motherhood, unfulfilled ousewives, ineffective and absent fathers, greater 

incidence of child abuse and family des on, to the growing threat of 

rceived to be homosexual- stalking young children."g 

Histories of Canadian s give numerous examples of the dominant 

iscourses which defined and xual experience in the early to mid twentieth 

century. These discourses had different origins, and were used in various w 

different groups and individuals, but they coalesced in an attempt to define 

sexuality in terms of categories of "normal" and " al," L'respectable" an 

"unrespectable," "heal y" and "unhealthy," and " and "sinful." Yet these 

discourses were not fully hegemonic in Canadian society. Works on Canadian sexuality 

illustrate the ways in which Canadian women (and men) resisted or modified the 

discourses of sexuality to suit their own individual circumstances. Certainly, there were 

behaviours that were more nonnative, definitions and attitudes more persuasive than 

others, but there were also transgressions of these rules which took place in 

"private" spaces of Canadian es, and in more "public" ways in other arenas as well. 

s illustrate Foucault's point that er relationships 

. depend on "a multiplicity of points of resis ce [which are] present everywhere in the 

The Trouble With Normal: Poshvar Youth and the Making of HeterosexualiS, 
Toronto Press, 1997); Mona Gleason, Normalizing the Ideal: Psychology, 

Schooling, and the Family in Postwm Canada (ïoronto: University of Toronto Press, 1999). Boîh of 
be discussed in greater de s dissertation, in relation to the e 

the narrators, most of whom were subject to the very discouses îhat A 

s, The Trouble With Normal, 38. 

Gleason, Normalizing the Idecd, 82. 



power network."l* In small and large measure, Canadians simultaneously 

confonned to, reshape and resisted the dominant discourses of sexuality. 

While valuable indeed for unders ding the dominant discourses which ml 

Canadian women in the peri under study, the above works cannot, by vi 

focuses, provide in ation on the experiences of and attitudes towards les 

bisexual women. It has been the lot of lesbian and bisexual scholars and community 

and writing of that as 

cholarship on normative sexuality and found it wanting. In tru 

that this project has really only k e n  undertaken for lesbian 

at time of writing the only paper on the history of female bisexuality in Can 

have written, segments of w in this dissertation. T 

ce is part of an ov 1 "queer void" in Canadian historiography. 11 

While both academic scholars and community writers have been producing 

works on lesbian and gay history since the 197Os, it is really within the last ten years 

that the field has grown considerably, within and outside academe. It  is now 

possible to find lesbian and gay history in many im j o u d s ,  and the 

history of bisexuality is now k i n g  examined in published works as well, al 

very small scale. It remains case, however, at lesbian and bisex 

l0 Michel Foucault, The History of S d i t y :  An Introduction (New York: Vintage Books, 1 

The word "queer" in 
and those who prefer to identify as 
orientation. Drawing on radical de 

empt to deconstmct the binari 
of sexuality and conse 

it Perfectly Queer," in Sex Wars: Sexual Dissent and Political Culture, eds. Lisa Duggan amd Nan D. 
(New York & London: Routledge, 1996), 167 and Donna 
," Radical History Review 62 (Spring 1 
se the word "queer" about themselves 

present day. 



history and research are marginalized in academic publishing, and consequently there 

are still many aspects of Our history which remain unexplored. 12 Moreover, lit 

scholarship on lesbian and gay history refers to Canada. There is perhaps less "hiding" 

of lesbian history than in the past,l3 but the tendency to ignore obvious same-sex 

relationships, to look for m e lovers to counter the suggestion of lesbianis to 

downplay erotic language between women, which Lillian Faderman 1 

1982,14 continues to circumscri writing of lesbian and bisexual women's 

histories. Bue the writing of th tmies is also made problematic by the lesser 

availability of primary source material, an by the debates over who and what should 

included in lesbian and bisex history, discussed later in this study. As Valerie Traub 

recently suggested, 

'The history that will 11 require moving beyond 
identity politics as th scholarship. For as powerful as 
the claims of identity are, they are neither universally appropriate to the 
past nor conducive to epistemological claims that extend beyond 
pointing, 'Look there! Look, there's another one! ' 15 

Regrettably, ver-  little scholarship on sexuality focuses on same-sex 

relationships between women in late nineteenth- and early twentiethcentury Canada. 

We are only just beginning to look for and point to ose relationships. As the gay and 

lesbian history movement grew out of the gay and lesbian rights movements, "gay 

l2 See Lisa Duggan, "History ' s  Gay 
in Lisa Duggan and Nan D. Hunter, 
London: Routledge, 1995), 144-154 

times . 

ennan, "Who Hid Lesbian Studies: Present and Future, ed. Margaret 

15 Valerie Traub, " 



s have looked for the historic roots of the contemporay movement." l6 That 

has meant an ovenvhelming emphasis on political organizations an 

on the visible lesbian and gay communities arising after the Second World War. 

centrate on the late nineteen to the mid-twentieth century do 

t insights, particularly on the subject of public condemnation in 

mainstream media of non-confomist sexualities and the simultaneous uses of that 

coverage for lesbian i entity and community formation. Several of 

directly relevant to this stu y, as they descri the homophobic cultural n 

which lesbians and bisexual women had to contend, the repercussions for those w 

dared to transgress eteronomativity, 

subjectivities and communities. 

y of lesbian imagery in telaine between 1950 an 

Korinek reveals that the magazine published articles - large1 y negative- about "female 

homo~exuals,~~ their abnormality, and their causes and cures. Korinek also argues, 

however, that Chatelaine published short stories which, using a "perverse7' reading, 

lesbians among its readership could interpret in lesbian tems. Stories, illustrations, 

articles about friendships and other relationships between women and advertisements 

were, Korinek suggests, read by a lesbian au ience who "could easily resist the 

preferred meanings of the material an opt for alternate interpretations that more aptly 

reflected their sense of themselves."l7 That women of the period did read such material 

rverse9' manner is confim by the film Forbidden Love for Canada, and 

ess, in The Lesbian , for the United States. 18 

16 Steven Maynard, " The Writing of Lesbian and Gay 
Canada, 1970- 1990," Litera&re/Revue Canadien 
Comparée (March-June 1994), 123. 

l7 Valene Korinek, "'Don't Let Your Girifriends Ruin Your Marnage': Lesbian in Cltaelaine 
Magazine, 1950- 1969," Journal of Canadian Studies 33,3 (Fall 1998), 105. 

Love: The Unashamed Story of Les Femie & Aerlyn Weissman, dir., 
Board of Canada, 1992; Shenie A. ian Menace: Jdeology, 
tion of Lesbian Life etts Press, 1997), 



In their study of ontreal's "yellow press" in the 1950s and 1 

Higgins and Line Chamberland demonstrate that press coverage of the lesbi 

communities usually portrayed them as rverted andor humorous. The ex 

e main aims of the "yellow press," yet in titi11 

wledge of forbidden sexual undeworlds the press was also facilitating the 

entry into those worlds of women and men who were questioning their sexual 

orientation. 19 

While historians of lesbian exgerience in Canada have used 

s, little oral history has en undertaken on the years 

tween 1910 and 1945.20 A notable exce tion is Elise Chenier's 

Ladies and Troublemakers: Toronto's public lesbian community, 1955-1965," which 

testimonies to ex ine the creation of Toronto's working-class 

community, its relationship to the Chinese communiQ, to prostitution, and to 

drug trade, and its importance as the foundation for, and its icts with, later femi 

organization. Chenier demonstrates clearly the relationship between types of lesbian 

identity and community and the categories of class, gender and 

Forbidden Love uses interviews with lesbians who were involved in lesbian communities in the 1950s 
, supplemented with footage and a fictional romance, to descnbe lesbian Iife in postwar 

Monireal Y ellow 

1992). 422-43 1. 

20 One important contribution to the oral histmy of dian lesbian experience is Becki Ross, The 
House That JiZl BuiZt: A Lesbian Nation in Fornation (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1995). 

not, however, describe the histories of her narrators before the advent of 1MOs lesbian- 

enier, 'Tough Ladies and Troublemakers: Toronto's public lesbian ty, 19S-1%5" 
thesis, Queen's University, 1995). 



A work which most closely approximates the Arnerican study 

Slippers of Gold in its balanced gortrayal of the bar culture,22 Chenier's 

nt of cornparison for this study. While 1 too examine some of the 

ect interviews Chenier uses in her 

research is concern lower middle-class women, 

of their sexuality was influenced by unfavourable class and respectability-dnven 

nses to the very women Chenier describes. For many of the wornen in 

undary-rnarker tween the "respectable" and "unrespectabl 

community. For many iddle-class lesbians in particular, the bar was 

wn and unexplored site of lesbian socializing. Chenier's analysis is 

crucial to my exploration of divisions of clam within lesbianism.23 

Line Chamberland as also researched the lives of bar lesbians. Her arti 

ring ERsbian Bars: ontreal, 1955- 1975" examines bars as lesbi 

spaces and demonstrates the ways in which the bar culture made lesbians public and the 

ways in which they were an appropriation of public space for lesbians.Z4 

Chamberland's research is important to this study in that she demonstrates, albeit 

without reference to personal testirnonies, the links between social class, 

and bar attendance. As this study will demonstrate for English Canada, Chamberland 

22 Elizabeth Lapovsky Kennedy and Madeline D. Davis, Boots of leather, Slippers of GoM: The History 
of a lesbian Community (New York &London: Routledge, 1993). 

23 Histories of romrmtic fnendships, Boston marriages, and other relatimships among rniddle-class 
amine the lives of women whose class privilege allowed them not to work in paid 

titutions or the gov 
e couples largely address the 

Iives of women in lower w 
butch-femme culture surviv 

," in Gay Studies From the 
Cultures: Voicespom fiance, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, and The Netherlands (New Y e 
ton Park Press, 1993), 23 1-269. 



shows that lesbians in Frenc Canada were divided class when it came to 

social space. 

atory Wall" argues that a 

system of "discovery" and surveillance was, in the early twentie century, instnimen 

in altering public perceptions of homosexual activity generally, tfansfoming it from 

something incomprehensible into something readily viewed and monitored in the public 

interest.25 Maynard7s conclusions can be sposed to the world of 

that the very public discussions and discovery of sexual deviation, v 

promiscui~ in stwar Canada made the Ianguage of sexuality much more available to 

ing and viewing public than ever before. As the subsequent c 

the twentieth-century expert played a key role in the discovery of al1 manner of 

"deviant" sexualities, and in e promotion of values and practices thought to combat 

them. Medical professionals, social workers, educators and the state al1 functioned to 

disseminate categones and theories of sexuality which became hegemonic in Canadian 

le it was the male "deviant" and "predator" with whom these professionals 

were mainly concerned, their categorizations also served to pathologize female same- 

sex activity. 

egulation of Desire, Gary Kinsm examines the creation of 

' as a problem, and the attempts to control it in C a, America and 

England. Kinsman9s work is perhaps the only text to attempt a survey of the history of 

ity in Canada. He places the development of heterosexist oppression of lesbians 

and gay men within the context of evelopment of capitalism, arguing that 

hegemony necessarily involves lesbian and gay subordination."26 

25 Steven Maynard, ' A Sole In The Lavatory 
surveillance, and the dialectics of discovery, Toronto, 1890-l!Bû'' Journal of the History of S e d t t y  5, 
2 (ûctober 1994), 207-242. 

26 Gary Kinsman, The Reguhtion of Desire: Hom and Hetero Sexualities (Montréal: Black Rose Books, 
19%), 40. 
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Kinsman portrays the heterosexist oppression of gay men and lesbians as the result of 

economic forces. As Jeffrey Weeks has argued, however, a materialist approach "poses 

the danger of seeing the restrictive definitions of homosexual behaviours as a necessary 

effect of a pre-exis ting causative complex (usuall y 'capi talism') ."27 

Desire is also primarily ut the regulation of ale desire. While giving a place to 

women in a history of sexudity, Kinsman offers mainly a study of men. 

Because of the newness of the field in Canada, scholars of lesbian, bisexual and 

gay history rely extensively on foreign scholarship, which offers many impo ints 

of comparison and contrast, particularly regarding the United States. Those of us 

working in Can look often for theoretical and research leads to the growing num 

t American works on -Stonewall lesbian and gay history in p 

er degree to the more contem and theoretical works on bisexuality. 

While the historical contexts might be different, Canadian lesbians, bisexuals, an 

men shared with their American counterparts many subcultural characteristics of 

individual and community life. And since the major urban areas of Vancouver, Toronto 

and Montréai were close enough to the American er to permit easy travel between 

the two nations, Amencan "lesbigay" culture has historically provided many Can 

ties beyond their own residential areas. Moreover, as will be 

shown later, some aspects of Canadian lesbian culture- such as the use of dildos- were 

likely derivatives of American lesbian culture. It is therefore important to consider here 

a few of the major foreign works that have influenced this study, and w 

comparisons for Canadian lesbian history. 

American studies of same-sex sexuality in e nineteenui and twentieth centuries 

have often relied in part upon autobiographicd writings, journals, and letters. These 

en particularly im t for the history of lesbi and bisexual w 

27 Jeffrey Weeks, '"Discourse, desire an iance: some problems in a 
in The Making of the Modern Homo 
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because of their relative lack of representation in the records of insti tions of punitive 

control of "deviant" sexuality. ile there exist medical case records of les 

bisexual women, there are com vely few instances in which the stories of lesbians 

en come to light in government, ice or court records, sources 

which have provided at least so e means of accessing the lives of gay or 

There exists as yet no mmprehensive study of lesbians in Canada in the early 

twentieth century. Many of Lillian an's conclusions about the United States in 

Odd Girls and Twilight Lovers can, however, be extrapolated to the Canadian context. 

Faderman argues that the tum of the twentieth century was "the beginning of a lengthy 

ri& of general closing off of most affection tween women."28 She 

traces the emergence of lesbian subcultures gests that the twentieth century saw 

the erosion of the "sexual innocence" of pre-twentieth-century lesbi 

of the romantic friendship, and the creation of lesbian identities an 

between and among lesbians. 1 shall take issue in Chapter Three with some of 

Fademan's arguments about sexual owledge, but 1 do agree with her overdl 

suggestion that theories about intimate relationships between women did change in the 

twentieth century and that lesbian subjectivities and subcultures changed in relation to 

those theories. 

While there were im t differences between the lives of American and 

Canadian lesbians, Faderman's analysis of the development of negative attitudes 

towards female-female friendship and intimacy in the United States offers important 

insights for Canadian women's history. Perhaps notas rapidly col by the ideas of 

the sexologists and Freud, Canada was nevertheless p to an increasing obsession 

with studying, classifying and controlling sexuality in its many "natural" and 

an and Twilight Lovers: A History of Lesbian Life in Twentieth-Century 
991), 4. 



S. Heterosexual as well as lesbian and bisexual women were subject to 

the trends Faderman describes. 

The archivai collections on which lesbian historians rely rarely con 

ysical sexuality. One must therefore tread carefully when 

ascribing a particular sexual orientation to the author of any set of letters or di 

Surgcessing the Love of n, Lillian Faderrnan examines same-sex relationships 

tween women in the the rapid changes of the twentie 

focus is on those relationships between women which were generally accepted by 

society as healthy, at least until the ideas of the sexologists began to pe 

and social thinking. Fadennan argues that these relationships were most likely not 

sexuai mes. 

ge of private 

Faderman argues that the "romantic friendshps7' of the e 

centuries were socially sanctioned relationships in which "women's strongest emotions 

and affections [were] directed toward each other," closely approximating modem 

lesbian experience, but that these earlier relationships were not likely to include a 

genital component because women g y were innocent of sexual 

indoctrinated with notions of femaie passivity. 29 Fadennan h 

for valorizing the "romantic friendship" to the extent that she obscu 

that some of the women in these relations ips would have had physical relationships, 

while others would not.30 Relying on definitions of "lesbian" requiring a genital 

component to relation s, critics of Faderman's work suggest that she includes as 

"lesbian" women wh sibly were not. Whle 1 do not agree that g 

for lesbianism to exist, 1 do dispute some of Faderman's g 

29 Lillian Fadennan, Surpassing the Love of Men, 16-20, 

30 Sheila Jeffreys, ' ey Did It?" in Nob a Passing Phase: Reclaiming Lesbians in 
History 1840-1 985 omen's Press, 1989), 20-23. 
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both Surpassing the L m  n and Odd Girls a Twilight Lovers , Faderman gives 

too little credence to lity that some of the women she discusses were in fact 

er than lesbian, assuming instead that the existence of heterosexud 

marriages or other relationships with men represents repression of a lesbian identity.31 

Despite these flaws, Lillian Fade an's work remains extre 

whether as foundationd text or as signifimt nt of departure, for most les 

historians. It was her scholarship, perhaps more than most others, 

for the detailed an yses of women's diaries and letters which 

of numerous same-sex relationships among women of the middle class in America an 

Bntain. To a lesser degree, Faderman also provided the groundwork for stu 

working-class butchJfem e bar culture of mid twentieth-century America.32 And in her 

most recent work, To Believe in an rightly points out that women in 

same-sex relationships were prominent in every social cause relating to women's rights 

in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, and thus have played a crucial role in the 

political, economic, and social advancement of al1 American women.33 

In her latest work, Faderman makes an important, if tentative, correction to one 

of the most criticized aspects of Surpassing 

postmûdemist criticisms of the use of the identity label "lesbian" in historiai s 

have "ment and serve as an im t corrective to a simplistic temptation to n 

'lesbians' in history," a temptation to which s been ac~used of suwumbing in her 

earlier work. Fadennan provides a more nua tline of her analysis when she 

argues that "if enough materid that reveals le do and say is available, we can 

31 Ldllian Faderman, Surpassing the Love of Men and Odd Girls and Twilight Lovers . 

32 Odd Girls and Twilight Lovers was researched and published at the same time as Kennedy and Davis' 
Boots of leather, Slippers of GoM but is, in general, cited less often and less favourably in relation to its 
porbrayal of butch and femme relationships. 

ian Fadennan, To in Women: What Lesbians Have Done for h e r i c a  - A History (Boston 
& New York: Houghton 



surel y make agt observations vior ... 1 use the term 'lesbi 

adjective that describes intense woman-to-woman relating and ~ommi tmen t . "~~  

Although Faderman is taking a humorous p at her critics in her expliation of her 

stance, she does grant for p r e c i s i ~ n . ~ ~  

le doubtless there will still those who decry Faderman's suggestion that 

'6non-sexual" woman-to-woman relationships can and should be termed "lesbian," she 

has at least responded somewhat to her critics' charge that she includ 

women who may not have been. 1 still contend, however, that Faderman has included 

as "lesbian," in behaviou terms, women whose behaviour might 

described as "bisexu ." The subtitle of her book should perhaps 

Eesbians and Bisexual Women Have Done for America." 

fficulties of definition and evidence, such as those with w has 

had to contend, make those personal records which are specific about 

relationships between women especially valuable. Two publications devoted to such 

testimonies which are particularly relevant to this thesis are Elsa Gidlow's ELsa: I Corne 

With My Songs and Helena Whitbread's edited collection of the dianes of Anne Lister, I 

Own Heart. Gidlow9s autobiography, while published in 1986 after a lifetime 

of feminist activism and literary work, and therefore unquestionably a consciously 

constructed account of a life, is a rare insight into the life of a lesbian woman who s 

adolescence in early twentieth-century Canada. Gidlow details the 

ization that she was "different" and describes in de 1 the physicality 

34 ~adernian, To Believe in Women ,3. 

"If there had been 
1 might have subtiti 

Nineteenth and Early Twentieth Centuries, Whose Chief Sexual andlor 
Behaviors Would H Had Been Observ 
Done for Amenca.' referring to these w 'lesbians,' readers 
might keep my alteniate Believe in Women, 3. 



as well as the emotions of her relationships, which began when she was sixteen and 

The diaries of Anne Lister, while not Canadian, are particularly inkresting in 

e study of sexu ity because of their detail and also 

e. Lister's diaries, written between 1791 and 1 

physical nature of her relationships with women, and are unus 

for women of that peri were rarely specific about e nature of their relationships. 

But the fact that the intimate rtions of the diaries were written in an extremely 

complex code (which Lister dev se of secret corres 

female partner) makes this an es y valuable tool for understanding sexual 

subjwtivity , and awareness of ce to dominant heterosexual dis~ourse.3~ 

While the context in which the dianes were written was very different to that in whic 

the women in this study lived, the Lister diaries suggest to us that geni 

between women, awareness of the nature of one's desire, and an appreciation of the 

social consequences of that desire could exist in the absence of a publicly available 

discourse about female same-sex sexuality. 

The problem of reticence in source material can be overcome somewhat by the 

history has provided a unique window into the lives of les 

and gay men in America and England.38 In Boots of leather, Skippers of 

sky Kennedy and Madeline D. Davis examine the lives of lesbian 

36 Eisa Gidlow, Elsa: I Corne With My Songs. The Auiobiography of Elsa Gidbw (San Francisco: 
Booklegger Press, 1986). 



women and the lesbian bar culture in Buffalo, New York, from the 1930s to the 1950s. 

Whereas much previous feminist research has portrayed the "butchlfemme" 

relationships of the bar culture as the hegemonic adoption of heterosexual gender role 

els, Kennedy and Davis illustrate the im nce of these relations 

eventual formation of community identity in the face of heterosexist repression. They 

also demonstrate that in some ways lesbian sexuality, as expressed in butch and fe 

identities, subverted rather than re uced heterosexual gender relationships, by 

placing the responsibility for sexual satisfaction of her partner on the 

y and Davis deal rather less well with the issue of class, 

community on which they based their research was predominantly working class, and 

Boots of Eeather, Slipers ofGold fails satisfactorily to account for 

working-class and middle-class lesbian socialization and the role it played in identity, 

c o m m u n i ~  formation and politics.39 

In his enlightening and rsuasive swdy of New York, George Chauncey uses 

extensive oral interviews and documentay research to chart the urban geograghy and 

cultural vibrancy of the gay male world of the early twentieth cen 

challenges the assumption that the Second World War marked 

subculture, arguing instead that there had existed from the turn of the century a large 

gay c o m m u n i ~  with its own distinct patterns of socialization and recreation. He also 

e negative discourse of "homosexuality" as "abnormal" was not 

widespread among gay men ( rticularly working-class men) before the middle of the 

century, and that pejorative attitudes towards same-sex activity were more likely to be 

on inversion of ascribed gender status on homosexuali 

men of the early twentieth century, gender roles-particularly the 

39 Elizabeth Lapovsky Kennedy and Madeline D. Davis, Boots of Leather, Slippers of GoM: The History 
of a Lesbian Community (New York & London: Routledge, 1593). 

40 George Chauncey, Gay New York: Gender, Urban Culture, and the Making of the Gay Male World 
1890-1940 (New York: Basic Books, 1994). 



and "feminine" sexual roles - were the predominant way of stmcturing the worl 

was not until lakr in the century that a discourse of homosexuality foun 

the gay community, and it was adopted at first primanly by middle-class men. 

Class is problematic in Chauncey's work, in that his somewhat rigi 

between working-class and middle-class ty s of sexual identity fails to account for 

moderate flexibility of socialization between class groups that his evidence suggests. 

rtrayal of the gay male world as creative of, as wel 

social mores and urban development, Gay New York provides a crucial framework for 

historical analysis of sexual subcultures in the early twentieth century. What C 

shows us is that gay individuals unders their desires and behaviours in ways not 

necessarily explicable within emerging scientific categorization, or in today7s identity- 

driven terms. It is crucial, therefore, when ex ining same-sex relationships in the 

p s t ,  to examine the ways in which our historical subjects did understand 

and actions. 

The works of Chauncey, Kennedy and Davis form part of an incrwing 

research on gay and lesbian communities in the United States. Community studies, 

which originally examined the communities that formed after the Second World War, 

have expanded to include new material on early twentieth-century communiw 

formation. Both Gay New York and Boots of leather, Slippers of Gold show that gay 

and lesbian communities formed in the United States as early as the turn of the century, 

an argument also made by Fade an in Odd Girls and Twilight b v e r s .  These new 

community studies offer evidence that lesbians gay men grouped together on the 

orientation well before esbian rights movements of 

1960s and 1970s. The publication in 1997 of Brett Beemyn's collection Creating A 

41 Chauneey suggests îhat gaylhomosex identities did not have resonance for the early twenti 
discusses, and that those i were later developments. differentiata the 

ties of these men from &ose of men later in the cen nevertheless is 
them in "gay" history, so 1 shal here. 



Place for Ourselves42 exem lifies the new trend in queer community histories towards 

an analysis of "a neglected dimension of the urban ex rience- the organization of 

sexuality [and the social meaning of urban space and the com 

In addition to those lesbi and gay community histories descri 

Amencan lesbian history in particular inforrns this dissertation. In her disse 

"'The very house of difference': Intersections of Identities in the Life Histories of 

Colorado Lesbians, 1 -1965," Katie Gilmartin examines oral narratives of 

women in the Colorado area to determine the ways in which their sexual identities 

intersected with their class, gender, racial, and ethnic identities.44 She looks 

y, in her dissertation and in a subsequent article on the su 

relationship between lesbianism and class.45 While insufficiently historical in nature, in 

that she provides very little historical infomation with which to contextualize her 

narrators' testimonies, Gilmartin's analysis is one of on1 y a few that address the 

relationships and boundaries between working-class and middle-class lesbians before 

second-wave feminism. Previous work has largely focused on middle-class or 

working-class lesbians rather than on the relationships between them, the divisions and 

differences between their communities, and the attitudes of each group towards the 

other. It is this question with which Chapter Five of the present work is concerned. 

Most especially, I seek to understand the and spatial boundaries between 

Canada's working-class lesbian bar community, which has been discusse 

42 Brett Beemyn, ed. Creaîing A Place For Ourselves: Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual Community Histories 
(New York & London: Routledge, 1997). 

43 Clifton Nood, "New Studies in Gay and Lesbian History," Journal of Urban History 24,6 (Septem 
1998), 782. 

44 Katie Gilmartin, " very house of difference': Intersections of Identities in the Life 
Colorado Lesbians, 1 1965" (Ph.D. diss., Yale University, 1995). 

n, "'We Weren't Bar People': ddle-Ciass Lesbian Identities and 
Gay & Lesbian Quarterly 3 (19%). 1-51. 



d Chenier, and lesbians of the lower middle class, w 

largely ignored in Canadian 

Historical evidence of sexuality, d particularly of women's sexuality, c m  

hard to locate in traditional archiva1 sources. Unless one is exami 

f o r =  of sexual expression proscribed by law or othenvise dealt with by the State, a 

record of which might found in a court document or in the records of a govement  

istorian of sexuality must often sift ugh a significant amount of 

material before finding evidence of sexual behaviour. In the case of same-sex relations 

between women, regarde as unacceptable to Canadian society in the 

1x5 yet not prohibited by law, the historian's task is further complicated by an 

ovenvhelming gender bias in material regarding sexuality towards that of gay men.* 

For the period 1910-1%5, Canadian lesbian historians must rely heavily on 

private papers, and most especially on correspondence, to provide information about 

en women. Such documents present both advantages and * 

sitive side, the historian is interpreting source material 

composed during under study, which is an advantage compared to O 

history, in which a lifetime of reinterpretation and selective memory on the part of the 

namtor will influence the material to a eonsiderable degree. This is not to Say that 

correspondence and journals do not contain reinte tation and selectivity, but rather 

representative strategies employed by the author do at least come 

er than from later in 

some of the problems involved in research gay and lesbian history, see Steven 
ng, Wilful Evidence': LesbianlGay History and Archival Research" Archivaria 33 

(Winter 1991-92), 195-201. 



the other hand, doeumen evidence of relationships ean be 

interpret in that the authors, ng usually deceased, cannot be questione 

subtleties of their texts and cannot be asked to clarify ce n issues, as Gin be 

e case of oral history. As in any personal communication, meaning is not always 

clear in women's letters to each other. In a letter, one usually sees a single moment of 

reflection on an event, rather than the gradua1 development of understanding that one 

might find expressed in a journal, where events are re-evaluated over time, or in an oral 

interview, in which the narrator can be asked supplementary questions to tease out 

changing or conflicting emotions. Even a journal can be limited in this regard, 

however, given that one usuaily only reads the ctive of its author. In an interview, 

e interviewer is able to ask a t the respnses of other parties, so as to gain a lit 

infornation about alternative perspectives, albeit filtered through that of the narrator. 

Given the tendency for archival repositories to collect only private material 

considered historicall y "significant7'- cause of archives' limited space and dwindling 

staff resources-any such material in an archive is likely to represent only the 

experiences of a small elite among women, if indeed source material can be found at d l .  

It is for this reason, and because of its great richness as source material, that many 

scholars of lesbian and bisexual women's history have turned to oral histmy. Oral 

history is an especially useful meth ogy for the study of aspects of twentieth-century 

society, in that it opens up to the historian a realm of analysis not available to historians 

of earlier periods- the persona1 narration of historical experience mediated 

of the historian's topic of inquiry. Naturally, as with any historical source, 

cular advantages and disadvantages. The most frequent criticism of 

its lack of reliability as empirical ' ", because of narrators' 

tendencies to tell their stories in uneven, biased and subjective terrns. As Eli 

arks, even a professional historian "may have been experientially convinced 

's account" and then n disappoined to discover 



even though they also rtise, that sincere people need not 

at al1 accounts must be tested."47 

tudy uses a variety of primary sources, placed within the growing 

secondary literature on the history of sexuality. Five collections of 

provide most of the primary materi for the 1910-1 period. Twenty-six of my own 

interviews, one interview conducted by ano er graduate student, and nine interviews 

aking History Project provide the majority of 

1965 matenal. These sources are supplemented by primary material drawn from a 

variety of government ocuments, newspapers, and gublished works of the penod. 

Narrators were located in a variety of ways. Some were reached via 

within the local Victoria lesbian community, and those women were able to put me in 

touch with others. 1 vertised in newspapers in Victoria, Vancouver, 

sent calls for narrators and posters to lesbian and feminist organizations in British 

Columbia and On o. Several Ontario narrators were reached via the Metroplitan 

Communtty Church.48 In selecting narrators for my own interviews, I chose to 

interview women who need not have been bom in Canada but had to have Iived in 

Canada for at least five years between 1910 and 1965. The minimum age for narrators 

was fifty-five, ensuring that al1 narrators would have reached young adulth 

very lieast, before 1%5.49 

47 , Narrating Our Pasts: The social construction of oral history 
Cambridge University Press, 1992), 113. 

48 Four women came forward in response to newspaper advdsements. A 
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y and the sources used were chosen deli 

to analyse changing subjectivities. The peri 910 to 1965 was one of considerable 

change in the nature, extent, and of discourses about female sexuality and about 

ity in particular. Changing ideas a e sexual passivity or 

expression, sexual and gender inversion or homosexuality, and e proportion of the 

population likely to homosexual occurred throughout this period. Women 

constructing sexual subjectivities between 1910 and 1965 were therefore expose 

changing mores. In order to understand that ess as fully as possible, it was 

necessary to use both written and oral sources. With the written sources, one is able to 

gain a sense of women's lives in the first few decades of the twentieth century. The O 

osen in order to n very detailed and 

tween 1930 and 1965, the like of which is not fou 

of a personal or institutional nature. 

One of the peculiarities of oral history is that one obtains testimonies only from 

those individuals who want to or believe that they should be interviewed for the project. 

Naturallly, this degree of self-selection results in bias in the material in favour of those 

who either have considered and constructed their narrative in formalized ways, have 

en interviewed previously, andlor who wish to situate themselves somehow in the 

broader framework of the interviewer's project. Several of the nanators for this study 

n interviewed previously for academic or community history projects. They and 

others in the group regarded pa cipation as a community-oriented and even political 

pose  of which was to m n to a younger generation of 

the conditions under w women in the community lived an 

came out. 

ufficient awareness of her sexuality as 

used. 



Certain narrative structures are common in this type of research with 

groups. Many lesbian women their lives as trials of adversity, and 

their coming out as the ultimate triumph ov for the majority of 

lesbians and, in more recent ti es, bisexual women, coming out doubtless is the most 

overt, risky, an courageous step they have en in their lives. The researcher must 

remain alert, however, to the possibility that some women, in the interest of serving the 

t heroine narrative, may em which clearly exemplify 

oumge and ultimate success, and may downplay those elements that suggest 

vacillation or cl s of sexual orientation. 

y interested in uneovering aspects of the lesbian and bisexual 

ast not previously recorded in Canadian d my interviews therefore seek a 

degree of vemcity in order at least to describe what were the social contexts and 

individual experiences of my narrators' lives, 1 o not seek here to p 

generalizable and objective history of lesbian and bisexual women's lives in Cana 

before 1965. Not only is that not ssible, given the number of women interviewed, 

and their race, class, and religious specificity, but it also is not the focus of this project. 

Rather, 1 seek to understand the ways in which these women, in particular historical and 

discursive contexts, carne to understan their subjectivity in relation to their sexual 

selves. In this project, rspective is at least as important as "factual" memory. It will 

s study that the narration of lesbian and bisexual pasts has a particular 

and sometimes formulait structure which might be said to make it a genre, "which 

ople's transmission of experience, and, as well, by its 

, maintains a version of the past whic people can use for their own 

ends."50 It will erefore, to examine the ways in which the narrators 

their stories in addition to seeking the raw data of their life 

n, Narrating Our Pasts, 114. 



As Paul Thompson contends, not only must oral histories contextualized so 

as to ensure a dialogue between matenal context and the narrator's (re)construction of 

their experience, but they must also tened to and read for their interna1 

ictions, biases, exaggeration ation.51 If the O 

historian acknowledges from the start the im ce of subjectivity 

testimony, the oral testimony can allow a dynamic dialogue between 

the narrator's version of their life within that context. This al 

historian to move exibly between what can othenvise, with written sou 

more static explanations of the ps t .  Oral history is unique among historical sources in 

that it "is collaboratively generated and created deli rately for historia1 

making it a self-ac owledged exploration th of the past and of the i 

the past.52 

In seeking to understand the im ce of narrative structure in the narrators' 

sense of self, 1 accept that the nature al of the past, rather than its degree of 

absolute truth, may lx the more crucial aspect of the oral testimony. 

commonali ty of ce n dements of their stones, in addition to suppl 

and secondary research, does confirm the truth of their memories of socie 

condemnation of same-sex relationships, and of the negative consequences of pursuing 

them, many elements of these women's stories cannot 

about the stories, however, is the degree to which they reveal the im 

elements-language, desire, expression of that desire, formation of relationships base 

on that desire, and community-in the stmctunng of lesbian or bisexual women's 

portrayals of their subjectivity. This diss on is primaril y about w these lesbian 

51 Paul Thompson, The Voice of the Past: Oral History, 2nd ed. (Mord  and New York: Oxford 
Universiiy Press, 1988, 239-240; 258. 

and Marjorie L. MeLeIlan, "Oral story," Organization of American Historians Magazine 
of History 1 1,3 (Spnng lm), 4. 
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and bisexual women understand ation of their sexu ity in relation to 

their particular life ex 

Much recent criticism of tradition history has come from feminist scholars 

and activists seekmg to retrieve women' e feminist interviewers suggest 

that forma1 interview s ctures, set questions, and a focus on the n 

patriarchal interviewing me stina Minister argues that this style "denies 

women the communication form that sup rts the topics women value." Further, she 

suggests that after the interview, a researcher can rev to the narrator herlhis person 

investment in the project and invite the n 's criticisms of the analysis." 

Minister's analysis of oral history techniques is, however, somewhat essentialist, in that 

she argues for a wornen's communication style and women's favoured topics. Such 

rigidity is no less problematic than some of the more al interview m 

describes, for it imposes on al1 women one set of preferred ''fernale" styles. 

A more balanced feminist agproach may be that of Katherine Borland w 

the sanie collection, achowledges the real possibility of confiicts over interpretation of 

oral testimony- an important issue - but suggests that allowing narrators to speak for 

themselves without interpretation may be illusory. As Borland contends, "the very fact 

that we constitute the initial audience for the narratives we collect i uences the way in 

which our collaborators will construct r Stones, and our later presentation of 

stories-in particular publications unde cular titles-will i uence the way in 

which prospective readers will interpre 

e focus of this dissertation is the interpretive, mutable, and subjective nature 

of sexuality, and the oral testirnonies must therefore be viewed within the context of 

5;3 Kristina Minister, "A st Frame for the Oral His- Interview," in Sherna Berger Gluck and 
Patai, eds., Women 's Words: The Feminist Practice of Oral Hbtory (New York & London: 
ge, 1991), 35-6. 

1 Said': Interprehve C ct in Oral Narrative Res 
Sherna Berger Gluck and Daphne Patai, eds., Women's Words: The Feminist Practice of Oral Hbtory 
(New York & london: Routledge, 1991), 6%. 



social construction. It is not my aim here to provide a series of narrate 

tation and offe up in the spirit of what Joan Wallach Scott has 

called "the evidence of ex rience."55 In the schema Scott describes, women's 

aks for itself an an's experience has equiv ent tmth-value; 

sition of an inte tation of that experience from another's 

as anathema to the feminist project. Too many feminist accounts of female identities 

ological subjects, external to patriarchal 

gh such allegedly neu feminist methods as the "feminist 

interview."56 1 do not Nor have the interviews and my uses of them 

criticism of the narrators. In that sense, as well as in my establishing an overarc 

analysis of the material, mine is "a conventional univocal text, unless one counts what 

might be seen as excessive quoting to be an effort toward many-voiced discourse as 

opposed to exhortations of authority and a didactic mode of critique."57 

This study employed a stmctured yet flexible interview in which narrators were 

asked a series of questions over several days. Because of the intimate nature of the 

topic, the interviews gan at the most superficial level and worked through to 

questions about physicd sexuality, often ng between three and five sessions. There 

ysis at work here, but one whch emphasizes not the u 

reclamation of lesbian and bisexual women's lives but rather the u 

adoption, negotiation and rejection of social noms, their complicity in and resistance to 

their own oppression and of others, and the knowledge that women have not 

and are not well served by arguments which stress a universal lesbian subject. 

55 Jean W. Scott, "The Evidence of Experience," Critical lnquiry 17 ( S  1991), 773-797. 

56 Jana Sawicki offers a mitique of su st essentialism in "Foucault, feminis tions of 
identity," in Gary Gutting, ed., The Cornpanion to Foucault (Cambridge: e 
University Press, 1994), 286-313. 

s7 Patti Lather, Geiti Feminist Research and Pedagogy WitWin the Postmodern (New York & 
Landon: Routledge, 
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My own theoreti leanings are towards a social constmctionist view of identity 

and subjectivity. Social constmctionism is a broad grouping of theoretical approaches 

icate the "processes by which people come to describe, explain, or othenvise 

account for the world (indu emselves) in which they live."58 Social 

cons~ct ionism is often assumed to be a unified field, 

various forms of essentialism, realism, 
to rationalize and 

limit.59 

constnictionism is in apgroach or in the degree of 

radicalism of its practitioners' politics, it may fairly be said that most constnictionists 

"openly espouse multivocdity and anti-foundationalism; they defend subjugate 

owledges against unitary notions of progress. In a word, they are incredulous toward 

Master narratives. "60 

I maintain an incredulity towards master narratives in that I reject essentialist 

claims of innate sexual orientations, yet I recognize that such claims can have beneficial 

as well as detrimen effects for individuds and marginalized communities. As will be 

shown in future chapters, many women engaging in same-sex relationships before 

second-wave feminism and lesbian-feminism are made culturally unintelligible by 

subsequent nonns of lesbi entity categories do not fit neatly 

with their experiences, nor with their understandings of themselves in the 

study. Despite this, it is precisely the modern and essentialized identity category of the 

Gergan, cited in . Reflexivity and Social Constnictionism," in 
The Politics of Conshwctionism. eds. Irving Velody and Robin Williams (London: Sage, 1 

Gergen, "Constnictionist Dialogues and the Vicissitudes of the Political," in The Politics of 

, "Towards a Constnictivist Genealogy of Social Constnictivism," in Zke Politics of 
Comtructionism, 13 (paraphrasing Lyotard). 
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lesbian that the narrators now apply to themselves and in relation to wwhic 

narratives are constructe 

A constructionist interpre on of these narratives will reveal that they conform 

progressive plot structure and suggest the essentialism of sexual 

orientation, things to which the constwtionist is necessarily opposed. It i 

however, that we recognize that essentialist and linear narratives have s 

women well, in s of their building a greater h iness and degree of self-esteem, 

and have also been crucial in the development of community politics and campaigns for 

legal rights and social recognition. This study therefore ac~epts the narrators' 

portrayals of their identities as intrinsic to themselves and argues for a recognition of 

the im ce of "coming out9' narratives as em wering strategies for women living 

in a society still largely hostile to same-sex relationships 

How, though, does the feminist researcher avoid some of the traditional pitfalls 

of academic research about living "human subjects9' while retaining critical integrity? It 

has sometimes k e n  the tendency in the past for interviewers to abuse the relationship 

of trust that the interviewer-narrator relationship entails, and to eliminate, 

or at least to minimize the voices of the narrators in the search for an objective, 

generalizable analysis. Given that the researcher retains ultimate control of the 

aterial, it is easy to a riate narrators ' riences rather than allowing them to be 

alancing analysis with e cal use of the material is a difficult task in 

Jayati La1 suggests, "The issue of how one works against the tendency to appropriate 

another's experience while m ng the connections remains a productive source of 

aps never resolv 

Many feminist scholars suggest at the imbalance involved in interview 

research is at least mitigated by efforts to ac owledge the subject position of the 

cations: The Politics of Self, Identity, and "Other" in Living 
in Fieldwork, ed. Diane Wolfe (Boulder, Colorado: Westv 

201. 



the degree to which that subject position might influence the analysis 

and even the range and nature of the narrator group.62 My own subject position 

doubtless has had both negative and positive effects for this project. Certainly, 

able to approa self-identified lesbians from the shared perspective of lesbian identity 

entrée into a community that has learned to distrust outsiders. That s 

lesbian identity also in s the choice of topic for the dissertation and the mode of 

analysis, for most assuredly questions of subjectivity and identity interest me on a 

personal as well as an academic level. 

An area in which my subject position may have worked against this study is that 

of race and class. Al1 the women intemiewed for this study are white. Almost d l  are of 

Christian backgrounds, even if not practising Christians, and they are d s o  

testant Although many came from working-class or 

backgrounds, most are today comfortably well off. My ability to reach a wider range of 

namtors may have en affected by my own white, middle-class status, dthough it is 

impossible to determine the degree to which this might have been the case. Lesbians of 

colour were contacted, but did not meet the criteria for the study in terms of the time of 

residence in Canada. 

The relative narrowness of the range of narrators in this study is mitigate 

however, by two important considerations. The most significant is that this study 

ines the lives of a segment of the lesbian community-and bisexual women to a 

degree- previousl y underrepresented in lesbian istoriography, even if they in some 

ways form part of a dominant gro in society as a whole. Lesbian historiography 

most exclusively wi ut two groups of women: the upper middle-class 

"romantic fnends" of the to the early twentieth centuries, and the w 

culture of North Amencan cities. Very few studies, and 

62 See, for example, Patti Lather, Ge and Diane L. Fowlkes, "Moving from 
ty Politics To Coalition Politics a Materialist Standpoint of Intersubjectivity in Gloria 
ua's BorderlaniidLa Frontera: Mestiza ," Hypatia 12,2 (Spring 1997), 109. 



narrators for this study provide, for the first time in Canadi historiography , a 

perspective from s previously ignored socio-economic group. 

In addition to bringing to light the stories of this under-researched group, this 

study examines rsonal papers of four middle-class lesbian couples an 

middle-class bisexual woman. These early twentieth-century documents reveal same- 

sex relationships whic ed to the structure and language of the romantic 

fnendship but mntained a more clearly express physicality than was found in earlier 

relationships between women. These types of relationships between women 

been ignored in C an historiography. The five collections of papers discuss 

provide a first glimpse into Canadian versions of middle-class lesbian life. 

Also discussed in this study are the testimonies of working-class women 

involved in Toronto's public bar culture in the 1950s and 1960s. These testimonies, 

obtained by the Lesbians M ng Histor-y Project in the 1980s and added to by Elise 

Chenier in the 1990s, show that the Canadian bar culture shared in many ways the 

characteristics of the American bar cultures descri by Lillian Faderman in Odd Girls 

ltvilight Luvers and by Elizabeth Eapovsky Kennedy and Madeline D. Davis in 

Booîs of leather, Slippers of G d d .  Given that Chenier has used these teshmonies in 

her study of the Toronto bar cul re, my use of them here is for comparative pu 

only . 

It must be remembered that the Canadian lesbian communiw was, in the period . 

under study, much less cuEturally diverse than its American counterpart in the 

or in the community that woul in Canada in the 1970s. Many of 

nanators for this study re rted that the communiQ contained very few lesbians of 

wlour until the late 1960s at the earliest. This opinion is borne out by two of the 

testimonies from e film Forbidden ve which describe the largely 
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nature of the lesbian community.63 That 1 should have difficulty locating a wider range 

of narrators is in some ways not, therefore, s 

er race and class perspectives among my own 

narrators, a comparaive analysis must , however. Any study of sexuality 

must examine e ways in which sexuality intersects with other social relations. 

Perhaps the most im contribution of postmodernist inquiry to the history of 

sexuality and gender has k e n  its insistence on the intersectionaliq of al1 social 

relations. As Butler States, "the analysis of racialization and class is at least equally 

important in the inking of sexuality as either gender or homosexuality, and these last 

two are not separable from ore complex and complicitous formations of 

An im t focus of this thesis will therefore be e connections between the sexual 

subjectivities of the women discussed herein and their social positioning in other terms. 

Most studies of lesbian and gay culture and identity acknowledge as a 

significant influence or as a chel Foucault's 

Sexuality , and particularly his constructed rather 

sexuallty. It is wo discussing Foucault in some depth here, sin 

construction of sexuality have direct bearing on my 

Foucault that identities based on se orientation are a recent phenomenon, and that 

sexuality is smially constructe ge that-even if identities in an 

individual change over time- ty can feel essential and i 

society constructed on the ba i s  of identity abels, when one feels oneself to have one of 

63 Forbidden Love: The Unashmd  Story of Lesbian Lives, Lynn Fernie & Aerlyn Weissman, 
National Film Board of Canada, 1992. 

64 Judith Butler, "'Against Objects," Diflerences: A Journal of Feminist Cultural StuHies 6.2, 3 
(1994), 21. 
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the proscnbed identities, self-identification, community formation, an 

resistance unders the form of a passionate and nec 

This dissertation will argue that, even though sexual orientation may be socially 

, lesbian women who grew up and experienced same-sex desires before 

1965 usually construct their life stories as linear narratives ariiving at the 

realization of a stable, fixed, and essential identiq. Even those who c 

recently, but who identify early attractions towards other females, c 

with essential identities at their heart. Those identities are important in their sense of 

self, since they place the women fi gositively in historic 

It is in his assessment of the increasing sexual classification of individuals that 

Foucault is most useful for this dissertation. In his introduction to rculim Barbin: 

Being the Recently Discovered rnoirs of a Nineteenth-Century French 

Hermaphrodite, Foucault argues that the emergence of biological theories of sexuality 

led gradually to the dominance of the idea that an individual had one and only one true 

sex.65 The same tendency for science and society to classify individuals according to 

one true biological sex was also true, particularly in the early twentieth century, in 

relation to sexual orientation. Women and men were classified and socially organized 

in relation to the biological "facts"of their sex, and were then further classifi 

organized in terms of whether or not the uses they made of their biological sex 

confomed to concepts of "appropriate" sexuality. Even if conforrning to 6cappropriate" 

sexuality in the heterosexual nature of the sex act, a heterosexual person was 

classifiable by the uctivity or non-p uctivity of their sexuality. Masnirbation, 

sodomy, and prostitution were classified negatively cause of the "wastage" of 

sexuality in non-reproductive S. So too was homosexuality. 

65 Michel Foucault, Herculine Barbin: Being the Recently Discovered Memoirs of a Nineteenth-Centus, 
French Hermaphrodite (New York: Pantheon Books, 1980), viii. 



The increasing tendency in the late nineteenth and early twentieth cen 

attribute negative behaviours to genetic degeneration confirmed in the eyes of many that 

both appropriate and inappropriate sexuality were related to and evidence of 

nature of the individual. Sexual behaviour was an external expression of an innate 

characteristic, and conclusions could ut who or what a person was bas 

on what sexual gender performance they manifested. Among 

6'hereditarian" eugenicists in particular, sexual deviance of any kind was regarded as an 

inhented biological attnbute, rather than as a sinful choice. Those w 

appropnately be described as "envir~nmentalists,~' even though they 

context at least some role in the ividual, also tended to see sexu 

deviance in terms very close to ones. Even if deviant behaviours were 

learned rather than innate ones, they became fixed to the individ 

implied permanence and stability over time. 

Biological theones supported heterosexual hegemony, in that heterosexuality 

remained the ideal, the nom, and the assumed "truth" of most in society, but they 

also-perhaps unwittingly-supported the claims of non-heterosexuals for freedom 

from prosecution and persecution. orientation were a biological attribute, 

and if sexual behaviour merely the ssion of the true, biological 

, then non-heterosex no more responsible for their sex 

tion than were heterosexual people. It is in this first expression of sexual "truth" 

that one sees the emergence of what woul ome identities of sexual orienation. 

owledged, however, that the majonty in society, even if agreeing with 

biological arguments t sexual orientation, preserved a hi 

heterosexuality rernained the ideal against which al1 other se 

The emphasis on the one "true9' sexuality can 

bisexual behaviours. The creation of the 



categories '%omosexual," "bi~exual,~' and "heterosexual" in the late nineteenth and 

early tvventieth centuries reflects the growing concern with separating individuds on the 

basis of the sexual uses made of their biological sex, and the attribution to these 

differing behaviours of negative an itive characteristics.66 In the era of sexology 

and Freud, classification of individuals on t sed "tme" sexu 

orientation became increasingly common, and one could even s 

sexualiîy. These systems of classification reli on the assumption that sexuality is 

static, a basic aspect of genetics andlor personality that cannot usudly be changed, 

which may be repressed but will always result in some outward be 

therefore should be the focus of medical and bureaucratic classification, monitoring and 

contho1. 

In the late twentieth century e early twenty-first, differing opinions 

often been expressed about whether sexualities should be called "orientations" or 

"preferences." The former implies rather greater essentialism and a biological basis, 

whereas the latkr implies choice. Whether sexuality was innate or chosen was also a 

topic of debate in the nineteenth and early twentieth centurîes. For those individuals 

who were aware that their desires were not for the op site sex, the emergence of a 

biological discourse was an important factor in the construction of sexual subjectivities 

and in the formation of same-sex communities. 

own in this dissertalion, those women who experienced and 

exploreci sexual desires for other women between 1910 and 1965 did so in relation to an 

increasingly essentialist discourse that both defined them in negative te 

and simultaneously provided them with a language with which to defi 

positive and affi ing ways. As a consequence, their tives are most often phrased 

66 Bert Hansen reGounts the fondation of these categories and their graduai spread to North America in 
"Amencan Physicians' 'Discovery' of Homosexuais, 1880-1900 ew Diagnosis in a ni2 
Society," in Framing Diseuse: Shdies in Cultural History eds. s Rosenberg and Janet Golden 
(New Brunswick, New Jersey: Rutgers University Press, 1992). 



in the essentialist terms of the discourse used so 

their sexuality as the truth of eir nature, as something they have always 

which they had to "discover." In recognition of the impo 

for the women whose stories are examine here, 1 have chosen to use the 

orientation" to describe their sexuality, reflecting as it does their belief that their 

sexuality is not a choice. 

Historical scholarship on sexu as often tended to use the classifications of 

structure debate around the supposedly "given" groups that result from biologic 

arguments: heterosexual women, men reproduction; prostitutes, les 

men. This has led to a particul~zation and segregation of the histones of these groups. 

Lesbian and gay histories, which began to emerge e late 1970s and the 1 

until recently to assume a lesbian or gay ex nce unified primarily by sexual 

activity. While lesbians and gay men have perhaps k e n  rather too keen to a 

modern identity labels uncritically backwards in time-resulting in inaccurate daims of 

Greek pederastic relationships being "gay" and of Sappho being "lesbian", for 

example-and have managed to "find" lesbians and gay men everywhere, many 

heterosexual historians have discounted suggestions of same-sex relationships in hstory 

and have demanded more stringent proofs of non-heterosexual behaviours than of 

heterosexual ones. In b t h  cases, proof of homosexuality is a key issue. 

A number of historians and theorists have attempted to grapple with the 

of proof of sexual orientation or identity, with varying degrees of success. It is the 

histories of lesbian and bisexual women which provide us with the 

of definition and examination. Those of us working with women's sources are always 

faced with the limits of their availability and their scope, and indeed wi 

of making generalizations from them. Finding what appears to be evidence of sexu 

exploration with other women, one must prove that this constituted queer identiv, the 

requirement for w ich is that the female subject must ave used in relation to herse 



one of the several words w ich we recognize as connoting lesbianism or bisexuality. 

There is very great resistance in women's history to the attribution of the words 

6'lesbian" or "bisexual" to women in the past, the implication being that, unless 

a word themselves, they would find that attribution offensive. This resistance 

about the homophobia of women's history than anything else for, as Sheila 

Jeffreys has commented, we c at the ascription of a lesbian identity 

would have been offensive to women in t e past. It is her contention that suc 

argument "assumes that a lesbian identity is of itself shameful; a view not held by 

lesbians now and not one whi ted to women in the past."67 

If one were to agree that the word "lesbian" cannot applied to women in the 

ast unless they themselves us it, then a number of the narrators in t 

not be said to have been lesbian until after they heard the tenn ex 

and 1980s. Most of the women in this study explored their sexuality with other women 

without having any identity labels with which to describe it and did not begin to use 

those labels until lesbian-feminism made them more widely known. Are they then to be 

excluded from a history of lesbianism, because they were not yet in possession of a 

discourse with which to describe it? I agree that, in most cases, it woul 

appropriate to describe these women as having lesbian identities in the 

discussion, but I believe it legitimate to discuss their having lesbian desires and 

subjectivities. 

An identity category involves several things. In the case of marginalized 

groups, such as lesbians and bisexuals, an identity involves clear and sustained 

boundaries between oneself and the broader society, and a minority s 

ers.68 A community based on identity has its own cultural n o m s  

67 Sheila Jeffreys, "Does It Matter If They Did It?", 23. 

of minoriiy status may include a shared fe tage or 
t it may be as simple as one's i s 
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clearly-defined boundaries of inclusion and exclusion. An identity is also often, but not 

always, taken to refer to a fixed and stable essence in the individual. While an 

individual may hold multiple identities at one time, it is generally assumed in identity 

litics that each of t ose identities relates to an innate part of the individual. Al 

of themselves in identi ty-driven te s and construct their narratives as 

journeys towards the realization of an identity, most lacked, before 1965, crucial 

elements of identity. ost were not aware of identity categories an 

themselves in any of the emerging te S. Many had no idea that there were others in 

O shared same-sex attractions. Even most of those who did 

there were others like themselves did not necessarily think in tenns of a unified group, 

efined and distinguished from others by their same-sex attractions. 

al1 instead use the terrn "subjectivity" throughout this dissertation. By 

subjectivity I mean a sense of self in relation to the world. Subjectivity is "the 

particular way that an individual becomes a social person, part and product of the corner 

of the world she or he inhabits."@ Subjectivities are forrned in relation to historieal and 

social contexts. This is, of course, an element in identity too, but an identity is fo 

around a single construct, such as sexual orientation, race, ethnicity, or gender, even if 

one may hold several identities at once and those identities may contradict each other. 

When referring to lesbians or to bisexual women, I shall be referring to 

desires foremost, and, in the case of many of the women discussed in this dissertation, 

an awareness of difference, of attraction to other women, and of the desire to 

relationships an communities with other women with the s e desires. A lesbian or 

bisexual subjectivity will not, then, in tenns of this study, refer necessarily to the 

use of any of the identity 1 s which came to gredominate in the twentieth century. 

The present work asks which as ts of their subjectivities wornen made visible and 

69 Nan Enstad, W i e s  of Labor, Girls of Adventure: Working Wornen, Popular Culture, and Labor 
Politics at the Turn of the Twentieth Century (New York: C a University Press, 1999), 13. 



they did not, and seeks to illustrate e events and historical contexts which 

e mnstniction of those subjwtivities. This is a study of "the cultural forms 

and processes by which se] individuals express their sense of themselves in 

argues that subjectivity is best understood "through a process of 

differentiation, division and splitting in the individual, which is never finished or 

e fornation of subjwtiviq [is] an ever-unfinished process, one that 

inevitably involves psychic con ict and antagonism, and one that is fundamentally 

ways has historical conditions of existence."71 1 regard sexual 

subjectivity as fo ed by precisely this f ragmentq process, which places even those 

O seem most to confo to prevailing gender and sexual noms in a constant 

state of "psychic con ict" as they negotiate a dialogue between the dominant discourses 

ity and their own discourses which may act in contradistinction to them. 

As Nan Enstad comments, "subjectivity emphasizes aprocess of becoming that 

1s never complleted. It is based on the premise at who one is is neither essential nor 

fixed, but is continually shaped and reshaped in human social exchange."72 That social 

exchange includes the writing of community histories. It has become apparent in my 

investigation of the narrators' lives identity category "lesbian" has within it two 

further identity categories for the der study: the "romantic friend" and the 

"butch" or 'Cfemme" lesbian. These forms of lesbianism were impo 

experience before the rise e homophile movement and of lesbian-feminism. 

have their basis in lived sure, but they are also the two main categories 

70 Alessandro PorteUi, The Death of Luigi Trastulli and Other Stories: Form and Meaning in Oral 
History (New York: State University of New York Press, 1991), ix. 

71 îatherine Hall, White, Male and Middle Class: Explorations in Ferninism and History (New York: 
Routiedge, 1992), 22. 

72 Nan Enstad, Ladies of labor, Girls of Adventure, 13. 



by which lesbians an , defined, and analysed les 

history, to the exclusion of other possibilities. 

stad suggests, writing about young working women at the turn of the 

bjectivities of the women she discusses have been obscu 

ry organized politics and historical analyses, both of which 

actors who matched preconceived cultural ideals."" S 

suggests that historians, motivated to restore stories of women's activism to the 

, actually "narrowe the historical understanding of the diversity of 

working-class culture and resistance, and foreclosed aiternate political subjectivities by 

the ways they framed their subjects an 

Enstad's argument ut working women is applicable to the stories of the 

narrators for this study. Both dunng the under study and subsequently, the 

subjectivities of lower middle-class lesbians have n made cultural1 y unintelligible by 

discourses of sexual orientation and by lesbians9 and historians9 desire to restore to the 

historical narrative the stories of the foremothers of lesbian community and activism. 

Throughout the nineteenth and during much of the twentieth century, same-sex 

relationships between women were defined and understood in relation to two main 

stereotypes: noble, allegedly non-sexual, and sociaily sanctioned middle-class 

"romantic friendships," and gender-transgressive, sexualized, and pathologized "butch- 

femme" relationships defined and by sexologists, psychologists, and the 

medical profession. ese n o m s  offered but two alternatives for lesbian experience. 

The desire on the part of the lesbian community and lesbian historians to 

locate and celebrate the origins of lesbian community has tended to emphasize these 

two forms of lesbianism at the expense of other experiences and possibilities. The 

73 Nan hstad, Ladies of Labor, Girls of Adventure, 51. 

74 Nan Enstad, Ladies of labor, Girls of Adventure, 117-1 18. 
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tendency has been to look for those women who lived openly in relations 

women, whether in those romantic friends ips assumed to be non-sexual or in the 

public lesbian bar culture in postwar cities, and to see these women as the courageous 

foremothers of lesbian fe inists and lesbian communities in the late twentie 

In fmusing on the openness with which these women lived without men, an 

celebrating that as the essential feature of lesbian experience, lesbians have al1 too often 

e subjectivities of those lesbians who did not live 

openly as lesbians, w matriarchs of the nation,75 and did not fight for 

public space.76 

While "unp~litical~~ fonns of lesbianism are occasionally recognize 

often portrayed negatively as "closete ," a strategy both dismissive of their own 

personal struggles an reifying of the dominant modes of celebration of lesbianism in 

the past. There exists no celebratory rubric under which to describe their ex 

and their contribution to lesbian history. Unlike romantic friends and butchlfemme 

couples, they have no identity category of their own within lesbianism. Their 

lesbianism is amorphous, undefined. Because they were not in some way recognizable 

politicai actors or literary figures, they do not feature as culturally intelligible within 

lesbian discourse itself. It is one of the tasks of this study to remedy that erasure fro 

lesbian history. 

e discussion has relevance for al1 sexualities. As certainly as "queeI-" 

ities are made culturally unintelligible by social noms  and institutions (including 

history and lesbian-feminism), so too are eterosexual subjectivities whi 

absolutely within the confines of "i " heterosexuality disqualified by 

regimes of sexual " d than other sexualities, heterose 

the lesbians discussed in an Fademan's latest work, To Believe in Women. 

76 Unlike those discuss zabeth Lapovsky Kennedy and Madeline D. Davis, Boots of leathm, 
Slippers of Go1d:and Eiise îhenier, "Tough Ladies and Troublemakers." 



is nevertheless constantly undemined by its own im ctions. Sexuality, as 

witnessed in its external manifestations, its internal negotiations, an its continual and 

insistent speaking out, is at once the thing one must ow and the thing one cannot 

ow. 

ut how do we fin w? Martha Vicinus brings to us the 

very usefui idea of the "not said" and the "not seen" as conceptual too1s.n While 

litemy theonsts ce of silences, spaces, pauses 

historians have dealt rather less well with what is neither said nor seen in the historical 

records, resting as we do so fimly on empirical proof, on what can be observed an 

measured. Much of the sexual activity of our historical subjects is nei 

by them nor seen by ir contemporaries. 

1 argue in this disse tion in favour of using the "not said" and the "not seen" as 

wnceptual tools, but perhaps rather differently than Vicinus. In addition to the sex we 

know to have occurred, using our current definitions, we should examine modes of 

behaviour that histories of fertility, sodomy, gross indecency, rape and venereal disease 

largely ignore. This will require seeing non-penetrative acts of human sexual 

expression as "sex" rather than as 'Y~replay,~~ and seeing as a valid category of analysis 

and definition the concept of desire and its construction. Reading across 

women's historical sources, 1 argue that the fact that most of these women did not s p k  

or write the names "lesbian" or "bis " about themselves need not mean that we 

ot understand their histories using these tenns, provided we do not use the terms to 

refer to identities in the late twentieth-centuq, iticized sense. Most of the namtors 

for this dissertation did not use such terms about themselves 

and yet use them now to describe the subjectivities they see as having formed in them 

ood. Perhaps, with caution, we can their lead and apply the same terms 

Vicinus, "Lesbian and No Facts or Al1 Facts and No 
History Review 60 (FaU 1994), 57-75. 



backwards in time to other women who did not use them, yet whose 

ar a striking resemblance to those of the narrators. 

1 shall also suggest that we need to read written sources from the early twentieth 

century with an eye to what is neither said nor seen. The absence of written evidence of 

genital sexuality between w en does not mean that it did not occur. Given the 

reluctance of the pe r id  regarding the expression of sexual matters, one would not 

expeet genital sexuality to in private documents such as journals an 

letters, which might be picked up and read by someone not intended to read them. But 

en absence of a genital sexuality, 1 would suggest that we view what 

counts as "sex" ore flexibly so as to recognize that these women went far 

was regarded as normal and heterosexual. Their degree of physi 

one another, regardless of cts, would have been sufficient to cause 

suspicion. Even in an era in which women did sometimes sleep together in the same 

bed, the frequency with which some of these women slept together, evidence of their 

k i n g  very familiar with each other's ies, and evidence of fiirtation should suggest 

to us that these were not merely friends. That being the case, we can surely posit that 

these women had same-sex desires and physical relationships based on those desires. 

This dissertation uses diaries, correspondence and testimonies to examine 

lesbian and bisexuai women's sexuality in the period 1910-1965. ereas the study of 

sexuality in English-s has thus far revealed much about the efforts of 

ents, the medical profession, the church, and individuals in reform 

organizations to control the amount and of information about sexuality 

available to the public and the e of expression of sexuality, little is t 

Canadian women's sexual sel Fication. How did lesbian and bisexual women in 

Canada understand their sexuality, and in what ways did they interact wi 

discourses concerning sex? 



This dissertation is s in the same way that 

study constructe inning with the historical contexts of their lives 

and an analysis of their young adolescent yem.  The text then 

es relating to the events and structu connections the narrators identify as 

im eir subjectivity: physical attractions towards and sexual activi 

other girls or women; community relations and social life; romantic relationships; and 

relationships wi y. In each of the chapters 1 draw connections 

events in the women's lives and changes in their subjectivities. In the case of the 

written sources, 1 infer from textual references the nature of the wornen's sexual 

subjectivities. 

In Chapter One 1 analyse the various "public" discourses regarding sexuality in 

late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century Canada. These include discourses arising 

from religious, reform, scientific and governmental sources. 1 demonstrate the 

interconnectedness of these discourses, and discuss their origins and international 

implications. While seemingly in com tition for control of sexuality, the interests of 

science, religion and government coalesced in a group of strategies for the hegemonic 

domination of sexual subjects. These ideas were promulgated through a variety of 

media, organizations and individuals, and were aimed at reaching women, men and 

children of al1 classes. cular attention is given in this chapter to the avâilability of 

these discourses to the women whose diaries and interviews form much of the primary 

foundation of the disse ing they received as children, from their 

, magazines, and news they read, and fro 

and organizations, governmen and othenvise, to which they were exposed. 
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Chapter Two ex ildhoods, adolescent years, an young adul thoods 

of many of the women whose histories are the focus of this study . 78 1 e 

backgrounds an e values with which they were raised, focusing p cularly on their 

inculcation into orn at dates ranging from 1913 to 1948, 

narrators were privy to major changes in understandings of and policies goveming 

1%5. Those women whose written sources are examin 

even earlier, at the turn of the century. Al1 the women were well aware 

regarding gender and relationships between the sexes. Most were completely unaware 

when they were growing up of alternatives to the normative lifestyle 

destiny. 

The evidence discussed in Chapter Three suggests that we nee 

the criteria for judging the existence and the nature of lesbianism 

bisexuality. The argument, made by Faderman and others, that women in the pre- 

Freudian era were unlikely to have explored a genital sexuality with each 

that a behaviour cannot occur in the absence of publicly-available information about it. 

1 argue in this chapter that historians assume too little knowledge and exploration on the 

part of their female subjects. A careful reading of sources phrased in the llanguage of 

the romantic friendship suggests that many of se middle-class couples did have 

physical relationships, althoug ow whether or not they were geni 

ones. 

Conversely, when discussing women of the twentieth century, during w 

increasing volume of sexual information ame available to the public, we must also 

be careful not to assume too much owledge. Chapter T 

ation was available to the nmators on the subject of sexuality; most realized 

ugh exploration an rimentalion. The testimonies s 

the narrators were able to remember 





at, in many cases, lesbi fore 1965 had stronger ties to their 

of origin than would those who came out in t Os into the lesbian move 

Chapter Five explores the different c ities of lesbians and bisexual 

women in Canada 1910 to 1965, from s of rniddle-class friends in the 

early part of the century who shared a "devotion" to other women, to the working-class 

and public bar scene of downtown Toronto in the 1940s and 1950s, to the "resgectable" 

es of thirty to fifty women eld in more suburban areas. In al1 of these cases, 

women fonned friendships and social networks based on their same-sex desires. While 

this 1s not lesbian or bisexual community in the modern, political sense, it 

the sense that they were not alone, that they shared their attractions to 

others, and that they could find at least a few people in the worll 

whom they could express who they we argue, community. For some 

s study, the Canadian mil vided an arena for the 

lesbian community, especially in the fonn of sports teams on the bases. The risks of 

this kmd of c o m m u n i ~  membershig are revealed in the testimonies of those women 

who left the military before they could be ishonourably discharged because of their 

lesbianism. 

As 1 demonstrate in this c , the lesbian mmmunity in Canada, as 

elsewhere, was clearly divid ong lines of class. 1 compare the social world of lower 

middle-class lesbians with culture of poor, workmg-class lesbians an 

middle-class lesbian social networks. There existed in Canada a subsîantial middle- 

class lesbian worl outside the universities, government departments and public welfare 

organizations on the one hand, and the downtown bars on the other. That soci 

as, until now, remained unexplored. Here I chart the importance of house parties in 

lower middle-class lesbian life, I assess the bar as a literal and s bolic boundary 

tween "respectable" and "rou d argue that respecîabili~ 



from bar life were key elements in the self-identification of this group of 

women. 

Throughout these chapters is an analysis of the importance of these elements- 

ood, attractions, sexual activity, ation of relationships, community, an 

relationships wi th family - in the ation of lesbian or bisexual subjectivities. The 

interviews conducted for this study, combined with the written records used, 

demonstrate that the women's su ectivities altered during the peri 

that a changing sense of self in relation to sexual orientation was part of that alteration. 

Few used identity labels t themselves during the period in uestion, most coming 

to those terms and the ideas assoeiated with them much later, after feminism 

inology both more accessible and less 

Those few women who had eard the words "lesbian" and "bisexual" in 

under study did not, for the most part, apply the words to themselves, feeling that 

the tenns9 pathological emphasis did not relate to their personal experiences and 

feelings. Instead, many of them were aware that they were different, and that they were 

attracted to women, but they did not use an identity label with which to name their 

desire. Nevertheless, most of the narrators for this study construct their narratives as 

joumeys of struggle towards the eventual realization of a lesbian identity. Many can 

identify feelings they lhad as children which, in hindsight if not at the time, pers 

ey were attracted to girls rather an boys, women rather than men. 

acted on those feelings when they were quite young 

those experiences as more satisfying, intense, and "natu " than their heterosexu 

contacts. 

The fomation of the first same-sex relationship in a woman's life was often 

d in terms of its "r ightne~s~~ a "naturalness". The finding of 

among other women like themselves, whether during or 

to further reshaping of the ways in which these women described their sexual 



subjectivity. In e affirmation of common experience, they were able to view their 

ifferently and to gin to use new words to describe it, words that 

increasingly expressed its stability, its certainty, and its inherently positive nature. 

In a sense, whet r these women's sex ity is inherent or socially construc 

is irrelevant. The narratives iscussed in this study suggest an essentialist position in 

which sexual orientation is an inherent and stable characteristic of the individual. T 

ich sexuality has been un e past centus. at 

least. Moreov mphasis on the rightness, the naturalness, and the stability of 

sexual orientation has been essential for the formation of communities 

gay men, and, more recently, bisexuals. Only recently have some bisexuals and some 

who would refer to themselves as "queer" r than as lesbian or gay argued for 

alliances based on wider diversity and mutability than essentialism allows. 

In the period under study, and in the important riod of gay and lesbian rights 

campaigning in the late 1960s and the 1970s, arguing from an identity position was 

fundamental to the obtaining of civil rights for lesbians and gay men, and for the 

obtaining of increased recognition and tolerance from the heterosexual CO 

Even a social constructionist analysis must therefore acknowledge that the narrative 

structure used by the women in this study was the most coherent and the most powerful 

discourse they could have us in their construction of subjectivity and in the 

ent of the communities we al1 nefit from today. Without these linear and 

progressive narratives with which these and other women structured their lives, . 

lesbians, gays, and bisexuals might not have today the choice to be "queer". 



Sexual mores are not created in a social vacuum, but rat 

ong a multiplicity of cultural, social and economic forces. In the rapidly - 

changing arena of English Canada in the early twentieth century, sex 

further away from the "Victorian" precepts which had govemed sexuality since the 

eighteenth century. In the new, urbanizing, an industnalizing countries of the world, 

ecame increasingly subject to the hegemony of science an 

both competed with and rein vailing gender and sexual norm 

noms  undenvent a significa ough remaining 

restrictive of sexual expression, Canadian society increasingly reflected the twentieth- 

century "Western" approach to sexuality as a human behaviour which was natural and yet 

dangerous, needing the proper guidance of experts to ensure its safe and moral 

expression. 

In order to appreciate the degree to which lesbians and bisexuai women growlng 

between 1910 and 1965 had to construct their subjectivity in an 

environment hostile to non-heterosexual forms of sexuality, it is first necessary to outline 

the dominant sexuai . It is not sufficient simply to re 

twentieth century as a pe of homosexuality and bisexuaiity, for during . 

the decades before lesbian feminism and the gay rights movement there were 

women to meet others like themselves and to fo 

relationships bas any of the women in this study, even 

though they grew up in the heteros ly-defined and homophobic environment to be 

outlined in this c , experienc ual attraction towards women, altho 

could put a name to it until later in the century. They were able to do so 



dominant discourses could somewhat ignored, misread and mis ard, given "perverse" 

readings, resisted and othenvise re-sha by individuals in Canadian society. Even 

those views most hostile to s e-sex desire were not necessarily heg 

gaps and fissures cou1 found in dominant discourses to allow al 

survive, if not flourish. 

e the histoncal framework for the apters which follow. 

Analysis of the c the subjectivities of the women in this s 

demonstrate that subjectivity developed in relation and in reaction to the oppressive 

gender relations of the early to mid mentieth century, to the dearth of 

available to the general public on sex ity, and on homosexuality in 

specific events and human intewtions of these women's lives. Thei 

triumph over adversity and ignorance, of the awakening of a true s 

willingness to be true to that self in the midst of homophobia. The task of this chapter, 

then, is to o u t h e  the context within which these women fomed their subjectivities. 

This chapter will examine the social and political forces whieh determined the 

nature of, and responses to, female sexuality in Canada between 1910 and 1965. The first 

section will examine the definition and licing of that fonn of sexuality deemed 

''normal" and ideal: heterosex ity. It was heterosexual no ich the women in 

this study were raised and to which they conformed to varying degrees. Norinahve 

gender is also explored in this first section, as gender was and remains intimately li 

with sexuality. The latter half of the c apter examines the development of sexological 

and psychological attitudes tow s homosexuality, and to lesbianism in 

their spread to Canadian society as a w cular, this chapter 

ce of relationships between women, from the romantic fnendships of the 

eighteenth and nineteenth cen -femme bar culture of the 1950s and 

. When considering how women formed sexual subjectivi ties 

why, at the turn of the twenty-first century, they construct their narratives in linear and 



essentialist ways, it is necessary to unders icular social and 

ces influencing them. 

The English Canada of the early to mi -twentieth century was, in some ways, 

markedly different from that of the greceding century. Urbanization and industrialization 

created new social tensions in some areas- tensions which were played out in social 

conflicts over immigration, welfare, the treatment of those considered 

morally "defective," temperance, gen er roles and sexual 

century became in these years the century of the "expert": the scientist, 

administrator whose specialized training instille in him (or her) the au 

delimit and regulate behaviour in al1 areas of society. 

This is not to suggest that Canadi society was subject to e despotism of an 

authontarian state, As Mariana Valverde has demonstrakd, in many ways 

considered rather weak by those most invested in the regulation of 

regulation, and most particularly the regulation of sexuality, was the province both of the 

state and of civil society. It was through the work of numerous voluntary organizations, 

religious groups and reform activlsts that Canadian society received the dubious wisdom 

of a fearful and powerful middle class, whose concems about "race degeneration9' and 

urban decay fuelled a new re era. Early twentieth-cenniry English Can 

war with itself over issues profoundly influenced by gender and sexuality-sexuality was 

th the site of moral and physical decay and the conduit through w 

regulation could be achieved. 

The origins of mentieth-centuq noms  of sexual behaviour can be trace 

e turn of the nineteenth century. The nineteenth-centuq idealization of 

genteel, middle-class woma , despite its obvious disparity wi most women's 

rience, was neverthele igm by whch society constructe 

1 Mariana Valverde, The Age of Light, Soap, and Water, 25. 
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sexual relations until the First World War. While the entry of women into 

and changing attitudes about e sexual doubie standard necessarily caused 

tation of this paradigm, its influence remained pervasive in social and mo 

regulation. The realities of women's lives changed more rapidly than did the s 

by which women were judged. 

"Separate spheres" had its origins in the England and Europe of the eighteenth 

century. The association of women wi the private sphere of the home, and of men with 

the outside world of work and politics, is unders to have emerged in association with 

the growth of capitalism, industnalization, and the development of the middle class. This 

process was a slow one, varying as it did by locality: in urban areas, the 

more quickly separated from the workplace, the site of economic p ction. The home, 

and therefore the wife, became the symbol of virtue, cleanliness, and familial affection. 

It is beyond the SC of the present work to examine the sexual division of 1 

as it was manifest in gender relationships in England and Canada. Suffice it to Say that 

there appears always to have been a sexual division of labour; industrial capitalism 

merely reinforced and institutionalized existing divisions. The sexual division of la 

became more clearly hierarchical, the outside world of men's d labour having 

greater status and economic rew the unpaid labour of the home and 

boundaries between men9s and women9s spheres became more rigidly demarcated and 

were naturalized by ideological constmctions which posited their biological basis. 

Women were equated with passivity, spirituality, lower intellectual capacity, 

weakness, emotional instability, and nurtunng; men were rational, intelligent, active, 

stronger, and the driving force of the nation. The persona1 prestige of a 

is being able to su a wife and children economically, wi 

O take paid employment. , of course, was that a man's wife 



should not even have to perform the dirty labour within the home, work more prope 

It is axiomatic that not al1 women could attain the life demanded by the separate 

eres ideal. Working-class women were excluded from 

womanliness by e economic necessity for eir paid employment outsi 

so to perform the unpaid domestic work for their own families. Ind 

very notion of separate spheres rested ugon its exclusion of the vast majority of women, 

who were required to maintain the class which made it hegemonic. Even those who 

achieved the ideal sometimes foun it stifling, however, and used its precepts to expand 

the perimeters of their domestic sphere. Arguing that their "n 

moral guides made them ideal re ers of social ills, some women entered 

ucators, and later as 

Separate spheres ideology found modified expression in the Canadian setting. In 

a nation whose population remained largely rural until the twentieth century, and in which 

industrialization provided only sporadic employment for many men, most women had to 

perform at least some labour. Many had therefore to work outside the home, in the world 

deemed unsuitable for women which, in the eyes of middle-class Canadian society, 

increased the risk of women's downfall through sex 

e portraya1 of the Victorian era as unifomly repressive and 

erroneous one, it is nevertheless true that the nineteenth century was exem 

sis of the gender ideology of separate spheres, see: Leonore Davidoff and C 
Family Fortunes: Men and Women of the English Middle C h s  1780-1950 (London: 
Mary Poovey, Uneven Devebpments: The Ideological Work of Gender in Mid- 
(Chicago: University of ss, 1988); Amanda Vickery, "Golden Age to 
review of the categories English women's history." Historica 

on, The Proper Sphere: Womn's Place in Canadian 
Society (Toronto: Oxford University Press, 1976); and Wendy Mi , The Nature of Their Bodies. 

3 Several works discuss the use of separate spheres ideology to j 
lire. The ents of such "matemai feminists" are examined, 
Prostitution und Victorian Society: Women, clms, und the state (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1980) and Mary Poovey, Uneven Developmen~. For Canada, see Manana Vaiverde, The Age of 
Light, Soap, und Water and Carol Lee Bacchi, Liberution Deferred? 
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that laws relating to seduction and uction of women were based upon a dou 

which held that women had oppositional sexual natures. The 

prosecution of se uction, types of voluntary sexual activity, involved the 

O stereotypes about the sexual aviour of women which h 

uble standard: the "maidenly girl9' and the "designing ~ o m a n . " ~  

Women's ability to persuade e courts that they had been seduced rested upon their 

ability to prove that they were maidenly rather than designing, a challenge indeed within 

presumed moral guilt on the part of any woman who had sexuai relations 

before marriage, even h n promised to them.8 

ences of women's sexual autonomy were, it was thought, national 

and catastrophic in nature. The control of sexuality remained a crucial part of al1 

Canadian reform legislation, whether relating to the structure of the urban envi 

public health, education, public recreatïon, or provincial and state welfare assistance. 

Sex, and by implication the sexuality of women, was a key to the interlocking 

mechanisms of gender, class, race and religion. Sex held the future of the race in its 

grasp. As Valverde suggests, 'The links between sexual excess, mental and moral 

degeneration, and the decline of the nation were made repeatedly."g 

ce placed on sex and on women in the saving of the race 

from degeneration, the wnsequences for women of "inappropriate" sexual 

were drastic: social approbation was denied, res tability destroyed, financial aid 

withdrawn, and rights to children negated. Extreme foms of unacceptable sexuality, such 

as prostitution, were assumed to result in consequences that thos 

justified- the wages of sin were public disapproval and even de 

Karen Dubinsky, Improper Advances, 

Karen Dubinsky, Improper Advances, 72-73. 

Mariana Valverde, The Age of Light, Soap and Waber, 106. 

l0 See, for example: Karen r Advances ; Susan J ton, 'Twice Slain."; and Carolyn 
Strange, Toronto's Girl Probkm. sis of the wnsequences thought likely to the wayward, 



Religion remained an impo influence in English-Canadian society. Although 

some historians suggest that the moral and social reformers were eventually res 

for the creation of a secular society, the process of secularization of Canadian society 

remains a matter of debate.11 Whether ad ing to the process of seculanzation or slowing 

it down, moral refomers saw themselves and their work in Christian te s, and religious 

language permeated reform discourse. And for many Christians, sexuality was something 

which stirred profound ambivalence. Jn al1 the C ristian denominations, sexu 

intercourse was permitted only in limited circumstances: heterosexu 

age, with penile-va genetration occurring with the woman on her back an 

man in what has becom n as the "missionary position." Other positions were not 

acceptable. Anal intercourse, sex, masturbation, same-gender sex, sex with animals, 

heterosexual intercourse outside mariage and incest were al1 regarded as acts against G 

and Nature. l2 

and especially wayward women, can be found in Judith Walkowitz, Ctty of Dreadfil Delight: Narratives 
of S e m 1  Danger in Late-Victorian London (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1992). Sander 
Gilnian, in Difference and Pathobgy: stereotypes of sexuality, race, and madness (Iuiaca, New York: 
Corne11 University Press, 1985), shows clearly that the li g of images of pathology and 
a long Estory in European culture. 

On the sub~ect of religion in Canadian society, see k, The Regenerators: Social Criticism 
in Late Victorian Eng fish Canada (Toronto: Universi Press, 1985); Michael Gauvreau, ?ihe 
Evangelical Century: College and Creed in English Canada frorn the Great Revival to the Great 
Depression (Montreal-Kingston: McGili-Queen's University Press, 1992); David Marshall, Secularizing 
the Faith: Canadian Protestant Clergy and the Crisis of BelieJ 1850-1940 (Toronto: University of 
Toronto Press, 1992); William Westfall, Two Worlds: The Protestant Culture of Nineteen 
Ontario (Montreai: McGi11-Queen's University Press, 1989); Lynne Marks, "The 'Haüel 
Working-îiass Wmen in the Salvation Amy in English Canada, 1882-92," Rethinking Canada: The 

ise of Women's History, 2nd ed., ed. Veronica Strong-Boag and Anita Clair Feliman (Toronto: 
l), 182-205; Neil Semple, The Lord's Dominion: The Hi~tory of Ca Metho 

gston: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1996); Terrence Mwrphy & O Penn, eds., 
A Concise History of Christianity in Canada (Toronto: Oxford University Press, 1996); and Lynne 
Marks, Revivals and Roller Rinks: Religion, Leisure, and Identity in Late-Nineteenth-Century Small- 
Town Ontario (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1996). 

proscri 
entieth tian and Jewish 

precepts. For , see Vem Bullough, 
Sexual Variance in Society and History (Chicago & London: University of Chicago Press, 1976). 



The single most imp t demarcation of acceptable and unacce 

was, then, whether or not it was proereative. What was not uni 

denominations, nor between individuals, was any single belief about the moral 

correctness of intercourse within aniage for enjoyment rather than express 

procreation. According to some views, any sexual activity not entere 

se of conception was inherently sinful. For others, however, and 

particularly as i panionate maniage began to merge wi 

d and wife, 66normal" sexual intercourse wi 

had pleasure as well as procreation as its focus. 

s, the family was the cornerstone of society: the Christian 

ily provided at once an exa e of moral living, protection against the sins of the 

ucation to the young. 13 Of particular relevance to the religious 

of reform efforts and to one of the major agendas of reformers-the education of young 

Canadians- was the "Self and Sex Series," as it came to be own. The publication in 

a Young Boy Ought to Know marked the debut of a series intended to 

Americans of all ages in the "proper" relations between the sexes, the 

healthy expression of sexuality, and the care of the body. Published in Philadelphia and 

in Canada by the Methodist Church, the Self and Sex Series discussed the 

y, health and sex from pukrty to old age, promulgating the healthiness and m 

of traditional sexual values. Sylvanus Stall, the author of several of the books in the 

series, urged women to remain pure and to fulfil their roles as good wives and mothers. 

Pre-marital sex, masturbation and infideliq were discouraged for both sexes. l4 

l3 Neil Semple, The Lord's Dominion, ,363-364 Mariana Valverde, The Age of ltght, Soap and 
Water, 58-60; Bnan Clarke, "Engiish-S Canada from 1854," in A Concise Hï3tory of Christianity 
in Canada. eds. Terrene (Toronto: Oxford University Press, 1996), 289. 

discussion of the Self and Sex Series, see Michael Bliss, " 
Mariana Valverde, e of Light, Soap and Water, 31, 

and Moral Refonn in Engli da, 1890-1920,'' Blurred Gen 
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Moderation was also urged; not only were the various sexual vices to 

even within marriage one was to avoid sexual excess. l5 

The Self and Sex Series represented but one of a series of attempts to instil in 

young minds the appropnate to the living of a moral, Christian life 

creation of strong and fit Canadian.citizens.16 It is not own how many of 

istributed in Canada, but given that they were sold to some with the 

cific Intention that they would be gassed on from child to child, and from adult to 

adult, it seems reasonable to assume that ey had a wide, although by no means 

universal, readership. 

Of mnsiderable concern to moral and social refonners was the impact of 

urbanization and immigralion on the moral fibre of the nation. The nineteen 

Canadian city, the pu site of much "degeneration," was a vibrant an 

ich middle- ancl worhng-class Canadians alike found themselves thrust into 

closer proximity with each other, a proximity that was not altogether comfortable. 

Increasingly, anglophone Canadians began to feel "invaded" by immigrants from other 

cultural groups, immigrants who did not share the same values, faith, and family and 

work relationships held dear by ddle-class English Canadians. They began to fear that 

the Canada they ew was under threat. 

The Canada of the early twentieth century was socially and materially different 

from that of the nineteenth century. By e turn of the century, over one third of 

in urban areas.17 One of the most notable features of twentie 

l5 Michael Bliss, "How We Used Sex," Maclean's (March 1974), 61. 

l6 Canada's "pioneer sex educator7', 
really loved Canada they woul 
and producing clean and noble About Sex," 
Maclean's (March 1974), 66. 

ation of Canada in 1901 was 5,371,315, of whom 2,182,947 lived in Ontario. Of the 
,260 lived in urban areas of over 1 persons or more. M.C. Urquhart and 

K.A.H. Buckley, eds., Historical Statistics of Canada (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1%5), 14- 
15. 



Canadian society was its increasing obsession with uestions of social decay. In the rapid 

of cities and changing work and recreational patterns, middle-class English 

Canadians saw a threat to the survival of middle-class morality. Not only were there 

increasing numbers in the cities of those the middle class saw as "unfit," but it was feared 

that the very na re of the city itself was conducive to the transgression of appropriate 

sexual and gender noms. In these new environs, even the "respectable" might 

tempted into m ly dangerous activities. It was 

social disorder and moral decay were the inevitable result of rapid changes in the 

structure of Canadian society and its wo 

Carolyn Strange's Toronto's G rn reveals clearly the tensions 

e growing impo e of female labour in Toronto's light industries and the concems of 

moral reformers that the massive in ux of Young, single women into Canada's largest 

city gromoted sexual disorder. l8  Assessing the various fears about female employment 

which persistently found voice among Toronto's elite, Strange demonstrates that, until the 

1910~~ single women in urban centres were viewed as women "adrift'? from moral control. 

Away from the watchful eyes of family and community, young women with leisure time 

and money to spend were partaking of Toronto's numerous recreations without the 

"benefit" of moral guidance. Toronto's urban reformers launched a form 

of the state of immorality in their city. T rt of the Toronto Social Survey 

Commission of 1915 d vice as the tawdry underside of the "Queen City." Sex 

, vice signified a serious breakdown in social organization, one of the alleged sources of 

vice being the single, wo 

l8 ~arolyn Strange, Toronto's Girl Problem. 

stfall & 
& Oxford: 



Strange's analysis relevance not only for Toronto, but for other Canadian 

cities as well. While Toronto provided numerous op nities for female 

"independence" and recreation, other urban areas were also likely to provide the 

ent for unchaperoned female excursions and "terrible scenes of immorality in 

the parks."20 Indeed, the op sition to the presence of women in British Columbia's beer 

ours demonstrates clearly the assumgtion, even in the 1920s, that women who 

socialized publicly were prima facie of loose sexual morals. The banning of women from 

h e r  parlours in C and, subsequently, their segregation from male drinkers was based on 

the presumption that woman in a beer parlour either was a prostitute or 

was of "bad" character. 21 

ughout Canada, gender was li nicity in discourses of 

ile al1 non-Anglo rsons were potentially immoral influences, in 

eyes of many Canadians it was the Chinese who were thought to be the most depraved 

ly. Chinese men in particular were rtrayed as evil influences on the sexual 

morality of white women. The "Chinatowns" of various Canadian cities, including 

Vancouver, Victoria and Toronto, were portrayed as dens of vice, as sites of moral 

contagion and corruption.22 Perhaps the m a t  notable exponent of such views, but by no 

means the most groîific, was Emily Mu hy, first-wave feminist, magistrate and juvenile 

court judge. In e Black Candle, Murphy argued that naive young women were easily 

20 Toronto's Girl Problem, 59. 

'Ladies and Escorts: Gender Segregation and Public Policy in British Columbia 
," BC Studies, nos. 105-106 (S 

22 For discussion of attitudes toward ay Anderson, Vancouver's 
Chinatown: Racial Discourse in Can ston: McCill-Queen's University 
Press, 1991); Patricia Roy. A White Man's biticians and Chinese and 
Jclpanese Immigrants, 1858-1914 (Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 1989); Peter Ward, 
White Canada Former: Popular Attitudes and Public Po ard OrientaEs in British Columbia 
(Montreal: MaiIl-meen's University Press, 1W8); and Shaw, "‘opium Dens' and 'Fallen 
Women': Reconsmcting Race, Gender and S ty in Victoria 1880-1930," (Honours thesis, 

oups -such as Aboriginal peoples, e- were assum 
10-Canadians, but were more often 



lured into the use of drugs, against the er of which "no girl has any chance." Such 

"minnows" were t e prey of "sharks" lwated in "Greek or Assyrian candy s 

ium joints, [and] disorderly houses."23 The cities, and 

ose urban areas inhabite ople regarded as "undesi es," offered al1 

too many temptations to young white women away from the stabilizing influence of 

family and church. ut it was not the case that r d  areas were thought to be entireIy free 

of moral contagion; indeed, many reform organizations found prominent activists among 

the rural elite, who were as concerned as their urban counterparts that the " 

way of life was being eroded. 

Concems a b u t  the moral and physical health of the nation were exgressed 

primarily through t e actlvities of various organizations, the members of whic 

were largely, but not exclusively, from the middle class and the upper levels of the 

workmg class. Of these, the Women's Christian Temperance Union, founded in 1874, is 

perhaps the best own. The creation of the National Council of Women in 1893 and of 

the Women's Institute in 1897 marked further expansion in women9s plitical ambitions. 

Women's organizations in this period blended radical social politics with racial prejudice 

and an adherence to women's traditional role as wives and mothers. While progressive in 

sed for (white) women full political rights and social equality 

(based on separate but equal spheres), first-wave feminists of the late nineteenth and earîy 

twentieth centuries remained influenced by sexual constructs based on C 

combined with eugenic concern for the future of the race. The sexuality 

women was heterosexual, matrimonial, and procreative.24 

uences on attitudes towards sexuality and its relationship to 

eugenics movement. Eugenics was a system of belief whic 

y Murphy, The Black Candle (Toronto: Thomas Allen, 1922), 303-304. 

24 Maiana Valverde, The Age of Light, Soap, and Water, passim; Angus McLaren, Our Own Marter 
Race, 6848; and Carol Lee Bacchi, Liberation Defmred? ,24-39. 
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held that it was possible, through selective breeding, to improve the 

th of future generations. The eugenicists argued that the '" fit" in soeiety shoul 

prevented from re ucing, while the "fit" should be encourage 

constituted "fitness" was, of course, large1 y concomitant with what was 

respectable, and Protes t. The "unfit" were those regarded as mental an 

"defectives," the unemploy , the insane, the intemperate, and the majority of t 

members of immigrant groups w O were not of Anglo-saxon or Nordic origin. The 

category " u ~ t 9 '  comprised not only those whose intellectual abilities or physical 

characteristics were hel undesirable, but also those who manifested 

clearly at odds with prevailing gender and sexu 

Sexuai behaviour and its regulation w 

was, after all, through the appropriate sexuality of the "fit" that the race wouId be Save 

generation. Conversely, it was through the imm and excessive breeding of the 

"unfit" that Canadian society would be plunged into the depths of m 

degradation which threatened the extinction of a truly "Canadian" way of life. Eugenics, 

and those influenced by it, held fast to gender noms which had their ongins in the 

previous century: women were both the potential saviours of the race and those who 

could ultimately destroy it through their indiscriminate and i 

who were sexually active in ways not approved were, by definition, "unfit" and could be 

treated as such. The various industnal schools and asylums in each province were the 

25 Angus McLaren, Our Own Mmtm Race, 24-25. 

sterilization, see Tamara 
and the Provincial 
,46. See also Ruth 

Columbia's Sterilization Poiicy from 1933-1943," (M.A. thesis, University of Victoria, 1995), and 
McLaren, Our Qwn Mastm Race. 



home of many a girl or woman who gender noms  by 

'~promiscuous," by dressing inappropriakly, by masturbating, or by othenvise not acting 

ly docile manner. As amara Vrooman 

Young women, as potential mothers, were expected to ex 
control and to engage in rnantal sexual relations only. A 
tmnsgression of this ex ' amounted to delinquent 
the eyes of reformers. mindedness was a principle cause of 
delinquency, reforme 
was by definition immoral and sex 
dangerous.27 

Eugenics was but one of several theories i uencing Canada at this time. It was 

e late ninekenth d early mentieth centuries that the ideas of sexology an 

gsychology began to affect the ways In dividud Canadians, and the m 

profession in particular, reg e study of sex became a science, 

in which it was now according to their sexual behaviour and 

degree of gender conformity or non-con for mi^. The doctor became the e 

whose knowledge acquired the weight of gospel truth. Medical interests 

moral imperatives of the day, even when they argued for such seemingly progressive 

measures as the greater availability of contraception. 

In her study of nekenth-centuq medicine and its relationship to women, Wendy 

Mitchinson suggests that doetors recognized the existence of strong sexual urges in 

women but that they were uncomfortable wîth them, because femde sexuality seem 

contradict notions of women's greater purity. Mitchinson argues that the gap between the 

age of marriage for men and for women gan to close in the l ak  nineteenth century, with 

the result that sexual attractiveness becariie a more im component of the manta1 

relationship.28 The solution to e dilemma that this posed was to attempt to main 

Wayward and the Feeble-Minded: CS, Eugenics, and th 
. See also Ruth Mc , "A Policy of Privile 
36 and Monica W enics, Insanity 

terlization Policy from 1933- 1943.'' 

e of Their Bodies, 100. 



strict relationship tween sexuality and rep uction, and many doctors were 

consequently opposed to contraception, as it suggested the ssibility of untram 

female sexuality. 29 

One of the most im nt developments to inform heterosexuality at the fin 

e rise of the companionate m y the end of the nineteenth century, 

the earlier notions of the sexual double stan had begun to give way to a new 

understanding of male and female sexuality of relations between the sexes. It was 

now more commonly ged that women were not necessarily biologimlly 

at they had sexual desires, d that the appropriate expression of those desires 

within the heterosexual marriage was im t. It was now also increasingly 

that men were able to be sexually erate within marriage, but in the new ideology men 

were still assume sical desires than women. M y a new marriage 

the sexuali fulfilment of both parties. Female subservience to m 

sexuality was replaced In the new rhetoric by attention to the requirement of shared 

son, The Nature of Their Bodies, 123-124. 





e something one studied with the lens of science er than something 

ounced on with the llanguage of religion. Abandoning such moral categories as 

sin, debauchery, and excess, the new sex pioneers categorized human sexuality as healthy 

or diseased, e construction of the "normal9' took place largely 

default, as it was primarily the deviations from an a priori ideal about whic 

sexologists wrote. 

uential of the sexologists in the Canadian context was Havelw 

Ellis, whose magnum opus Studies in the Psychology of Sa33 was arguably 

significant "scientific" text since Charles Darwin's n. Ellis' earlier 

text, The Task of Social iem, was the foundation for much Canadian re 

on Bates, leader of the National Council for Combatting Vener 

Social Hygiene Council, argued that Ellis' work 

formed the basis for the Counci19s programme to build up the race by allowing only the 

marriages of those medicaily determined to be free of disease.34 Ellis' sexological works 

were, however, read only by a minority of people. More popular were his works on 

morality. 

Sexology was an important stage in the "se~ularization~~ of sexuality. There have 

always existed myri s of sexuai activity, but sexuality itself as a way of defining 

oneself or being defined is a creation of the late eighteenth and the nineteenth centuries, 

the discussion and confession of sex began its gradua1 move from the 

purview of religion to that of science, and medicine in particular. or to this crucial 

moment in the history of European sexuality, the Church had been primarily res 

for the definition, judgement, and control of sexual behaviour. Transgressions against 

sexual noms  were transgressions against G 's law, and wayward individuals were 

the Psychology of Sex (New York: Random House, 1937). The work was 

s McLaren, Our Own Master Race, 74. is' views on hornose ity are diseussed later in 
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dealt with via the confessional or via social as well as ecclesiastical 

reprobation. 

etween the end of the eighteenth century and the early twentieth, 

science- and most pahcularly medicine- came to govern sexuality, and it was the new 

apostles of science who ame the arbiters of g sexual mords 

behaviour. Sexuality became defined at s time as k ing  "by nature," 

at it was "a domain susceptible to ological processes, and hence one calling for 

therapeutic or nom izing interventions; a field of meanings to decipher; the site of 

processes conceal cific mechanisms; a focus of indefinite causal relations; and an 

ech (parole) that had to be ferreted out and listened t0."~5 A science of 

sexuality, or scientia sexualis as Foucaul s it, was born, part of w 

gradual establishment of a network of e authonhes, rules, n o m  

conventions now governing sexuality in place of the Church. Sexology was but an early 

manifestation of that scientia sexualis. 

Religion remained very important in the definition of certain types of sexual 

activity as either moral or immoral, and certainly it was religious precepts to which 

Canadians and mord and social reformers often referred in their 

pronouncements on sexuality. As the twentieth century wore on, 

increasingly the case that policies regarding sexuality and public attitudes about it were 

undemritten by notions of normal and abnormal, healthy and unhealthy, notions 

their origin in e "science" of sexology and in psychological discourse. In many ways, 

science simply suppo older religious ideas about sexuality and 

terminology. Science should not erefore be seen as necessarily i 

on the subject of sex many older noms c e under the junsdiction of a new 

religious. Sexology in particular did, however, by 

chel Foucadt, The History of Sexuality Vol. 1: An Introduction (New York: Vintage Books, 1978), 
68. 



positing bïological factors as influential and even causative in sexu 

sexudity from the reaim of choke, and 

While sexology bec e one of the most influentid disciplines of the late 

nineteenth and early twenti centuries, it would be naive to assume its 

over "Western9' culture. As Jeffrey Weeks 

Sexology has never a unified discipline; its participants have 
never expressed a single inkllectud perspective; and its 
never been unilinear or gone unchdlenged. Sexual ideas 
create the sexual world. Nevertheless the high priests of 

ted to the world we inhabit- offered ideas and often 
to reforming, and not so re 

iness; they marketed many 
n the joys of sex; th 

ons; and they set an agenda for 
e degree, has been completed. 
gloyed, utilised and occasionally 

arenas and fonns.36 

The sexology of the l ak  nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, while often 

conservative in its orientation and seeming to reinforce and re-state earlier attitudes 

towards sexuaiity and gender, nevertheless provided the rubric for the important changes 

In sexual ideology which would m u r  in the new century. Sexological ideas were 

capable of being employed in multi-faceted ways, and thus could be used for positive and 

reformist ends as well as consemative ones. For those seeking a language wi 

express and in which to unders their same-sex desires, sexology was a new mantra. 

Similarly, psychology sitive and negative effects on attitudes towards 

sexudity. Con to sexology's tendency to place importance on the sexud instinct as a 

biological imperative, Si und Freud largely aban oned the association between biology 

and sexual object choice.37 Freud devel a complex theory whi 

icting desires and drearns constantly at war with 

36 Jeffrey Weeks, Sexuality and Its Discontents ,7. 

gender noms, which were predicated on essentialist 
the sexes. 



energy. The nature of sexual expression, and most especially of sexual orientation, 

indicated to Freud the level of psychologic maturiq in sexual devel ent. For Freud, 

matrimonial and re uctive heterosexuality was the most mature an 

psychological state, w ereas homosexuali~, masturbation, and other non-procreative 

sexual behaviours indicated that a person was "s led" in the process of sexual 

development by some unconscious and traumatic crisis which could only be cured by 

means of psychoanalysis.38 Freud's ideas on the subject of sexuality would only 

gradually infonn sexual discourse in the twentieth century, however. He 

pular with middle-class thinkers during the 1920s, but it was not unti 

years of the Second World War and the Cold War that 's followers bec 

influential. 

The early twentieth-centu~y sexual context made sexual autonomy and self- 

identification for women particul y difficult. Even though, in the new century, 

sexuality was given a more itive demeanour than in the Victorian era, it was still 

fraught with moral and physical danger. While women were no longer perceived as 

lacking sexual drives or as essentially passive, female sexuality was imbued with an aura 

of inherent instability; it was a force which had to be contained and controlled to ensure 

its proper and moral expression. Women were still held to possess greater sex 

control than men, but they h neverthelless to be careful to protect their chastity, for they 

allegedly were too easily influenced e wiles of unscrupulous men. Georgina 

Sackville urged young women to be ally careful of their virginity before marriage. 

Let no girl who w d avoid a life of appiness, and bitter remorse, 
any man until legally 

, that if a girl has no power to 
alistic; if she has no power over the 
the man she loves, and who professes 

38 Jeffrey Weeks, Sexualiîy and its Discontents ,127-195. 
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to love her, she had bette him. The man who 
is not willing to hold his 

passions.39 

y the mid-tvventieth century, human sexuality was the subject of increasing 

public debate and jounialistic fervour. "Never before," it was argued, "was so much sex 

i own by so many at so young an age.'"0 Canadian newspapers 

magazines were replete wi sexual scandals and speculation, the study of human 

e a major preoccupation of the medical profession 

and images of sexuality were widely available in the numerous pulp novels of the 

e great "secret" of Victorian society, had acquired a public face. Not only was it 

now accepted that al1 Canadians, male and fem were sexual beings, but it was also 

thought that sexuality was the most im uman psychology- 

at the heart of al1 relationships, both healthy and unhealthy. 

One of the most influential mid-century arbiters of cultural aesthetics was the 

women's magazine. Canadian magazines, like their American and British counterparts, 

reflected prevailing gender noms  and n s of sexuality while attempting also to appeal 

to women's changing interests an tastes. The content of magazines changed over the 

decades in response to changes in the perceived roles and interests of women, but gender 

prescription was always present. In 1 9 2 0 ~ ~  "magazines cou1 contain a smorgas 

something for everyone."41 During the Great Depression, with 

advertising revenue and magazine sales decreasing, editors kept oniy those features that 

they deemed to have the widest al. Mary Ellen Zuc an argues that editors 

39 Provincial Archives of Alberta, 52. Acc. No. 77.209 SE, Georgina Sackville, Unmarried Mothers and 
lllegitimate Children (Alberta, 1929). 

*National Archives of Canada, RG 331131 ACC. 84253 vol. 2, Canadian Pend Association, June 1 
Kenneth H. Rogers, "Interini Report of the C ttee on the Sex Offender," 23. 

Popular Women's Magazines in the United States, 1792-199.5 
ss, 1998), 102. 



"that al1 women resembled the w iddle-class readers they traditionally 

at core subjects existed that were of interest to al1 women, such as 

housekeeping and beauty advice."42 When Depression was over, magazine fiction 

rose to a place of prominence in the women's magazines. Most magazine stories focused 

on "love, romance, fantasy, and escape" an women few non-tradi tion 

models.43 After the Second World War, magazines published a greater diversity of 

articles reflecting women's greater participation in 

Popular magazines, marriage manuals, e rts and parents alike al1 had much to 

Say on the subject of courtship in the twentieth century. Heterosexual courtship, that 

ritual dance of display and enticement, undenvent significant changes 

nineteenth century and 1965, although notions of chastity an 

paramount. In the nineteenth century, advice manuals advocated the presence of a 

chaperon during courtship. A ron, whose role it was to accompany a y 

on her outings and to police her interactions with men, was usually an older female 

relative or friend.44 Chaperons were used primarily by middle- and upper-class families. 

It was among the middle and upper classes that there devel 

courtship language that would heavily influence relationships between women of those 

classes. Love letters of the late nineteenth century were replete with "high-flown 

phrases"45 and often expressed love in relation to the spiritual or divine.46 Such language 

would also find expression in the "romantic friendships9' of the late nineteen 

42 Zuckernian, A History of Popular Women 3 Magazines in the United States, 1792-1995, lm. 

43 Zuckeman, A Nistory of Popular WomenJs Magazines in the United States, 1792-1995,l 

4 4 ~ . ~ .  Turner, A History of Courting (New York E.P. Dutton & Co., 1955), 150. 

45 E.S. Turner, A History of Courting, 159. 

s style of writing are the love letters 
er, two American CS whose courtship is recorded 

dge, Massachusetts: Harvard 
wrote letters which combined tender expressions of 
scussion, and references to God and His Grace. 



iscussed by Lillian Fade in Surpassing the Love of 

similar style of language would, 1 argue, later be used with only m 

inclusions of new sexual discourse in some twentieth-centuv middle-class same-sex 

relationships.47 

In what was, at time of ication, the first monograph on cou 

in Canadian history, Peter Ward argues that nineteen -century courts 

were as much public as pnvate events, an that historians have tende 

fact and have inaccurately argued that "the nse of modem marriage ... is simply a story of 

rsonal freedom frorn social and ilial constraints."48 W 

cniticized for his gene izing to the whole of English Canada noms  customs which 

were distinctly middle-class and Anglo-Canadian.49 Ward also grants too much 

autonomy in the cour-hip and marriage process to women. He is correct, however, in 

pointing out that courtship and marriage cannot be understood separately from their social 

context. 

And what of working-class courtship? Historians such as Ginger Frost and J 

Gillis point out that working-class noms  of courtship were distinct.", Frost argues that in 

the nineteenth century "the working classes had a distinct set of sexual mores that defied 

those of the elite."51 Using evidence from breach-of-promise cases, Frost shows that 

many working-class women 'ks their sexuality in courtship, gambling that the intimacy 

would lead to a long-standing commitment or woul 

47 These relationships are discussed in detail in Chapters 

48 Peter Warcl, Courtship, Love and Marriage in Nineteenth-Century English Canada (Montreal & 
Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1990), 3. 

ee the reviews by B Bradbury, Canadian Nistorical Review 72,4 
Suzanne Merlon, SociaZe/Social History 26.51 (May 1993), 1941%. 

",Ginger S. Frost, Promises Broken: Courtship, Clam, and Gender in Victorian England 
& London: University Press of Virginia, 1995); John R. Gillis, For Better, For Worse: British Marriages, 
1600 to the Present (New York: Oxford University Press, 1985). 

51 Frost, Promises Broken, 98. 



altar."52 A similar analysis has n for Ontario by Karen Dubinsb, w 

demonstrates that sexual activity was often a part of courtship in tuni-of-the-centuy 

Ontario, particularly w en a promise of marriage had k e n  made.53 

The late nineteenth century also saw the creation of a number of sl 

"mashing."54 The new language of 

nly verbally, but also in media and fiction, and rapidly emerg 

iddle class. 1 t was less that new 

ad arisen than that pre-manta1 sexuality was receiving more public recognition and 

e playful terms belie the seriousness with which s 

and mashing were viewed by many, owever. Pre-man 

proscribed, and women in cular were held to exacting s 

control was "a ski11 to be mastered by women as well 

an additional obligation- to help a man control himself ... If [a woman] failed to exercise 

her own, and to enforce her man's, self-control, she put herself-and her wom 

at risk."55 

Many historians have argued that pre-twentieth-century heterosexual relationships 

were less predicated on the notion of romantic love, as economic and r factors played 

an im selection before the turn of the century. Frost suggests that 

one of the reasons for the gradua1 dis arance of breach-of-promise cases was the 

permeation of the companionate view of marriage throughout society ... Romantic 

attachment became the most impo t reason for marriage, so if either party felt that her 

or his affection was not deep enough, most people felt that she or he should not be forced 

52 Frost, Promises Broken, 9û. 

53 Karen Dubinsky, Improper Advances. 

ry of Courting, 176-177. 
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ment union."56 S e argues, however, that this view was not new to the 

ntury; what was new was that women of varying social classes were more 

their relationships solely on romantic love in e twentieth century, as 

economic factors were no of a consideration. While 1 might disagree with 

the imputation that workin id not often rnarry for love, it is reasonable to 

assume that economic security glayed an im t role in mate selection for many in the 

working class, as d status among middle-class people. 

Contradictions continued to the case throughout the first half of the twentieth 

century. Advice literature on courtshg began to be less uniform than it 

owledgement of women's sexual feelings emerged, and 

authors of advice works often attempted to wrestle with the corn lications offered the 

courting couple by the new world of amusements and technology. Many in North 

American society viewed the new entertainments with trepidation, embodying as they did 

some of the main features of assumed moral decadence: unsupervised fraternizing of the 

ily contact, heat, exertion, and often alcohol. That some working-class women 

were trading sexuality for "cheap amusements9' further raised the ire of moral refonners 

who saw the decline of civilization looming in the skating rinks and other entertainments 

available to young couples.57 

The nature and location of courtship rituals changed somewhat between the First 

War and 1960. A new system of "dating9' arose, in which young people 

increasingly m u  the prying eyes and control of family and community. 

Heterosexual courtship e, as Bailey suggests, "a private act conducted in t 

56 Frost, Promises Broken, 173. 

57 On the subject of working-class women and recreation in late nineteenth and early twentieth- 
city, see: Carolyn Sirange, Toronto's Girl Problem; yn Strange, "From Modern Babylon to 

Toronto Social Survey ssion of 1915 and Search for Sexuai Order in 
, Revivals und Roller Rinks; Mariana Valverde, The Age of Light, Soap, and 

Peiss, Cheap Amusements: Working Women and Leisure in Twn-of-the-Century New 



world."58 A proliferation of advice works on courtship made it in many ways a very 

public affair. T rts of the mentieth century- the psychologists, 

social workers w ed every facet of North Amencan life- had much 

ut "appropriate" pnate" courtship. Bailey suggests that one of the 

predominant fe p was "the lure of an imagined 

past," in which older noms of courtship based on male economic su ori ty - he works, 

oes not- increasingl y c the changing world of women's work. 

t twentieth-cen was often anxiety about the changing status of 

the male-female economic relationshp. 59 

By 1920, it was no longer the case men "called" on women. The older 

custom of calling at a young woman's home and being entertained in the parlour-in 

middle-class and some u r-working-class homes, which had parlours- was k i n g  

replaced by a system of dating, in which it was more customary for the couple to go out 

of the emerging recreational and entertainment world. Bailey 

suggests, however, that because the world of the city, and especially ent 

required money, "men's money ... became the basis of the dating system and, thus, of 

Initially, dating originated in the new availability of public recreation, in 

changing notions of "a g time," and in rebellion against the constraint of 

tability. B y the intenvar rio$, the automobile was assum resgonsible for 

the new craze. While not entirely accurate, since the automobile simply "conûibuted to 

rise of dating as a national practice, especially in rural and su 

assumption reveals that come a normal wurtship practice.61 

: Courtship in Twentieth-Century America @al 

ey, From Front Porch to BacR Seat, 4. 

ey, From Front Porch to Back Seat, 13. 
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at was "dating"? In an analysis of courtship perhaps a little econornically 

determinkt in emp at dating was about competltion and was "an 

ern life."62 Dating was discussed, by experts as well as by young 

tition and popularity. Access to recreational activities, to cars, 

e right clothes an other accoutrements of courtship required 

consequentl y courtship in twentieth century was determined by class and by gender, 

as men were supposed to gay. 

e relationship between courtship and sex changed and strengthened in the 

twentieth century. reas in the nineteenth, sexual activity was linke 

exchsivel y with m e and adulthood-except insofar as the Victorians delineated the 

unacceptable forms and circ stances of sexual activity- in the twentieth century 

sexuality became increasingly associated with youth and courtship. There were 

disapproving voices, but increasingly as the century wore on advice Iiterature and other 

sources on courtship wledged that pre-marital sexual activity was occumng.63 

at became important was the governing of the nature and extent of that pre-marital 

sexudity. Petting and necking, as Bailey suggests, "were the major conventions youth 

contributed to courtship in the years between World War 1 and the sexual revolution of 

the 1960s."@ Necking- sexual activity from the neck up-and petting- stimulation 

from the neck down, involving sexual activity without intercourse- were different not 

only in nature but also in morality. Necking was generally more widely tolerated than 

petting, sin.ce petting was a slippery slope towards intercourse. 

An assessment of the gendered e ctations about petting reveals that the sexual 

ard was still present in many ways in the twentieth century. W 

in the sense that it was now recognize that women did ave sexual feelings 

62 Baiiey, From Front Porch to Back Seat, 26. 

ey, From Front Porch to Back Seat, 77-78. 

ey, Frorn Front Porch to Back Seat, , 



needing expression, it was still the case that men were assumed to have greater sexual 

feeling and that women held the greater burden of ity and appropriate 

The virtuous twentieth-eentury woman still avoide marital intercourse, 

North Amencan society expected her to avoid ng as well, lest she lose her chastity 

andor acquire a reputation for ing Women in the new era of com 

ps were expected to feel sexual pleasure and be sexually available, but had also 

to avoid going "too far." This was a , and women were 

blamed more than men for any lapses that occurred.65 As Brett Harvey reveals in 

history of American women in the 1950s, young women "had their hands full- 

literally- keeping their vaiuable reputations intact, their boyfriends attentive, 

own desires in check."& 

stwar era, "dating" was supplanted somewhat by "going steady." 

er practice was a flexible and casud one, the postwar emphasis on social and 

ity resulted in a mbve towards seriai monogamy. Going steady became 

America particularly, going steady was not only about 

Coi$ War economics and politics, but rather was "also a means of organizing social 

relations among youth ... Serial monogamy, with its lack of spontaneity-its stability- 

made the unattached e ally visible."67 Dating and going steady were practices 

expert advice and peer pressure. Advice literature of the day attempted to 

set the standards for both practices, offering guidance on the "right" s and people to 

timately, however, one's ers had significant influence, and peer enforcement 

"brought the regulation of what was al down to the level of young 

themselves. "68 

65 Bailey, From Front Porch to Back Seat, 93-95. 

66 Brett Harvey, The Fifties: A Women 's Oral History (New York: H al, 1994), 3. 

67 Mary Louise A s ,  The Trouble With Normal, 100.  
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od under study in this work, considerable anxiety was 

f society about anging standards of sexuality and 

morality. Robert K. Kelley, writing originally in the late 1960~~ argued 

"a society in crisis. The 01 established values and s dards are everyw 

question ... This climate of perplexity ce nly affects each one of us."69 But a cli 

perplexity had governed heterosexual courtship from at least the middle of the nineteenth 

century. What was more pronounced was, perhaps, the more public nature of the 

discourse and the extent of the anxiety rather than its mere existence. For the control of 

sexual behaviour, and most particularly the emerging sexuality of the adolescent, had 

become of grave concern to postwar North American society. 

The more public construction of sex and sexuality did not mean the d 

gender-based sexual oppression. century witnessed vacillating opinions 

about the acceptability of women's paid employment outside the home, 

right to sexual autonomy, about the dangers of pre-marital and non-procreative sexuality, 

and about the consequences for national health of women's independence from men. The 

working woman was now less controversial than initially she had k e n ,  but her presence 

in the work place was still seen as less than ideal and would be challenged in the postwar 

years. It remained the case that women's primary role was thought to be in the home, as 

wife and motber In the heterosexuai farnily. Women's movement outside the home was 

tolerated because of the new interests of industry and commerce, and because of the 

increasingly acquisitive nature of society. That tolerance, however, was short-lived when 

women were seen to "fail" in their proper roles as wives and mothers: if children were 

neglected or husbands were require "women's work" around the home, 

69 Robert E. Kelley, Courtship, Marriage, and the Family 2nd e. (New York: Harwurt Braee 
Jovanovich, 1974), 25. 



women were regarded as aving abandoned their duties for the capricious acquisition of 

es as economic independence and status.70 

Women's sexual resgectability was a crucial etenninant of social s 

an remained the emb ment of moral and physical contagion, 

ile women's sexuality was now "natural," it was also dangerous. Female sexual 

autonomy, outside t e appropriate confines of heterosexual matrimony, remained a threat 

ealth. It was within this largely negative context that 

women in Canada had somehow to understand and enjoy their own sexu 

After the Second World War, the discursive landscape of Canadian sexuality 

changed in direct relation to fears arising from the war and to insecurities 

rowess. The war sparked a number of fears about changing ge 

their consequences. In particular, as Ruth Roach Pierson has shown, cri 

cipation in wartime work and economic factors resulted in a nationwide 

reinvestment in the traditional, nuclear family.71 Newspapers and the government 

mounted lengthy campaigns against those it prtrayed as sexual psychopaths or 

national security. The campaigns, and the resultant prosecutions and employment 

temlnations that ensued, were focused mainiy at gay men, but the intensification of the 

medical gaze also ad consequences for women. In decades in whi 

everything, a single transgression could be very costly. 

The postwar era was one of entrenchment of gender noms, with consi 

effort being made to define the "n al" style of Canadian life. Arguments in favour of 

women's retum to the home were not merely about the need for men to be able to retum 

to the jobs they had left; stwar secunty concerns and changing economic realities 

undenvrote fears about the stability of the nation. The heterosex , nuclear famil y was 

70 Veronica Strong-B men in English Canada, 1919- 
1939 (Toronto: Copp Trouble With N o r d ,  27; 
Mona Gleason, Normalizing the Ideal, 52-55. 

71 Ruth Roach Pierson, 'They 're Still Wornen A@er AU', 216-217. 
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ed as the building block of a bulwark against com 

e family writ large, and threats to the ily were thus threats to Canada as a 

whole .72 Ps ychologists h e to play in the new postwar obsession with 

nomality. Dunng the war years, lished a reputation as the 

and mental and fitness in their role within the 

en war was over, they sought to bui n that reputation and exten 

e of Canadian society. 

The 1950s was a decade of incipient gender transfomations: the gains that women 

had made in tenns of emgloyme nities, incomes and benefits would provide 

der for improvements in the IUD and the contraceptive pi1 

(although they would not come into widespread use until the 1 s); working-dass 

lesbian bar cultures in several large Canadian cities would be among the foundations of 

later feminist movements based on women's sexual autonomy and freedom of movement; 

the Amencan sexology and gsychology disciplines, with their hostile diagnoses of female 

deviance, kcame  virtually hegemonic; and Alfred Kinsey's second work, Sexual 

ior in the Hman Female, caused a npple across North Amenca with its claim that 

a substantial proportion of women were enjoying sexual intercourse outside m 

that some were even engaging in sexual relations with 

en were, to most C ians, virtually u 

d were invisible in nineteenth- and early twentie 

century Canadian culture. Because of nineteenth-centuy assumpti 

assivity, women were assumed until the twentieth century 

72 Mary Louise A s, The Trouble With Normal, 21-23; Mona Gleason, Normalizing the Ideal, 81-82. 

73 Alfred Kinsey et al., Sex Behavior in the Human Fernale adelphia London: W.B. Saunders 
Co., 1953). 



same nature and degree of sexual passion as were men. It was therefore inconceivable 

to many that women could desire each other and engage in same-sex sexual activity. 

ost historicaj schol ip on the subject of relationships between women in the 

nineteenth century concerns sh and American women in what have been called 

"passionate" or "romantic" ips. These relationships were primarily those of 

middle-class women, an intense emotionai bonds, a sense of duty and 

elity, kissing, ing together. Whether or not they had sexual 

relationships remains a matter of some dispute.74 It may be said at this 

that society perceived romantic friends 

physical sexuality been revealed, the women concerned would have been condemned. 

As it was, for much of the nineteenth cen ry, romantic friendships were not only 

tolerated but were approved of as a suitable preparation for married life. 

The robantic friendship arose from a revival of same-sex love in the 

Renaissance. Influenced by the ideals of Platonism, which emphasized the im ce 

of the sou1 over the body, writers began to assert the desirability of loyal and deep 

relationships between men. The use of a deeply romantic language in which to 

these relationships often obscured any sexuai element to them. Lillian Faderrnan argues 

that the Restoration trend of pederasty ended the innocence of this view of 

friendships, but for female friends it continued for several centuries.75 By the 

century, large numbers of middle-class Englishwomen were using the 

passionate and semi-erotic language of the romantic fiendship in their corres 

and other personal records to descri their feelings for other women. 

Most of these letters and diaries used very passionate language, yet t 

as conveying a geni sexuality. Consequently, romantic friendships 

in greater depth in 

Surpassing the Love of Men, 67. 



training young women in the very emotions and values 

uty, fidelity and, most of all, deep devotion. 

For a young woman to have sought comfort from a male friend would have bran 

a woman of il1 repute, but such comforts from female friends were 

women behaved in a way considered "unwomanlym-adopting s edly "masculine" 

behaviours or occupations - or cross-dressed, there was little likelih 

ught lesbian.76 

century, romantic friendships were still popular and largely 

d, but questions now arose as to their res ctability. The occasional case served 

the British public that ladies getting up to unladylike things. In an 

181 1 case discussed extensively by Lillian Faderman, the Misses W 

dmother of a pupil in the school they had run together in Scot1 

grandmother, Dame Helen Cumming Gordon, had accused the two schoolmistresses of 

"improper and criminal conduct" with each other, the result of which was that every 

parent removed their child from the school and Miss Woods and Miss Pirie lost their 

S. Because the schoolmistresses were able to use their class and notions of 

respectable female innocence of things sexud to their advantage, their suit was 

successful.~ Despite such ats to the acceptabiliq of the romantic friendshi 

in vogue in many segments of female society until at least the late nineteenth 

century. 

In 189'7, Havelock his Studies in the Psy~hology of Sex, the 

fourth volume of w ich focused on what he termed "sexual inversion." Ellis defined 

sexual inversion as a sexual impulse "org cally and innately turned towards 

individuals of t e sex." He differentiated this impulse from 

Love of Men, 147-149. 



stating that the term homosexuality was "used more comprehensively of the general 

phenomena of sexual attraction between persons of the same sex, even if only of a slight 

rary character."78 Disputing the notion that homosexuality was less common 

in women than in men, that "it is as common in girls as i 

found, under ce n conditions, to aboun ong women in colleges 

prisons, as well as under the ordinary conditions of s~ciety.'"~ 

ging that women did have sexu desires, Ellis fou 

ize lesbian desire within his theoretical structure. In Sexzuzl 

olume of Studies in the Psychology of Sex, Ellis devote 

more attention to the male homosexual than to lesbian and bisexual women. He argued 

that most male homosexuals were not "effeminate," but that most lesbians were 

"rnasc~line.~' This contradiction is a clear i cation of Ellis7 unwillingness to see 

women as fully sexually autonomous beings: he saw men as the initiators in sexual 

matters, and women who desired other women must therefore be masc~ l i n i zed .~  

Ellis9 views on the passionate or romantic friendship reflected larger social 

assumptions about relations between women. Careful to acknowledge that closeness 

between women was more common than between men, and that many passionate 

friendships were harrnless temprary relationships on the path towards heterosexu 

matrimony, he nevertheless clearly indicated that he thought that many 

closeness were "abnormal." He divided these "abnormal" women into two categories: 

those who were the love objects of tmly inverted women, and the inverted women , 

themselves. The former, Ellis thought, differed from "normal" women in that 

they are not repelle isgusted by lover-like advances from 
of their own s ey are not usually attractive to the averag 
though to this re are many exceptions. Their faces m 

78 Havelock Ellis, Psychology ofsa, vol 4 (New York: House, 1937),4. 

s, Psychology of Sex, vol 4,195. 

80 Jeffrey Weeks, Sa, Politics, 



but not seldom they possess good figures: a point w 
more weight with the inverted woman than beauty 

are seldom well marked, but they are of strongly 
whole, they are women who are not very 

r nervously, and who are not 
ssess many excellent 

an, in Ellis' scheme, was quite ano er species. She 

, whom Ellis thought to imitate men in taste 

rversion." Her distinguishing 

feature was a distinct trace of masculinity as part of what he tenned an "organic 

instinct," causing her to ted only to women.82 The sexual invert could easily 

identified, and not only by her attraction to women. She might also manifest certain 

s of attire, such as "a isdain for the petty feminine articles of 

the toilet7' and a taste for cigarettes or cigars. The inverted woman usually could 

spotted by the '%rusque, energetic movements, the attitude of the arms, the direct 

speech, the inflexions of the voice, the masculine straightfonvardness and sense of 

honor, and especially the attitude toward men, free from any suggestion either of 

shyness or audacity.. ..'" 

It is worth discussing Ellis at length because, as Lillian Faderman indicates, it was 

his work, and that of other sexologists of the late nineteenth and early twenti 

that began to erode the earlier acce ce of passionate friendships between women. 

the 1920s, even romantic fnendships having no se element were increasingly 

classified as abnormal.84 It became difficult for women who had grown u 

now to express themselves openly, given the 

increasingly hostile sexological discourse was both employe 

Psychology of Sex, vol 4, 222. 

Psychology of Sex, vol 4, 222-223. 

Psychology of Sex, vol 4, 250. 
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by women seeking to unders d their "non-procreative9' sexuality. Women of the middle 

and upper classes, in own in the nineteenth century for a 

by many different slang words besides "c 

), "Smash," "gonage" (for gone on), and 

continued after they lled by the sexologists as deviant, and some continued 

into adulthood.85 

By the intenvar , societal toleration of the "romantic friend 

somewhat in the face of a medicalize discourse which d relationships between 

women as pathological. Of garticular interest to the sexologists, and subsequently to 

historiapis, is the relationship between fi rst-wave feminism, women's higher education 

and financial independence from men, and the emerging ideas about sexual inversion. 

Havelock Ellis an raries clearly identified feminism d women's colleges 

as breeding-grounds for lesbianism. Reacting to female challenges to established gender 

noms, these men and their supporters used same-sex desire as a rubric within which to 

explain and discredit those women who transgressed the acceptable 

ood; in sexoiogical theory, such women represented at the very least an 

unfortunate lack of femininity, if not a complete sexual inversion. It is ce 

many early feminists, many women in women's colleges, had relationships with one 

another, but this was due to opportunity rather than to the effecis of the environment 

itself. Lillian Fade at "women who live by their 

did forrn romantic relationships.86 

Despi te the patho ogy, however, the new image of the "lesbian" could 

allowing as it di an "authorized" gender-transgressive identity. A 

an to emerge in public discourse. As Esther Newton demons.trates, 

Martha Vicinus, "Distance and Des chool Friendships," in Estelle 
Barbara C. Gelpi, Susan L. Johnson, , eds., The Lesbian Issue: f is  
SIGNS (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1985), 47; 63-64. 

86 Lillian Faderman, Surpassing the Love of Men, 
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on, this cross-gender figure became the public symbol 
of the new sociallsexual category "'lesbian." ... From the perspective of 
Radclyffe Hall's generation.. . eteenth-century rnodels may have 
seemed more confining than 1 

d, sometimes with 

model of romantic friendship.87 

The new mode1 of the "sexual invert" at once e ed the earlier respw 

"romantic friend" and posited a biologically-based sexual orienlation and gender 

performance that was argued to be morally right and legal because of its essential nature. 

A lesbian and gay rights movement based on biological arguments of 

e iate nineteenth century, although it would not bear fruit, as it were, until t 

twentieth century. 

It is difficult to determine precisely the degree to which sexologi 

sexuality between women eated Canadian society, and over what 

Nevertheless, it can be said that the "sexual invert," and Radclyffe Hall in particular, 

was known to at least some Canadians who may have been familiar with the 

controversy surrounding her 1928 novel The Well of loneliness, which was publicized 

in Canada as well as in Britain by the lengthy obscenity trial which surrounded it. The 

k's main character, Stephen Gordon, is a self-identified "congenital invert." 89The 

k, and Hall herself, became an instant cause célèbre. Hall brought the sexologists' 

terminology and stereotypes to the public in a manner hitherto un 

rhaps the most influential lesbian writer well into the twentieth century. Her 

87 Esther Newton, "The My sh Lesbian: Radclyffe H and the New Woman," in The Lesbian 
Issue: Ersays f om SIGNS (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1985), 10. 

88 For a discussion of the diversity of sexological texa available in the late nineteenth and early twenti 
"The Development of Sexology in 
Teich, eds., Sexual Knowledge, Se& Science: 

e University Press, 1994), 303-322, and 
Mmgantic Maniage Between Sexology and 

Medicine in Britain Since William Acton" in the same volume, 350-366. 
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presentation of her main character was designed to elicit the support of a li 

who, she thought, ought sensibly to see at homosexuality, as something innate to the 

individual, ought not to be condemned. She decided to "s on behalf of a misjudg 

and misunders 

Hall presented her main character as mordly upright, despite 

flawed nature, yet many were not persuaded by s charactenzation. After 

turned down by several reputable publis rs because of the book's theme, Hall was 

finally successful in negotiating a contract with Cape for the book to be published with 

packaging that would ensure it seriously. Despite Havelock Ellis' 

endorsement of t , and several positive reviews, the Home Secre 

its wlthdrawal. Subsequently, the gublishers of t k and the owners of t 

premises in which copies were hel were brought to trial. 11 of Loneliness was 

declared to be obscene and was ordered destroyed, and an apped was unsueces~ful.~l 

In the United States, The Wekl ofbneliness was prosecuted in 1929 but was acquitted 

after a successful defence. In addition to newspaper coverage of the trial, reviews of 

e Well of Lonellness were published in a variety of periodicds, including 

Loneliness was reviewed in Canada by the li journalist S. H. 

Hooke, who wrote against the censorship of the book. In Hall's defence, Hooke 

commented that "It is a passionate cry of protest from the side of the abnormal 

individud against the blind and unreasonable cruelty of soeiety to unusual type; a 

protest against the denial to the invert of al1 emotional outlet." Concerning the ban of 

k, he observed that "As a result of the . ..thousands of people 

me aware of the facts of inversion who would ordin ly never have seen 

Una Troubridge, "The Life and Death of Radclyffe Hall ," in Richard , Una Troubridge: The 
Friend of Radcly$e Hall (New York: Carroll & Graf, 1985), 163. 

, Una Troubrulge: The Friend of Radclyffe Hall, 176- 184. 



come cognizant of e facts which it deals with."2 Due 

extensive publicity surrounding the banning of The Il of loneliness , it 

somewhat of a symbol of homosexuality in the eyes of many No Amerimns in the 

1920s and 1930s, and became the s ndard by which ople either distanced themselves 

from or identified wi e "sexual invert." 

Lesbians themselves had ixed feelings about Il ofloneliness. Faderman 

lar well into the 1950s and provide 

el in its portrayal of the masculine Stephen Gordon character and her 

relationshig with the feminine Mary.% Not al1 lesbians were happy with its yal of 

lesbian relationships, however. An American sociological study of lesbians undertaken in 

the 1920s showe that many lesbians thoug k showed homosexuality in a 

r light.94 

It is difficult to detennine the readership of such novels as The Il ofLolzeliness 

and thus of the range and type of lesbian m els in the interwar era. Lesbian magazine 

fiction may have been more available to women than novels such as Hall's 

growing popularity of magazine fiction as a genre. In the early twentieth century, before 

the advent of Freudian theory, much of that fiction was quite 

physical affection between women. Lesbian fiction appeare 

r9s ,  and Strand. The stories often involved an older and a 

younger student at a girls' school or women's college. Lillian Fadennan dismisses the 

notion that the passionate language of such stories can be attributed to the sentimentality 

of the age, arguing instead that "the female character was emotionally touched by another 

92 Canadian Forum 9,103 (Apd 1929), 243-244. See also Steven Maynard, "Radclyffe Hall in Canada," 
CentreIFold 6 (Spring 1994), 9. 

93 LgUian Fademan, Odd Girls and Twilight Lovers, 173. 
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feniale."95 She argues that the physical affection portrayed in these stories is without the 

self-wnsciousness it would later acquire in the post-Freudian era after the First World 

War. 96 

Some sexological w s were available at least to some Canadians, sometimes 

through subcultu networks. Elsa Gidlow, who was born in England 

, confirms that these works were important in her gaining an understanding of her 

lesbianism. As a teenager during the First World War, she set up a literary group, 

gh which she met Roswell George Mills, who 

apparently recognized immediately my temperament. He said, "Do you 
ow about Sappho?" 1 don't remember if I'd heard anything about her, 

ut 1 went to the library, found writings about her and translations of 
y became interested. Through Roswell- 

ome literature that would lead me 
other people like me. Other than 

read were Ekiward 
[sic], and Lombro 

were revelatory to me because I could have no doubt, having read them, 
of where my orientation lay. Though they wrote on a level of morbid 
psychology, and 1 couldn't accept the morbidity side of it, it was very 
interesting to read al1 this and find out there had been other people like 
me in the world-and a great many of them, a large number 
distinguished and outstanding, even if they weren't acceptable in 
ordinary 1ife.W 

Together they read Ellis' Psychology of Sex, 66such volumes as we were able to get our 

ds on, as it was mainly available to doetors." Another mem of their group, 

Cross, a graduate medical student at McGill University, helped them to obtain some of 

the 'Torbidden" books. 98 

Some of the late ninetee - and early twentieth-century sexological works were 

available to the public, although they were not widely advertised. In Beîween the Acts, 

95 Lillian Fademan, "Lesbian Magazine Fiction in the Early Twentieth C ," Journal of Popular 
er 1977-Spring 1978) 802-803. 

% Liliîan Fademan, "Lesbian Magazine fiction in the 
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Kevin Porter and Jeffrey eeks reveal that many of the gay men they interviewed 

dy of work available to them in e early twentieth century: 

d J.A. Symonds. They argue that works such as 

ded gay men with a vocabulary through which they could give meaning to 

their feelings and recognize they were not alone.9 

The "queer" or "perverse99 reading of sexological definitions was widespread. 

By "queer" or "perverse" 1 mean e reading of a text, a nom,  or an identity in a way 

by its creator(s). Bonnie Zimmeman defines a perverse reading as one in 

which the reader is someone who is "highly conscious of her own agency, who takes an 

active role in shaping the text she reads in accordance with her pers 

an approach was certainly true of many lesbians and gay men in the 

tury, who saw in the sexologists9 te e defence against 

charges of immorality and vice. If homosexuality were biological, if it were an 

unchanging condition within a human organism, then moral concerns were irrelevant, 

and legal punishment and social rsecution of homosexuality could not be justifid. 

Rapidly, gay men and lesbians began using the sexological definitions to advance their 

individual and community rights as best they could. 101 

By the twenties, more authors were writing about homosexuali~, and their 

works were k i n g  read by a broader section of the public, although they were not 

pularized. The extent of the availabiliv of such material to a lay readership is 

n, but there are indications that some sexological works were 

heterosexual as well as homosexual people. Writing in 1927 to her friend Helene 

99 Kevin Porter and Jeffrey Weeks, eds., Between the Acts, 3.  

g: The Lesbian Appropriation of Laterature," in Sexual 
Criticism, ed. Susan J. Wolfe and Julia Penelope (Cambridge: 

d Twilight Lovers, 58-59. 



Fraser, mother of Frieda Fraser, Nettie Bryant wrote regarding the lesbian relationship 

ickerton Williams 

If 1 can & transfer to you, unbroken, my dear old friend, the vision 
which stands in my O 

e one and onlv w 
As to Bud, the re 

expressing i t a bit too strongl y - as I t might seem to you) - even you 
yourself could not belp k i n g  ~onscious if you had read the thing! 102 

It is unclear precisely to which she was referring, but Nettie, in her guidance to 

Helene on how to d with the relationship between Frieda and Bud, clearly reveals the 

availability of at least some works attesting to the existence of "'abn 

arity after the First World War were psychological analyses 

of homosexuality. Henry L. Minton argues that Havelock Ellis' "concept of individuâl 

and cultural relativism in sex and his tolerance for homosexuality had no impact on the 

m e d i d  community."l~ It was Freud who had the larger influence, at least on 

American garadigms. B y 1900, medical grofessionals were beginning to classi f y sexual 

deviations more rigorously. Sexual inversion, gender inversion, and other forms of 

sexual "deviancy" bec e more discrete categories, each with its own set of 

characteristics. Freud furthe this specification by differentiating more clearly 

tween the sexual aim and the sexual object. Sexual object was eventually to become 

the more important category in the medical classification of sexuality. 104 The sexual 

Toronto Archives (hereafter UTA), Fraser Family Personal Records, A 5 - 
II, Box 001, File 17, Nettie M. Bryant to Helene Fraser, 23 April 1927. in 

Men and Masdinity in Wornen: American Psychiaîry and 
1930's," Journal of Homosemrality vol. 13 no. 1 (Fall 1986). 8. 

, eds., Pmsion and 
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aim is the act towards which the sexual instinct tends. The "normal" sexual aim, in 

Freud's view, is "the union of t nitals in the act known as copulation." Further, one 

of the perversions of the sexual s the extension "in an anatomical sense, beyond 

the regions of t y that are designe for sexual union ...."los This includes the 

use of mouth and anus and, although Freud is not specific about lesbi 

activity, the penetration of the vagina by anything other than the penis. Sexual object, 

on the other hand, refers to "the whom sexual attraction proceeds. .. ."lN 

Freud's theories about sexu a slow p r m s s  of separation of 

definitions of homosexuality from those of congenital sexual and gender inversion, yet 

this change occumed in a very piecemeal fas ion. There remained considerable 

slippage between the two ty s of theories. As Chauncey suggests, even Freud's 

followers in the United States continue to mix his psychological interpretations of 

homosexuality with earlier, congenital ones. 107 

It is difficult to determine with absolute accuracy the relative degrees of 

influence of British and American psychology and psychiatry on the Canadian medical 

profession before the Second World War. It is likely that Canada was increasingly 

influenced by American trends. American psychiatrists and psychologists writing in the 

1930s associated homosexuality with cross-gender identification, building somewhat on 

t inversion. Interwar interpretations did not always have an 

essentialist basis, however. Psychiatrist George W. Henry, in his 1937 study of 

"Psychogenic Factors in Overt Homosexuality," concluded that psychologic 

Freud, Three Essays on the Theory of S e d i t y  (New York: Avon, 1%2), 22; 38. 

lo6 Siginund Freud, Three Essays on the Theory of Sexuality ,22-M. 



could exacerbate any existing latent tendencies towards homosexudity. In particular, 

deviation from prescri gender roles could le to homosexual tendencies. 

It was the scale developed by Terman and Miles in their study of sexual 

characteristics, published in 1936, whi set the tone of medical interpretations of 

homosexuality until at least the 1960s. T e study examined "normal" and 66abnormal" 

sample groups to assess the degree to which the sexes differed in "instinctual and 

emotional traits, suc ents, interests, attitudes, and modes of avior." log The 

result was a scde of -F (masculinity-femininiq) scores which undenvrote many 

future assessments of gender. Homose ity was defined in relation to these scores. 

ereas it was the passive men in male same-sex relationships who were held to 

ultra-feminine and thus the "inverts," it was the active women in lesbian relationships 

the "inverts" and the passive women who were simply "perverts." 

Note the mntinuing influence of earlier sexologid ideas of sexual inversion. 

One must remember that the works discussed above, both medical an 

were probably read by only a small proportion of the general public. Medid,  

sexological, and psychological works on sexuality increasingly informed the discourses 

of the medical and psychological professions. It may have been the case that the 

definitions and terminologies of sexuality used by these professionals with their patients 

gradually changed in response to these works, but it is impossible to determine without 

access to medical case files the degree to which this occurred in the p e n d  under study. 

In addition, one must remember that the escriptors developed in these professions may 

n used in patients' files but would not necessanly have been mentioned to 

us keeping the discourse restricted to the medical 

profession. A few mernbers of the general public, most particularly those 

and Masculiniq in Women: American Psychiatry and 
1930's," 2. 

and Masculiniq in Women: American Psychiatry and 
1930's," 9. 



ng scientific explanations for their own sexuality, gained access to sexological and 

psychological works, but it is highly unlikely that their use was widespread. 

Even novels and magazine fiction would not necessarily have 

in the early twentieth century in particular. While by this time the majority of 

Canadians were functionally literate, soci , and available leisure time 

would have affected ople were able to read or intereste 

works. Reading for pleasure y for information was not yet 

a widespread practice ong al1 classes. One must therefore be careful not to assume 

that the rapid expansion in publis works on sexuality can indicate a 

on the subject. Such education was most likely highly class specific an 

gender specific. As is study will demonstrate, publicly-available dis 

sexuality was very limited in the early twentie century, and even in the 

One of the most significant events of the twentieth century for les 

th in terms of the formation of communities and in changes in the degree and 

nature of public ge of homosexuality, was the Second World War. Those who 

"came out" in th ray the war as a fundamental break with the past, arguing 

e bringing together of tbousands of gay men and, to a lesser extent, 

lesbians in the mili and in war work which lled them rapidly towards the gay 

libration movement of the 1960s and 1970s. Most of the literature on lesbians, gay 

e war focuses on the United States. Allan Bérubé's Coming Out Under Fire 

because the law in the United States vi ally ignored lesbianism, and 

had built its anti-homosexual policies on the basis of the law, 

enter the military undetected. It was not until late 1942 

se to a letter impugning the reputations of 

forty-eight women, in e lesbians, required recruiters to examine applicants9 

utations and assess them in relation to nine categories of "undesirable habits 



a 

traits of character," one of which was b'homosexual tendencies."llO New 

psychiatrie screening proce ures were developed to deal with female as well as 

homosexuality. 

's interviews of six lesbian veterans and six lesbian civilians s 

lesbians, like gay men, found various ways to circumvent the regulations and, once in 

the military, to socialize with eac lesbians made the service clubs their 

home and, while they too overtly affectionate in public, they 

managed to form wide social networks based solely on their same-sex a~raction.111 As 

GIS, lesbian women could also go into the various cities housing military bases and 

walk around, alone or in groups, without the same kind of condemnation risked by 

efore the war. 112 

In Canada's armed services, anti-homosexual icies were also employe 

Canadian military placed homosexuality under the heading "psychiatric disorders." 

Canadian servicemen and servicewomen were discharged under this heading, rather 

than being openly discharged as homosexual.ll3 Because of this, we do not have 

preclse figures for the number of women and men discharged from the services during 

the war because of sexuality. Ruth Roach erson's "They're Sdill Womn 

confirrns that the recrui paigns for the Canadian Women's A 

stopped short in their advertising of any image that might suggest camaraderie to the 

point of lesbianism, because homosexu ity muld be grounds for a discharge from the 

at her research has not revealed is the degree to whic m i l i t q  service 

Man Bérubé, Coming Out Under Fire: The History of Gay Men and Women in World War Two 
(New York: Hume, 1990), 28. 
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was attractive to lesbians regardless of the advertising, and the degree to w 

in the militay. 

In the United States, the brief peri of wartime community-building ca 

for lesbians and gays not se of the end of the war and the disbanding of 

the women's services, but rather because of the postwar tendency to emphasize 

ity to the matrimonial, heterosexual ily. The Cold War years were difficult 

for gay men and lesbians who, des ite the anti-homosexual 

enjoyed a burgeoning social world and sense of freedom in 

s and the 1950s, the nation's attention would be drawn to the rebuilding of 

the family and the expansion of the state further into the private lives of A 

the case of gay men, campaigns were m quating homosexuali~ w 

ngs regarded as fundame 

the sanctity of the American family.115 ese campaigns fwused mainly on men, 

lesbians were also the target of scrutiny and persecution. Those women who chose to 

remain in the military (an option in the United States, but not in Canada) were portrayed 

as a deviant group and were easily stereotyped as lesbian. During the peacetime years 

from 1947 to 1950, the US mili discharged homosexual personnel at triple the 

wartime rate of discharge, and some of the discharges were of women. 116 

stwar campaigns against gay men and lesbians were also a 

cal landscape. For example, in one of the more absurd moments in 

liIical relations, Canada took the lead from the Uni 

instigating the weeding out of homosexuals from the civil service, 

allegedly greater emotional instability and susceptibility to blackmail. Relying on the 

scientific opinion of Robert Wake, a Carleton University psyc 

au Bérubé, Coming Out Under Fire , 

l6 Allau Bénibé, Coming Out Undm Fire ,262-263. 



102. 

investigated the various technological means of identifying homosexuals, Ottawa 

funding in 1963 for the illary Response Test, or "fruit machine," a 

intended to detect omosexual response to visual stimuli. While theoretically 

capable of testing for homosexuality in 

Test was used pnmanly on men. The results were hardly conclusive, however, and the 

project was dropped.118 

approach to weeding out homosexuals was a more traditiond 

investi gatory tec que rel ying on in ation-gathenng and the interrogation of those 

t and their associates. The RCMP was pnrnarily 

responsible for this investigation. T e Canadian version of the campaign was, 

Robinson and Kimmel argue, considerably more humane than its American 

ause those investigated did not have to testify at public "loyalty hearings 

dealt with behind closed doors. Nevertheless, the investigation resulted in the dismissal 

of over 1% peogje from government emgloyment, and many more were transferred to 

other departments or were asked to resign. The investigation was broadened to include 

people outside the gove nt, and by 1968 the number of suspected homosexuals on 

, of whom only one-third were fede 

servants.119 

Exactly how many women were persecuted under the government's 

homosexual measures is unclear. Gary Kinsman reveals that, although gay men were 

known to inform on each other, lesbians resiste the investigators, and lesbian circles 

were thus not easily penetrated. Nevertheless, the RCMP managed to build files on a 

el, 'The Queer Career of Homosexual S 
War Canada," Canadian Historical Review 75,3 (Septemkr 1994), 340-341. 

Gary Kinsman, The Regulation of Desire, 177-181. It proved very difficult for the researchers to fmd 
gay men willing to undergo the test, and lesbians were even less forthcoming. 

119 Daniel J. Queer Career of Homosexual Security V 
War Canada,' Regulatwn of Desire, 174. 



large number of lesbians as well as on gay men. 120 Kins an and Patrizia Gentile are at 

time of writing unde ng a substantial research project into the security ign in 

Canada. In their preliminary re , they indicate that several factors resul 

icies. The texts used by 

to frame the security policies, and the 

focused primarily on men. Women in the public sector were also largely concentrate 

in areas where security was not as much a concern. This changed, however, as more 

security information came to be typed and processed by the growing numbers of female 

secretanal and clerical s 

Psychology and gsy of the postwar re-emphasis of 

heteronomativiv. sychiatric investigations of 

homosexuality were primarily limited to the pages of professional joumals, while 

public's perception of the homosexual -usu ly male-was sh 

sensational news stories about the sex criminal or religious morality tales about the sex 

sinner.""z ln the lpostwar p e n d ,  medical opinion on homosexuality rapidly infiltrated 

public thinking via the mainstream media. Much of that opinion rested on assumptions 

t the intimate li between homosexuality and abnonnal or u 

The most famous of the Arnerican psychologists to promulgate this notion was Fra 

Caprio, whose works osexualiQ: A Psychodynmic Study of Lesbianism 

and Variations in Sex sited lesbianism as fundamentally pathological. 123 

tion of Desire, 175. 
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Canada: A Preliminary Research Report (Sudbury, Ontario: Laurentian 
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O, lesbians were subject to a persondity disorder and were undisciplin 

ad rejected their proper roles as wives and mothers in favour of the 

masculine rolle. He argued, "Lesbians suffer from a mu1 tiplicity of neurotic 

complaints. As a group they do not unders their unconscious. Hence 

t to discipline themselves successfully."l~~ In Caprio's view, lesbianism was the 

le result of the emancipation of women, but it was also allied to dysfunction 

within the family. 

A more positive, dthough hardly unproblematic, interpretation was held by 

Alfred Kinsey. Kinsey saw sexuality as more of a continuum than a dichotomy. His 

interest in the tremendous diversity al practices was expressed in two 

ies, Sexual Behavior in the 

n Fernale, published in 1953.125 Kinsey argued that there was no 

direct link between sexual activity and identity, and his data revealed that 37% of men 

and 28% of women had had sexual experience to orgasm with someone of 

at least once in their lives, and that many more had been sexually attracted to others of 

the same sex." s works served to illustrate that same-sex behaviour was much 

more common than most North Americans had thought (or wished to believe) and they 

have since been used to camgaign for legal and social recognition of gay men and 

nsey's work which gave rise to the "one in ten" slog 

Caprio, Female Homosexuality, 305. 

Alfred Kinsey et al., Sexual Behavior in the Human Male (Phiiadelphia & London: W.B. Saunders 
& Sexual Behavior in the H u m  F m  adelphia & London: W.B. Saunders Co., 1953). 

Male, 617. 



Americans were not ready for nsey's statistics; his research fun 

e under investigation for his seeming to su 

ed un-Amencan and threatening to the sanctity of both family and nation. 

Both lesbianism an bisexuali ty were d to broader disruptive trends in 

postwar American life. The Beat generation i 1950s allowed and, indeed, argue 

om and experimentation, which often included s e-sex experience. 

ly just emerging in this exid  was an awareness that young girls and women were 

among those who were rebelling against normative gender and sexuality. 127 The visible 

stwar lesbian mmmunities created the image of a threatening group 

ans had threatened the social order. It was the 

arizers [who] sought to give these women a face 

a name that the public cou1 neurotic, pathological, faulty 

adjustment that the experts believed it to be...."l" 

In an examination of popular psyc ogy in postwar Canada, Mona Gleason 

demonstrates that psycho~ogists, wlshing to sustain the professional prestige established 

by their employment in the military, broadened their scope in order to take psychology 

into the inner-most reeesses of the public mind. 129 Via books, newspapers, magazines 

and radio, psychologists gradually increased their hold on the Canadian psyche. A 

crucial component of the psychologists' work in the postwar period was "educating 

127 Wini Breines, "The 'Other' Fifties: Beats and Bad Girls," in Not June Cleaver: Women and Gender 
in Postwar America, 1945-]%O, ed Joanne Meyerowitz ( adelphia. Temple University Press, 1994), 
383-383,392. 

128 Donna Penn, "The S Wonian," in Not June Cleaver: Women and Gender in Poshvar 
America, 1945-1%0, ed adelphia: Temple University Press, 1994), 368. 

129 Mona Gleasm, "Psychology and the Constmction of the ' 
60," Canadian Hisîorical Reviav 78,3 ( S  
oceurred in the United States, where "Mte 
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ce of achieving and sustaining healthy personality 

development by opularizing their advice ng it accessible." 130 

1950s and 1960s to detect homosexuals in 

ader cross-section of Canadian society. Canadian cul 

United States, was increasingly in uenced by the new populariv of 

theories. As Kinsman notes, Freudian thought enshrined concerns 

haviour in a number of institutions.131 At the same time as 

Canada was attempting to reduce the homosexual "threat" to national security, the 

government was refining e Criminal Code. In 1949, a federai commission was set up 

to eliminate inconsistencies in the law in relation to sexual crimes. In 1953-S, sexu 

offences were moved from "offences against morality" to a new section cal1 

Offences." In this new definition of sexual crimes, "gross indecency" could be 

committed by anyone, whereas previously it had been exclusively a male crime. It 

cally now covered lesbians and heterosexual ople. 132 Few women were ever 

prosecuted under this law for lesbian activity, but police harassrnent of lesbians did 

m u r ,  especially in relation to lesbian bars in urban areas. 

Postwar attitudes towards lesbians were not as hostile as those towards gay men, 

but it was certain1 y the case the public was eoming more aware of lesbi 

would not be until the end of the peri under study that the first homophile 

organizations were founded in Canada. 133 Lesbian visibility before the 1960s mainly 

took the form of the public lesbian community of the bar scene in Toronto, 

d Vancouver. The gene public, not usually privy to the goings-on of the bar scene, 

infonnation via news , magazines, the radio, and vice literature. There 

Mona Gleason, Nomzalizing the Ided, 83. 

131 Gary Kinsman, ïîte Regulution of Desire, 160-161. 

132 Gary Kinsman, The Regulation of Desire, 169. 

man, The Regulution of Desire, 230-235. 



ese sources until the late 1950s, however. As 

ut advice literature for teens, 

ically male, and they were adults. 1% Same-sex crushes were approv 

girls, provided y of respect and provid 

kept under control and di not involve physical contact. 

The rather enigmatic expressions of attitudes towards lesbianism should not be 

taken as demonstrating a lack of an owever. What must remembered is 

by default, as it were, because of the streng 

elling and the lack of positive and viable alternative m 

at heterosexudity was the ideal and that there was a 

een close female friendships an tachments that were "too close" and 

ml." Homoerotic desires had r place in child d adolescent 

development, according to the theories promulgated in the 1950s and l w s ,  but they 

were steps on the path to heterosexual maturity.135 That their legitimacy was not 

extended into adult life was a clear message to parents and children alike that 

homosexudity was not healthy. 

While it is impossible to determine with certainty the proportion of the Canadian 

population who heard of lesbian relationships, it can be argued that by the middle 

of the twentieth century images of same-sex relationships and social worlds were 

increasingly available through mainstream media. Lesbians became 

many a magazine or newsgager While some of these were vaguely sympathetic, 

many were lurid in their h t the "homosexual lifestyle." Wi 

of the "yellow press" in ongering about homosex 

rigueur. 

, lihe Trouble With N o r d ,  92. 

, The Trouble With Normal, 92-93. 



The scandal sheets and international materi ut 

gay men. In 1955, for ex ple, the Justice nted a story about two London, 

England, women who ad manied. Violet Jones, who had desired for some time to 

as a man and married Joan Lee. The ju ge9s comment to the 

two "lesbians" was that " e fact remains that you made a grave false statement to cover 

atural passions with a false air of respectability."136 They were Fined £25 each. 

Such stories, im outside Canada, serve to titillate the reading 

simultaneously served to foskr community awareness among the very people 

described. 

, homosexualiQ become a more widespread concern. 

hed a series enti "Society and the Homosexual," whic 

only two months' research on the subject, to present "accurate" info 

public. The first article in the series quoted the Toronto Forensic Clinic as 

that there were 15, active homosexual men in the metropolitan Toronto a r a ,  and a 

who were latent homosexuals or bisexuals. The article added that 'This 

deviate population is swelled by 6, Lesbians and 30, other women who live 

outwardly heterosexual lives but are sporadic or latent homosexuals." The article then 

went on to chronicle the torrid goings-on in a homosexual club on Yonge Street, where 

"One pale, ethe with another who looked and moved like a 

sack of potatoes rolling downhill. To the homosexual, cularly, beauty is in the eye 

of the beholder." 137 

The newspaper reporter then tied the problem of homosexuality to 

breakdown in fa ly life. Reporting that Toronto experts disagreed with 

on of male homosexuals to heterosexuals had increased since the war, the 

136 Justice Weekly, 15 J 

137 The Telegram, 1 1 A 
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paper nevertheless stated that the time was ripe for an increase. The cause? The author 

'The patnarchal society has become the matriarchal society and the lines of 

ilial authority are blurring."l38 Fears t the consequences of women's gaid 

employment and changes in the structure of the heterosexual relationshi 

des towards homosexuality, whic ought to be the result 

parenting. Postwar concerns about domineering mothers and weak or absent fathers 

were expressed in a variety of media. ost images were of male 

lesbians were more often mentioned as the 1950s and 1960s progressed. 

inaccurate to descri the postwar portrayal of homosexuality as 

ly hostile, however. While clearly the majority of opinion regarding 

homosexuality, and most particularly gay men, was negative, there was some 

tolerance towards homosexuds grovided their behaviour was not too "extreme9' in 

eyes of the public. As Eric Sutliffe suggests, effeminate gay men were seen as 

somewhat humorous and were ridiculed by the tabloid press, but their gender 

transgressions were generally tolerated provided they were not extreme.139 Said 

tolerance did not necessaril y extend very far into the general public or other fo 

media. More ''re~gectable~~ newspagers canied stories more focused on the "problem" 

of homosexua~ity. 

In the period 1920- 1%5, O O was the site of considerable gay and lesbian 

community-building and, indeed, of regulatory and discursive reactions to i t  Whle  

Montréal also had a significant gay and lesbian population, it was Toronto that e 

the destination for many a young lesbian seeking others of her kind, especially after the 

Second World War. Police and mu authorities had increasingly to d 

presence of larger numbers of lesbians on the streets, in clubs an 

138 The Telegram, 1 1  

139 Enc Sutliff, "Sex Fiends or Swish Kids?: Gay Men in Hush Free - 1956 " in Gendmed 
Pasts: Historical Essays in Femininity and hiasculinity in Canada, rson, Cecilia 
Morgan, and Nancy Foresteil (Toronto: Oxford University Press, 1999), 159. 



residential areas. O was aliso the site mainstream and medical publishing 

on the subject of deviant sexualities in the ar period. As M a y  Louise Adams 

argues, Toronto was the centre of English-language publishing, broadcasting, 

uction" in Canada and was "entwined with the definition of 'national 

culture'."l40 It is not su sing, therefore, that most of the scholars 

culture in Canada before the gay rights movement focuses on Toronto. Very little has 

en written about e lesbian and gay c unities of Vancouver 

British Columbia towns. It was not until the mid-1960s that Vancouver newspapers 

began publishing stories and editoriais on gay and lesbian issues. 141 The availability 

across Canada of material published in Ontario, and the nationwide use of advice 

literature and films d adolescent development, owever, would have 

ensured ehat British Columbians were similarly ex sed to theories about 

homosexuality and its threat to the Canadian livelihood. 

This chapter has shown that sexuality was a focus of social anxiety throughout the 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Heterosexual sexuality remain 

acceptable f o m  of sexuality, although even the content of heterosexual relations chan 

The nineteenth and twentieth centuries witnessed a change from the n o m  of female 

sexual gassivity to the new ideal of the com onate marriage, in which 

was somewhat permitted, to stwar fears about youthful female heteros 

etween 1910 an der study, female sexuality was increasingly 

accepted as something that existed-as compared to the previous century-albeit still at a 

Mary Louise A s ,  The Trouble With Normal, 5. 

141 Gary Kinsman, The Regulation of Desire, 252. 



lesser strength than male sexuality, and its description, theorizing, and policing became 

the focus of many an advice , magazine article, and psychologieal re 

The new century also witnessed the increasing recognition of another kind of 

femalie sexuality, one not sanctioned by c urch or state and one increasingly to 

in the terms of the new, psychological discourse. Lesbianism began to be discussed by 

sexologists, doctors, and the judiciary in the nineteenth century. The respectability of the 

romantic friendship was ing to erode, and any relationship between women which 

went beyond close friendship was now deemed pathological. Sexologists and medical 

doctors began to suspect that relationships between women once thought healthy and non- 

sexual were in fact unhealthy. 

icalized discourse was not necessarily adhered to by the majority in 

North American society, as the works in whi it was promulgated were not widely 

available. Most people, until the terms of the discourse began to make their way into 

mainstream media, regarded homosexuality as unnatural but used non-medical terms to 

describe it. Further, in the minds of many, homosexuality was likely thought of as a male 

phenomenon. The limlting of the new discourse to a small, educated elite in society 

meant that the framework of the romantic friendship and its language could survive in 

some circles to the rniddle of the century. As will be shown in Chapter Four, middle- 

class women contlnued to maintain these kinds of relationships even in 

increasingly negative stere ng of them. Provide that physical sexuality could 

kept secret or was not present, a relationship could still be expressed in the terms of the 

romantic friendship without it arousing hostile reaction. Outsiders might su 

they could not prove that a relationship was of the "pathological" variety. 

How, then, did people understan the female same-sex relationships in 

midst? It can be argued that any North Americans in the early to mid twentieth cent 

already had a mbrie within 

away a relationship between two women who lived together. The 
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meeting dominant standards of heterosexual, matrimonial femininity, was a largely non- 

threatening person unless that spinste w ere accompanied by poli tical activism. 142 

Spinsters were generally conceiv of as non-sexual. As Leila Rupp i 

discussion of the same-sex relationshi of her aunt, the outside world could also conceive 

of such a woman as a "maiden aunt."143 

Just as many people did not view or treat Rupp's aunt and her partner as a couple, 

so too most N Americans would not have recognized, let alone ave an explanatory 

mode1 within which to understand, a relationship between two women. Several factors 

account for this. First, despite e new recognition in the twentieth century that women 

were sexual beings, most North Americans, as Rupp nts out, thought in 

in relation to women and sex in relation to men. 144 Much of the focus of legal and soci 

licing of same-sex relations was therefore on men rather than women. Fu 

tendency to suspect and look for physical sexuality as the crucial aspect of a relationshp 

is a distinctly modem phenomenon. 145 It may be that earlier relationships need to be 

understood differently, and it may be that the North American public before the 1960s, 

less inclined to focus on the genital, could easily separate physical same-sex behaviour, 

framed as either pathological or Imm , and those relationships which seemed from the 

outside to be, or actually were, without a physical component. 

After the Second World War, and particularly in the late 1950s and the 1 

homosexuality was discussed more frequently in the mainstrem media. Although male 

homosexuality remained the primary focus, the newspaper and magazine articles on 

homosexuality did discuss lesbianism. any authors took e approach that the Canadian 

142 For ation on the attitudes towards spinsters and on the links made between s 
politics , eila Jeffreys, The Sprinster and Her Enemies: feminism and sexuality, 1 n 
& Boston: Pandora Press, 1985). 

143 Leila J.  Rupp, A Desired Past: A Short History of Same-Sex Love in America (Chicago & London: 
University of Chicago Press, 1999), 5. 
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145 See Rupp, A Desired Past , 7-10 and Faderman, Surpassing the Love of Men, 17-18. 
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informed of a considerable threat to Canadian society, and 

anadian family. Although so e articles attempted to ta 

and sympathetic approach, many rtrayed homosexuality in the most negative ways 

linked the alleg burgeoning of homosexuality to broader 

and êoncems. 

The degree to which ese new, mainstream articles were read by the public is 

own. What can reasonably be said is that information about and stereotypes of 

homosexuality were increasingly available and would have inforrned public attitudes to a 

degree not previousl y possible. A stronger i uence on public attitudes may have 

new forms of advice literature for chil ren and adolescents, and for the parents raising 

vice literature was more openly ac 

homosexuali ty ssing it as a risk factor. And while many of the and 

films available to young people an parents may have portrayed same-sex attractions as 

acceptable during development, they uniformly portrayed physical exploration of those 

attractions and their continuation into adult life as unhealthy. Heterosexuaiity was 

portrayed in this important form of discourse as the ideal and the nom,  and positive 

alternatives were not available. 

The following chapters explore the m ings and consequences of discourses of 

sexuality for thirty women in Canada between 1910 and 1965. In particular, they 

examine the ways in which women, subject to discourses which defined them in relation 

to acceptable and unacceptable expressions of sexual desire and gender pe 

cted their sexual subjectivity. How were lesbian and bisexual women to fo 

sitive images of eir sexuality when the predominant view 

and society in general was that they were sick and abnormal? 

e the thing to be ut oneself, how did women 

as sexual subjects? Was i for women to absorb, tran 

ich enabled them to ex ore their sexual desires? 



Growing up lesbian or bisexual vent of second-wave feminism, gay 

the lesbian movement was sometimes akin to living in a vacuum. There 

existed very little MicPy available information about same-sex relationships, and most 

etely ignorant of their existence. Many were aware of 

social condemnation of male homosexuality, but since female homosexuality an 

bisexuality featured less f~quen t ly  in media coverage and social discourse, most girls 

and young women were unaware of the ssibility of relationships with 

They were trained in the noms  and expectations of heterosexual matrimony, and 

with other girls were an important part of their lives but were not supposed to replace 

nd a girl was eventually to f o m  with a man. 

Even in this context of silence, some young women managed to arrive at a 

lesbian or bisexual sub~ectivity. Their experiences may be categorized in several ways. 

A significant number of young women who fonned relationships with other women 

thought, because they had no access to information about others like themselves, that 

they were unique and that no-one else shared their experience. Many of these women 

for years in a single same-sex relationship before discovering the existence of 

lesbian community. Others were lucky enough to have found out about the existence of 

lesbian relationships early in their lives, and they were able to conceive of their 

sexuality as something shared with others. These women found lesbian communities 

rather more quickly, and labelled their sexuality ore readily within the available 

terrninology; they had a ework within which to explain their desires and 

experiences. Still other women, while their desires and actions did not fit neatly into 

ativity, did not develop non-heterosexual subjectivities until later in life. 

These women rn ng out as lesbians. 
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This chapter examines the childh s, adolescent years, and young adulthoods 

of many of the women whose istories are the focus of this study. 1 The first section 

deals with those women whose written records I examine, and from whom we have no 

ildhood records or mernories. While one c d a t e  about or infer from 

later records the n em, whether or not 

s were happy ones, and whether or not they experienced s e-sex attractions 

noms  with which they were most likely raised. 

The second section of this chapter discusses exclusively the women interviewed 

for this study. In icular, I examine their backgrounds and the values with w 

they were raised, focusing cularly on heteronormativity. In every case, the women 

interviewed were well aware, as were most women of their generation, that it was 

ted that they woul many and have children. It was not necessarily the case 

they were told so explicitly; often, heterosexual noms  were established by inference or 

by the absence of visible and viable alternatives. Thirteen of the narrators did many 

and have children. In several of those cases, a lesbian identity was not explored until the 

death of or divorce from the husband. The narrators' stories illustrate the strength of 

normative gender roks in the years before second-wave feminism, but they also show 

that many women were able to view those noms  very selectively or even to reject them 

outright in favour of a lifestyle orrent to society at large. 

Finally, I examine the transcripts of the Lesbians Making History 

interviews. These interviews, conduc in the 1980s and early 1 

women who were involved in the lesbian community in Ontario in the 1950s, 1 

1970s, and 1980s, focus primarily on communiQ relationships, the bar scene, and 

litics. Providing rather less material on chil than do my own interviews, the 

1t-I interviews nevertheless allow glimpse 

g 



tations for their daug ters and reactions to those daughters9 wayward desires and 

actions. 

e basic features of many of the narrators' early 

iscussed do not necessarily inform lesbian or bisex 

subjectivities, but rather ed the broader contexts of the women's lives. In the 

subsquent sections on gender performance and on homosexuality 1 link the narrators' 

riences and their cons tion of subjectivities. What is clear from 

basic biographical information is that-as we in the present day know, but ideologues 

of the postwar era in rticular did not- there was no relation between the relative 

degrees of these women's happiness as chddren and their sexuality. Postwar experts 

were inclined to lay the blame for mosexuality clearly at the feet of parents, and to 

suggest that a negative family environment could cause homosexudity. The n 

stories suggest that that was anything but the case, and in fact may suggest that the 

more negative family situations led not to the emergence of homosexuality, but rather 

to its repression until later in Me. 

ile this study does not sit a cause of the nanators' sexualities, it suggests 

that larger clues about the formation of non-heterosexual subjectivities are to be found 

elsewhere in these women's lives, in their relationship to heteronormativity, in their 

awareness of homosexuality when they were Young, and in their acknowledgements 

and explorations of early same-sex desires. 1 am not suggesting, however, that these 

women gossessed essentid, innate sexual orientalion which simply awaited 

iscovery. Rather, 1 argue that their life narratives imply an innate sexual orientation 

precisely because essentialist arguments have been 

explanation of sex ity for at least t e last hundred years and a necessary tool for self- 

understanding in relation to that iscourse and for campaigning for legal and social 

recognition. 



Several of the women whose lives are e subject of this study have left only 

written records of their experiences, in the form of love letters, other conespondence, 

and journals. It is not possible to glean from these sources the details of their 

s and adolescent years. Nor is it possible to determine the degree to w 

riences contributed to a later lesbian or bisexual 

subjectivity. These records do, however, show that the women concerned, al1 of whom 

were well-educ and middle-class, h acquired the values ex d of women of 

their class and age yet ex rienced, in their later kens and in their adult years, feelings 

of attraction towards other women clearly at ds with heteronormative s 

this chapter, I provide a summary of e views of each as revealed in their written 

records and via other sources, and I infer from those sources the noms  with which 

these women most likely were raised. 

The collection of letters between Frieda Fraser and Edith "Bud" Bickerton 

Williams is the largest thus far in Canadian lesbian history. It is also a rare and unusual 

collection in its e ssiveness and detail ut a passionate relationship between two 

women.2 Their relationshlp em es a twentieth-century version of 

romantic friendship, yet with a clearly physical element. It also reveals the emotional 

s women had to endure in order to be with one another, and it clearly illustrates 

the depth of lesbian passion. It is unclear exactly when Frieda and Bud met, but they 

saw themselves as having n a couple since 1918. Both were born an 

rnatter of these letters, and also of the Cons 
they are difficult to work with in some res 
i m  mespondence is cited in this dissertation. The 
pting to make generalizations fr 

women. It also means that other 
rather bland in cornparison. 



Toronto. Pt was during their sepration between 1925 and 1927, while Fneda continued 

her medical training in the United States an Bud travelled and worke in Europe, that 

gan the passionate correspondence left to us 

Given the paucity of records it is difficult to determine 

ams were raised. It can reasonably 

influenced by many of the c ictory noms of 

e ideal and the expected role for al1 women was 

rather more customary than it 

decade or two earlier for women of Frieda's and 

As Veronica Strong-Boag reveals, by the beginning of the intenvar period in Canada 

many areas of the workforce were ning up for women. Workmg-class women had 

n in paid employment, but a new trend in the 1920s was for a larger num 

middle-class women to enter the paid workforce before maniage than had done so in 

the previous century. No longer was there quite as much stigma attached to the middle- 

class woman who worked for money, although it should be noted that her employment 

was to be in respectable and appropriately feminine areas of the workforce, such as in 

teaehing, nursing, or good quality clerical work.4 

Frieda and Bud did not encounter family opposition to their working for a 

%living. Frieda may have n privileged in this regard, since she came from a family in 

r education was already valued, her father and one of her brothers also 

k i n g  academics. While her father was in the humanities at the University of Toronto, 

Frieda's elder brother Donald, to whom she was very close, was a scientist. His 

support may have aid e to pursue the career that she adopte 

medical doctor and then as a professor of microbiology. Frieda completed h 

The letters between relaîing to their relationship and to 
working Iives, were donated Toronto Archives by Donald 
Brooks, nephew and niece ' s  death in 1992. 

Veronica Sîrong-Boag, The New Day Recalled, 41-2. 



1922 and then undertook medical training, uating with her MB in 1925. In the 

summer of 2925, she began her internship at the New York Infimary for Women an 

ildren and then moved to Philadelphia to complet ost-doctoral training in chest 

diseases. It was during Fri a's time in New York elphia that the majority of 

the letters were written. 

Very little is known of Bud's family, on the other and. Bud's father was "in 

Insurance" and her mother was a housewife.5 There see 

opposition to Bud's working in a bank in England. Bud had tried university education 

but had not enjoyed it. Clerical work in the developing banking systern in England was 

appropriate employment for a woman of her class and had the added "advantage" of 

ing her away from Frieda, something ud's mother desired greatly. 

clear that Frieda and ud rebelled against heteronomativity in their dogged pursuit of a 

relationship against considerable family pressure, it seems frorn the records available 

that their upbringing had not included attempts to keep them away from the world of 

female emplloyment, and thus they had not had to rebel against family wishes in that 

regard. 

Both women were aware of the noms  regarding marriage and sexuality, and 

were obviously privy to some of the new discussion of the moderate sexual freedoms 

attnbutd to the "Roaring Twenties."6 What is not clear, however, is the degree to 

which that awareness was acquired when they were growing up, rather 

left their respective homes and ventured into university and working life. The tone of 

their letters often suggests the newness of the owledge and their su 

the views they encountered ong others. There is not, however, any tone of mora 

Nancy Fraser Brooks to ,23 November 1999. 

Estonans have questioned the degree to which the 1920s really constituted a pen 
noms and the class specificity of sexual expedentation. 

dass of which Bud and Frieda were a part as a 
edgement of wmen's sexuai pleasure not 



outrage that would suggest that they were reacting to attitudes which fun 

challenged their longest and most dee 

control was a ic of considerable interest in the 1920s and 1930s, and 

at inspired a great deal of debate ong women and men of Frie 

class, as well as consi erable interest among the populace as a whole. The 

immense popularity of vied Love, which gave advice on how to 

achieve sexual pleasu e Parentbod, s owed that many in 

society were keen to break through "the dam of reticence" which had governed 

discussion of sexuality re their publication in 1918.7 In Canada, the topic of birth 

control received wide attention particularly after the visit to Vancouver of the American 

argaret Sanger in 1923. S s and Sanger would prove to be valuable 

resources to Canadians wishing to improve marital pleasure and limit family size.8 

Correspondence between Frieda and Bud during the years in whic 

was beginning to warm up clearly indicates that they both held values that placed them 

more on the side of birth control, although they simultaneously displayed considerable 

ignorance about and even negative opinions of pre-marital sex. Frieda wrote to Bud in 

There was a swell discussion at a staff meeting here about birth- 
control. Did 1 tell you? I felt awfully ignorant. 1 don't seem to 
the first thing about what every-1 was going to say woman in the 
street but realised that it isn't the homologue of man in the 
is what I wanted. Dr. Baldwin the president of course takes the 
ancient view that every child is the blessing of God etc. etc. up to 70 x 
7 but there are others almost as old who didn't share her views & 

e we discussed it 
1 felt young & innocent. 

ays that every woman 

Roy Porter and Lesley Hall, I;he Facts of Life: The Creation of Sexual Knowledge in Britain 1650- 
1950 (New Haven & London: versity Press, 1995), 208-209. Married Love sold 1 
in its first year alone, and wen five editions. Wise Parenthood was also extranely 

Angus McLaren and Arlene Tigar McLaren, The Bedroom and the State, 55-59. 



ught to to have a baby by the time she's thirty & no damn' 
uestion . Isn't that nice? ... 1 think [the] business of parking 

babies in homes is ous. From what 1 have seen though 1 must 
h the nicest han t &  
what the moral is.9 

ut the state of bi gland. "Are there any 

contraceptive clinics or have they been shut up?" she inquired. In the United States, 

during her internship at the New York Infirmary for Women and Children, information 

was difficult to come y, which Frieda thought was "probably due to the anomalous 

state of the law and public opinion." Most of Frieda's clients had "only one complaint 

against fate & that is too many children. It seems dreadfully unfair. Levi [another 

doctor at the infi ary] remarked one day that al1 the information about contraception 

she Biad ever got was from laymen & s e bas been practicing about 30 yem.  I think 

most anyone would Say the same."lo So new in 

was the subject of contraception that even doctors lacked information. 

Bud seemed to place physical sexuality very much within the rubric of 

heterosexual mariage. In a letter wntten after her arriva1 in England, she remembered 

an occasion when she h cause to talk to a friend the previous year about sex: 

It was at Hous year on the last night of the second week-end 
that 1 found O' ng about gloomily outside the sleeping- 
quarters. I joined her with nips and we sat on the steps going down to 
the road and were fallen over by the entire house-party for th 
hour- but after that we got down to conversation and I g 
09R.  wanted to be a nun. 1 said "What nonsense" of course and she 
said that there didn9t seem to be anything else to do. 1 suggested that 
she might get married, a great many people did and liked it, etc. and it 
seemed to be the best thing to do if were just an o r d i n q  pers 
like rnost of us. She sai would never get married 
inquired why. I-Ier reason w hole thing was horrible; and 

t out that she hadn9 n anything about it, and 
to her to ask an year before at sch 

University of Toronto 
fonds III, Box 036, File O 
information suggests that 
Toronto. 

Records, Acc. No. B95- , sous-fonds III, Box 036, File 07, Frieda 
1926. 



cussion about one of the girls 
ignorance. The other girls were 

her. She was simply 
and there that she woul 

OqReilly's antipathy towards arriage and sexuality was further reveale 

ud, I'm not a bit affectionate and 1 hate touching 

people-and 1 would never like k i n g  manied."' Bud remembered that, earlier that 

day, she and O'Reilly h n discussing the showing of affection. S 

1 had been chatting to her about the way we lay about in heaps and 
she had been a bit astonished at 

aid that she had 
dn't bear it herself 

rather liked it. That it was 
around her and said suc 
that it was because she 

Iiked us. l2 

That Bud might have conceptualised her relationship with Frieda as something a little 

less than or different from mamage is indicated by Bud's response to OYReilly's 

opinions. Bud told Frieda: 

1 reminded her of that and added that you didn't many anyone unless 
you liked them a great deal more than that and that then it was al1 right. 
She asked me if 1 didn't think the whole business of sex was simply 
revolting and 1 said that 1 did not, and that if 1 ever saw anyone 1 liked 
sufficiently, 1 would marry them and be thrilled to death about it, al1 of 
[which] seemed to astonish 

Here it seems as if considered sex in relation only to people whom she could have 

married, yet such a perspective does not seem to fit with the rather suggestive letters 1 

will discuss in Chapter T e. Many of the letters between Bud and Frieda clearly 

ysicdly sexual relationship of some description. It may be, 

y Personal Records, Acc. No. B95- , sous-fonds II, Box 010, File 03, 
Bickerton Williams to Fneda Fraser, 19 August 1925. 

Records, Am. NO. B95- , sous-fonds II, Box 010, File 03, Edi 
Bickerton William to Frieda Fraser, 19 August 1925. 

Records, Am. NO. B95- , sous-fonds II, Box 010, File 03, 
er, 19 August 1925. 



Bud had gained the perception, throug her childhood and adolescent learning 

in conversations wi other young women, that "sex" was really "intercourse", and that 

physical desire and activity between women was not the sarne thing as "Sex."l4 Her not 

addressing her relationship wi age, despite their already 

le for seven years, oes not mean that she di 

manent. 

It would appear that O'Reilly h e misfortune, as was common in the 

early twentieth century, of about sexuality, making its 

discovery rather shocking. ud told Frieda that "'She also asked me when 

had found out er. She said that she had never ta1 

not even told her t the Lord afflicting her [one ass 

ud means menstruation], and that had been a bit of a shock too."l5 From 

tone and wording, one can reasonably assume that her own mother had explained 

menstniation to her. What is not clear is at what age Bud had found out about sex, 

although the above quotation does suggest that it was her mother who had told her. 

Bud was made aware very shortly after her arriva1 in England in 1925 that she 

was rather naive about the sexual goings-on of young women. "I'm amused at your 

feeling young and innocent during a discussion on birth-control," s 

New York, 

but it is nothing to what 1 feel here. Peg and 1 had a heart-to-heart talk 
as much enlightened. I 

ut they7re not. She says that she is 

l4 This issue is explored in much p a t e r  depth ia Chap 

Rmrds, Acc. No. B s-fonds II, Box 010, File 03, Edith 
Bickerton Williams to Fneda Fraser, 19 August 1925. 



and not a social success because she doesn't, and that it is 
y girl of more than 22 or so has lovers.16 

irmingham "which was compose 

tween 25 and 30." e women had been discussing bi 

ud admitted that she ew nothing at al1 about Marie S 

subject, at which they advised her that rhaps she should read them. Wh 

"1 didn't see why was not thinking of getting married at 

the subject didn't interest me greatly," the women were "awfully am 

ledge useful anyway. 1 was so astonis 

d that the girl who sai 

didn't expect it to be talked of quite so openly."l7 She asked Frieda if she thought that 

she was "feeble-min opinion was that it was acceptable for a 

woman and a man to have i age if their relationship were a 

permanent one, but e practice of "going off' with a different person eac 

was "honiMe" to ber. 

Bud's reactions to the opinions she heard expressed in Ekgland indicate that she 

y of the contradictions typical of the early twentieth century. Whether 

she was raised with the values she came to express, or instead developed them in 

reaction against those of her family, is un own. By the early 1920s, however, by 

which time she was passing into young - emerging twentieth-century 

discourse would have 1 approximately the age of twenty- 

s, yet there remained a clear 

boundary between acceptable and unacceptable sexual behaviour. B 

's Znzproper Advances, held 

, sous-fonds II, Box 010, File û3, Edith 

, sous-fonds II, Box 010, File 03, 
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sex was allowable only if m age was foreseen. l8 Without such an ex 

unacceptable. T is represented a slight shift in e attitudes of women 

who previously woul have held a very dim view of pre-marital sex under any 

ce Grey (whose nic e throughout much of ber life was "Conti," 

although she was also called " er sister Evelyn ("Evie"), although coming 

from a middle-class ily, did not have a tradition middle-class upbnnging. The 

Greys were not wealthy, although ey had enough to own their own home, having built 

a house on Samuel Island, a small island between Mayne and Pender Islands on the 

coast of British Columbia, which Ralph Grey had purchased before their marriage. l9 

Conti's early years were spent on S uel Island, where her father cleared and worked 

the land, and tended his flock of sheep. Her mother looked after Conti and her sister, 

helping with some of outdoor work in the summer when Ralph's Japanese assistants 

were away working the salmon run.20 

The Greys, in addition to owning sheep, raised cattle, pigs and chickens. They 

grew thelr own vegetables, and Ralph made the butter and crearn and Winifred the 

family's bread. They were largely self-sufficient. They did often, however, have 

domestic help. The chilldren's early years were s nt around the home and 

ach. In 1910, the family mov to Esquimalt, having invested in a new lot and 

built a ten-room house there. They failed to sel1 Samuel Island whole, and instead 

were selling the 1 

From the fa11 of 1910 on, Conti her sister were educated at St. Margaret's 

School in Victoria. Cons ce later spent two years at finishing SC ool in England, and 

l8 Karen Dubinsky, Improper Advances. 

t ,  ed., Winifred Grey: A Gentlewomanir Remembrances of Life in England and the Gulf 
Islands of British Columbia 1871-1910 (Victoria: Gulf Islands Press, 1995), 153. 

ott, WiniJied Grey, 169. 



completed her e ucation in France. In addition, she attended a commercial course at 

.21 Apart from her commercial subjects, Constance took subjects 

ropriate to a young woman of her class, such as history, French 

German. The existence of a for 1923 illustrates her interests in 

science as well as the arts.22 

None of the available source material tells us the values wi which Conti was 

. One would ex n mised with values appropriate to a young 

-class woman, yet her father's socialist leanings and the family's early years 

clearing the land on Samue e her upbringing a liitle different to that of m a t  

of her pe r s  in the small city of Victoria at the turn of the century. That her parents, 

despite their financial constraints after building their new home, saw fit to sen 

argaret's school, owever, does indicate that they sought for 

daughters an appropriate middle-class education. Further, their later reactions to 

problems in Conti's m age indicate that the Greys and their relatives regard 

womady loyalty and domesticity as crucial components of married life. It is therefore 

likeliy that Conti was rais& with the usual noms regarding marriage and sexuality, 

even if she later came to rebel against them. 

Charlotte Whitton's childh has been examined by Patricia Rooke 

Schnell, who suggest that Charlotte had a 

the family on religious grounds. Charlotte was raised to be both a monarchist and a 

Canadian patriot. As a chil ntly somewhat of a tomboy, preferring the . 

's or the livery stable to traditional girl's play.23 Rooke and Schnell reveal 

that Charlotte began to succ ool, "and with such rew to 

21~wartz, Box 12, File 2, Resumé, a d .  

22~wartz, Box 1, File 1. 

, No Bleeding Heart: Charlotte Whitton, A Feminist On the Right 
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gun early to embrace views of innate merit and virtue, where the world fostered 

the talented and hard-working, and where the self-made man or woman could attain 

anything desire ."24 Such an attitude was, of course, largely infonned by class, and its 

expression in later life would reveal itton to be someone disinclined to recognize the 

ce of social factors such as erty in the lives of those less 

It was also an attitude, owever, that informed her later relationship with her long-term 

er Margaret Grier, as Charlotte valued ve al1 else Margaret's worth as a 

From Whittonqs later work in the field of social welfare we can infer the 

values with which she was raise tton herself was never to 

marry or have children, she nevertheless any of the traditional attitudes of 

her Bay. She certain1 y believed 

marriage. Throughout her working life, Charlotte Whitton was often to equate 

unmarried mother with "feeble-mindedne~s.~~25 le she was one of the few 

voices in the earl y twentieth century castigating Canadian society for fading to make 

responsible the fathers of "illegitimate" children, Charlotte was "convinced that unwed 

mothers were usually of low intelligence and weak morality ...."26 

Rooke and Schnell argue that itton was essentially celibate, and suggest that 

her attitudes towards unwed mo ers reflect the view that "al1 women without recourse 

expression be as strong-willed as she; they must demonstrate the same 

discipline and self-control ."27 While I disagree that Charlotte tton was as celibate 

as she has been portrayed928 it is certainly reasonable to suggest that Whitton thought 

that heterosexual intercourse ought properly tu be expressed only in matnmony. It is 

24 Rooke and Schne11, No Bleeding Heart, 8. 

, No Bleeding Heart ,22-23. 

, No Bleeding Heart ,25. 

, No Bleeding Heart ,2526. 

of her relationsaip with Grier are discussed in Chapter 



very likely that this was one of the main values wi she was raised, coming as 

she did from a family whose early religious practice was Anglican but whose original 

denominations were d Roman Catholic. 

Religion was very im t to the Whitton family, and it is likely t 

thorough instmction in the dominant Christian precepts regardmg sexuality 

and marriage. She would have own, for example, that she was supposed eventually 

d that she was e cted to remain a virgin until marriage and not stray 

sexually during maniage. She would have own that sexual intercourse 

marriage was regarded as sinful and, depnding on the particular attitudes of her family 

and her church, may have thought that any form of sexual activity before m 

dience to men- fat then husband- would most likely have been 

, and Whitton might well have been presented with some very negative 

biblical and other examples of women who were neither appropriate in their sexuality 

nor appropriately obedient. 

ereas for the first d es of the twentieth century and earlier the historian of 

sexuality must rely on written records, in a study of more recent decades oral interviews 

can be conducted which augment the available written records and provide the historian 

with the opportunity to question historical 66subjects" about very intimate parts of their 

histories. The minimum age of narrators for this study was deliberately set at fifty-five 

so as to ensure that the narrators woul at least young adulth 

1965, and consequently that they wo able to discuss the noms  of 

under study with which they were raised as children. Interviewing women who later 

esbian but who , heard of lesbianism w 
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growing up allows us to examine the linguistic constrain@ involved in the development 

ctivities and also allows us to identify any crucial moments in their 

olescent subjectivities which may later have info ed their lesbian 

ones. 

This section examines the testimonies of the twenty-five women interviewed for 

this study, focusing particularly on their early years. Their dates of birth range from 

, and in their chi1 s and adult years they were to witness many of the 

most significant events of the twentieth century. From the First World War to the 

advent of second-wave feminism and gay and lesbi rights, these women have 

experienced considerable change throughout their lives. Most im 

e development of their attraction towards women which, in most cases, 

eventually resulted in the adoption of a gay or lesbian identity label. The timing of 

their same-sex attractions varied considerably, twelve of the women having 

same-sex experience while still children, and the remainder not exploring same-sex 

sexuality until adulthoocf. Despite the differences among them, however, al1 were 

raised with heterosexual norms and had, each in her own way, to negotiate the tricky 

terrain of dating, attraction, sex and relationships. 

Hn this section, 1 examine the narrators' chi1 s, adolescent years, and young 

s in relation to their inculcation into dominant norms of sexuality in 

pend 1910-1965. I pay particular attention to the ount and nature of 

information they received about their journeys to womanhood, the prevailing socie 

expectations of heterosexuality, and the existence and nature of homosexuality. 1 then 

discuss those women w rienced attractions towards other girls 

they were growing up, those feelings physically. 1 also 

examine the nature of their heteros ences, if any, and finally 1 

ways in which childhood e riences were or were not formative of a later lesbian or 

bisexual subjectivity. Not rrators could remem 



thelr childhoods. This section discusses those narrators who did discuss their 

childhoods and adolescent years, some of them being more expansive about them and 

ring them in much clearer detail than others. 

e narrators come from a variety of backgrounds, from very 

class families to erately wealthy middle-class ones. They are ovenvhelmingly 

Protestant, with o d y  two narrators, Reva and Louise, being Jewish, and one, Chris, 

ing Catholic. Betty was Anglican but was sent to a Catholic school. The n 

testimonies show that their childh 

unhappy. No consistent theme of alienation from family is reveale 

particular gender performance ar to have predominated in their child 

of the narrators remember'their childh s very positively. Even though 

the tendency for them to construct their child memones in a positive light from the 

perspective of the present day, 1 thnk it reasonable to suggest that many of the narrators 

did not experience t eir childhoods as especially traumatic. 

The narrators for this study shared the experience of growing up in an era in 

which it was still expected that al1 young women would eventually marry. That 

message was conveyed to them both overtly and covertly. Many cannot remember 

specifically k i n g  told that that was what was ex cted of them, but do remember 

they were aware of the ex tation as they moved towards adul 

n o m  was often expressed in such tenns as "that9s just the way it was" or "that9s just 

what you did." It was not the case that these women were physically forced in any 

particular direction, but rather that they were made well aware of the roles 

ted to fil1 as girls and then as women, and that alternatives were either not 

resented to them or were presented negatively. 

The narrators may be divided into two broad groups: those who had same-sex 

d those who did not. But it is not the case 

ences before adulth 



bisexual subjectivities immediately. ary, Cheryl, and 

had sexual relationships only with women. Louise expenmented s 

when young, had one or two encounters with men as a young adult, followed by 

another same-sex experienee, and as not had sexual e nces at al1 since. Jill, 

agda and Sane al1 Ieft their chi1 xperiences wi th girls 

behind and married, only later to return to lesbian subjectivities. Of the n 

ave same-sex experiences until ey were adults, Sandra, C 

the only ones to have been exclusively lesbian. The remaining narrators led 

heterosexual lives before exploring same-sex attractions. 

In the mid-twentieth century, it was argued that homosexuality was the result of 

dysfunction in the family. Psychologists in particular posited that parenting was 

th for those children and adolescents who manifested appropriate gender 

and sexual behaviour and for those who did not. At the tum of the twenty-first century, 

1y believed that parenting can indeed affect a child's later behaviours, such 

as in the case of domestic violence or sexual abuse. It is not generally 

however, that parenting is causative of sexual orientation. In this section, I 

those narrators who remembered them, and I arrange them in 

as iargely happy and childhoods which containeci 

restrictive or violent parenting remembered by the narrator. Not only do these brief 

accounts support the m tation that degree of happiness and 

appropriateness of paren 1s do not affect sexu subjectivity, they also 

illustrate the fact that the narrators' childhoods and adolescences were, in many 

respects, similar to or the s ople who would later identify as 

heterosexual . 





ich f o m  more crucial elements in her subjectivity. S 

however, that she became sexually active as a teenager. 

Betty, who was born in England in 1928, also remembers her childh 

s, was an artist, and learned the violin. After leaving 

se it was not at that ti ible for her to go to university, 

in an office job. etty had come under the care 

had a grandmother who ... su sedly raised me the rest of the way 

my parents had been killed." The word "supposedly" refers both to the distant and cold 

nature of her grandmother7s care of her and to the difficulty of their relationship. 

ed as soon as she was able and went to London to find work. 

describes her childhood as very enjoyable, even though she was aware at 

e time that her family was r. Her father was of the opinion in the 1930s that 

"women did not need to be educated as they would go and get marrie 

Magda and al1 of her older sisters left school at sixteen, as did her 

Magda's two younger sisters continued their education, because their father had, by that 

time, changed his mind about education for girls. Respectability was im 

Magda's parents, although that did not mean that the children were particulady 

eir activities. For example, the girls were allowed to Wear makeup as 

"looked respectable.'"l 

Cheryl was born in 1941 on Bell Island, Newfoundland. She was the youngest 

of four children. C h e ~ l ' s  mother died shortly after she was born, and Cheryl's 

grandmother looked after the children until the ily immigrated to Canada (as 

Newfoundland was not yet part of Canada) when Cheryl was five. Her fathe 

another sister an two brothers. Cheryl remem 

interview, 10 June 1998. 

interview, 10 June 1998. 



childhood was a happy one, even her father, a coal miner and steel worker, was 

poor. Neither of uch education; C eryl remembers that 

n pits" when he was thirteen, and had a grade two education. Her mother, 

or Eskimo. "32 

in particular liking to play doctors and nurses, and remarked that she always wanted to 

be the doctor. Cheryl was fifteen when she went to work, and she thinks that her older 

siblings were even younger. "1 was not a teenager," she comments, "I did not have a 

teenage life as most people a teenage life ... 1 didn't go to al1 the things that the 

I got a job as soon as 1 left school. I got a job first dish washing, 

t washing (1 graduate ) and then 1 became a waitress, slingin' hash, serving 

cokes, chips & gravy, cherry cokes."33 Tt was at the waitressing job that Cheryl met 

e partner, Robyn, who worked on the soda fountain.34 In 1959, at the age 

of eighteen, Cheryl joined the air force.35 

Some of the narrators came from farnilies in which one or more parent was 

strict, neglectful or abusive. Jane's upbringing in the 1930s and 1940s was 

ex~eptionally strict, and al1 the children lived in fear of their father. Alcohol was 

e home, mainly because Jane's mother had had an alcoholic brother who 

eventually committed suicide. She was raised with the traditional values of honesty and 

hard work, but her was also prone to indoctrinate the children in anti-Catholic 

prejudice, something with which Jane says she disagreed even as a child. She spent a 

great deal of time aying outdoors with a friend from the street.36 

interview, 4 November 1998. 

interview, 4 November 1998. 

34 ~ h e  abusive relationship between Cheryl and Ruth is discussed in Chapter Four. 

ences in the air force are discussed in Chapter Five. 



O was born in 1927, her brother were brought up by maids, 

er father was often away glaying with his orchestra, and her mother 

started working to make ends meet in the Depression. Louise remem 

chi1 one. She was successful at school, but was a loner, spending 

most of her time reading. ecause she did not kind of home life that ber 

schoolfriends did-where "mother stays home and makes cookies, and Dad goes out to 

"-Louise found the idea of "proper" parents an 

very attractive. Louise now thinks at she simply di what she wanted to do as a child. 

Despite the fact that an unusual relationship, and her mother was 

y having an affair while still re was pressure on Louise to get married 

n. "It was always my mother9s drearn," remembers Louise, who was 

y to al1 her rnother's friends' sons. Louise preferred to go 

out to dances. She was under a curfew and was not allowed to drink or smoke, but 

Louise managed nonetheless to begin visiting dances and Soho clubs when she was a 

teenager in the 1940s. "As long as could support myself by having my elbow on the 

corner of the dresser, the tallboy, and talk to her before 1 went to bed, you know, that 

was ml. She didn't know how drunk 1 was."37 

ecause Louise remembers so little of her ildhood, it is difficult to assess the 

ways in which she was incul eterosexuali ty . Ce 

fit the ideals promo 1940s. Despite their 

mother was employed after mariage, even running her own business. While a father9s 

absence dunng was not uncornmon, her father's occupation made him 

somewhat less en in a more traditional job. That 

had an affair during her marriage, but more particularly that her 

it, was unusual for the tirne. Louise did not, therefore, as a young 
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woman have what would be, in the eyes of dominant society, acceptable role-models. 

She was given considerable freedom in her social life, a freedom at brought many 

pleasures, but also many 

Sandra was born in New Westmins Columbia, in 193 1. Sandra's 

family was poor, they lived in very c , rented accommodation. 

children were punished p cally if they were dis ient. Her father in 

"was not a cruel man," ish out a beating "when it was deserved." 

rs her brother receiving a couple of beatings from their mother with a curtain 

.38 Sandra enjoyed her SC ool years, however, and does not nk that her childh 

ecause she was rais in a rural area near ngston, Ontario, Katie went to 

school with and played with the children of neighbouring fanning families. Like many 

of the narrators, she played with both girls boys when she was Young. Her parents 

were strict, but not unreasonably so. S does, however, remember being a fearful 

child, garticularly of her mother's disapproval. The children were raised to care about 

society, and to be honest, loyal, and community-minded. Katie grew up in the 1940s 

with the sense of having to do "what was right" but not knowing exactly what she was 

sed to do. Katie trained as a nurse at the age of nineteen. Her parents agproved 

of her going into nursing, particularly as several of her aunts were trained nurses. 

Unlike most of the parents in the neighbourhood, Katherine's parents did not assume 

that their daughter would get married right after school. Katie did later marry, however. 

Veronica was bom in On and was raised in Toronto and East York. 

Her father, who was from Toronto, was a steam fitter, coppersmith an 

mother, a factory worker, had immig to Canada from England at the age of sixteen. 

Veronica does not recall any particular values with which she was raise , but comments 

38 Sandra, personai interview, 25 May 1 
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that her parents were "basically g Veronica revealed that 

was not as happy as it might en. Her father was a gambler, and often stayed out 

al1 night gambling and rinking. She remem iting in the bathroom 

1s that there was often screaming in the ouse because of 

behaviour. Veronica did not find out until she was thirty that her fa 

ed previously. Veronica describes herself as a loner as a child, yet she played 

rts and played wi 

Jill also remembers that her child was not a particularly happy one. Ji11 is 

the youngest of the narrators, in England in 1 . After her family moved to 

Canada in 1952, when Jill was four years old, they liv in White Rock and then in 

Vancouver. Ji11 comments that she was an unwanted child an 

mother as "the iron woman." Her father was quiet until e started dnnking, when he 

became violent towards 5i119s brother and mother. Her mother's aggression was taken 

out on Jill, and Jill's brother was also violent. Jill remembers her childhood as fearful, 

and portrays herself as k i n g  stuck between her two parents. In this climate of fear, Jill 

withdrew from family life: "my happiness and safety came because we did live in North 

Vancouver, and because it was a w ed a r a ,  and I would leave the home very early in 

the morning and I would go out and lie down in the bush, meditate or pray. This was 

safety for me, and I never came home unti it was quite dark at night."m 

in England in 1945, was the daughter of an air force 

couple.41 Jerry and her parents immigrated to Ottawa in 1947 and then moved to 

Toronto when Jerry was fourteen. Her father was an alcoholic who was not involved 

interview, 27 September 1998. 

terview, 30 May 1998. 

sonal interview conducted by Hise Chenier, Lesbians 
992. Both of J q 7 s  were in the air force, her 

chosen by Chenier in her 
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ildreanng but lear preference for Jerry's younger sister. She recall 

roblems with her fath inning at least as early as when she was nine, w 

got into "a fist fight" with him because she wanted to live with her aunt. She stayed 

with friends of the family from age nine to fourteen. There she became 

in the Anglican church, eventually teaching Sunday School. At the age 

the family had moved to Toronto, Jeny left home and found a job with a credit 

Many of the women just discussed led very average lives as children. Although 

one or two had unusual parents whose rsonal lives might have offe 

infornation on sexuali ty usual in society, most had very ordinary parents who 

raised them with the values and norrns appropriate for the time. Some were 

ildren; some were not. mon denominator, either among 

those who did have early same-sex expiences  or among those who did not, which 

wouid account for their sexualities. From a late twentiethlearly twenty-first century 

perspective, this is hardly surgrising, se we now know that sexuai orientation 

crosses ail class bundaries and is no respecter of religious affiliation, political 

persuasion, or family structure. Those who decried homosexuality in the penod under 

, would have found the "cause" of these women's lesbianism or 

bisexuality in their families; they would have suggested either that it was an inherited 

characteristic or that it was the product of dysfunctional family. 

For ail young Canadian women, 

indoctrination, confusion, and e 



to fulfil, the feelings they were ily changes they undenvent as they 

through adolescence. For those of the namators who were not Canadian, but 

of the old Empire or the United States an 

a, growing up was similar. The expectation was that 

about sex; and they received little or no infomation about alternatives to heterosexual 

matrimony, or those alternatives were presente very negatively. 

Hn this section, I examine the narrators' level of owledge about se 

as they were growing up. As will be shown in Chapter Three, many of the 

nanators embarked on physical relationships with girls or women, and some with men, 

during their teenage years and their young adul 

acquired very little s ific information S, about sexuai pleasure, an 

about sexual orientation. Here, 1 outline what little infomation y did have and how 

they acquired i t. 

In the early to mid-twentieth century, infomation and attitudes about sexuality 

were intimately intertwined with broader social concerns about the fitness of the nation, 

fears of "mce suicide", c i  concerns about the changing moral fabric of Canadian life. 

The sex education that these young women received was part of a broader, nomaiiVng 

education which increasingly regarded youth, and es 

the hope and the scourge of the nation. Youth were a force to be m 

overtly and covertly, in the direction of appropriate, heterosexual, 

As the twentieth century moved on, and 

ity was murr ing young, sexu increasingly the focus of a 

myriad of experts, from other social sciences, whose agen 



towards an appropriate sexuality. Whereas at the beginning of the century 

most of the sex advice m uals were aimed at manie couples, with a view to 

intenvar and especially the postwar era advice 

ncreasingly on dating rituals and how to select the "righ 

or girlfnend. In recognition of the interest young 

these new works attempted to fmme heterosexual interest in older, more traditional 

tenns. Teenagers in p cular were caught 

the manuals provided more info ation about courtship than had previous ones, but on 

rrnation was still heterono 

and phrased in obscure and eni atic terms, making it difficult for young 

e desires they were ex 

Entirely lacking in advice literature were sitive images of lesbi 

there might be moderate acce e of same-sex adoration as a phase of development in 

ce did not extend to physical relationships between girls or 

women and to the maintenance of sarne-sex attractions in adult life.42 Girls growing up 

with an awareness of their attraction to other girls or to women were faced either with 

negative prtrayals of their sexuality or with an absence of portrayals. Many 

internalized the stereotypes available; many more, in the absence of recognizable 

images, had to extrapolate from or adapt heterosexual noms of behaviour and 

attractiveness. 

The main topic of discussion when .Sarah was a teenager was boys, but Sarah 

thought that this was "rather foolis ." One of the main opportunities to meet boys was 

rs that dances were held by the school when s 

n Menace, 34. Even 
books as On Becorning A Womun '% 
same-sex ones and later developing ite-sex relationships. Mary Louise 
With Normal, 93. 
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comments that the girls were somewhat prudish about contact wi 

In keeping with the new noms of the twentieth century-Sarah was born in 1913 and 

was attending school dances in e 'Xoaring TwentiesP-Sarah's mo 

roned to dances, requiring on 

pick her up. 

had a boyfriend as a teenager, but comments that it was not a passionate 

not explore physical sexuality to any great degree. " 

too many people who into the back seat with eople," Sarah rem 

There was, however, considerable pressure to have a boyfriend; it was "a prestige 

you to dances," she said. She recalls 

with other young women, but does not recall 

precisely what was said. The diary she kept as a teenager did not incl 

discussing boys or sexuality. 

The links between dcohol and sexuality were a major concern of the early 

twentieth century, and considerable effort was made by moral reformers to prevent the 

use of alcohol by the young in particular. In the case of Sarah's social circle, however, 

class and gendered attitudes towards alcohol consumption operated as a proteetor. 

Drinking, while not disallow 's circle, was moderate. "Boys were thought 

not much of if îhey got drunk," she rernarked.43 Her mother was not oppos 

that there was a great d of drinking in those days. 

hid it under the table, as it was illegal to 

have it there. It w to have liquor in private places, however, so young 

e would rent rooms and invite friends to their room to drink. "T 

going up to sorne 's room sounds almost impro , but it was ok, 

use you weren't alone. There was a whole group of people ...g irls and b0ys.~~44 In 

sonal interview, 5 August 1998. 



Toronto, where she frequented beverage rooms in her early twenties, Sarah acquired a 

reputation for being able to drink five 

bathroom. Neither in Victoria nor in Toronto was Sarah concemed 

robably occurred because s 

ajor factor in these women's discovery of sexuality was not 

owever, but lack of i ation. Almost al1 the narrators 

were given little or no information whatsoever about 

ut physical sexu relationships. Few 

sense of how heterosexual intercourse took place. Fewer still had heard of gay or 

, and those who had were ce 

ts of same-sex relationships. Such detailed information, whether about 

heterosexuality or about homosexuality, was considered dangerous. And although 

advice literature did gin to discuss the physical practicalities of heterosexual 

lovemaking, the conveying of those works and that information to young people still 

fell too often to parents, who were from a generation less forthcoming and less inclined 

to discuss such things. 

easy to assume from the increasing availability of more explkit sex 

advice literature, and from the increasing interest in sex education, that as 

rogressed so too did public knowledge about and discussion of sexuality. 

lows us to test the validity of arguments that suggest that twentieth- 

century women were more wledgeable about sexuality than their predecessors. It 

increase in the availability of 

sex education. Social the early twentieth cenlury to 

sex education as a mean of ensuring the fitness of the race.45 In 1919, a Sub- 

interview, 5 August 1998. 

n, Twentieth-Centus, Sexuality: A History (Oxford: 



Committee on Sex ucation was set up as part of the C 

Combatting Venereal Disease. C ristabelle Sethna argues that the Sub-Committee's 

task "was to strengthen arents' ability to provi e their children with sex instmction in 

the home" and that it "upheld the notion that the ideal teacher was the parent 

ideai site for sex instmction was the home."46 After the Second World W 

was focused on the prevention of venereal disease and on the maintenance of the 

atriarchal family, ich was assumed . Sex education inc 

these concerns. What was reg was not necessarily about sex, 

however. Sex education was often con ction for girls in 

particular. N. Rae S rs, Director of Physi ucation for Toronto schools, argued 

discouragement of antagonism towards the opposite sex; girls 

to develop desirable attitudes toward each other."47 Sex education might 

better have been defined as "moral and gender education." 

An analysis of the amount and kind of infomation about anatomy, 

tion, and menstmation given to the narrators between the 1920s and the 1950s 

reveals that assumptions about an increase in pu ledge about sex and sex 

are not necessarily correct. One finds just as m nce and shame associakd 

ar years as in the 1920s. Because the prirnary site 

of sex education ount of infornation one received de 

entirely on the willingness of parents to provide it, and parents had k e n  raised in 

es when the discussion of such things was inappropriate. As the stories told 

below reveai, many young women reac with only the vaguest 

of Ontario Public School 



understanding of the workngs of the orientation, and of sexual 

pleasure. Despite the new ac owledgement among medical professionals that women 

did, in fact, have sexuai feelings, few girls and young women were given a frarnework 

they could understand d experience them. 

ucky, she might be told t menstmation. 

pamphlets were sometimes available with sanitary products. Some women were given 

e rudiments of sex e ucation; mid-century 

available to some, but such literature did not discuss the sexual activity 

preliminary to fertilization of egg by the spenn. Reva reported that, in 

e was in grade school r mother gave her some infonnation: 

She did try to give me sex ed. In fact, I got into much trouble in school 
over sex ed. She did the routine thing, with 
the fallopian tube and the j 
Never explained how the s 
But, I had a girlfriend who was a year older, and she had a cousin who 

older, and he told us exactly how the sperm and the egg could 

en parents or the they supglied were less than forthcoming, girls such as Reva 

often relied on peers to provide infonnation. 

t the mechanics of sexuality, but she was made well 

aware of moral precepts. It was made very clear to Pam that there were consequences 

paid for errant sexual behaviour, al 

heterosexuai promiscuity. The late 1930s and the 1940s were "a time when girls had 

certainly out of wedlock. A lot of them were ship off to live with an . 

aunt somewhere. That's al1 you ever ow. So and so was gone to live with 

oston or in Halifax." 

what was constantly told to me 

48 Reva, interview, 5 August 1997. 



were a few of them that made at same mistake a number of times. A 

get away with one, but after that it was a no-no."@ 

, who is the oldest of the n tors, received rather more in 

her about menstmation 

ied Love ." Her 

wanted her "to have al1 the scientific details," and Sarah remembered being "quite 

intrigued." It was 1926, and s e was thirteen. For a girl of Sarah's age to 

, or indeed any that explicit, was very unusual in the early twentieth 

century. Sarah did not er female friends about anatomy or sexuality, but 

bered one frien to try some expiments of some kind." S 

ything very much. .. this was when we were 

quite young ... maybe thirteen, fourteen, twelve."50 They were having a picnic. Sar 

ot remember precisely what her friend wanted to do, but she does remem 

she was not necessarily shocked but rather did not want to do it. It was the "you show 

me yours and 1'11 show you mine sort of routine ... Well, I'd always seen lots of 

so I wasn't a bit surprise$." Sarah's father had made the children have a cold bath every 

morning, so she had seen many male es, and her mother often went around with 

few clothes on. 

A few of the narrators were llucky enough to have lived in households in which 

aspects of sexuality were discussed reasonably freely. Phyl heard conversations 

between her mother and er aunt in the 1930s and 1940s: "Well, my aunt was a nurse, 

and she was a maternity nurse. She would be telling my mother al1 of these things that 

49 Pam, personai interview, 30 September ation on attitudes tow 
motherhood, see: Andrée Lévesque, "Devi . single Mothers at the 
Miséricorde in Montreal, 1929-1939," Historical Papers/Communications Historiques (Canadian 
Histoncal Association), 1984,168-183; Margaret Little, 'No Car, No Radio, No Liquor Permit': The 

lation of Single Mothers in Ontario, 1920-1997 (Toronto: Oxford University Press, 1998); 
, The Trouble With Normal, 68. 

sonai interview, 5 August 1 



these patients had said t that's the last ti usband came near them ... 1 

probabl y fi rst foun 

agda, who was in 1934, received almost no info ation at school, and 

was never given a k on the subject of sex education, but received so ation 

from her father and sisters. I-Ier parents were exible when it c e to sex: "1 remember 

my Mom saying to my sister who was about to get married that when she asked 

she should have sex wi said 'would you 

without trying it on?' But having said that, Mom wasn't one for flaunting herself. She 

believed that sex was very beautiful 

treasured."52 

Fear of pre-mari pregnancy was often used by families in the early- to mid- 

twentieth century as a means of licing the sexual behaviour of ghters. Added to 

the daunting mystery of pregnancy itself was the moral condemnation of thos 

became pregnant outside maniage. Gossip about young women who did bec 

pregnant before marriage, marginalization of single mothers, and religious and other 

forms of condemnation and judgement could operate quite effectively as deterrents to 

early sexual activity. That condemnation did not deter al1 from engaging in pre-mari 

sexual activity only served to intensify stereotypes t it. Those who strayed made 

very effective examples of young women "gone wrong." 

agda was told a little about pre-marital sex and sexuality generally. "1 found 

out ... that my Mom and D had to marry," she said. "But Dad often said that if we got 

pregnant that we would be responsible for that chi1 would have to bring it up as 

well as we could. It may ' to get m a ~ ~ i e d . " ~ ~  

r sisters were well aware that ir parents made love on a frequent basis, 

51 Phyl, personal interview, 28 September 1998. 

interview, 27 August 1998. 



owledge not typical of the narrators in this study. 

was, in many ways, more O 

narrators. In addition to the 

a was also quite aware of anatomy. For example, she had 

her mother found out, not cause she was ashamed of it but 

what to do and that it was natural."54 

When Jane was a teenager in the 1 came close to an 01 

cousin who took her to dances. It was this cousin who had told Jane about sex. "She 

helped me grow up, helped me talk about my and sex and evewhing. Things that 

1 had never really own the truth about," Jane remembered.55 No-one had tol 

about menstruation, for exam le. Her elder sister had threatened 

she was older, she would get something she would not want, and Jane had no idea what 

she was talking about. She did find some information in a 

irthday, which she discovered in her sister's drawer. It was after reading the 

book that Jane started talking to her cousin about sex. Her cousin told her about 

conception and childbirth. 

Cheryl was told little about anatomy and sexuality, and nothing at al1 about 

menstruation. Neither she nor her friend Dolly what menstruation was, and any 

mention of it was p ed in euphemistic terms 

Dolly's sister Selma got their periods, they did not want to go to the store for the 

Modess or Kotex, which they would cal1 "the corn flakes in the blue 

194ûs, they woul send Cheryl and Dolly to the store for their s 

ay 'Could we have some 
Mr. Mendelsson always 
n a brown paper bag, and 

pass it to us like we'd just done a drug deal or something, 

interview, 10 June 1998. 

interview, 1 October 1998. 



felt so awful." Cheryl thought that she had mined the chaise longue, 

it up. When she felt faint, however, she had to su ber aunt, who 

menstmation to her. "Well, as best she could," Cheryl said, "but she neglected to tell 

me one very, very important thing - that it can ca ry  on more than one day. She gave 

Chenyl one of the "corn flake things out of the blue. She was pregnant, so of course she 

wasn9t using them. Of course, 1 didn't understand that either." That evening, Cheryl's 

period stopped for a few hours.' "So 1 went to bed and 1 woke up the next moming in 

. This time she was not impressed." On her return home, Cheryl availe 

Dolly of her new knowledge: "Dolly was surprised when 1 told her it had nothing to do 

with Diane and Selma 'doing it' and it had everything to do with us getting older, and 

'it's part of growing up, you , and you're going to be like this soon, t o ~ . " ' ~ ~  

had not been tol t memtniation when growing up in the 1940~~ and 

her ignorance ut childbirth left her vulnerable to scare-mongenng. Some of her 

girlfnends 

56 Cheryl, interview, 4 Nov 

eryl, personal interview, 4 Nov 
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scared the hell out of me, about having a baby, 1 was going to be split 
point that 1 got extremely il1 and 
ow why 1 was being so ill, an 
, and how babies came. And 1 
't the way it was,' but however 1 

was not given too much information.58 

Because of the death of her parents during the Second World War, Betty was 

raised with the values of her very strict grandmother and the nuns at her school. The 

consh-aints on Betty's behaviour, and that of the other girls in the convent, were tight. 

The girls therefore relie on each other to grovide information. They took much delight 

in telling each other scandalous family stories at night, gathered around a single 

the dormitory. Betty recalled one girl, a "very romantic kind of girl, w 

fantasy world - ghts on white chargers and fairy queens and al1 th 

who kept a journal in which she wrote n her romantic stories an 

occurred when it was discovered that s d written in her journal about an aunt who 

had eloped, and the journal was confiscated. Knowledge of this event caused Betty to 

avoid keeping a journal herself. 

Because Betty did not have close family, spending m s t  of the year in the 

convent and staying with her grandparents only in the summer, she felt left out when 

others would tell their stories. The stories would often be about romance, relationships 

or sexuality. One evening, Betty recailed, one of the girls asked everyone to gather 

1 was at home, something dreadful ha 
? What? What?' And she said 'Well, 
four years older than me.' And we al1 couldn't see 
at, the importance of it. And she said, '1 saw his 
'And 1 couldn't Say anything, and my eyes were 
said something like, 'What 

ent an awful lot of us were, you see. We' 
ewhere in that age. And 

explain what this thing was, and we al1 gas 

interview, 30 S 



then one or two others got brave and I can remember one girl saying 
, that's nothing. 1 saw that years ago.'59 

As the girls grew 01 er, their night-time conversations changed. They discussed 

"magazines that we weren9t supposed to have, books that we weren't su 

the more that got smuggl ey were able to get Vanity Fair and 

me Journal. These higher-class publications spoke of "beautiful 

never got divorced or had unwanted children," Betty commented. The n 's 

ekly was 

for the little housewife who looked after the husband in those days, 
get married. And she got manie 
t tell you how the kids c 

to wash the diapers, how to keep the husband happy. Nothing to do 
with sexually, but how to feed him and wash his shirts, and get the ring 
around the collar out, and al1 that sort of thing60 

They even read boys' magazines that one of the girls was able to get from her 

e of Betty's friends later recalled that "those magazines were the best sex education 

she ever had."6l 

etty does not remember her grandmother teaching her anything about 

relationships or sexuality. She obtained most of her infomation from inforrn 

at the school. As it was a Catholic convent school, there was much that was not 

explained. The girls often asked at catechism how it was possible that the Virgin cou1 

have borne a child. The nuns were disinclined to explain. As a Protestant, Betty did 



most unenlightening. Betty remembered one young girl asking, 

"'Sister, do we have pollen?' and the sister said something to the effect of 'In a manner 

e of the nuns did ildren should be e sed to more explicit 

if the girls were sheltered, they would not be 

world. She had to be careful about the parents, however. In Betty's opinion, middle- 

le sent their girls to the convent to "shielded from al1 the nasty things of 

ple ... and of course it was al1 the nasty things about the common people 

at were the most interesting in life ... and so, of course, this was the most soug 

ation ...."@ 

The one saving grace in the convent was another nun "who we 

a dyke," Betty said, "because she would have her sleeves rolled up. She was a 

gardener. She would have her habit pulled between her ees and hooked in her rosary 

belt, and she'd be out there digging up this garden. She had a deep voice ...."63 Betty 

found her one day working with her tomatoes. The sister sat on her milking stool, and 

with a sable paintbrush she pollinated the tomatoes. When Betty asked why she was 

pollinating them, the sister replied that she wanted hybrid tomatoes. e nun explained 

the process of pollination and larnented the fact that the flower garden, which attracted 

the bees necessary for lination, was at the other end of the property from 

en. Betty then asked the sister about humans and pollen. The sister 

, we do not have pollen. We hav ' So then I leamed a 
. So then she said 'You want to 



s thought a man, her brother, had 
s the thing we're talking about.' 

So then I've got n and everything put together. 
And she told me -understand way. So 

e or two narrators discovered info ut sexuality under their own 

s tem.  Louise describes herself as always having had a strong sense of sexuality, even 

e was ten or eleven. "For a young girl, 1 was very well devel 

she said, "and quite often 1 would go to- this was when 1 was living in London-my 

father would give me money to go to a movie, and I was nearly always moleste 

e off."65 She found this to be "quite isgusting," and very 

t sexuality. She was reading "quite adventurous 

stuff' at the time, having acqu er's "naughty" novels. 

Cheryl cannot remember precisely when she discovered what "it" was, but 

knows that she ew of social disapproval at a young age. When she was 

approximately ten, her parents went away and left the younger children in the care of 

Diane. She awoke in the night and discovered that Diane was not in the bed. "So I 

thought that she was sleeping in Mom and Dad's 

so 1 went loaking for her, and when 1 went in to Mom an r o m ,  
yes, Diane was there. But so was Jimmy, her boyfriend, ew at 
that point that there was something wrong with that, because of the way 
she reacted. Frightened the hell out of her. Don't tell Mom and Dad,' 
you know. She was just so afraid ... So 1 knew there was something 
wrong with what she was d what ... So, 
somewhere dong the line I 
decided to find out what "i 
whatever it was. But then 
was a big deal one way or 

64 Betty, personal interview, 28 September 19%. 

interview, 10 November 1998. 

G6 Cheryl, personal interview, 4 November 1 . Chayl's own se relationships are discussed in 
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When she was growing up, Cheryl did not see her brothers or parents undressed. 

vacy was stressed, "seeing one another's privates, private parts was not 

at was done in [Cheryl's] family." S e was ' tery inhibited" when she was 

young, yet she knew enough that there was an "it" that was 

izing but forbidden (or talizing because forbidden), and that there were 

consequences for engaging i 

As a teenager in the 1950s, Vero ated boys, but she did not feel 

them: "1 had so many boyfnends ... who iked me7 but 1 could never ... 

had a friend come in and ta& to me."a Veronica does not remember ever k i n g  told 

about negative consequences of sexual activity. '1 don't think there was any discussion 

at all," she remarked. 

For several women, fnends were the most important source of infornation 

ut sexuality. Jill described fin ing out about sexuality from friends in the 1950~~ by 

which time there was theoretically more information available: "1 was quite naive. But 

1 had my friend Julie, who 1 calle Jules, and we were fascinated, her and 1, with things, 

so we would discuss those kinds of subjects, 1 leamed a lot from her. 1 

where she got her infornation, but that was a safe place to learn from, 

ave anyone else." Jill's mother had not given her much infornation, telling her only 

ation. "She just descri bed menstm , basically," Ji11 said. 

interview, 27 September 1998. 

interview, 27 September 1 



Sat me in the middle of the kitchen on a chair and paced around me 
like anny sergeant and ordered me if anything happened to let her 

did understand. So 

Ji11 was able to look at Penny's book, but not to it home to read. But the 

cularly specific. "1 had no i what a fellow looked like or anything 

else," she commented. "In fact, when 1 was about sixteen, Gai1 and 1 were with the 

ager at the time, and we were sitting down one night discussing things, and we both 

ike?' and he sat and drew a diagrarn for us. 1 thought, 

it looks like?"'70 

e evidence discussed above reveals that the narrators were indoctnnated in 

dominant norrns as children and adolescents but, like many women of their generations, 

they were given very little sgecific infornation about sexuality, even as late as the 

1950s. Many had acquired a basic owledge of reproduction but did not know the 

mechanics of love-m ng or of their own ies. Like most heterosexual women, the 

early construction of their sexual subjectivities took place in a vacuum; they had 

somehow to understand their desires without having a framework in which to describe 

what they were feeling. T did feel sexual desire when they were growing 

up, but they lacked a kminology to explain, even to themselves, exactly what it was 

that they felt and what they s Id (or should not, according to dominant noms) be 

Only a few of the narrators did ow, because of self-exploration, that 

y was a site of considerable pleasure an that there were ce 

to enhance that pleasure. 

interview, 30 May 1998. 

70 Jill, personal interview, 30 



asturbation had been a major conc of medical professionals and advice 

e nineteenth century, yet it was a topic the narrators rarely addressed. 

ew only that it was "bad." Nega 

of masturbation were linked in the nineteenth century to fears about the sexuality of 

children and of the assumed "race suici ite, middle class in Canada. 

shown that young Canadians at the turn of the century were reading 

ut A Young Boy Ought To Know and t A Young Girl Ought 

To Know . Moralistic publications urg restraint and the proper use of 

at these and other publications had to Say about masturbation was 

either extremely negative or enigmatic, and was aimed primarily at boys and men. 

Perhaps because of notions of ety and of female sexual passivity, masturbation 

among girls and women was ledged in the early twentieth century. 

The intenvar and postwar eras, when notions of female sexual passivity had 

largely k e n  e rded ,  was little better. F u r t h o r e ,  as Angus McLaren points out, it is 

difficult to gauge the impact of injunctions against "self-abuse." Medical professionals 

dealt mainly wi people for whom aspects of sexuality were a problem. Even those 

progressive advocates of greater knowledge and understanding about sexuality were not 

advocating the pleasures of masturbation.72 It is hardly surprising, therefore, that it was 

little discussed by parents of young girls. Those narrators who ew that it was not 

of did not remember k i n g  told anything specific about masturbation. 

Despite the long history of publications urging the elimination of masturbation, few 

parents, it seems, were willing to e subject directly with their children. But it 

Books on Avoided Subjects' : Pre-Freudian Sex 

, Twenlieth-Centq Sexuality: A History ,28-29. 



may also be the case that reprimands early in life, even before they were old enough to 

read or to unders rases as "self abuse," taught 

not to touch the so be the case, especially for girls, that notions of 

privacy and sharne a b u t  talia would have instilled in children a reluctance to 

masturbate. 

A few of the narrators di discover mastu&ation when they were very Young. 

masturbating in 1939, w she was about nine years old: "1 couldn't 

wait for my parents to leave the house," she said.73 For Maureen, in the 1940s, it was a 

pleasure and a comfort in a life that involved little wannth and affection: 

hen 1 learned about masturbation. 1 
this was my secret ... 1 was very aware of 
ew how 1 craved touch - any kind of 

gainst it]. 1 discovered it 
through playing ... or just such a ski er or hunger for touch of any 
kind. 74 

Jill reported expnmenting with masturbation in her teens in the mid 1960s. "1 did, 

when I was about sixteen, seventeen, and 1 didn't feel anything," she said. When 

nothing happened, she thought '"Maybe I'm a dead person or something. Maybe I'm 

doing this wrong. Maybe I'm not touching the nght place, or ...' you know, you can go 

through al1 these things. 1 can't, it didn't do anything for me, so 1 thought oh dear, 1 felt 

frigPd."75 

For those who did masturbate and for w om it was a pleasurable ex 

touchng oneself provided infonnation about the pleasures of physical sexuality less 

available to others. It provi "hands on" expenence, as it were. T 

would later prove useful in the exploration of sexual relationships with other girls. 

Maureen, for e w how to give physical pleasure and what areas of the 

ah, personal interview, 29 Septeniber 1998. 

74 Maureen, personai interview, 29 

interview, 30 May 1998. 



to explore precisely cause she had done so with herself first. It was not that girls 

were ever encouraged to explore the ies of other girls, of course-or even of boys- 

iliarity with one's own pleasures associated with it may 

have aided some young women when they gan finally to explore desires for others of 

the same sex. 

As mentioned in rformance was ofkn associated w ith 

sexuality in the late nin twentieth centuries. Unfeminine behaviour and 

arance have long k e n  assumed to be indicators of lesbianism, and lesbians have 

long k e n  assume8 automatieally to gender transgressors. The relev 

trditional attire to lesbian culture is predicated on 1970s lesbian-feminist no 

the heterosexist ste s that preceded them. storically, women who dressed 

androgynously or as men have esbian. In many instances, such 

assumptions were and are accurate. Those women who placed themselves at risk of 

ridicule, assault and even prosecution because of their attire were often non- 

heterosexual in their romantic lives as well. However, to assume that al1 lesbian 

in masculine or less an traditionally feminine ways obscures the 

diversity of lesbian experience in that it precludes from observation and recognition 

those lesbian women who a traditionally feminine. As mentioned in Chapter 

e sexologists and psychologists whose writings on homosexuality set much of the 

tone of public discourse on subject in the nineteenth and mentieth centuries had 

ifficulty accounting for the feminine lesbian, often regarding her as a less 

authentic "sexual invert" an her masculine counte . Such assumptions were t 

e lesbian community itself with the later lesbian-feminist 



of gender-antagoni stic rogyny, in whi the lesbian "unifor~n~~ more closely 

a butch or masculine gender pe ance than anything e l ~ e ? ~  

Only some of the narrators for is study recall an early preference for more 

masculine clothes, the traditional signifier of lesbianism. 

preference, and wore both pants and dresses. S remembers that, while she wanted 

were wearing when she was a young adult, she always 

er would have liked me to be a cute 

little girl," she said, "but 1 wasn't a cute little girl.'*77 She wore "preppy" clothes. 

Barb was a very tom ish young woman and was very active around the 

ping with the manual work: "Always own as a tomboy in the family ... always like 

to wear my over-hauls [ove ls], and my plaid shirts, and a straw hat. Oh 

Spiffy!"78 Her gender- haviour was tolera by her parents, who saw 

nothing unusual in it. She played most often with the boys, and did not care for the 

traditional pursuits of girls. She preferred the world of westerns, and would sometimes 

go into town to see a Roy Rogers or Gene Autry film: 

After watching those movies 1 had to go home and play. 1 would 
Gene Autry or I'd be Roy Rogers ... m ters were a little more, 
ladylike around home with Mum, y ... they liked to sew a 

t.. .I tried it all, 1 tried. ..never could work out very well, so I gave 
that ug. 79 

gued against gender and posited boUi 

noms. The result was, of course, an appearance 
androgynous. 

interview, 5 August 1998. 

iew, 15 May 1998. 

79 Barb, personal interview, 15 May 1 



shined up and, oh, boy. 1 didn9 t like that at all.. .I always had over-hauls on. ..and always 

a plaid shirt, and my sisters were always in their skirt or dresses. Had my hair cut, 

. Just showing my ears.'%O 

bly lucky in that non-tmditional dress was 

tolerated than it would have been elsewhere, given that she participated so often in 

work, and she receive rather less forced in wtnnation in femininiq than she 

ave had in an urban family. Her ex rience of being allowed to dress on most 

occasions in more ish clothes is sh by Chris, who was raised in rural Qu 

s and 1950s. Chris describes herself as having been a strong young wom 

who was used to doing heavy e farm and weanng masculine 

Mary Louise Adams reveals that advice literature and films of the 1940s rarely 

explicitly linked "sissy9' and "tomboy" behaviour with homosexuality because, she 

argues, to do so would have given credence to biological arguments about 

homosexuality and thus would have suggested the futility of the recent regulatory 

measures and sex education as a grophylaxis against social deviancy. To clearly link 

aviour such as Bab's  with lesblanism would have sugges that there was a fixed 

d irrevocable conneetion between gend ance and sexual orientation. If that 

of "tomboy" girls would be 

der performance was simply a manifestation of an i 

characteristic. 

Instead, gender-be 

adolescent condition, often the resu 

Barb, personal interview, 15 May 1998. 

interview, 22 Sep 1998. 
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was not necessarily lin y to homosexuality in the 1 

was the key to ensuring p ing of girls and boys in gender noms  and in 

sex. As sex education became more widespread 

and was more heavily i ology in the 1950s and 1 

it began more clearly to reflect the underlying assumption that gender behaviour was 

linked to psychologi gathology. Tomboys, the subject of bemusement before 

war, would become signs of femininity gone wrong in the 

Like Barb, Cheryl was a tomboy growing up and liked the movie stars Roy 

Rogers and Dale Evans, and Gene Autry. "1 came out of those matinees always, always 

riding an imaginary horse, and 1 was never Dale Evans at any time. 1 was always Roy 

or Gene or Hopalong ... or the Cisco Ki ," she said.= Her fnen Delly would play Dde 

Evans. Cheryl remem she wore a great num r of hand-me-downs 

sister, because they w Her mother made many of their clothes. Girls could not 

Wear pants to school, although in the winter they were allowed to Wear over-pants on 

the way to school, but then had to take them off and Wear skirts or dresses. On 

Saturdays, however, she wore pants. She describes herself as "'the classic tomboy" and 

believes that this, her admiration of male rather than female movie stars, and a crush 

she developed on her teacher were the only signs she had as a chld  that she was in any 

way different until she formed her first sarne-sex relationship as a teenager.84 

There is not, however, any necessary and consistent link 

gender performance and sexual subjectivity. Not only do not al1 tomboys grow up to be 

lesbians, but also a large number of lesbi s either confonned to prevailing n 

feminine dress an behaviour or dressed and played in variously "feminine" or 

s, n e  Trouble With Normal, 95-98. 

iew, 4 November 1998. 

Cheryl, interviewed by Claire S 1997. 
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"masculine99 ways. Katie, for ex e, does not remember having a 

feminine or masculine attire. She woul Wear either pants or dresses quite 

ink that she was in any way a tomboy.85 Anne, on the 

play touch football and kick-the-can with the S. Unlike many of 

recreation as tornbo 

instead spent most of her time with girls. Her preferred style of dress was, however, 

not like "frifls on blouses or anything li 

Ail the children in Magda's family were expected to do chores, 

a's behaviour differe er lines. Magda most often did outdoor 

chores, while her sisters did many of the indoor ones. Mag remembers that her 

rs went to war while she was growing u . She became the one in the 

shovelled the snow, cut the grass, and piled the firew . Her sisters cooke 

. Magda was also very focused on sporting activities when she was growing 

up, and participated competitively in several sports. 

It is Barb and Cheryl who best exemplify a common element in lesbian coming 

out narratives: unfeminine gender dormance as children. Partially because 

masculinity has undenvritten assumptions about lesbianism for decades, an 

use the Iesbian-femlnist discourse of androgyny, w ich became virtuall y 

hegemonic in lesbian communities in and 1980s, reified the tom 

dyke," unfeminine aviour during chil has become one of the most enduring 

s of lesbian subjectivity. It is an attribute to which many lesbians refer fondly 

when telling their life stories, s an early element in coming out narratives. 

Masculine gender performan d as the first clue to a lesbian identity. This, 

of course, negates the ex riences of the many lesbi s who never felt or acted in 

85 Katie, personal interview, 1 October 1998. 

86 J m e ,  



"unfeminine9' ways as children and whose subjectivities do not include masculiniq or 

androgyny. The dominant code of dress g lesbians is based u n the experiences 

of relatively few, and it shoul d here that the narrators' testimonies 

any suggestion of gender trrinsgression 

part of lesbian subjectivity. 

It is unfortunate that femme narrators could not be found for this s 

perspectives on growing up lesbian might somewhat different 

presented here. Unlike those women for er transgression was an early 

element in lesbian subjectivity, femme w enced same-sex desire without 

site-gender preferences in terms of dress or recreation. None of the 

narrators identified strongly as femme. o commented "1 guess 1 was fe 

suppose," did not hold fast to a femme identity and moved to a more butch role in later 

any of the narrators wore dresses and make-up as adults but were not 

ultra-feminine as adults or as chi1 n. Their gender performance as children and then 

as adullts had perhaps more to do with traditional noms than with a deeply-held 

subjectivity. 

lie senee? 

Very few of the narrators had heard of homosexuality when they were growing 

up. The ovemhelming majority re that they did not hear words for same-sex 

relationships between women until well into their adulth . Homosexuality was a 

topic that was almost never discussed in advice manuals or by parents before the 

War. From the late 1940s on, in a context of growing i 

psychologists, Cold War fears ut Communist threats to the nation's stability, and 

increasingly strong links American security policy, 

homosexuality deviance against 

heterosexuality was defined, d public discourse on homosexuali 



Mary Louise Adams suggests, however, " mosexualit~ was ~onstl-Ucted as so outside 

nts out, psychologists and psychiatrists were an im 

part of the new public discourse t, and the increasing hostility towards, 

homosexuality, for it was their languag 

e fears about the threat osexud to the "nomal" 

e in the postwar era, C 

homosexuality than had those of the previous generation, that infornation was couc 

in terms of sexual and gender deviance. The alleged cause of that deviance was often 

mothering, focusing the public gaze even more 

closely on the need for Canadians to live to rigid definitions of heteronornativiv. 

Despite her relatively broad ledge about sexuality, S had net heard of 

lesbianism before her early twenties. It was when she was workmg as a stenographer 

and receptionist in Toronto in the 1930s that S met ber first lesbian, a woman who 

was a copywriter in the sanie advertising agency. This woman "and another gal took 

me up, you might say," and they became friends. Others in the firm used to Say of the 

woman that "she was al1 things to al1 Sarah found out meant that she 

had relationshigs with women. That was the first time that Sarah 

of lesbianism. 

t homosexuality during her time in Toronto. She . 

e read the Kinsey re when they were publis 

rs and "moderately serious magazines", 

rrent events. She did not read the tabloids, although she 

s, The Trouble With Normal, 92. 

88 Mona Gleason, Normalizing the ldeal. 82. 



a 

r looking at the Toronto 

lace mmour. None of the gay w lost their jobs 

their sexuality. 

became aware of er attraction towards women in the early 1 

she began to research e subject of lesbianism. She read The Well of loneliness and 

other works, an detefiorated she was able to read a range of 

cting. She had, at some point in her young adult life, 

heard of the scanda1 sunounding the Radclyffe Hall's when it was published, but 

did not read the onally interested in 

matter. 89 

When Lois was growing up, s owledge of lesbianism. Lois 

experienced her first attraction towards another girl at ten or eleven. She also 

previously had had crushes on teachers, and had been open enough about them for her 

r that there was something wrong with her. Lois' first lesbian 

relationship occurred in 1940, in her first year of teaching.90 Lois thinks that her 

parents suspected that she was a lesbian when she was in that first relationship, which 

lasted fifteen years, though much of that time they spent apart. She had thought that 

there was something wrong with her until she met that partner, also called Lois. Even 

then, however, she did not know of the w s "gay" or "lesbian." She did not learn 

words for homosexuality until she gan socializing at the Continen bar in Toronto. 

Lois does not care for the word '"esbian." "'Gay' seemed to be something 

and it was alright." A that time, she read the pulp novel 

Well of loneliness . A El ofLoneliness became 

most famous lesbian novel of century. Claire Morgan's 

89 Sarah, 

s relatimship is discussed in 



selling over one million copies by 1963.91 

1, the youngest of the narrators, 

e 1950s and earl y 1960s, 

She was aware of a lesbian couple w 

the largely pejorative te inology used to describe gay and lesbian peo 

reference for her own emerging desires.% 

eral factors were impomnt in many 

of the narrators' joumeys towards lesbian subjectiviv. Whether one believes, as do 

many of these women, that sex orientation is biological and that a lesbian or bisexual 

identity exists from bi or from a very young age, to be discovered at some point in 

life, or that sexual orientation is socially constructed and is but one element in an 

individual's multiple and changing subjectivities, it can be demonstrated that language, 

events, and relatlonships wlth ople are important components in the 

construction of lesbian narratives.% 

The following chapters will demons 

life events bolstered emerging lesbian or bi 

with which to descri d desires at odds with heteronomativiv; 

exploration with an same sex; one or more same-sex relationships; 

and the finding of on sexual orientation. Whether or not early s 

91 Yvome Keller, ' Politics: Strategies of Vision in p Novels, 1955-1965,'' in The Queer 
Sixties, ed. Patricia Smith (New York & London: 

92 Jill, personal interview, 30 May 1998. 

93 These factors, and the early relationships of some of the narrators, are discussed in Chapters Three, 
Four, and Five. 



sex desires resulted in a rapidly-acquired lesbian or bisexual identity de 

ether or not they were unders ething qualitatively differe 

ity, whether they were explored with another person, and whether the 

individual recognized others to be li e-sex desires could too easily 

in heterosexist discou " or as curiosity 

body. With the considerable pressure on women to court and many 

concomitant lack of infornation t alternatives, many of the wornen in this study 

were largely unaware that they wanted something different, even if they experienced 

Anne experienced attractions towards girls at school, es ially during her 

adolescent years. Three friends in rticular were the objects of her crushes. When she 

was hospitalized wi a burst appendix at the age of fourteen, she fell for two of the 

nurses. "Oh, 1 was so enamoured of them," she 1s. "After 1 got out, I'd get them to 

meet me in town to have a cup of tea or something." It is unclear how Anne managed 

to get the nurses to meet socially with her. Anne was dating boys in her kens, 

however, and was sexually active with them. She did have a pregnancy scare when she 

was seventeen, and eventually had to confess to her mother that she was no longer a 

virgin. Anne's mother took her to the doctor who had performed the appendectomy, 

who informed her that she was not pregnant. She had a second pregnancy scare in her 

early twenties. Anne did not find out until any years later that the 

destroyed her fallogian tubes, and she could not have become pregnant. 

Anne was also attracted to her aunt, who was herself a lesbian. Her mother 

ew, apparently. Her aunt "lived with w en, one after the other, in 

Anne remembers. She her mother visited her aunt when A e was sixteen, and 

Anne fell in love with her aunt. She er aunt was also attracted to her, 

was way too young, and 1 was her niece. We didn't have anything to do with 

each other, except that we had an immense tion, and my rnother saw it. S 



ew. In fact, she was j er] so much."94 Anne 

identifies the attraction to her aunt as a pivotal ornent in the fonnation of her 

s not think that s e thought of it in relation to such words as 

I was attracted to [her],"she says. It was 

physical attraction. She remembers cularly a night when her aunt came in to kiss 

night, "just like an aunt would, you ow. But I mean, that was real im 

to me."95 Anne was also attracted to the girls her brother went out with when 

in high school. "1 loved him so much that I identified with him," she comments. It is 

interesting that Anne attributes her attraction to these girls to her love for her brother 

rather than to an emerging bisexual or lesbian orientation. 

Anne had her first experience of physical sex 

Anne regards herself as having been bisexual during university student years. 

"After I went to college, of course, I didn't play with the boys any more, except then I 

dated them." She fonned the majority of her relationships, with both women and men, 

in university settings in the United States.% Her ascription of the word "bisexual" to 

her activities is a recent one; Anne did not use any of the common words describing 

sexual orientation t herself until the late 19Ws, when the gay and then the lesbian 

rights movement made the terminology both more available and more acceptable. In 

her college days, Anne simply followed her desires, and she was bisexual in her desire. 

It was when she was fifteen that Louise realized that she "found girls very, very 

attractive9' and would get into very intense friendships. Louise believes 

unusual childho made other girls more attractive to her, as they had "normal" family 

lives. One girl, Phyllida, from "a very county ly," was "so gorgeous. I 

94 Anne, personal interview, 1 May 1998. 

interview, 1 May 1998. 

96 Those relahonships are discussed in 



now. She ha8 the most unusud shaped mouth. It was so lovely." Phylli 

unfoeunately, "quinite straight." Louise's other serious crush was on a girl called Joy, 

who was "very, very pretty, and she had the most gorgeo 

a break during classes and "dash to the toilets and get in one, and kiss and feel 

r al1 over, and then go bac e fact that they could have 

found out only "added spice to the whole thing."" 

In her late teens, Louise u to go to dances as often as 

visit the clubs in Soho. Many of the club owners were women, and most of Louise's 

friends were female. After one too many arguments, Louise's rno 

Louise and a friend found a room in a rooming house run by an ex-Folies- 

showgirl. Louise comments that "there were some ve r=  bizarre people living there." 

Louise went out with her female friends and their yfriends, who came to resent her 

presence. "1 didn't realize that 1 was so attracted to the women," she said. "1 wan 

nothing to do with the men whatsoever. And then one day ... 1 got tickets to go to the 

theatre, and her man was there, and he got really angry when she if she could go 

to the theatre and said, you ow9 'You're going with that lesbian again.' I thought, 

lesbian? What's a lesbian? So 1 had to go and look it up in the dictionarym9W 

Although most of her friends were women, Louise did not have enou 

sense of her sexual orientation to ow "what to do aboutit." She 

not want to get marrie , and consequently she knew that she was different to most 

people. She was having "a wild time" but was growing tired of her life. It was a 

female friend, to whom Louise was attracted but who was heterosexual and was getting 

manied, who gave her the idea of coming to Canada, as she and her fi 

the trip. Eventually, ise made friends with a lesbian couple and a 

97 Lo,se, personal interview, 10 November 1998. 

interview, 10 N o v a  

interview, 10 Nov 



would socialize with them. " 

e was too critical at the time. It was not until she met a woman at work with 

that affair, she did not become involved with.anyone. Louise has remained aw 

her attraction towards women, but has chosen not to act on it. 101 

Jerry had for some time been having feelings of attraction towards girls and 

women. As revealed in Chapter Three, Jerry began having same-sex relationships in 

cause when 1 was going to public school, 1 had this 

uncontrollable urge with a woman. .. .''Io2 She developed a crush on a girl in her church 

, to the point that she was extremely u 

for Jerry to kiss in a play put on by the group. Jeny later developed crushes on O 

female friends, and was caught holding hands with one of them in a film theatre. It was 

when Jeny made the mis of confessing her feelings for a female friend of the 

family who lived next door that her sexuality became known to her family. She 

r e p r t d :  

My father said to me, 'Y ou're going to see the padre. ' And 1 sai 
'why?' And he said, 'Y ou're just going to see him.' And then 
got in front of him [the padre] he tumed around. He said to me, 'do 
you know what a lesbian is?' B said 'no.' 103 

Jeny had been aware enough of her emerging sexuality to have had 

pornographie magazines under her mattress when she was growing up. She had 

obtained two magazines from other girl when she was thirteen or fourteen, and 

relati~nship is discussed in Chapter 

As is revealed in Chapter Three, her initial choice not to explore relationships w 
cause of the severely negative reaction she received from a psychiatrist when, 
she told him that she thought she was a lesbian. 

sonal interview conducted by ise Chenier, Lesbians M 
November 1992. 

lo3 Jeny, interview conducted by Elise Chenier, 23 Novemkr 1992. 



remembers that they were very explicit for the l-iod- They were net entirely lesbian in 

content, but were "enough to pique my interest. Enough to let me exact l~  what 1 

. Enough to let me ow exactly what 1 was because 1 had no interest in men in 

."1* Jeny's awareness of her 

her towards some of the lesbian angouts on Yonge Street after she and her 

moved to Toronto, an shortly after meeting other lesbians she left home and joined the 

eome out as a lesbian until 1994, but can identify attractions she 

towards women from a very young ag 

crushes on the nuns, "and the nuns res 

affection woulld be a mo daughter relationship, but in others it was sexual or 

rornantic. There were also relationships 

was a duel between two girls over a prefect on whom both had crushes. Both girls were 

members of the fencing club, and one challenged the other to a fencing duel in the 

gymnasium. No masks or protective clothing were allowed in the duel. The challenger 

turned ug not with a fencing foil, but with a ragier she had taken from the fencing 

Sister9s study. The other girl was run through the shoulder and back and bled 

profusely. The other girls, who did not fully comprehend the seriousness of the event, 

saw it as "high a" and were ecstatic. The challenger was expelled from the school. 

It was very common for the younger girls to have crushes on the seniors. 

believes that most seniors did not succumb to the adoration, but remarks that "what 

happened between the older girls might be another story."105 She remembered 

the older teenagers against romantic friendships. Relationships were 

ately to the Mother Superior. One senior fell in love wi 

lw Jerry, interview conducted by se Chenier, 23 November 1992. 

interview, 28 Septem 
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that case the feeling was reciprocated. "The sister left the order," Betty 

etty, although she had several crushes, was unable to recognize the nature of 

her feelings towards O er girls and women. She a "violent" cmsh on one of ber 

eeause so many of e girls had crushes, she did not 

feelings were in any way unusual or that "it wasn't n o m  ." I-.eft d ~ n e  one d a 5  they 

held hands. It went no fu 

Betty did not explore those feelings again. Betty remained so well inculcated in 

ity that she is sure that she never even 

recentl y. 

rience attraction îowards women when she was in high 

1, although those early attractions were not sexual, in her view. She had hea 

various words, such as "queer", used to describe homosexual men, but had never heard 

of lesbianism. She therefore had no framework withn which to place her emerging 

same-sex desires. After she came to Canada, she exgerienced more forceful attractions 

towards female colleagues in f ims  in which she worked. It was not until just after the 

period under study that relationship with a woman, however. lo6 

thing about relationships between 

t "most thought it to be unforgiving [sic]."lW The only gay 

was growing up was the teacher with whom she forrned a 

sexual relationship. When growing 

was not aware of the nature of her difference until she became attracted to her Frenc 

teacher. She had, however, always iked girls more than 

engaging in traditionally female 

, personal interview, 25 Septeniber 1998. 

interview, 10 June 1998. 

interview, 14 August 1 



Veronica was not tol anything about homosexuality when she was growing up. 

It was not until she was an adult, and the topic of homosexuality was discussed more 

openly, that she heard of gay men and lesbians. Despite the lack of i 

however, she was able to i entify the fact that her English teacher, on whom she 

, was in a relationshi with another woman: 

al1 of a sudden, we were very aware that she had a woman friend and 
used to follow them around. 
too far from where this Engl 

'd be staying over at her place or something, 
e. I guess we found that intriguing. Sure 

ss W's car outside of the apartment 
, still we didn't ow what it was al1 

When asked if she an ulated whether or not the two women were also 

ng love to each other, as Veronica and Marilyn were, Veronica sai 

Yeah, 1 guess. But I just loved this woman. She was a very special teacher too." 11° 

When she was twelve or e close to a girl who was very 

physically affectionate. They used to hold hands going to and from school, and Cheryl 

"always thought this was the greatest thing since sliced bread." "It just made me feel so 

great," she remarked, "that this girl was holding my hand." In a gesture that spoke of 

both heterosexual and butch gender noms, Cheryl played the gentleman when they 

were out: 

k on the outside, 'cause it was the thing 
er never got to walk on the curb side of 

when they were walking. He always walked on the outside be 
that's what gentlemen were supposed to do. Well ... we'd walk 

f on the outside. And 1, 1 don't thi 
. 1 always felt that I needed to be the 

that if anyone was going to get splashed 
0's the guy, Sir Walter Raleigh? 1 

would have don 

interview, 27 September 1998. 

Il0 The relationship between Vicki and Marilyn is explored in Chapters T b  and Four. 

l Cheryl, personal interview, 4 Nov 



Although Cheryl did not realize it until later, this relatiomhip was her first crush. 

When they held hands, Cheryl wou e" and she used to wonder what 

it would be like to kiss her friend. 1 ated, however. Her friend 

acquired a boyfriend, an soon the friendship fizzled. Cheryl also remembers having a 

crush on her teacher in Grade One. 

did have same-sex attractions when she was Young, and regards this as the 

reason that she does not consider ing gay "a momentous thing." Had she 

of it when she was growing up, she thinks, "it would have given me a permanent chip 

se of the "hard time" that she might have had in 

. When asked if, in hindsight, she could 

during her marriage that might have indicated 

that she were a lesbian, Sarah commented that she was "always a take-charge sort of 

person, and 1 have a feeling that an awful lot of lesbians are like that." It was not until 

the early 1960s, when S was fifty, that she realized that she "was in the wrong 

spot." She became aware that she wanted to be "more than just a fnend" to a woman 

she had grown close to. Sarah had always wanted to have "a close woman friend. 1 

think that was probably telling me something which 1 didn9t catch on to at the time."112 

Unlike many of the narrators, S did not have passionate crushes on teachers 

or other women in her life when she was growing up. It may be that the lack of an 

attraction the strength of w ch might have driven her to explore same-sex relationships 

. earlier stalled the development of her non-heterosexud subjectivity. After all, it was 

e had such an attraction that she felt that she was "in the wrong s 

ning seems to have vented the development of a 

lesbian subjeetiviq. r firm belief in the ise she made at marriage would 

most, if not d l ,  attractions towards anyone but her husband. 



In Sarah's opinion, it has always n relatively easy to identify 

seeing women that she thought probably were lesbians when she was 

quite Young. "Mostly airstyle and way of swas uckling around," she says. She had 

short hair herself when she was young. S remembers that during World War 

there were people "who always wore slacks. An 1 wore them too, but 1 didn't reaiize 

why 1 did, let's put it that way, 'cause 1 thoug t they were ~omfo r t ab l e . "~~~  Sarah is 

here affiming the general ass ption of the time about women who wore 

they were lesbian. But she is also indicating here a belief in e innateness of her 

sexual orientation. In stating that there was a reason, unknown to her at the time, for 

her weanng pants, Sarah 1s bo reinforcing the stereotype and aiso suggesting that 

there was a part of her character-her sexuality- that existed but of which she was not 

yet aware, something that could in hindsight by reference to a style of 

's wardrobe is a sy n the coming out narrative, an "essential" and 

symbolic attnbute whose meaning became clear later in life. 

For Sarah, k i n g  lesbian is about preferring the Company of women. She 

a~counts for this by stating that her mother was a strong woman. She believes that 

sexual orientation is genetic, and suggests that it was upbringing that kept many women 

from realizing a lesbian identity. 'That aura around you, what a woman should do or 

be, or something like that. 1 was not very much in favour of doing exactly w 

y thought 1 should do, d 1 must admit my mother didn9t feel 1 should." 

other had, however, inculcated in her the belief that if one promises to do 

something, then one should do it. hen she married, it was her feeling that she had 

prornised to "love, honour obey her husban ," and therefore she stayed with her 

til his death. 114 

, personal interview, 5 August 1 



The women whose stories the basis of this study received, for 

indoctrination in heterosexual noms as they were growing up. In 

keeping with the style of the day, of the training they were given took 

euphemistic and indirect forms. These women were given rather vague information 

about what to exgect from life, and cularly from marriage, their expected destiny. 

While d l  were aware, on at least some level, that pregnancy outside marriage was to be 

avoided, the physical acts themselves that would result in such an occurrence were 

. Even the nature of the emotional relationship between the ideal 

heterosexual couple was ardly referred to. 

Women were left to iscover for themselves what was involved in 

courtship and sexudity. A few, such as Barb and Cheryl, had barely any heterosexual 

contact, and certainly did not venture as far as intercourse. Others explored 

heterosexuality more fully and enjoyed heterosexual sex at the time, either not 

exgeriencing same-sex desires or feeling but suppressing them. Some chose sexual 

reliationships with b t h  women and men. A very few had sexual experiences only wit 

girls and women. Yet most were raised with little information about sexuality, very 

ew anything whatsoever of homosexuali~, only a handful had explored the 

pleasures of their own 

What, then, drew these women on different paths, some through marnage and 

and only later to a lesbian subjectivity, and some more quicMy to lesbian 

and bisexual relationshi s and then to community socializing on the 

sexual orientation? It is argue here that it was largely e congruence of early same- 

other, affiming events in these women's lives that i 

they took. The "single an id moments of concentrated emotion" in these women's 



sitive, as loving, and as s red, a subjectivity based on same-sex 

attraction was un er constmction. The greater and more frequent 

ese women were to fonn a lesbian or bisexual subjectivity early in their 

lives. 

The following chapters will demonstrate the im e of intense emotional 

and physical relationshi ation of early lesbian subjectivities. The early 

same-sex experiences of many of the women discussed in this chapter were transitory 

did not involve deep and long-term emotional connection. They were consequently 

ative of subjectivities bas on same-sex attraction than the kin 

relationskps I shall discuss in Chagters Three and Four. Without such strong bonds, It 

was easy for women to dismiss early same-sex sexuality as experimentation or as a 

phase. 

Heteronormative discourse was such a potent force in women's lives that same- 

sex desires could be explained away, ignored and buried unless reinforced by intensely 

physical or deegly emotional relationships with women. Training women for 

heterosexuality did not only involve instilling in them the attributes of femininity, the 

mony, and the desire for moth . It also involved, for many women, 

the suppression or removal of desires whic contradicted heteronormativity. Li 

wonder, then, that many who experienced same-sex desires when young lived 

heterosexual lives in adul until coming to non-heterosexual subjectivities. Same- 

sex desires would re ation in relationships that were not easily explained 

away if they were to de 



One of the most difficult things to dete ine about the lives of women thoug 

n lesbians in the early- to mi -twentieth century is whether or not they h 

relationships, and, if they did, in which sexual practices they engaged. 

t women generally were somew at reluctant to record their sexuai activities, 

ation exists on same-sex female sexuality. at few written sources do 

exist, such as the collections of Ietters and journals examined in this study, are 

in somewhat enigmatic s when it comes to expressions of desire 

intimacy. Such written sources must therefore be supplemented by the use of oral 

history, for in interviews the historïan can ask probing questions which establish that 

lesbian women before the 1960s di$, indeed, have a genital sexuality. 

This chapter analyses the nature of sexual relationships between women in the 

years before feminism spoke loudly of the sexual workings of the female 

situate this study in relation to two of the major problems that have eme 

years in debates over lesbian history: periodization an 

sexuality. It is often argued that the eady twentieth cen 

Say rapid) increase in the availability to the general public of sex 

education, sexualized romantic fiction, and medical teminology concerning sexuality. 

is argument is that members of the public became increasingly aware 

communities and individuals, especially after the Second World 

ar. Implicit in such a thesis is the idea at those growing up between 1910 and 1965 

must necessarily have n more aware of homosexuality and of the negative attitudes 

s, The Trouble With Normal:. 158-165; Sheme A. 
Lesbian Menace; Jeffrey Weeks, Sex, Politics & Socieiy; Angus McLaren, Twentieth-Century Sexuality: 
A History ; and Lallia. Faderman, Odd Girls and Twilight Lovers. 



were those of the previous generations. The evidence outlin 

chapter suggests at this was not necessarily the case. 

1 argue here that most of the women discussed in this disse 

eir same-sex attractions physically, even though initially many of 

"'innocent" of sexual wledge as were middle-class women of the 

nineteenth century. What was different was that it was no longer the case that women 

ought to be sexually passionless. There was at least an ac 

feel sexual passion, yet any such feelings were still thought appropriate 

terosexual matnmony. Young women growing up in the twentiet 

cenniry, before the feminism, remained, in most cases, as ignorant of 

lesbianism as were the young women of their mothers9 d grandmothers' generations. 

Despite this vacuum in female sexual ledge, many of these women discovered and 

en~oyed physical sexual relationships with other women. 

In this chapter, 1 examine the written records of several early twentieth-century 

lesblan women and one bisexual woman, and the oral testimonies of those narrators 

who clearly had physicai relationships with other girls or women in the period under 

study. These sources emonstrate that the naiveté with which young women often 

approached their first sexual rel e years before feminism and 

revolution" resulted In both un and curiosity about sexud matters, probably 

rather more than would m u r  in the present day. To be sure, the materiai available to 

the public in this peri ged the sexuality of both men and women, and 

sought to build an enjoyable sexual relationship between the sexes, yet its pnmary goai 

was still to ensure the sexual satisfaction of married couples an 

And while more explicit manuals might en available to adults in 

society, the majority of the litemtme available to young 

on some of the c cial aspects of the sex 
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especially in genita oreover, even those w 

urging the more com hensive education of young people in the matter of sex relied 

willingness to offer su information to their children, a 

customary or comfo parents whose own education had been more restricted. 

Just as today ign t sexuality remains su risingly common in a worl 

ented as overly sexualized, so too in the early and mid-twentieth century the youth 

of Canada- supposedly under the in uence of too much sexual in 

remain unaware of basic infomation about sexual relationships. That was especially 

the case with women's sexuality, and same-sex women's sexuality in 

An im t consideration in lesbian history is the nature of the sex act, most 

ly of sex acts thoug ining of lesbian status. W 

a lesbian a lesbian? Perhaps one of the most significant works in lesbian history 

remains Lillian Faderman's Surpassing the Love of Men, in which Faderman described 

as "lesbian" the "romantic friendships" of middle-class women in the nineteenth 

century, while maintaining that lesbianism did not have to include a compulsory genital 

sex~a l i ty .~  Faderman made a groundbre ng contribution to lesbian history in 

reclaiming for the historical record the stories of passionate relationships 

women who had previously been regarded only as sginsters who lived together. Her 

daim that this form of lesbianism probably did not have a genital component, however, 

urry of comment, given the highly politicized nature of lesbian community 

and of lesbian history itseIf. Critics of man's work commented that she ha 

desexualized lesbianism, including as lesbian women who were not "true" lesbians and 

thus reducing lesbi 's challenge to heterosexism. 

debate over who was and was not a lesbian has been taken up by a 

of historians. Sheila Jeffreysq res nse to the debate was to suggest that the 

an Fademan, Surpassing the Love of Men, 17-18. 
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definition of lesbianism as based on genital contact, whic had its origins in the 

sexology of an earlier century, should be questioned so as to challenge the heterosexual 

foundations on which it was based. She cautioned, however, that such a questioning 

would involve a questioning aiso of lesbian identity, based for so long on 

assumption of a genital sexuality.3 

A key to the daim that nineteen -century romantic frien did not involve 

genital sexuality is Faderman's assumption that women who did 

public discourse would likely not engage in it. Faderman argue 

relationships occumng between women fore the twentieth century woul 

physical that those of present times because "females were encourage 

sexual drive they might have to remain latent."4 Faderrnan is ce 

asserting that women were told, in the nineteenth century partic 

sexually passive, if not completely devoid of sexual passion, and that many middle- 

class women internalized that view of womanh . She is also correct, in my opinion, 

in suggesting that other elements of romantic friendships, such as lifelong 

to women, expressions of adoration and loyalty, and the setting up of a home with 

another woman, are sufficient to suggest that they should be included in a history of 

lesbianism, even if many of the relationships were less sexually intimate than might be 

the case today. But Faderman falls into the trap of reifying the discourse of non-sexual 

middle-class romantic fnendships when she suggests that notions of (respectable) 

female passivity would probably have precluded an awareness of sexual passion on the 

part of the women she discusses. Not only does such a claim fly in the face of such 

notable evidence as the diaries of Anne Listers, but it is also a little naive to suggest that 

3~heila Jeffreys, "Does It Matter If They Did It?," 22-4; 28. 

Lillian Fademan, Surpassing the Love of Men, 19. 

Know My Own Heurt. Lister's very unus diaries show clearly 
with numerous women. 



the absence of public discourse on any behaviour necessarily precludes the possibility 

of that behaviour occumng. 

If one is to suggest that women of the mid-twentieth century were more 

knowledgeable about sexuality than women of earlier generations because of the greater 

availabiliq of in ation on sexuality an because of a more li 

female sexuality thus that they were more likely to have engaged in geni 

intimacy, one is implying generally at a public discourse on a behaviour is required 

viour to occur. This chapter challenges such a view 

se nineteenth- an earl y twentieth-cen tury relationshi ps p 

in the noble, mo , and spiritual ternis of the "romantic friendship" could often be 

physical ones. The evidence gained in this study shows clearly that women in the early 

twentieth century, in contexts of considerable silence regarding sexuality, di 

physical sexuality with other women. It also shows that young women who grew up in 

the ps twar  era, and who might be assumed to have greater knowledge about sexuaiity, 

did not necessarily pssess  any greater knowledge than did women of the 1920s. They 

nevertheless sought and achieved a physical sexuaiity with other women. 

Lesbian history has, for too long, discussed sexuality very much in the abstract. 

Lesbian history 1s about r d  people, with real 

discussed in this chapter desired other women, many of them beginning to recognize 

that desire even as children. nit& presented themselves, they acte 

those desires, most of them moving very quickiy to a genital sex 

stimulation was the ost common form of sexual pmctice in their early sexual lives 

with women, but many moved on quite quickiy to 

eard of dildos, owever. While several of the women describe these beginnings as 

moments of exploration mentation, others maintain that they di 

ly." Yet most d s as lacking in information 
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and sexuality. Only a few had masturbated as children. How, then, were they able to 

ow what came "naturally"? 

The majority of the women interviewed in this study were raise 

5, in an era when the value of sex education was being argued more forcefully 

than before, an edical opinion about sexuality, including 

homosexuali ty , d in sources other th medical journals. Yet 

spoke frequentl t lesbianism, or, indeed, about any 

Moreover, they were raised by parents who, although living as adults in this new and 

"expressive" world, still operated in eir parenting under the same feelings of modesty 

and restraint with which they themselves had been sed. To suggest, therefore, that 

these women were more owledgeable than their foremothers may be misleading. The 

evidence discusse here suggests that almost al1 lesbians before lesbian-feminism still 

lived very much "in the dark." We cannot, therefore, necessanly assume that 

any more likely to have had ge relationshps than were lesbians of the early 

twentieth century and, indeed, ineteenth century. That they did have genital 

relationships in such a context of silence t sexuality may suggest to us that earlier 

relationships should also be with a view to genitai content as well. 

But to restrict sexuaiity to the geni is to reify the oppressive terms with which 

much sexuai practice has been relegated to the realms of "foreplay." A few historians 

have begun to argue that non-penetrative and non-genitai forms of sexual expression 

should also be counted as sex. e such is Karen Hansen, whose article "N 

Like Y oures" examines the relationship tween Addie Brown an 

two mid-nineteenth-centw Afri -Amencan women whose physical contact included 

e fondling of breasts. n has called this " som sex," and argues 

would be inappro p a lesbian one because the 

part of the period's cul sciousness, bosom sex "may have been viewed as 

priate means of expressing affection for or attraction 



to another woman."6 Hansen regards the Brown-Primus relationship as much more 

than mere sentiment, calling it rather "a selfconsciously sexual relation~hip.~'7 Cases 

such as the above are a welcome addition to an othenvise dry and nmow lesbian 

history that rests u uirement for genital sexuality or the ass 

occurred. 

This study treats as l y indicative of a lesbian relationshi p a diverse 

range of intimacies, from sleeping together to full vaginal penetration. Following 

Faderman, I argue that relationshigs between women need not have included a genital 

nent to be called lesbian relationships, especially w en available source material 

indicates other haviours consonant with the type of relationship found in 

marriages, such as continued sleeping together, expressions of love and extreme 

er forms of intimacy. 1 would, however, disagree with Faderman that 

with certainty suggest that, in any era of history, women probably would not 

have engaged in genital contact with other women. This study argues, as others have, 

that the absence of testimony in women's written sources of genital sexuality between 

women is more the result of linguistic constraints than it is an actual absence of genital 

contact. The evidence provided here adds a Canadian perspective to this still-vibrant 

suggests that the tendency to equate ignorance about sexuality with a lack 

of exploration of its genital aspects has led to the erasure of some important elements of 

lesbian history. 

storical literature on sexuality has also suffered from a dichotomization of 

aviour that results in the erasure of bisexual lives from the historical record. 

The lack of investigation into same-gender desire in le assumed to be 

is part of this elision, but there is also consi erable intolerance of bisexuality within the 

Karen V. Hansen, "'No Kisses 1s ': An Erotic Friendship between Two Afncan- 
Wornen during the Mid-Nineteenth r & History 7,2 (August 1995), 200. 

Karen V. Hansen, ""No Kisses 1s 



lesbian and gay history communiq. T e most recent exposition that illustrates this 

artha Vicinus' "Lesbian History: Al1 Theory an No Facts or Al1 Facts and 

No Theory?" Vicinus argues for "the primacy of a continuum of women9s sexual 

behaviors, in whic 'lesbian7 or 'lesbi ' conduct can be a part of, and apart 

from, nomative heteros ng."g Including as "lesbian-like" 

same-sex activity on th rosexual marriages, while clearly 

differentiating their haviour, cornes dangerously close to 

the old inference that suc women are heterosexuals merely "experirnenting" with 

lesbianism, which avoids the possibility that they might be bisexual. Conversely, 

Vicinus' continuum suggests that bisex women, whose behaviour may be "lesbian- 

like," can be included in a tory of lesbians. In either case, bisexual women fa11 yet 

gh the cracks O story. Vicinus probably does not intend to subsume 

bisexual women wi in the category "lesbian," but her notion of "lesbian-like" 

behaviour allows historians of women9s sexuality to avoid the responsibility and the 

difficulty of separating lesbian and bisexual women's historical sources. 

It has proved very difficult to locate women who identified as bisexual in 

Canada before 1965. This may in part due to the fact that bisexuality, as an identity, 

was not openly talked about until the late 1970s and the 1980s. In the period under 

study, therefore, bisexual women may not have had a framework within which to 

explain their desires. oreover, as C hapter Five will demons trate, there existed 

considerable suspicion about and hostility towards bisexu women in the lesbian 

community. Bisexual women remained in the community only for a short time, many 

leaving to live heterosexual lives outside. O rs, who felt that they were bisexually 

active for a time fore realizing their lesbianism, move manently into the 

community and adopted a lesbian identity. This c s issue with Vicinus' 

Vicinus, "Lesbian ory and No Facts or Facts and No Theory?" 58 
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notion of "lesbian-like" behaviour instead suggests that bisexual behaviour shou 

in many cases, be treated separately from same-sex behaviour. Differentiating those 

women whose desire for sexes was lifelong from those women whose participation 

in heterosexual haviour was a no ative step on a trajectory towards lesbianism is an 

istorians of non-heterosexual women's history. 

In several cases, the women in this study did have a period of "bisexual" 

behaviour as they negoti their "coming out7' proeess. Their sexual relationshi ps 

with men occurred before they were able to live fully as lesbians. Some were married, 

esires for or acted sexually with women at the same time. 

and had only to fin 

e life fully. Despite the fact that they did not, in the 

selves as lesbian, bisexual, or heterosexual, they 

regard their behaviour as merely a step on the path towards the realization of their 

lesbian identity, something they did only because it was what society said they should 

do. As will be suggested later, such a linear and progressive portrayal has been crucial 

to these women's construction of a sense of self in a homophobic environment. 

Whether or not they gossessed, fore 1965, a repressed lesbian identity, it may fairly 

be said that they did not experience desire for, or physical pleasure with, men. Their 

experiences with women were more passionate than those with men, and felt "right" at 

the time. These women cou1 ately be included in a history of lesbianism, as 

their contact with men was so clearly working against their own desires. 

In several cases, however, sexual desire for both sexes was present, and neither 

heterosexuality nor lesbi dominated in the period under 

study. In such a case as this, a description of same-sex be aviour as "les 

serves only to erase from history a person who was at the time bisexual in 

mean that they e desires equally for both sexes, and 

to be acting sexually with men merely because that was what 



Very few of the women in words as "gay," 'Yesbian," or 

t themselves before 1965. Some came to such w 

ts. Others never used them. They did not use any identity labels 

which to explain their attractions to women, yet they clearly had a subjectivity 

based on those attractions d how they made them different fro other women. Even 
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though the majority of the women stu id not cal1 themselves "lesbian" or 

fore 1965, most of them had an awareness of difference, of attraction to other 

women, and of the desire to be in relationships and com unities with other women with 

the same desires. They must, therefore, be included in lesbian or bisexual history, for to 

erwise is to limit those histories to those w en who "came out", a rare event 

What must be seen and recognized, therefore, is not an identity 

er a subjectivity formed on the basis of a significant commitment to a 

woman or to many women, coupled with a degree of intimacy going beyond friendship. 

That might or might not include ge 

earliest of the sources apter was wntten just after that 

which Faderman has described as the ''the last breath of innocence" in female- 

femde relationships: from the turn of the century to 1920. Faderman suggests 

expressions of romantic love between women, which previously could have been 

uttered without condemnation, were, by the 1920s, being viewed with suspicion. After 

1920, Faderman suggests, the author of such an expression would have been viewed as 

psychologically il1 or as deserving of whatever negative consequence was meted out to 

her.9 Faderman argues that women in twentieth-century Amenca "had to deal with the 

'sexual implications3 of their attachments. To  have disregarded them, as they could in a 

pre-Freudian era, would have been impossible."l0 No longer was the excessively 

romantic, self-sacrificing hy e of the middle-class romantic fnendship enough to 

disguise any physical content in a relationship between women. Al1 such relationships 

with the suspicion that they mig t be pathological and 

ian Faderman, Surpassing the Love of Men, 297. 

ian Faderman, Surpassing the Love of Men, 142. 
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Women's diaries and letters present the historian of sexuality with many 

difficulties of interpretation, es ially if wntkn before the Secon 

era in which sexuality was largely not s n of, and in which respectable women were 

less sexual than men, women natudly tended not to wnte about 

aviours. It was a rare woman ind who breached 

boundaries of appropriate expression, since the consequences for reputation could be 

severe. Even those literary figures whose works ventu into such areas k i n g  

branded as sdacious and improper. LWe su 

in public archives and private collections 

authors' sexual activities. Ac ledgement of same-sex desires 

collections discussed in this chapter particularly significant, for they allow us a rare 

glimpse into the erotic lives of women whose sexual desires and activities were doubly 

proscribed. 

The language of the romantic friendship continued well into the twentieth 

century in middle-class relationships between women, regardless of their assumed 

pathology. Even though, as discussed earlier, expressions of devotion between women 

were being viewe by some with suspicion, the linguistic fonn of the romantic 

fnendship remained popullar among certain groups of women into the 1 

language of the educ iddle and upper classes, it was replete with expressions of 

adoration, loyalty, and devotion, an spiritual or religious imagery in 

relation to emotion. Its considerable relation to literary 

sexual murtshi and especially to very romantic 

to include expressions of physical love and words clearly 



arising from the new sexological discourses of the twentieth century 

t retained its characteristic extravagance of imagery d gushing sentiment. 

In the nineteenth century, such a romantic language fit well with dominant 

notions of women's greater emotionality and lesser physical passion, and with mi 

class assumptions ctable) women9s greater spintuality, morality, and 

religious and marital devotion. In the early twentieth century, that same language was 

still in use among middle and upper classes, but it had become entwined with a new, 

discourse, partly taken from Freudian and sexological literature and 

e result of changing no s of courtship. It was still the case that young women 

could wax Iyrical about their devotion for one another, but the mingling of more general 

inology with new sexualized te s such as "mashing9' and "s 

at romantic devotion was now much more likely to be viewed by 

the new theories as having a physical and thus dangerous aspect. 

The relationship of Frieda Fraser and Bud Williams commenced at the cusp of 

two important periods in middle-class lesbian history, the era of the romantic fnendship 

and the Freudian era. Their letters are reminiscent in their expressions of love and 

devotion of some of the letters of nineteenth-century lesbians such as those examined 

by Lillian Fademan in her work on the romantic friendship. Similar mi 

values are expressed, and the socid milieux in which they moved were middle-class in 

sexuality. Their letters are much less 

ambiguous than those of other collections. 

and Frieda wrote extensively t feeling as if the other were 

were apart, Bud i land and Europe, 

y back in Canada. Bud's letlers are more demonstrative in 

eir emotional content in this regard. Feeling their separation 

wrote to Frieda in 1925, 



t it really - but 1 do 
t or 19m not feeling that you want me. 

intervals of that kind fortunately - none at a91 
there shouldn't be. When 1 thought 

you were leaving me, 1 have screamed and kicked - which is much more 
effective at this distance than it ever was at close quarters! - or 
myse whether it is worth wondering 
but 1 ithout getting anywhere."ll 

r of the letters between Frieda and Bud indicate clearly that they were 

in the habit of sleeping together. Several letters suggest at the very least some intimate 

cuddling, if not genital sexu ity. In 1925, Bu wrote to Frieda, 

night since 1 have been here. I 
middle of the night with the 

feeling that you were there, and after saying 'Everything i 
dear, and it is so nice to have you,' I've rolled over an 

t as if 1 ha8 a piece of you to hold on to. A 
to look at the time - It has always b e n  between 4.15 and 
of course, well on towards morning. 

o~curred to me this m ng that it would just about 
! Isn't that odd?l2 

That the women may have woken each other regularly is revealed in a further letter 

ud to Frieda in 1925, in which she revealed to Fne that "Y esterday 1 was 

awakened by two letters from you - it was nice - almost like having you waken me." l3 

A further letter reveals that ''Last night you were very close, lamb, almost touchable. 

And you were there just as much in the morning. It was very p lea~an t .~ ' l~  

It was not unus for women to sleeg together in this period. That this was 

more than simply two friends sharing a is revealed in letters talking 

of nsky behaviours that took place when the women were asleep or just walcing up. 

University of Toronto Archives (UTA) Acc. No. B95- ous-fonds II, Fraser F h l y  Personal 
Papers, Box 010, File 03, Edith Bickerton Williams to er, 4 November 1925. 

l2 UTA, Am. NO. B9 sous-fonds II, Fraser Papen, Box 010, File 03, Edith 
Bickerton William to Fraser, 23 July 1925. 

sous-fonds II, Fraser Family Personal Papers, Box 010, File 03, 
Fraser, 29 DeCernber 1925. 

sous-fonds II, Fraser Family Personal Papm, Box 010, File 
Fraser, 27 June 1926, Box 010, File 04, Fraser Family Perso 



Bud was somew at upset when she "absolutely disgraced [Frieda] on Sunday - or rather 

onday at 3 a.m." She told Fri 011 came back from Paris and wakened me 

rather gently - I had asked her to - and I embraced her and kissed her much more 

violently than usual. Oh 1 bie, it was an awful effort not to wee 

sufficiently interested in her doings when 1 woke u 

Writing to Bud about a wee venture with two of her friends, Frieda wrote 

"Tomonow & the next day are goi terrible without you because Helen 

Anita Reinhard & I are going to spend Sunday walking in the country taking with us a 

going to spend night there & we will start bright & early on 

Sunday." She then continued: "as I am going to share Helen's 

sent-minded while asleep. It ight be a 'How did you get here 

During a later trip wirh another friend she once again worried 

behave while asleep: "we are having a pleasant time in each others [s 

least 1 am and she is ceasing to be quite so polite. Some time I'm afraid 1 shall forget in 

my sleep that it isn't you. I'm amused to notice that B is disproportionately affectionate 

when half asleep."l7 These comments show clearly that Frieda and Bud were 

simply resting together, 

Frieda's letters about their closeness were often phrased in less "romantic" 

language than Bud's, she ng the more emotionally reserved of the two, and 

addressed more directly the subject of phys id  contact. That she and Bud shared a bed 

cornes clear when Frieda reveals various as cts of their sleeping arrangements. 

Writing about consideration between the , she protested in 1926 

l5 UTA, Acc. No. B95 sous-fonds II, Fraser ly Personal Papa ,  Box 010, File 
Fraser, 14 Febrmy 1926. 

l6 UTA, Acc. No. B9 , Fraser Faniily Pers Papas, Box 036, File 
Fraser to Ediîh Bickerton Williams, 12? December 1925 (question mark in ori 

l7 UTA, ly Personal Papers, Box 036, File 08, Frieda 
Fraser to 



This business of your being close is really getting absurd. One night 1 
e down from the dripping with heat & exertion at 

te seriously to you for not 
lise what nonsens 
more considerate 

up again. 18 

eir sleeping together when she teased Bud, "Now 1 am in bed 

& yet 1 don't like to try sleeping because of you. You always were a restless devil 

weren't you. It is hard to explain how you can keep me awake at this dis 

Bud's comments on their sleeping arrange ents were less frequent, but s 

1926 "You have evidently taught me your trick of not minding which way 1 face when 

I'm asleep - 1 didn't realize it until last night was most pleasant."20 

Other statements made in the letters aps less suggestive of physical 

ey do convey the im ssion of a closeness that went 

antic kind. Frieda9s comment to Bud that "It is nearly as difficult to go 

to sleep quickly now as any time. 1 might supplement your observation by reminding 

you that we were extremely g the last night you were in New York. This tends to 

prove that if at large we would be quite sensible" seems to suggest, in a flirtatious way, 

that the women "behaved" on an occasion that presented temptation. Her further 

remark that 'The well own law that the attractive force between two 

inversely as the square of the distance & directly as their masses doesn't seem to hold" 

seems directly to convey a physical attraction.21 In her turn, ud commented 'Th 

heaven you didn't come to uffalo, much as 1 would have liked it. 1 would have felt so 

l8 UTA, Acc. No ous-fonds III, Fraser Papers, Box 036, File 09, Frie 
Fraser to Edith Bi ams, June 1926, n.d. 

l9 UTA, Acc. No sous-fonds III, Fraser , Box (86, File 11, Fri 
Fraser to Edith Bi liams, 5 March 1927. 

20 UTA, Acc. NO. B95- sous-fonds II, Fraser Personal Papers, Box 010, File 05, Edith 
Bickerton Williams to Frieda Fraser, 24 Septeniber 1926. 

2i UTA, ACC. NO. B95- , Fraser Family Personal Papers, Box 036, File 11, Fri 
anis, ? March 1927. 



guilty about it. I'm sorry you're having sleepless nights - I wish I could be there to 

them more arnu~ing.~'22 And serious was Frieda's query "As 

to the information that you don't like k i n g  pawed. 1 shall make a note of it against the 

future. Do you mean anything?"23 The following month, she rerninded 

I've barely one eye open though it is only nine & I just wanted to remind you as 

that I 'm there to d, and indeed al1 of y o ~ . " 2 ~  

While many letters between Bud and Frieda suggest that they slept together an 

had a physical sexual relationship, others suggest that they may not have conceived of 

themselves as lovers in usual sense. Commenting on the 

's letters arrived, Bud jo y dear - Cousin Lucy would ce 

had a lover - three letters in two days! It is the nicest thing to get the 

had resigned myself to another week! The last one, which reach 

morning only took seven days, isn't that quick?"25 The following year, she wrote to 

"What a perfectly swell day, darling - 3 letters from you! I'm sure the maid 

khi& 1 have a Bover.''26 These comments suggest that Bud did not regard Frieda as her 

lover, at least in the same way that she might have regarded a male partner, but they do 

not invalidate the argument that theirs was a physi 

The extent of their passion for each other is revealed in the openness of their 

affection for one another. They wrote wi amusement about public expressions of 

22 UTA, Acc. No. B9 sous-fonds II, Fraser Family Pers P a p a ,  Box 010, 'File 05, Edith 
Bickerton Williams to Fraser, 20 July 1926. 

23 UTA, Am. No sous-fonds III, Fraser ly Personal Papers, Box 036, File 1 1, Frieda 
Fraser to Edith Bi liams, 11 Apd 1927. 

24 UTA, , sous-fonds III, Fraser Family Papers, Box 036, File 12, Frieda 
Fraser to lliams, 17 May 1927. 

25 UTA, Acc. NO. B95- , sous-fonds II, Fraser y Personai Papers, Box 010, File 03, 
iams to Fneda Fraser, 1 August 1925. 

26 UTA, Acc. No. B95- sous-fonds ri, Fraser ly Personal Papers, Box 010, File 
1926. 
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affection. A bemuse Frieda wrote to Bud in 1925, "My dear, I nearly 

about an hour ago. The train had stopped & 1 was thinking of nothing at al1 w 

suddenly heard myself whisper "darling!" quite distinctly. Everything else was so quiet 

that if anyone had listening they could have eard same at the end of the car. No 

comments were made anyway."27 T tential for public ernbanassment worked both 

ways: "My lamb," B wrote, "it is very hard to be sensible to-night. 19m so awfully 

loving you an vice versa. If you were about, I should probably fa11 on 

your neck on the street and kiss you, and disgrace you publicly."28 

Some entries suggest a familiarity with and iration of each other's 

A wistful Bud wrote in 1925, ‘Your letters ave your smell quite distinctly when 1 first 

open them - hospitaly, 1 admit, but nice withal! Oh doesn't it sound awfu1?"29 It 

was often arou ud was bathing. Bud remarked: 

'The onl y bright spot in my mornings is , who comes in and is rude to me because 

1 won't get out of my bath. The first morning she did it it reminded me so of you that 1 

nearly wept. As a matter of fact, she isn't a bit like you, but you're the onIy person who 

makes a practice of being nasty to me in rny bath - oh my darling, wasn't it fun?"30 

And describing a theatre production of Peter Pan, she lamented, 'The woman who has 

been doing it was il1 and the new one was too much like you for my complete cornfort - 

ways said that you would make a nice Peter, haven't I? - but her legs weren't as 

27 UTA, y Personal Papers, Box 036, File 11, Frieda 
Fraser to 

sous-fonds II, Fraser Family Personai Papers, Box 010, File 03, 

sous-fonds II, Fraser Family Personai Papers, Box 010, File 03, 

sous-fonds II, Fraser Family Personal Papers, Box 010, File 
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nice as yours."31 Frieda seemed to appreciate the attention, commenting the following 

summer "As you may have gathered from my last letter Don, Alan Shinstone, Elspeth, 

& 1 went on a canoe-tri in Algonquin Park. We enjoyed ourselves immensely. 1 wish 

you could see me now -very n very bright eyed & surprisingly well muscled. 1 

e of it stays for you."32 

The evidence discussed a e suggests not only that Bud and Frie 

physical relati sciously what that relati 

and how it woul 11 well that their relationship was of 

the kind not approved of by society, that they had to careful around 

whom they showed affection, bo verbal and physical, and that their language wit 

th loving and flirtatious demonstrates that they had lesbian 

y consciously appreeiated the nature of their relationship and of their 

own individual sexuali ties. 

The letters between Frieda and Bud were written only a few years after the 

"innocence" of the romantic friendship had k e n  eroded. As Faderman suggests, 

magazine and literary representations of the romantic friendship dwindled once 

discourse of pathological sexuality held sway and relationships between women were 

now more readily suspected of having a genital component. But how are we to interpret 

the actual content of relationships between women in the period of change? In 

Surpassing the Love of n,  Faderrnan argues strongly that earlier relationships 

between women probably would not have sexual because women of the nineteenth 

century were traine to be sexually passiv likely did not see the selves as sexual 

wever, that relationships between women after 

. In arguing so strong y for a lack of physical sexuality in the 

Papers, Box 010, File 04, 
Bickerton Williams to Frieda Fraser, 19 January 1926. 

32 UTA, A=. No. B95- ous-fonds III, Fraser Family Personal Papen, Box 036, File 12, Frieda 
Fraser to Edith B s, 3 August 1927. 
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romantic friendship, Faderman irnplies that it was the discourse of sexuality w 

sible for sex. In other w s, Faderman is suggesting that without 

of the twentieth century-recognizing the existence of female sexuality but also 

was and was not he thy female sexuality-sex would not have mcurred 

tween women. She 1s imglying a direct an 

and behaviour. 

inly the case that Frie ud were familiar with 

on sexuality. Frieda in particular, gerhaps because of her medical training, was familiar 

with views of relationships een women as '"unnatu "- But are we to suggest that 

without that discourse, not have had a physical comgonent? If 

we are to agree that it was the new dis at changed everything, then we 

also be prep to accept that su the discourse became widespread in the 

1920s, their behaviour, possibly even their entire self-concept, changed in resgonse 

to the discourse. 

As already stated, the accuracy of Faderman's claim that earlier relationshigs 

between women were not genital is challenged by such sources as I Know My Own 

art, which clearly indicates that Anne Lister had not only a self-aware lesbian 

subjectivity but also geni ly-based relationships with women in the heyday of the 

romantic friendship.33 Also pmblematizing the argument Faderman makes, however, is 

any physical sarne-sex relationship tween women occumng between 1869 

19 '20~~ between the date of first publication of the new sexological terminology of 

"homosexuali~" and the decade by which Fademan suggests the discourse h 

hegemonic.34 Fade is assuming the hegemony of two discourses: the discourse of 

tbread, ed I Know My Own Heurt. 

34 As 1 have ealier acknowledged, however, the Fraser-Williams c o r n  
earch would have to be 
zed to ail wornen of the 



ssivity and that of sexology. Neither discourse was entirely 

onic, and the pen of sliggage between the two was long. 

Even in the heyday of the discourse of female sexual passivity in the e 

century, there were disputed its ternis. As attitudes 

came increasingly women had sexual passions, there 

remained many in society who saw women's sexuality as weaker than men's, however, 

and even the twentieth-century companionate m age did not fully 

erode such views. Sexology, w e into k i n g  in the mid-nineteenth century, was 

not widely influential until the mi of the twentieth century. Even then, one could 

hardly say that its terms ere hegemonic. T 

discourse on female sexuality ome women to maintain physical same-sex 

relations~ps wl sure even as sexology was beginning to focus attention on 

"sexual inversion." 

At much the same tirne as Frieda and ud were writing passionately to each 

other during their separation, Cons e (Conti) Grey was completing her education in 

France. The earliest record we have of Constance's sexuality is the journal she began 

keeping while away from Victoria. The physical attributes of the men Contl and her 

fnends met were discussed in some detail. Her friend "Insect" (Conti was also called 

''In~ect'~ in this friendship) wrote in 1923 about her current emotional attachment, 

ad "dark, kinkly, coy hair, and eyes that are my 

and well-made.''35 Conti and her friends were interested in relationships with men who 

were respectable, clean, edu rsonable but who they also found physic 

and sexually attractive. Wh t, they also felt 

attracted to men w 

3, File 2, "Insect" to Constance Grey, 29 October 1923. 
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The discourse of re ctability, limiting the social circles in which they moved 

and the men they were permitted or likely to eet, and maintaining that young women 

of their class should consider only men of a certain intellectual and moral 

restricted their c oices in sexual partners. Limitations were plac on the freedom of 

young women so as to ensure that their res lity was not compromise 

her friends did consider men in their physicality, sensuality an 

sexual ability, which suggests the discourse did not wholly control their thoughts or 

their communications wi th each other. 

Conti was involved in romantic relationships by the time she was in France in 

1923, but it is impossible to dete ine whether or not they were sexuai. In Octo 

that year, she seemed to evaiuating her relationship wi she describes as 'C7' 

In shorthand, she lamented that "C. may mme over but won't bring me. Life is just 

hell, but [he] sees her and takes her to places that 1 went to, saying that he could not 

Lake me this year. I have had no [illegible] for a month ... He hardly pleased me ... and I 

love him still." Conti contemgiated her options: "After 24 y e m  of being 

care of ... to do a thing for myself the shock is very great and am a bundle of nerves and 

not able to think of a thing to do. 1 do not think that he wants me to leave him, but he 

wants absolute freedom of action. Am trying to end ... but it is very hard."36 

Little information is available concerning Cons ce's sexual and emotionai 

relationships with men immediately before her engagement to Barney 

the journals for this pend have not survived. That sexuality was important to Conti, 

however, and that her fnends reg her as a sexual person, is clear from 

er friend "Molly," who a hearing of Cons e's engagement 

you like for a wedding ? In view of your love of 

and other things, I suggest a complete set of the works of Marie Stopes. 

36 Swartz, Box 1, File 1, J 



not be coarse on this happy occasion! !'y7 The journals do not reveal exactly how 

familiar Conti was with the work of Marie Sto s, the leading British advocate of 

contraception and fertility control. It is almost certain, however, that Conti 

Stopes and other family limitation activists from the British Co ia Federationbt, to 

which her famil y subscribed and to w ich her father wrote regularly on social issues. 

e campaign for family limitation was discussed regularly in the Federationist 

throughout 1923, 1924 and 1925.38 

Letters from Barney Box to Conti during their maniage have not survived, so it 

ssible to assess the degree of intimacy expressed between th . Occasionally, 

however, quoted segments in Co ce's journals rev a strong emotional intimacy. 

It would even be tempting to in the following quotation as refening to sexual 

practices: "30 Jan from Poo [Barney]: 'My own Twee uggerlie.. . '."39 Given the 

English fondness for the word "bugger," however, such a reference might 

innocuous. 

A year k fore  her engagement to Barney Box, Conti had had an intimate 

relationship with "Patsy," a Native cowboy she met while on a ranching vacation in the 

Chilcotin. Patsy wrote to Conti of his love for her, but cited race and class as barriers to 

that love: 

Dearest Constance: 
It is with a broken hart that 1 write this letter. 1 would have tol 
long ago only Im not worthy of your love Constance ... Dearest 
friend as 1 can only cal1 you a friend now 1 was going to tell you 
that 1 loved you last faIl when 1 was in the Hospetial & then you 

e one night & showed me the photo of Lord Grey & said he was 
your Cousion Constance 1 could.nt tell you then. you a lady & a 
cousion to a Lord & what was 1 only a cowboy & not a white man 
at  that. dont you 1 was different from thoes other 
men well that is 

37 Swartz, Box 1, File 12, File 5, "Moiiy" to Cons Grey Swartz, 30 March 1926; emphasis 

38 Angus McLaren & Arlene Tigar McLaren, The Bedroom and the State, 62-63. 

39 Swariz, Box 1, File 3, Journal, 30 January 193 1. 



the Pain in my hand was nothing to the pain that was in my hart 
that was why I said the sooner P left Vancouver the better 

doing wrong by telling now but 1 cant help myself if 1 
e man & had went to school 1 would have asked you to 

wife last summer.40 

e nature of Constance's reply is not own, but it would appear that s 

Patsy's letter. He wrote again in June 1925 and apologized for having 

feelings but reiterated that "Its just because 1 not a white man you 

en your Dad took me to the hospital they put me in with the Chi 

further emphasized that "If you had m ed me your Dad & Ma would die with shame. 

even tho Im not a white man if you ever need a true friend one who wil 

for nothing you will ow where to find one."41 1 t is unclear whether or not the 

relationship between Conti and tsy was a physicai one, but it nevertheless was 

intimate enough to have crossed the ndaries between acceptable and unacceptable 

relationships between Native men and white women. Conti married Barnard 

following year, but maintained a frequent and affectionate conespondence with Patsy 

for some time. 

Constance's relationshlps with women were equally as passionate as those with 

men. While in France, she had developed a close relationship with Lydie, her host. 

The two young women would spend long hours dancing together, Conti 

"masculine" role. Conti suffered from sore feet, however, and on one occasion was 

unable to dance. "Now my foot won't let me dance," she wrote. "I sit & im 

b o r d  maie at a table in a cabaret; or a lonesome, lame bachelor, pining for petting; 

while L. vamps 

40 Swartz, Box 13, File 24, "Patsy" to Constance Grey, 12 May 1925. 

41 Swartz, Box 13, File 24, "Patsy" to Constance Grey, 3 June 1925. 

42 Swartz, Box 13, File 24, "Patsy" to Con Grey, 3 June 1925. 
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Constance's sometimes androgynous appearance was tolerated by her hosts in 

e favoured a style of dress w her teasing from Lydie's family and 

friends about her masculinity. On one occasion she wore a "[A] navy gabardine suit; 

white silk blouse; P.Pan collar with black tie; Gooch's Auntie Bee 3 gn. lid; gray 

gloves, gray sto ngs & Chillinghm su ic] shoes. They kept saying I looked like 

a 'bad boy7."43 The teasing did not offend her: she was to Wear this costume on seve 

subsequent occasions. 

Constance's exploration of masculinity in dress and behaviour in France and 

elsewhere is indicative of her transgression of no ative gender roles. While her hosts 

in France seem used by her attire, it is interesting to note that she 

thelr teasing, er that when dancing with Lydie, she would always take the 

masculine role. Conti was a person who loved to act and considered herself one of the 

avant-garde, and her occasional cross-dressing might erefore be nothing more than 

recreation.44 It does, however, illustrate at Conti did not always feel herself to be 

bound by the constraints of normative femininity. 

It would appear that Lydie was not the only young woman with whom Conti 

shared a passionate relationship while she was overseas. One month before hearing of 

Insect's new love, Conti had written about her "darling Insect! 1 get quite lump-in- 

frmty [when I] think of her! Oshhh? Imagine wwhen we meet again!"45 And Insect, 

before telling Conti about " ggy," lamented "My most darling & wonderful Insect 

... Insect I want you so- no one can ever your place & I'm just longing to 

things to you, it's dreadful to so near & yet so far. I wish we could just curl up 

together on your bed at 1703 Leighton Rd.. .I ink he cares & oh Insect it has never 

43 Swartz, Box 1, File 1, J 

" Letter, D. S. to Duder, 1 Mmh 1997. 

45 Swartz, Box 1, File 1, J , 1  September 1923. 
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fore. Wow dreadful it seems to write it, but you said confess, & 

anyhow 1 always tell you everything just because you're Insect - 

Insect 

The above quotation, in itself, n suggest that Conti was 

"Insect," even if the hy of her language matches that of 

romantic friendship, for the statement "1 wish we wuld just curl up together on your 

703 Leighton Rd" could si ply refer to two girls lying about gossiping and 

sharing stories of their boyfriends. Such evidence must be bolstered with other material 

to illustrate that it should be read differently. Further evidence of Constance's 

passionate relationships with women cornes from a letter received in 

ais for that year no longer exist, an no other letter re 

establish the identity of the author, t ame accords with that used by a guest 

present at one of Constance's women's tea gatherings in 193 1. The author, who s ignd 

the letter "Daffy," wrote: 

My Own Darling Sweetheart: 
Just a line to say that 1 had to come home as Hilda is very il1 and sent 

me. So you see sweetheart 1 had to come. 
ieve me Contl Darling l[ love only you and wont be Happy until 1 

arn with you. But 1 am awfully afraid that that wont be until August 
when I come back from the North. 
Sweetheart 1 cant write a long letter now 1 dont want anyone here to 
know that 1 am writing to you as it would cause one Hel1 of a fuss. 1 

that you had better write to me again until1 go up N 
and let you know when 1 am leaving and my address 

my love My Darling Sweetheart My Loving Sweetheart from Daffy.47 

Female friends re 

n 1926 to Barnard B 

f love-birds ... Felix sounds quite the bees could meet him. 

in keeping you in the s ght-shadow path of matrimony he'll have 

Swartz, Box 13, File 2, "'Insect" to Constance Grey, 29 October 1923. 

47 Swartz, Box 12, File 5, "Daffy" to Constance Grey, 2 May 1925. 



proved his worth. Neve eless if 1 were a he-man 19d like to be him."48 This reference 

to Conti's sexuality is ech in a letter from ' olly,' who wrote 

e, and although al1 the 
(Conti, how m I  let 

too selfish, and to - 
sgivings too, 

sweet, 1 don't see how 
re sure, aren't you, best 

1 the world, and not just 
of-us, and most of the other people round 

you aren't? ... Conti darling DARLING! ! How 1 want you ... Your 
M ~ l l y . ~ ~  

The subject of sex was y discussed by Conti and her friends in this early 

correspondence. One of Conti's most ndents, "Goilie," wrote in 1930 

ow al1 my girl friends seem anxious for me to have affairs with their 

I'm not sure 1 like that eitber: seems a left-hand sort of compliment, somehow. 

There9s Peggy, urging me to vamp Lany. Says she thi s it will do him g 

The trouble is, I'm not at al1 sure 1 want to just now. We al1 slept in the same room as 

usual and while Peggy was getting brekka crushed into bed with me and cuddled 

me. 1 like the cuddling, but firmly suppressed the first sign Lany showed of wishing to 

break into rudeness. Must be losing my B.V. Maybe even a C-bird wouldn't be able to 

get me unbunoned now."50 This last reference to "C-bird" further suggests the 

physicality of Conti's relationships with women: "C-bird" was one of Conti's 

es.51 It is unclear when exactly Conti got Goily "unbuttoned," and to what 

degree. 

48 Swartz, Box 14, File 30, "Esther" to Constance Grey Swartz, 17 May 1926. 

49 Swartz, Box 1, File 12. File 5, "Molly" to Constance Grey Swartz, 30 March 1926. 

50 Swartz, Box 1, File 2, Joumal, 8 Jan- 1930, quotation from correspondence, " 
Grey, 12 December 1929. 

Swartz, Box 1, File 2, J 193 1: Conti referred in her joual to her 
written of bis "own C-bird si in his deck chair." Conti w 
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Conti continued in her Jou s of 1930-32 to express her admiration for women 

in very physical terms, despite living in a heterosexual marriage. Her journal entry for 

17 March 193 1 menti at she went to The Capitol to see "the one & only Garbo in 

'Inspiration9 [wi ntgomeq, Lewis Stone, Marjorie R. She is lovely; too 

divine. 1 wept pitifully ... muldn't bear it. Her acting is too wonderful. Goily saw it a 

week ago [and commented that] 'R.M. Undoubtedly has S.A. [Sex Ap 

face.' He certainly has- & how he has it! ... But Greta's voice! What a woman. 100% 

an] Marlene. I'd Say Marlene is physical appeal; Greta more mental 

rfect."-Q A few days later, recalling a weekend trip to 

O of the women she 

too; very, very pretty; scarlet rouged lips & fluffy hair longbobbed 

y: a reall y love1 y gi . "53 The physicality of this 

Banguage is not unusual for her descriptions of other women. 

Conti's willingness to document her feelings about women and to retain those 

letters from women which suggest more than mere friendship should suggest to us that 

she acknowledged her attraction towards women and viewed her relationships with 

t. Had she wished to erase that part of her life from public view, she 

stroyed the Betters and any relevant journal entries. Conti was an 

intelligent woman who would have realized that her possessions would have been 

perused by her executor after her death. She did not donate her own papers to an 

archival repository, so one cannot suggest that she deliberately constructed her 

collection for public consumption. Nevertheless, her retention of these suggestive 

documents reveals that they were im 

52 Swartz, Box 1, File 2, J 

a Swartz, Box 1, File 2, J 
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sufficiently about their being read that she destroyed them. They were an im 

part of the story of who Conti was as a 

It was with men that Conti ad sexual relationships throughout much of her life. 

In 1946, Conti and her secon husband, Ira Swartz, were divorced after a 

ra k i n g  the plaintiff. Whe r Conti had had sexual relationships between 

her two manlages is un own. From the late 1940s to her old age, however, Conti had 

a succession of affairs with me uired a reputation as a "vam ." One friend was 

ely rich animus. She almost consumed the 

ew [and there was] almost t m  much in her."54 Those who 

not surprised to ocumented in the letters she left. 55 

Given that Con spent most of her life in relahonships with men, it would be 

tempting to view her earlier relationships with women as merely an ex 

she went through in the 1920s, a ecade in which sexual experimenta 

somewhat fashionable among the young rniddle and upper classes. Yet this would do an 

injustice to the depth of Conti's passion in those relationships and to the degree to which 

she Iived her life othenvise outside heteronormativity. The journals and the 

correspondence reveal that Conti Swartz expressed herself passionately in language and 

also, 1 maintain, in her sexual life with men and women. That she married twice 

and bore a child does not negate the intensity of her passion for women; nor does her 

lifelong commitment to women negate the fact of her pleasure in relationships with 

men. Furthermore, there is a lack of expression of such emotions as shame, fear or 

regret regarding sexuali ty. N nor lesbian desire dominates these 

correspondence demonstrate 

. to Richard Mackie, Apd 1989. 



erotic appreciation of both men and women, and suggest that she was, in fact, 

The journals and correspondence of Conti Grey Swartz, discussed above, are 

replete with middle-class language not un cal of the "romantic friendship" era, even 

they were written in the 1920s and IBOS, when sup osedly the romantic 

friendship had lost its innocence. Yet they also reveal an ac w ledgement of sexuali ty 

a familiarity with some of the new literature on sexuality and rth control. These 

journals, and the letters of Frieda Fraser and Bud Williams, show clearly that the 

language of romantic frien s could co-exist quite easily with physical sexuality. 

They may not have addres e physical sexuality of their authors directly, but a 

careful reading may rev ysical relationship was occumng between two 

women. 

A further example of this combination of the language of the romantic 

friendship and the new tenninology of the twentieth century is the correspondence 

between "Bunny," a Vancouver social worker, and Elisabeth Govan: 

You have al1 the things that would, and did, hoist you almost beyond 
y eyes ... social p i se ,  academic honours that are 

n to mine, achievement and prestige in the top 
. . . teaching. Even those dizzy heights couldn9 t 

from you as they might easily 
ther from the...to be analytical 

about this ... from the libidlnd level ... the warm altogether pleasure of our 
emotional reaction to each other. 57 

Steel Livingston Govan was born in Scotland in 1907 an 

immigrated to Canada with her family. She received her Bachelor of Arts from the 

University of Toronto in 1930 and then took a second BA at Oxford, graduating in 

1932. She followed that degree wi blic Welfare Administration 

56 Constance's friend, D. S. , and a relative are in agreement with s conclusion. Letter, D. S. to Karen 
Duder, 1 Mach 19%'. 

57 University of Toronto Archives, Acc. No. B79- 27, Box 3, File 4, Correspondence, B 
Elizabeth Govan, n.d. (1940s). 



a Diploma in Social Work from the University of Toronto. In 1938, Govan 

tmvelled to Aus on as a casework tutor in Sydney. The 

following year, she e University of Sydney, and in 1940 Govan 

the director of social studies.58 Govan returne to Toronto in 1945 and took 

a junior position as an assistant professor. She completed her studies in 1951 

with a Ph.D. from the University of C icago and then left the academic world to 

cial projects for e Canadian Welfare Council. She return 

University of Toronto in 1956 to accept a full professorship in social work. 

Little is known of Govan's intimate female correspondent " 

the few letters that remain of unny's correspondence with Govan during the 

that Bunny was studying at the University of British Columbia for 

c Welfare. Govan, or " unny called her, had telephoned 

Bunny some time in 1944 or 1945. The two women may have met each other as 

early as 1928, when Govan was an undergraduate at the University of Toronto. 

After Betty had visited Bunny in Vancouver, Bunny remarked to her friend Meg, 

'"We picked up just where we left off ...' and she immediately sensed my sense 

of ... revelation, or something. She said ...' It proved a lot of things for you, didn't 

it ... because you have changed and grown up almost completely since 1928...'."59 

The correspondence between Elisabeth Govan and Bunny has 

recently by Carol Baines, O quotes the letters at length. Baines seems relu 

4 1  the relationshi one, however, arguing that "given the lack of definitive 

evidence, one can only speculate."60 While she does suggest that the early twentieth - 

58 Carol Baines, "Professor Eii Govan: An Outsider in Her Own Comunity," in Ckal 
Professions: Historical and Contemporary Perspectives on Women's Professional Work, eds. th 
Smyth et al (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1999), 4 7 4 .  

UTA, a s  Livingston Govan , B79-027, Box 3, File 4, Bunny to Elis 
ad. ,  ellipses 

Carol Baines, "Professor Eiizabeth Govan: An Outsider in Her Own Comunity," 60. 
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century pathologîzation of lesbians "may well 

ambivalence that Govan experienced" about he 

be seeking evidence of a physical relationshig as proof of Govan9s sexuai orientation. I 

at the letters reveal enou about the depth, passion and intimacy of 

Betty-Bunny relations an expressed awareness on unny's part of 

sagproval of such relations ips, to place the relationshi 

boundaries of acceptable eterosexuality, even if Elisabeth and B 

themselves as lesbians or have a genital sexual relationshi 

Arguabl y, while y does not mention the two women sleeping together or 

ing otherwise intimate, her use of the word "libidinal" to descri their attraction 

clearly indicates the presence of a sexual desire or at the very least of an awareness of 

mations of the ty ip they had.62 The sentence in w 

m u r s  follows on from a passage that can only be described as fulfilling many of the 

requirements of the romantic friendship. Bunny not only expresses loyalty and 

devotion, but also places the object of her affection clearly on a pedestal, if not in 

heaven itself. She describes her own eyes as "earthly" and suggests that 

attributes place her yond earthly terrain. 

We see in Bunny's tenninology the new bridging of the 66innocent" romantic 

friendship and the twentleth-centuv ac owledgement of physical sex 

Bunny regards the word "libidinal" as referring to the women's emotional reaction to 

each other, its use in medical discourse referred to more physical, and thus more 

dangerous, passions. It ssible, however, that Bunny was "queering" 

"libidinal" about feelings between two 

letters and the relationship are discussed in pater depth in Chapter Four. 

on of the Oxford English Dictwnary are 
ng for the first t h e  in 

energy emanating fmm the id, 
the 1940s, when B 





interaction and social intercourse were constrain ut whereas Lilli 

and others who have discusse ships place them clearly wi 

history, Rooke and Schnell seem to be agreeing with those who argue that lesbianism 

of a physical sexuality, and in absence of certain proof of it, they 

discount the suggestion itton was lesbian. 

Mo was replaced in Whitton's affection by Margaret Grier, who was to 

assion. Rooke and Schnell quote Mo's owledgement of her 

defeat: 

t you are a most diplomatic bigamist and an irresistible 
ases me to think that Marg. has a similar string [referring to 

a necMace Charlotte had given her] and that I can Wear mine in Toronto 
without fear of losing eyes or hair ... Give my love to Margaret and tell 
her 1 esteem her in spite of her usu 

Rooke and Schnell argue s "hubby" and "bigamist" do not 

activity, but rather are "a ver of the sorority language used 

f r i e n d ~ . " ~ ~  1 would argue, instead, that Whitton's relationships clearly were lesbian. It 

is in her relationshig with Grier that ones sees the clearest expression of the sort of 

devotion that, I would argue, constitutes a lesbian subjectivity. 

In 1922, Whitton and Grier moved to Ottawa. They were to live together until 

Grier9s death in 1947.68 Throughout their relationship, Charlotte Whitton referred to 

Margaret Grier in terms common to the romantic friendships of the nineteenth century: 

she wrote in words extolling auty, and she expressed devotion 

commitment to her companion. Grier, as muc as one can tell from the few letters she 



left behind, was equally expressive. For example, on 27 December 1915, Margaret 

wrote to "'Lottie," saying 

1 must confess 1 am d over heels in love with you 
ering desire to devour you beginning at 
am going to keep your letters tie 

e even slept in her arms.69 

le there is no concrete proof of a geni relahonship between Charlotte and 

Margaret, some info e letter, does suggest that the women slept 

together and shared embraces. Among girls growing up, it might be excused as an 

expression of friendship; in the era of Sigmund Freud and Wavelock Ellis, who li 

the "rise" in lesbianism to the women's movement an the prevalence of women's 

colileges, two such politically and socially active adult women sleeping together would 

dmost certainly e been cause for concern. That Grier proposed to keep Lottie's 

letters with her "lover letters," which she h not yet received, need not indicate that 

she did not think of Lottie as her partner. The word bclover'7 was associated with male 

partners, and its heterosexual connotations may have caused Gxier (and, as revealed 

earlier in this chapter, Bud Williams) to ave interpreted it as not referring to her love 

for another woman.70 

A file of persona1 letters that Whitton allowed to be open to researchers only in 

January 1999 offers ore evidence of the intimacy in their relationship 

available to Rooke and Schnell. Of particular interest in the collection is a group of 

letters that Whitton wrote to Grier after Grier's death in 1947. Whitton composed these 

, vol. 133, letter, Margaret Gner to Charlotte 
in the R. M. Grier File of the collection. According 

not meet Margaret until after she moved to Toronto in 
1918. 

tion of lesbian partners as 'lovers" was until the late 1970s and the 
e, in many lesbian circles, the preferred 



as a series of volumes enti "Molly Mugwa &es Believe." In the letters, the 

extent of her grief and her otion to Margaret are revealed. A month 

death, Charlotte remembe ly, "1 could almost feel you brush my untidy hair 

back off my forehea O when you passed me working at my desk at 

night as you would Say own to your room.''71 In 1949, Charlotte 

wrote "You will with me everywhere, always now. Several nights I've dreamed of 

you, and now you are happy, so happy we were the other night, lying together in 

my big bed, joshing as we often did when we had 'breakfast in bed' on Sunday."72 

tton enclosed the phrase "bre st in bed" in quotation marks may or may not 

be significant. It is unclear whether this demarcation indicated that the phrase was c 

for physical intimacy or was simply in some way unusual within her 

otional content of the letters, discussed more fully in Chapter Four, that 

their relationship was very much akin to a marriage. That Whtton 

restricted access to the volume of letters may be even more significant. It indicates not 

only lhat they were, perhaps, extremely rsonal in the sense that they revealed her 

process of coming to terms with her grief, but also that they revealed the depth and the 

passion of her relationship with Margaret Grier. 

What must be remembreci about these early- to mid-twentieth-eentury sources 

is that they were written In an era when, dthou women were speaking of sex more 

frequently and were at least ac owledged to have a sexuality of their own, the 

predominant social attitude was that it was improper to speak frankly of sexual matters, 

y in relation to oneself. While a few women who were in gove 

positions, were authors of advice literature, or were medical doctors mi 

sexuality, it was almost always about the sexuality of others. It remained inappropriate 

71 NAC, MG30 E256, vol. 133, ' Makes Beiieve,", vol. 1, 10 J 
in these volumes are stained with 

72 NAC, MG30 E256, vol. 133, "Molly Mugvvamp Makes Beiieve,", vol. 2,27 March 1949. 
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one's own sexual activities d desires. That women's letters and journals 

rather enigmatic on the subject is therefore not su 

Had the women discussed still been alive, it would have k e n  possible to ask the kind of 

em which would penetrate that veil of secrecy which covered female 

The opportunity to intemiew the women about their relationships and also about 

their letters and journals are constnicted would verify, 

only that these were physid relationships, but also that it was a combination of social 

ut written expression a lack of modern teminology that make 

sources enigmatic too easil y misread by a m reader. As it is, we must 1 

read sources for the linguistic clues which rev ical relationships. They are there; 

it is simply that we have been use to assuming that the "not said" an 

was therefore also the "did not exist." 

Despite the fact that many of the narrators for this study were growing up in 

an era in Canadian history in which more information about sexuality was slowly 

k ing  made available via books and magazines, and greater emphasis was k i n g  

ucation, they remained rather naive about the functions of the 

and most paflicularly of the physical aspects of intimate relationships. 

discovered the pleasures of the y through their 

masturbation, and only some had had sexu relationships with boys or men 

becoming intimate wi girls or women. How, then, did they explore their sexuality 

s and as young women? How did they ‘‘what to do"? Or di 

know? And what s e-sex desires or owledge of difference were experîenced 

rs who did not explore their feelings physically? 





The majority of the women interviewed for this study had some dating 

nce with boys when they were growing up. Most engaged in at least some 

vity with boys and men, for many it was merely the 

adolescent necking and tting. Thirteen out of twenty-five were mar i  

portion of the period under study. As discussed in Chapter Two, al1 the narrators 

were well aware whe ey were growing up that women were suppose 

and have children. of the narrators had not heard of lesbians when they were 

growing up, but were aware that their own desires were different. The ideal of 

heterosexual matrimony was roughly enforced, and other options were either not 

discussed or were shown in a negative lig Here 1 briefly discuss two groups of 

O had heterosexual ex fore developing lesbian subjectivities: 

those for whom it represented c ity to heteronomativity, and for whom it 

was not enjoyable, and those who en~oyed their heterosexual experiences. 

Among the narrators who married young and did not explore same-sex 

desires until she was older was Sarah, who remained married until the death of her 

husband, feeling that the vow she had made should be kept. She describes her 

physical relationshi as indifferent, her husband not being a particularly sexual 

rson himself. They remained "buddies", however, and sex was not a source of 

ict in their relationship. S 's husband was not her first male lover. She had 

had her first physieal experience in Toronto when she was nineteen. Sex never met 

ctations, and she was "not particularly impressed by the result, let's put it 

that way.'m Because alcohol was a factor in her first encounter, er memories are 

is sure that had she been completely sober, it would not have occurred, 

and she is grateful that there were no consequences. No form of contraception was 

, personal interview, 5 August 1 
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was aware of the existence of contraceptives because her 

mother had told her them. Sarah comments that she was persuaded by 

husband to sleep with him and to man-y him because she liked him. "1 thought, 

'this is what you do,' you ow ...." During er maniage, Sarah 

tter than this," but ght that the problem mig 

Before the earl y 1 9 6 0 ~ ~  when S first considered that she might be 

lesbian, she had thought of herself as "not liking to be a eterosexual person, but 

owing what else to ... It wasn't that 1 objected to sex. It was just that 1 

didn9t enjoy it. W Id have done, and 1 felt I should have 

't."74 Being an avid reader, Sarah read many women's magazines-Canadi 

American and British-and was well the sorts of articles that urged 

women to please their husbands. 

At one of the dances she attended as a young woman, Jane met her future 

husband. She had dated ys before, but described them as "kid9s stuff." Jane and 

Jim marrieci when she was nineteen. They were both too young and immature, and 

the marriage did not last long. Her husband asked for a divorce within a year. Jane 

accommodated his request: 

1 had to go to this place ... I don't think it was a lawyer. Anyway it was 
who asked me to go to a place and see hirn in bed with 
y else, like he set it up so that the evidence could be used. So 

that was ok, and it just took a few minutes and he got the divorce.75 

Despite Jane's agreement with the divorce, she felt embittered and bec 

a party girl." She started dnnking, attending parties, and having physical but not 

emotional relationships with men. "1 was just, I guess, angry 

mean and, you age break up and that ... Nothing was what it was 

, personal interview, 5 August 1998. 

interview, 1 Octoba 1 



sed to be. You ow, Cinderella and al1 that. So 1 was really acting out of 

ger for a few years."76 

Her sexud activities included intercourse without contraception. "This was 

fore, I didn9t even was lucky." Jane 

ew that to become pregnant outside marriage was regarded as a grave sin. None 

of the girls that she ew when she was growing up had become pregnant, but J 

knew that "it was not the thing to do." She little information about sex, 

however, that she was ignorant of the need precautions. Jane manied for the 

second time in 951. She regarded i t as what she was su 

friends were getting married. t was during this second marriage that Jane 

explore relationshi with other women. 

Louise also found boys "interesting7' although she "didn't particularly 

them." She comments however, that "when you're feeling sexy, it's any port in a 

1 was actually a virgin until 1 was twenty-one. Then 1 got ti 

k i n g  a virgin and went to with a French guy who was very disconcerted when 

he found out that he was my first." Her earliest wledge about and experiences 

of sexuality were less than enthralling. While Louise's father was still alive, her 

mother had been having an affair with a locai air raid warden. Louise describes him 

as a "lecherous creep7' who was "always feeling me up.'* 

Ji11 went out with a number of s as a teenager. Her friend Penny would 

attempt to arrange blind dates for her: 

felt really.. .upset 
over that ... So 1 felt there was something wrong with me here at this 

76 Jane, persond interview, 1 October 1998. 

interview, 10 November 1998. 



point. 1 was fourteen then. And al1 my frien s are talking about 
and talking about how good-looking they were and everything. 

's friends were dete ined to get her to date boys. She went out wi 

with them. Ji11 rem 

So 1 just sort of went along with it just to amuse them, but I didn't 
feel ... and then 1 had this fellow named Paul when 1 was fifteen w 
really cared for me, and he was a really, really good-looking guy, 
al1 the girls were after him, and he w r me. He had a motorbike, 

1. And so one day 1 just, I by this time, I was fifteen 
by this time, and 1 was ling people, so 1 said, '1,I 

think 1 'm a lesbian. ' 1 never saw him again. 1 wonder why. .. .78 

Jill did later many, however, and did not explore same-sex attractions while 

having instead a sexual relationship with her husband. 

e, Louise and Ji11 had heterosex intercourse more 

of them than because they were genuinely attracted to men. As a 

consequence, sex was not as enjoyable as it might have been had they felt an attraction. 

Several of the narrators attempted heterosexual activity but found it not to their liking 

and did not venture as far as intercourse. Pat, for examgle, tried dating boys as a 

teenager, but found out quickly that it was not her scene: 

Oh yeah ... it felt funny. 1 to pretend. 1 was 15, so you had to 
pretend like you were in ted in boys. But what 1 would do is 1 had a 
crush on this gal pootsie] 1 used to go to school with, and a 
boyfriend, and he had a friend, so we used to double date. used 
to park the car and I'd be in the back seat, and I'd think, "oh god, 1 
want, 1 want out of this." So 1 used to sit and watch them neck in the 
front seat and Say that 1 had a stomach ache or a headache or 
something. Anything to get out of necking wi 
must have really discouraged h m ,  because he 
no, we used to neck a lot. In those days it was cal1 
serious. 79 

id not find i t  pleasant, suggesting instead that 'ï would much rather have 

ootsie necking." 

interview, 30 May 1998. 

79 Pat, personal interview, 24 September 19 



Cheryl's attempts at dating boys were failures. She remembere one night when 

is guy, we went to the movies and so, you know, we sat in the movies, and 

, so he put his a m  arou me and whatnot and then, by the time we got out of the 

movie, it was dark ... so we went somewhere and he walked me home, and 

Well, 1 guess 1 wuld have sang the old Peggy Lee Song, '1s That Al1 There Is?' 

ow ..A didn't do a thing for me."80 

Chris, who was boni and raised in uébec, did not have sexual ex 

women &fore 1965 but ew that she was different and 

boys were not the same as other girls' responses. She remembers feelin 

kissing and cuddling with s that it "Wasn't right, but 1 didn't 

feeling wasn't right ... That was al1 1 ew ... l t  was uncornfortable ... 1 lived with it and 

carried on."81 Here Chris is addressing a common theme in many lesbians' life stories: 

the feeling that heterosexual relationshigs were not what felt "right" and natural to her. 

Lesbian subjectivities are often fonned early in relation to heterosexual experiences in 

which the lesbian becomes aware that she does not enjoy the physical contact with boys 

and young men so sought after and enjoyed by her female peers. She may realize that 

her attraction is to women, or she may simply know at a very deep level that she is not 

attracted to men. 

Some of the narrators, however, experienced heterosexual sexuality as 

pleasurable and found their male partners attractive at the time. Reva, for example, was 

allowed to date boys from a young age and enjoyed doing so. Her mother set some 

parameters on her dating, ever. "My mother gave me dire warnings," Reva said. 

She said 'don't let the boys touch your breasts. It'll m 
So this was a little piece of advice ... she 
for me when 1 came through the door. S 

Cheryl, personal interview, 4 November 1998. 

interview, 22 Sep 



k e n  waiting for you to corne 
worried about rne."82 

sical affection with boys would never go far. "1 was still a virgin. T 

person 1 lost my virginity with was my husband." 

never the sex that was the groblem for me, it was the emotional connection ..At redly 

lease your husband. 1 think we d l  got that message, that it was en that had to be 

pleased. Who cared if you were pleased as long as they were pleased, you 

always for him, it was never for her. We sort of didn't count al1 that much." S 

owledged that her usband had attempted to give her pleasure, but 

"just generally in the broader culture that7s, um, the understanding was that we were 

there to serve Our guys, and that they needed it. We didn't need it, but when they 

needed it, we'd bl well k t t e r  be there, you 

Reva's husband, apparently, was rather gredictable: "1 always 

afternoon we were going to have sex because that's what he did Saturday afternoon. 

me for his break, and, you ow. .. that was definitely the one day in the week 

that we were going to." Despite this predictability, however, she regarded him as 

enlightened and remembe "we had showers together, and he 

my anatomy, and he was over." Nevertheless, Reva 

society held her role to pleasing her man and that, if she did not, there could 

consequences: "1 ad to please him, or he'd go find another woman. As 

it was, 1 found another woman."m Because Reva found men attractive and enjoye 

interview, 5 August 19W. 

interview, 5 August 1997. 

* Reva, personal interview, 5 August 199'7. 



sexual activity with them in t riod, it would be more accurate to 

as lesbian. While in some ways she did conform to he 

tations of sexual availability to her husband, she also found sex with hlm 

pleasurable. 

gan her sexual life with a same-sex relationshi iscussed later in 

and have children. She re 

band was a satisfying one. "We were companions, we were 

buddies, we were lovers, we were confidants," she said. 

any times, we would lie aw night long and talk about nothing, 
a very satisfying 

nly due to my me 
walked down that aisle, because 

in my Me, that walk down that aisle. It 
meant more to me than ju rried. It meant that 1 would be 

son's feelings and l i s  life, and if 1 was going to do that, 
ve to devote myself to that, not to that man particularly, 

but to that situation. And 1 think that's the reason why everything was 
so satisfying in my life, or in my marriage.85 

Never during her marriage was she attracted to another woman: "And 1 find that 

extraordinary, 1 really do, because 1 am so very much a homosexual. Very much. More 

now, of course, that I've outed myself, but, um, 1 often wonder if 1 were still marri 

if 1 wouldn't have been attracted to women. But certainly not in those eleven 

years was 1 at dl." 

There is a tension ere between Magda's later subjectivity and that during her 

early life and marriage. Her description of herself as "very much a 

suggests that she regards sexual orientation as an essential part of h 

desires changed fundamentally from same-sex ones to opposite-sex ones, and back 

that Magda was more traumati by her first female partner su 

getting married without warning her than agda realizes, and that feelings of rejection 

and betrayal caus er desires for women during er marriage. It is just 

, personal interview, 29 Septemkr 1 



as likely, however, that Magda, raised wi the ideal of heterosexud matnmony and 

with the value of fidelity, chose the most travelled by the wo 

that her subjectiviq shi after her marriage. There is no sense in her testimony that 

Many of these women were ful y sexudly intimate with men, not objecting to 

eterosexual actlvity, but not necessarily being fully satisfied either. Even Reva and 

ose sexual relationships with their husbands were perhaps the most 

satisfying, feel that making love with another woman is a deeper and more satisfying 

experience than heterosexual sex. For some of the narrators, heterosexual sex has never 

been something thought 

narrators were raised, exarnined more closely in 

previous chagter, dictated that ey should be attracted to and marry men, and many, 

ng that this was what they were supposed to do, at least attempted to live the 

"normal" Canadian life until their develoging desires proved too strong for them to 

continue, or until circumstances had changed in their persona1 lives, allowing them to 

explore same-sex attractions. That they stayed in heterosexual marriages for lengthy 

periods of time should not, however, be regarded necessarily as conformity alone. 

Many of the narrators, after ail, had rewarding relationships with their husbands, even if 

those relationships were not as fulfilling as later ones with women would be. Some, 

such as Jane, for whom m age was a largely negative experience, do see such periods 

of heteronormativity as an obstacle which had to be overcome in order to fulfil a lesbian 

"destiny," but others do not regret their relationships with their husbands. 

sitive aspects of these relations 

rlish negation of a formative 



' first encounters with lesbian sexuality reveal a multiplicity of 

experiences. It woul seem that some lesbians were influenced in t 

exploration of sexuality by the i ages they saw in films and read i 

were largely hekrosex e films to which young women would go would 

eterosexud romances, and it was up to the young lesbian or bisexu 

adopt a perverse reading of the images so as to fit them with their own desires. In some 

cases, as I have mentioned in Chagter Two, the level of identification with characters 

was base$ on gender lines rather than sexuality. Both Barb and Cheryl expressed an 

identification with the male characters in westerns, but only in Barb's case, discussed 



The early relationships discussed below suggest that courtship was no more a 

factor for teenage lesbians than it was for teenage heterosexuals. They 

the traditional sense, but rather explored p sical sexuality fairly quickly. Some of the 

advice literature available for heterosexual teens addressed the subject of courtship, but 

it is difficult to ine the degree to which teens were inclined to follow courtship 

ntuals rather than following eir hormones and burgeoning sexuality. The elements of 

icularly the flowers, especially roses, romantic 

outings to the cinema-were perhaps more common among slightly older 

ted financial resources and socialized at arties and dances. 

of postwar prosperity and youthful 

sexuality, the automobile, we ore physical sexuality away from the 

watchful eyes of parents, but this can hardly be called courtship. The cinema 

provide many a teen in this era with a place for necking. 

red is that none of these sites of heterosexual exploration 

and socializing were suitable for those exploring same-sex desires. There were no teen 

parties or dances at which e narrators could openly express their sexuality. They 

could not ne& in the cinema without fear of k i n g  seen, and none of them had use of a 

car until later in life. They therefore had to make use of the few social opportunities 

that were available to them, such as sle ers, baby-sitting, and school. It was not, 

r to court or to n the traditional sense. 

Few of the narrators could remember specific courtship ntuals that they 

ces in which they were courted by someone else. With their 

very first relationships, one gets the impression that physical desire 

undemined any tendency to "go slow, ertainly those women who had their first 

riences in their kens woul e been familiar enough with the 

courtship ntuals of heterose any memorable finesse. Later 

rtship devices as did heterosexuals. 



Some of these practices required discretionary income, however, and courtship was not 

y a high priority among those who could il1 afford the luxuries associated with 

Reva argues that, in the 1950s, "the courtship was ever more im 

d 1 think the lesbian novels dealt a lot with the courtship, you 

ere ... Courtship was very major part. 1 think we've lost, actu 

that, in our quicker aced, let's get to it 

thing a little bit. But 1 thi the courtship was as important as the a ~ t . " ~ ~  1 reminded 

Reva of the compresse nature of the vignette in Forbidden Love. in which the young 

lesbian from the country ves in town, she goes to the bar, the 01 

later that evening they are in together. 1 asked Reva if she 

at the story was very fictional, or if she had actually seen things happening that 

quickly. She a owledged that often women "go to the bar and they wait to the en 

the evening, and they Say 'my place or yours?' and go home and go to bed. 1 don't 

h o w .  1 've never done that, but 1 know that 17ve known women who've done that, and 

theyyve told me that9s how they do it, that they just want to be sexual, they just wait 811 

the evening and the bar kind of plays itself out and whoever7s left 

arb's first relationship was wi a fellow high school student, with whom she 

used to go babysitting: 

every night that she went to babysit she'd often ask me if I'd come and 
sit with her. So 1 did, lots of times, and then one night we were there 
and it hagpened ... 1 remember, um, meeting her the next morning and 
she was just fine about it, and 1 thought well, now, we're in love, so 1 

and do al1 this stuff. So, this went on 
s was the way 1 should be doing and 

interview, 5 August 1997. 

88 Reva, personal interview, 5 Augus t 1997. 

interview, 15 May 1 
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It was Barb who initiated this relationship, following a very heterosexual pattern of 

t well have seen played out on the screen or between other 

embers that it was she who made the first move: 

And the music was playi 
was a lamp on an end ta 
off the light, and 1 
kissed her and kiss 
that's the way we 
back away or pull 
was. So, that was 
intimate with her. 

we'd be going to a show or something, and I'd go over to her house and 
stay. 

came more intimate, arb's recollection of 

making suggests that she at it was she wanted to do, 

subconsciously. Her testimony also reflects the dominant noms of heterosexual 

And then we got more intimate with touching the rest of O 
just was a natural feeling. Like, 1 ew how to do it, you 
reached, and that's why I turned off the light. Oh, I don't 
the light off, except that was supposed to be romantical [s 
Romance. You know, the music was playing [and the light] should be 
dim or off, and we should be cuddling and kissing and hugging. So 
that7s what we di$. For quite some time on the chesterfield. We just 
kept back and forth kissing e other and hugging and squeezing. I 
was touching up top and, yo w, but that was the way it started. 
The feelings that it gave me really, whew! Explosive, you know, 

ly, like it was supposed to be.90 

In 1956, at the age of fifteen, Cheryl had her first lesbian experience with a co- 

worker who was five years older. Against wishes of her father, who was very strict, 

she stayed in town after work one nig 

demon mm. And I was still a pretty te 

r anything like that before, 

e other girls decide 

sonal interview, 15 May 1 



the all-night diner. ut one of the girls, Robyn, wanted to remain behind with Cheryl. 

They were drinking heavily and lying on the double 

So, I was kind of laying back there, you , as the world 
she was laying next to me. And then al1 of a sudden she sort of 
herself up on one a m ,  and her face was just 

ounced that she was going to kiss me. A 
you waiting for?" 
never happened w 
? Shit. It didn't taste 
, al1 these things s 

me ... so we had this little sort of necking session .... 

At this point, Cheryl and Robyn heard the other girls come back. They quickly settled 

down for the night as al1 had work the next moming. The girl with whom Cheryl was 

her place instead to Robyn, who was 

So, there we were. Then Rob as al1 over me. She was kissi 
and oh my god, 1 just, 1 didn' what to think. And 1 mean, 
wanted her to do this, but I didn't want three other people in the room 
with us. So I was sure that they could hear us, because my heart was 
punding so much that 19m sure they could have heard it across the 
room, and everywhere else was punding. You know, throb, throb. 1 
was sure they, oh my god what a position to be in! Oh, jeez, finally, 
finally, we fell asleep, and the ing is, you kn 
point, she started running her hands al1 over my 
Well, we were wearing pyjamas. And she put 
my pyjama top and s playing with rny breasts and, oh!91 

Eventualfy Cheryl and Robyn fell asleep. T e next morning, al1 five girls decided to go 

out for b t. Cheryl said, 

et up and went to the was sudden there w 
It was one of these single 

tap, tap on the door. 1 m 
washroom together, you 
other one's sitting on th 

er lipstick on or whatever. 
i t was Robyn. She come 
you remember what we 

got al1 aggressive, well not aggre 
remember." So 1 took her in my 

interview, 4 Nov 



at we did." So ... we starte to see one another, just like we were 
dating like a boy and a girl were 

Despite Cheryl's early amet ion towards more masculine role models, such as 

e gentlemanly Sir Walter Raleigh, she was not the initiator in this first sexual 

relationship. Robyn's age ence in this instance was more forceful 

than Cheryl's desire to look after women and take c arge of situations, and s 

initially passive, although quickly responsive to Robyn's adv ces. They quickly 

realized that they could not maintain a lesbian relationship in secret in a place like 

Sydney, Nova Scotia, so they moved to On O when Cheryl was sixteen or seventeen 

years of age. 

agda's story is unusual in that she her first lesbian e 

teacher in 1949 or 1950, when agda was sixteen. 

"different". Hier teacher 

had a room in the minister's, the Baptist minister, whose daughter 
appened to be my panky. We was just 

very good friends. asked me down to her 
place in the evening, Id be there. We wouid 
be playing games and things and Gladys was, I p e s s  the term now 
would be coming on to me, although she did it very discreetly, and very 
politely. But 1 lbecame very attracted to her, she was a very, very 
attractive lady, and the first thing I kn she would be coming around 
in class and stopping by my desk, ow, and, um, and any time she 
could she would touch me in s And this al1 felt very 
wonderful, but it, s discreetly so n 
my closest friends e 
knew about it, e 
each other and she never said a word. 93 

One night, when Magda was staying in town with her brother, she and Gladys began 

their relationship: 

1 just thought this was going to be a real close, very dose, 

92 Cheryl, personai interview, 4 November 1998. 

onal interview, 29 September 1998. 
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friendship ... Anyway, we got up to the and 1, she was re 
hing or other, 1 don' what it was, but 
1 fell asleep. And the next thing 1 
ng me and fondling me, and it just 
t thing we knew, we were into a full-blown 

relationship, which lasted, um, 1 think 1 was about twenty- she 
suddenly sent me out an invitation to her wedding, [and] 1 n 

ow she was going to get marrie 

ginning, theirs was a very satisfying sexual relationship. It was 

t. It was like as if it was made for us, and that's why it always felt so 

people use it quite freely, 1 never heard it, but we did fit well 

together. We complemented each other." Because Magda's parents lived up north and 

she was staying with her because no-one sus ted the nature of their 

gda and Gladys were able to spend most weekends together. 

was also first attracted to a woman when she was in her teens. A family 

member's son had to go to the Korean war, and "his mother asked me to sort of 

entertain [his wife], pay some attention to his wife. She was about seven years older 

than me. So 1 paid a great deal of attention to her, since she was quite gorgeous 

had some wonderful moments that 1 thought 'oh, this is not right, and this is not 

happening' ... 1 something was a little strange with me." The 

relationship involved kissing and some touching, but nothing further. T 

for Toronto but wrote seve in Nova Scotia, urging her to follow. Upon 

val in Toronto, howeve discovered that the woman was no longer interested in 

a romantic relationship. Pam was not to have another relationship until 1955, when she 

was nineteen: 

1 went to meet a friend at a ling alley and, ah, en went out for a 
. Saw a young woman 
of, manager of [a utilit 
anted to drive me 
another evening. 1 said "yes" 
irteen-year relationship.95 

interview, 29 September 1998. 

interview, 30 Septeinber 1998. 
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Lois, whose story is told in the film firbidden LDve, said that she has never 

made the first move with a w 

I'm so, 1 would never make the first move. 1 told you, 1 never have. 

Her first partner was another teacher, whose n Lois. T h a t  was 

... college," she said, " 1 was, 1 was going to school. I was teac 

ool...Ah, we just looked at e ther and that was that. Love at first sight, 1 

came attracted to each O r, but nothing happened initially. The O 

Lois left: 

s other tacher's up the island [Vancouver Island]. 
when 1 got there 1 wrote a letter and in the letter 1 

s later 1 got a wire: 
me. Well, ok, 1 met 

er, well you can just imagine. We spent a few days at Cultus Lake. I 
tell you I can rememkr just about evey  detail. But we still di 
love, 1 guess is the way you want to put it. Because we didn't 
what to do. Oh, am I supposed to tell you al1 these details? ... Well, I 
guess we did and 1 guess we didn't. 

The two women "necked madly" for four days but did not go further. When her partner 

left, Lois went with her on e train as far as Jasper. They shared a 

So she made love to me. It was marvellous. And then 1 said, 'want me 
to do that to you?' So she started to cry. She said, 'oh boy she said, 
were you ever inhibited.' Ali1 of a sudden 1 felt better. That's what 1 

, I'm a l e ~ b i a n ! ~ ~  

In this testimony, Lois illustrates a common theme in lesbian coming out 

narratives: the intimate moment of realization of simultanmus difference, identity, 

pleasure, companionshig, and sel based on sexual orientation. It was not that her 

, nor that her prior sexual expenence had 

interview, 3 October 1998. 

97 Lois, LMH interview, 26 Septeniber 1985. 



in pleasure. Her narrative conveys the impression that it was that in that moment she 

recognized a part of herself that had not been fully realized and she ex 

of intimacy which, however g r marriage, she had not ex 

reasonably unlikely that a les tity suddenly formed in the bnef moments after a 

ng. Rather, the expression "1 'm a lesbian" is a narrative 

indicator of that event having n a crucial one in the formation of her subjectivity. 

, when she was a teenager: "It would 

probably be when, how old was 1 when 1 went to Normal School? See 1 started to teach 

when 1 was 18, so let's say 17. An I've only had really two in my whole life, and one 

was with a girl who 1 got to ow through the softball, and very a 

attractive girl." Neither was sure of their sexudity: "And I'm not too sure she 

was gay at the time. 1 either, but anyway. Very attractive, very 

popular, very, you , everything. From a background similar to mine but she lived 

in Vancouver, and 1 lived in New Westminster." The relationship was a physical one, 

and lasted five years, but Sandra could not remember who made the first move or what 

ey did. 98 

Louise, who immigrated to Canada in 1953 at the age of twenty-six, had known 

that she was different since childh but had not had a sexual relationship with a 

woman until after she had arrived here from England. She commented that "It was a 

really weird life, 'cause you're not fish nor fowl, ow, people can't figure you 

out, because you, you loner, and, ah, it was a really difficult life. 

Because I really didn' at 1 was ...." She had not 

until this point that she was gay, and it did not 

ly and fooled around a bit" with a married colleague. The colleague was 

fearful of what they were doing, and before Louise could successfully persuade her that 

personal interview, 25 May 1998. 
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atural, the woman Sel1 down a set of stairs, injuring herself severely, at 

point the relationship petered out.99 

Deborah's first relationship was with a fellow schoolmate in her 

Africa. They shared a do itory with several other girls, and made 

sedly everyone was aslee to her that they must 

have been reasonably quiet. "1 don't w," she said, and expanded 

Almighty, I'm sure every as aware of it. 1 
didn't even think it was worthwhile thinking it. 1 mean, this is 
what 1 wanted to do, right, I'm doing this. 1 ven think if you 
don? like this ... Egotistical to the extreme, 1 suppose. Um, it just 
seemed to me an ordinwy thing to do, so I'm doing this. loO 

Debo ew of the relationship, and that she paid the 

consequences, since she did not bemme the head girl: 

1 should have k e n  one of ose people, you know, in those girls' school 
stories that was head girl school and al1 that sort of stuff, because 
1 was in ninety thousand sports teams and al1 that sort of stuff, and 1 

and...I got to be vice he the school, and I'm 
s was because this was n thlng, but they 

couldn9 t prove anything.101 

Had they k e n  able to prove the relationship, she might have been expelled. 

Deborah's next relationship was with a woman with whom she went travelling. 

went to England and met up with three women to travel with, to Europe 
with, one of which was Canadian, and it was one of those instan 

crowded room things. It was just fantastic. 
together for six, eight months in Europe, um 

tence. She was seven years older than 1 w 
ship, but i t was constant1 y kept hidden from the 

other two. She went back to Canada and some months aftenvards 1 
followed. 102 

interview, 10 November 1998. 

, personal interview, 29 September 1998. 

interview, 29 September 1998. 

. personal interview, 29 September 1998. 



In 1959, they were in Canada toge 

honest one. De stated that "We were very, very much in love, but she 

would continue to go out with men, cause that was what, the thing you had to do. 1 

was only, I had turned twenty-one in Europe, she was twenty-seven. 1 

to do the same thing."l03 The pressure of hete 

to have several relationships wi men before even 

as a lesbian. 

Reva became attrac towards women in 

her lesbianism has been made famous by the film Forbidden Lave .lw Reva (he 

Reva H.) was living wi her husband, an her partner (als 

parents. They met at night school in 19% or thereabouts. 

becoming lovers is well own. Reva reminded me of the events she h 

Forbidden Lave. Her future partner was an avid reader of lesbian pulp novels, and had 

started giving them to Reva H. to read. She also told Reva H. that she thou 

was "like that." Reva began to read more and more of the pulp novels. Eventually, 

Reva H. began to thi that she might be "like that" herself. They quicMy formed a 

relationship after Reva H. had segarated from her husband. Reva was careful not to 

begin the relationship until after the separation. 

The novels that one Reva gave to the other were part of a very successful genre 

that ap in the 1940s as part of the "paperback revolution" in publishing. In 1941, 

Pocket Books moved into paperback publishing, greatly expanding its distribution and 

sales. A great nurnber of including some very 

popular lesbian ones. T 

interview, 29 September 1998. 
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see any of these people were ever gay. I'm sure they weren't, but, however, 

me lookin'. It still duesn't s me looking ... And 1 hung around with girlfriends at 

school."lM She was too shy as a child to attempt anything physical with anyone. 

Phyl did not have a romantic ationship of any kind before immigrating to 

Canada in 1959. She settled in Toronto an 

was to meet her future partner. 1 asked her if the wome 

, "They did, but c e of sex at all." Desgite 

that she had heard some conversation about sex between her mother and aunt, the frank 

discussion of sex was new to her: "1 had never heard, sex was not discussed when 1 was 

growing up, in my family anyway. t really wasn't. It probably wouldn9t be now, 

really." 10s  

y1 met her future partner on r first day of work at the factory. She was 

nineteen. "1 was kind of scared to wo ere," she said, 

because 1 was so shy and 1 'm not at meeting new people 
normally. I looked up and 1 remember seeing this woman down there 

+ and she had what they called a smock on, like, you know, an overall ... A 
green one, and most people wore e had a green one on. 1 
semember seeing her there and I what I thought about her, 
but I wondered what she was doi hy would she be here, in 
this factory? Why would she be here? Doesn9t look like she belonged 
there at d l .  

There was 'rjust something about her" that made the woman stand out to Phyl: 

instant I saw her. And she was nine years older than me. She wasn't 
married.110 

interview, 28 September 1998. 

interview, 28 Sepkmber 1998. 

, personal interview, 28 S 



Phyl, in a self-deprecating manner, sai that she did not y the woman was 

attracted to her, and put it down to her Englis background. The woman's stepfather 

was English. 

iately that they WOU d be more than friends. 

on it now, it was so great that so y else felt the same way as 1 did 

'"out at the time 1 just assume e way, and yet that had n 

me before. But 1 just, it was ju 

only a few weeks before the two women formed a relationship, and within two months 

it had become physlcal. It is apparent that, despite not having had prior same-sex 

ences, Phyl had enoug scious awareness of her orientation and enough of 

a burgeoning lesbian sub~ectivity that she was able to recognize the mutual attraction 

immediately. Her testimony here also illustrates the feeling of affi 

upon a first same-sex relationshig. 

Maureen began her sexual life wi a school friend in Alberta in 1 

was ten," she said, 

[my] friend Carol, 1 somehow persuadai her that, you know, a bit of 
experimentation and cuddling - 1 guess 1 was so desperate for 
any kind. So I'm not sure if this would have happened had 1 

desperate for touch. But 1 remember some cuddling and then, you 
ow, the sleepover at those years. But 1 guess she did go home and 
1 her mother something about that, and that's when it was forbidden 

that I even speak to Carol, let alone ever have her over or even be a 
friend. So Carol was out of my iife. 11' 

When Carol told her rnother, she contacted reen directly. 'Tt mi 

been because it was so hard to reach either one of ts," Maureen sunnised, "or 

nk they'd even met my parents this wasn9t a 

a cal1 from Carol's mother, not with any explanation, just 

son, 1 don't wish you to with Carol again 



Maureen's family mov hvo months later because of her father's employment, an 

did not see Carol again. 

Maureen's new friend O lived across the street in their new 

town, there was some sexual experimenhtion, "but always under the guise of - 

she's totally heterosexual - 'now what would this feel like?' and 'what do you 

will be like when ... ?"' Marilyn9s family would rent a summer cottage at a nearby lake 

and would invite Maureen to stay with them. "1 ow her family felt sony for me," 

Maureen said, "and strongly disapproved that there was rarely an adult, let alone a 

ome, and that 1 was there alone nine tenths of the time if 1 weren9t at 

school, and so they would invite me to come along. Well, the way the summer cottage 

was set up, 1 shared a and a room with arilyn for a week, and that went on seve 

summers in my teens." 113 

Sexual activity occurred, on and off, throughout their early teens: "She 

permitted a bit of it, and once, when we were in Our forties, talked aboutit a bit. She 

ow, if you weren't such a strong personality, 1 never would have let that 

happen, but at the time it seemed sort of ok."' By the time Maureen reached her mid- 

teens, she was working in the summers and would no longer accompany Marilyn to the 

lake. Marilyn also met and began dating her future husband at this time, and her 

relationship wi th aureen became non-sexual. 

Mary was raised in Britain and immigrated to Canada in 1951. She had her first 

sexual experience with a woman in England while she was training as a nurse. "And 

when 1 think of things we did then," she said, " 1 could cringe. In front of al 

we didn't have any shame, we didn't even do an ng wrong. We9 

Maureen, pers interview, 29 May 1 

Maureen, personal interview, 29 May 1998. 



nurses' living room in the afte oon when we were off duty and we'd sit with 

around each other. Never thought of anything. Or we'd, you know, somebod 

playing the piano, and we'd be singin' and looking in each other's eyes." Their 

relationshig was sufficiently open that the nurses at Mary would 

bedroom when she was off duty. Doris was Canadian and returned to C 

family. Mary decided to follow her, against the advice of the matron: "the matron of 

ize now. She had me in and sai 

too much of her' and 'don't give up your career,' and said] 'but I'm going to 

Canada. ' " 

The relationship with Doris lasted eight years, six of which were 

to unravel when they went to Cape Cod for a vacation in 1956. 

We thought we were the only two in the world ... until we went 
some straight girls to Cape Cod, to Provincetown of al1 places. we 
went to Cape Cod, and, I remember Doris saying, we were lookin' 
around at everything, 'my god, there's more than us around here' ... The 
clues were them holding hands, and just it was so free and, and the 
straight girls were saying 'I think they're queer here.' Anyhow, Doris 
disappears that nlght, goes off and she gets herself a girlfriend down 
there. She, I mean, she was like a kid in a candy shop, she just, oh, 
thought it was just wonderful, and left with these straight e. 
She took off. And it was after that th ngs started getting bad 
to worse, but that's because she went . She was like a kid in a 
candy shop, which one can she have next. 114 

Mary and Doris, like many lesbians of this era, had no knowledge of lesbianism from 

farnily sources, schoo1, or me vincetown revealed to them the existence of a 

large lesbian community. They were both surpris 

that they sought out lesbian community in Toronto, where they liv 

of community was an im owledge of her sexuality, because 

now it was something th shared with others. They had also met some 

Mary, personal interview, 24 Sept 1998. This relationship is explored in greater 
Chapter Four. 
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other Toronto lesbians while in Provincetown and continued to see them socially u 

their retum. 

In 1962, Ji11 met her first serious love in art class at school, when they were 

fourteen: 

really close friends. We bonded very strongl y. Um, at 
as, she did have another friend and the friendship was 
e, um, but there was, because 1 came in on the scene- 
's name was Chns-um, Chris was holding a p 
heard that Chris was a lesbian, and 1 got quite e 

over that, and then I got quite excited at the thought of a pyjama party. 
Um, and as it turned out, um, it turned out to be just the three of us, an 
there was Chris on one side of me, and me in the middle, and Claire on 

her side of me, and during this pyjama party Chris bends 
to kiss me. And I was quite enjoyi 

back on this-um, she never had anything to do with Chris after that 
again but she stayed my closest friend. And 1 think that what she 
thought was most disgusting was the fact that it was Chris that 1 was 
kissing.P1" 

SchooP gossip had held that Chris was a lesbian, "and 1 believe 

now 1 found out it was true ... For me at was very exciting, 'cause 1 already 

myself. 1 just didn't know how to, um, get any contact, so any time 1 heard that anyone 

nking, hoping, 'Oh. There9s got to be a way to make contact here. "' Jill 

already had a lesbian sub~ectivity, having known about herself since she was twelve: 

ere was a girl, 1 stayed overnight at her house, and 1 don't even remember her 

name, but 1 remember suggesting that we imitate certain movements and 

and she lay on top of me and 1 thought, ' is is wonderful.' And 1 can remember al1 

these emotions and feelings ..." Her response to the girl was physical as well as 

emotional, and she did get aroused. "And that's amazing," she remarked, "when 1 

think, at twelve. Twelve going on rteen. That's just at that age where those things 

are becoming alive, and ye , 1 did feel quite excited. It's incredible."ll6 

interview, 30 May 1998. 

116 Jiil, personal interview, 30 May 1998. 



Her relationship with Claire was a deep one. "This was like, s was a cnish," 

she said. "It was a sudden thing, and it it was, and then, you 

summer came, you know, 1 didn't think of her any more ... But, um, yeah, she calle 

er "special." S e was fnghtened. Her mother was a lesbian. She caught her mother 

kissing another woman once, and she was pretty u set about that." Claire was in 

mid-teens at the time, and it "wasn't ok for her, it was too shocking." The relationship . 

between Ji11 and Claire did not become physical, however. Jill commented: 

No, 1, 1 slept with her every weekend and she wanted me to live with 
and my mother stopped that. And that was actually goi 
result, I'm sure, but my mother didn't like Claire. And 

ust have thought that Claire was my lover. Um, but O 
was so passionate, and 1 just, 1 just asked her, 'could 1 kiss 

nce, and then she said, 'oh, go ahead then.' A 
no. That's not what 1 wanted to do. Not like that.' So 1 

carried on as normal. And then she 
rote in there about being her special 

friend. And I'm sure that, given time, because she begged me to live 
with ber, um, when 1 went to England she begged me to come back, 
um, so we could be together. So had I not have gone, 1 really tmly 
believe that it would have kcome something. 1 needed to give her 

y, but she wasn't. 117 

The desire to kiss Claire was very much a physical one. Ji11 descnbed her feeling for 

Claire as 

1 loved her. 1 was in love with her. Pure passion. 
ust lying beside her was agony. Total agony, 1 

couldn't touch her. Oh, it was horrible. It was the agony and the 
ecstasy. 1 could have k e n  in another room and that would have k e n  
agony too. But 1 was nght there beside her, and 1 couldn't touch her, 
and 1 just, 1 don? know what cam 
oh.' 1 don't think I'm usually that 

, if 1 had gon 
, she might have been extremely 
ay 'no, that's disgusting.' So, I 

t know. 1 certainly wasn't a 
to her in any way. And ful, 1 thought.llg 

Il7 JiH, persond interview, 30 May 1998. 

interview, 30 May 1998. 



These testimonies il the intensity of first same-sex experiences for the 

ce in the formation of subjectivity, and the 

considerable risk involve res to someone of the same sex in 

the period under study. In most cases, either narrator herself or the girl or woman 

e her partner, at least temgorarily, nsked not only 

en she expressed her attraction physically. Schoolgirl 

crushes were one thing in t e eyes of the public; physical relationships were quite 

another. 

Was the risk taken cause an innate ve was pushing outward 

rernain represse any of the narrators would argue eed the case, yet 

the diversity of ence Piere problematizes a straightfomard essentialism. While 

there were some narrators who ad felt attractions towards girls or women long 

expressing them physically and thus felt that this was their "natural" self finally finding 

expression, there were others whose same-sex attraction was sudden and without 

warnïng. Positing an essentialist view of repressed sexual.orientation in these cases 

would be difficult unless one were to argue that the orientation was so repressed by 

hekronormativity that the narrator was unaware of her true nature. In order to make 

such a case, one would e to account for life circumstances so substantially different 

to those of other narrators as to account for this extreme repression. 

1 suggest instead that both the physical expression of long-held same-sex desires 

and the sudden exploration of same-sex sexuality were elements of the construction of 

subjectivities. Some n ose or were able, 

to explore their s e-sex attractions upon first feeling them, whereas others may, 

because of lack of O ty or fear of consequences, have waited until later 

e a physical same-sex relationship. Subjectivity 

was under construction in e timing that was different. 
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Many of the narrators for this study had sexual relationships wi 

adopting a lesbian identity, and for some it was an enjoyable part of their sexual history. 

e who found heterosexual sex enjoyable, however, do not now define 

themselves as being bisexu in terms of identity. Rather, most see their op 

relationships as having occurred because heterosexuality was what was expected of 

women. Even if they enjoyed heterosexual sex, they suggest, and even if they cared 

deeply for male partners, they were really lesbians waiting to discover their true 

orientation. 

During World War II, Anne d frquently in college. She 

id not fully enjoy it. "1 don't think 1 ever had an 

was always under the i uence of alcohol. That's why 1 reall y can't remember much 

about them. 1 was always a bit pie-eyed, or 1 probably wouldn't have done it. 1 didn't 

enjoy it, no. These few that 1 chose to, in Los Angeles, but you 

wondered since, did 1 ever have an orgasm, and 1 doubt it. 1 doubt it. 1 mean, 1 enjoyed 

it, in a way, you , but I didn9t have what most people think of as, you 

great big orgasm." 119 

When asked who had k e n  the first woman she slept with, Anne said ' 

in college who was my roommate, she was the first one. We shared a , min beds, 

at the sorority house. One time she int ced me to lesbian sex ... We were both in our 

senior years, so I was about 21. So was she. We were seniors." It was the other 

woman who set the scene for the seduction: 

this guy I'd k e n  going with a lot and 
sex but sort of light sex with him. 1 really li 

1 don't thmk we ever had intercourse. 1 don 
much dnnking as 1 did, it's hard to remember. But 1 
ht and 1 don't know why, but that night, for s 
to go and got me into her side, her twin bed, 

e, personal interview, 1 May 1998. 
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, initiatecl me into it. H don't ow why she ail of a 
sudden decided to do that, but working up to it for a 
while or something. ut I was quite willing, 1 was quite willing.12* 

activity with men was not fully pleasurable, Anne 

suggests that she was more bisexual than lesbian in the 1940s. She continue 

years. She was not repulsed by them, unlike many of 

the n a m o r s  interviewed 

very attracted. ave orgasms with men should not be 

necessarily as meaning that she was not ly attracted to them. Anne did not have 

orgasms with most women either, and rarely allowed women to make love to her 

se they could rarely give her that kind of pleasure. 

- ack of experience of orgasm wi men or women cannot be said to bear any 

sexual orientation. After d l ,  if sexual orientation rested on the 

achievement of orgasm in sexual relationships, then many women- possibly the 

majority of women- would hardl y in a position to claim any sexual orientation at 

all. All those who "Say back and thought of the Empire,"l21 as Betty puts it, could not 

even be cdled heterosexud. 

It was women to whom Anne was primarily attracted, and with whom she 

enced the greater sex satisfaction. After her affair with her roommate, Anne 

fell in love, 

really in love, with someone when 
inger ... and 1 wanted to go to 

to even try anything, 

interview, 1 May 1998. 

interview, 28 Septeniber 1996. 



much interested in ut, um, so it wasn't 
until much later th 

Anne did not forrn a long-term relations ith a female partner until she met '"ïed," 

e lived for over a decade, 

While many of the women interview this study had desires for 

before 1965, and many had relationships wi , Anne is the only narrator to suggest 

that she was bisexual at thi nt in her life. Several factors may account for this. A 

major reason, and one whi ems for lesbian his s in the past, is the 

community hostility tow women which resulted in bisexual women 

either leaving the community or subsuming bisexual esires under a lesbian identity 

label. It is always much more ifficult to locate bisexual narrators than lesbian ones, as 

Kennedy and Davis found in the research that resulted in Boots of Leather , Slippers of 

. But it is also the case that a hierarchy used to in operation in some segments 

of the lesbian community between ' ure" lesbians- those who had never had sexual 

contact with a man-and those who had had heterosexual contact, making some 

lesbians reluctant to discuss "non-lesbian" behaviours. 

It is also the case that, in the period under study, bisexuality was not a category 

used in public discourse or medical inology. The dichotomization of 

heterosexuality and homosexuaiity most often resulted in bisexual behaviour 

ted as incipient homosexuality. While Alfred Kinsey might have been prepared 

to see sexuality as a continuum and to reveal the considerable amount of bisexual 

behaviour among Americans, few in ca were willing to see sarne-sex 

relationships as rneaning anything O 

It is likely, therefore, that many women who experience bisexual desires and ha 

bisexual sexual experiences ended up having to "choose" between heterosexualiQ an 

aving no bisexual identity category, community, or subcultural 

122 Anne, personal interview, 1 May 1998. 
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any bisexual women probably left the lesbian community to marry, 

ir same-sex desires, an many may have subsumed their op 

desires in order to remain in the lesbian community. 

Also im e coming out narrative itself, 

necessarily must discount earlier op rience as of lesser i 

as regresentative of conforrnity to heteron ativity. The focus in the coming out 

uct: the lesbian identity. Evidence of behaviour which 

that clear iden~ty  category must be ex ained away or excised so as to 

maintain the integrity of the presently-held identity. In such circumstances, few 

lesbians are gre to describe themselves as previously having been bisexual or 

heterosexual, preferring instead to portray heterosexual behaviour as a ste 

go through before they were strong enough to live as lesbians. 

I would be inclined to see seve of the narrators as bisexual in their attractions 

and desires in the riod under study, although none of them held to a bisexual identity 

at the time or since. This is not to Say that they were bisexual in any innate and 

essentialist sense, but rather that, fore 1965, they had attractions to both sexes and 

that their opposite-sex relationships could not said to be merely an acquiescence to 

heteronomative s S. CPearly, s e narrators - Anne, Reva, 

especiall y - had ite-sex relation ere nei ther unpleasant no 

repulsive. Compared to others amon , who attempted opposite-sex 

relationships and ex by them, or who experience 

sarne-sex attractions, these n m t o r s  may be said to have had bisexual attractions. To 

owledge this fact does not, in y way, undemine or negate the im 

stating clear lesbian identities in the present. 
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It has long been a peculiar and imtating tendency of 

community to ask what lesbians do in ere is actually some 

the question. In evaluating precisely what sexuai practices were own to the narrators, 

what gleasures they discovered, and when, and what behaviours were accep 

unacceptable to them, one can l e m  much t the amount of info 

they entered sexual relationships, the degree to which it was 

explore sexual desires in the absence of ge about sexuality, and the differences 

between Canadian lesbians' practices and those of their Amencan counte 

elming majority of little or no information 

nics of sexuaI expression, the nature of their 

in which different parts of the y could be used sexu 

through experimentation, to discover a wide range of s p-actices. Most moved 

very quickly from kissing to fondling to genital activity. Once reached, genital 

sexuality most often involved clitoral stimulation and vaginal penetration. For many, it 

d so  involved oral sex, and for a few, the use of dildos. And al1 this in an era of 

complete silence about the latter two practices especially. Lillian Faderrnan is right to 

suggest that many nineteenth-cen women must have intemalized the 

passionlessness they were said to represent. But 1 contend 

narrators were not necessarily that much more owledgeable about sexuality than were 

ough perhaps more aware than nineteenth-centus. women that they 

at to do with them until they trie 

The narrators were able to iscover and enjoy a wide range of sexual practi~es 

experimentation, in an era in whic some of their sexu practices - manual 

netration, oral sex, and use of dildos- were not discussed in available 

literature, which suggests that they located sensitive and pleasurable areas of t 

and explored various ways of stimulating m to the best of their imaginations and 
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bed and we'd gractise ... We really didn't have any clue."124 She does not a 

count this early expenmentation as sex, owever, suggesting that the first time she had 

a woman was when she ran away from 999 Queen Street, where she was 

when she was sixteen. 125 

Because of masturbation, aureen had some idea of physical pleasure from a 

young age: "1 was very aware of how my 

- any kmd of tou w with Carol it was just, 'oh, let's just slip out of Our 

pyjarn as...' You OW, just the cuddling, and at that point neither one of us even 

any breasts at all. .. but re was some touching, and 'what would it 

en realized even at this early age that she was using words about 

and was taking the lead. There was kissing and fondling, but "with Marilyn it became 

more than that. I nk she was interested in how her dy worked and, and yet was 

quite repressed. She's a very mild personality even now, and wouldn't have 

experimented on her own, and 1 think was quite pleased to have some 

how her body worked."l% 

Veronica's first lesbian experience was with a schoolfriend in the 1950s. During 

a sleegover at Veronica's house, they became ghysically intimate. She initially said that 

it was '3ust a lot of touching and carrying on and feeling a lot of, you know, very g 

things." The relationship continued until they both married. They were not dating as 

such, but rather would be drawn to each other whenever they were alone. They 

continued their sleepovers, 

And there was her , 1 'm sure. You 
... we're 16 years old. We were just so 

away, we could have carried on. An 
nd I'm sure her mother used to talk 

Arlene, LMH interview, 6 May 1987. 

125 Arlene, LMH interview, 6 May 1987. 

interview, 29 May 1998. 



Marilyn's aunt, whose daughter is [also a lesbian], she's out there. 

ow, and it was like, 

i t was wonderful. lm 

Veronica and Marilyn expenmented with sex to find out what they liked. "We weren't 

using vibrators, you know, it was as rnuch as one can do without contraptions," she 

said. 

uced to lesbian sexuality by a schoolfriend, wi out ever herself 

having had desires for other girls. She recounted one night in 1939 or 1940 when 

school ... she'd invite me over to her 
s out, and, um, we'd be in 
one that started fooling 

hed and it was fun as well as 
anything wrong with it, except I 

owing. But that probably went on for 

Jane was approximately thirteen at the time. It was her friend who made the 

first move, asking her "' ave you ever tried this?'," to which she replied "'No."' Next, 

touchmg myself, and, ah, she was doing the same. 1 thi 

s in her room. And, ah, s e wanted to touch me, and wanted me to touch 

and stuff. So it was, um, quite fun, really ... and we would laugh and 

y exploration, it was just the geni S." The encounter did not 

blossom into a long-term relati owever, as ~ a n e  discovered aspects of her 

friend's character that she fou 

she had some guys corne over, and, um, she was al1 set 
a get these guys and pet and, 

r a little while, and, um, 1 wasn't too 

interview, 27 September 1998. 

iew, 1 Oetober 1998. 
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with it. Anyvay, that was sort of that, and then 1 guess that 
part of that time left when 1 left school, and I really didn7t see 
for a long time. 129 

It was not the bisexual nature of the activity which disturbed Jane, but rather that her 

friend was interested in multiple partners at one time. Jane subsequently manied twice 

and had no further relationships until she c e out as a lesbian in the 1970s. 'This is 

what you were s sed to do," she commented. "You were supposed to grow up and 

ew were doing that." 

When 1 asked Magda how she and Gladys, the teacher who was her first female 

partner, would make love to each other, agda commented, 

, kissing is kissing, lips onto ligs, and certainly she wo 
ars, and believe it or not, 1 can't have anybody else do 

ow why, it's just a block. 1 can't do it any more. And 
fondled my breasts, and she caressed my entire 
gina area. And as a result, 1 had a very satisfyi 

1 $id the same to her, and she had one as well. And one of 
s about Gladys and my's relationship was that we both 

gether, and we most often did. We trained ourselves to 
we knew how much fondling each one of us needed to 
derful. But yeah, there was nothing that we did to 

each other that would ever, most of the time 1 term the whole thing as a 
missionary attitude toward sex. There was no tools, there was no play 

ng, it was just done wi ands or whatever, lip 
e even to this day 1 th at 1 can arouse some 

they c m  arouse me, without the tools and the playtoys, and 
more intense if you can do this, and when 1 make love, if so 
wants it, 1 will do it, and vice versa. So nothing is dirty or 
unapproachable in the love-making act to me. So to explain to you 
what 1 did is basically physical touching and feeling, um, conversatio 
words, tendemess, um, exgloring. Every part of the body was a sensu 
area 130 

mented with various sexual practices. Magda remarked, "Oh, sure. 1 

don9t think the expenmental stuff ever ends, because y 

area and there9s so many sensitive cells on it." Their 

sex, however. She was not aware of oral sex at this stage of her life. "An 

129 Jane, personal interview, 1 October 1998. 

interview, 29 September 1998. 



it's only happened a very few times with me. 1 think that's a very s i d  thing to do, 

and unless the [time] is right, unless the temperature of our 

is right, 1 think oral sex should be saved," she said.131 

Some women were e to gain sexual exgerience with rather less secrecy than 

d if one were still living at home. Some ur working-class lesbians were 

vantage of the availability of "no questions asked" cheap 

accommodation. Je regorted that, in the late 1 

could rent a roo on Centre Island if they wanted a private place to have sex: 'There 

were hotels there, y . There were two ... And at this 

Idn't even try to Ride it. We hold hands, neck in the theatre, we didn't try to 

hide it."132 They would also neck in the theatres in Toronto, where apparently no-one 

em. Another narrator s of renting rooms in Chinatown in Toronto. 

They would go 

To a r o m ,  usually in Chinatown, Cochrane Hotel, eh, and get it for 
what, 6 bucks a night, screw your brains out. There was a couple on 
Jarvis Street too...they didn9t ask questions. You paid your money and 
that was it. Sometimes 3 bucks a night, depending on where you went. 
A lot of us used to go to the Ford Hotel. The Ford Hotel in 
Chinatown. 133 

Before 1965, during her relationships with her roommate in college, the singer, 

and Ted, Anne's sexual experience with women '%as only, um, lovem 

, oral, it was only, you , hand and so forth. And 

er got into oral sex until much later, um, certainly not in the 40s or 50s. Even 

in the 60s, um, 1 thi more when I got to Regina [in 19651." She did not 

what to do from other sources, but rather from "instinct, 1 think, just 

ovenvhelming attraction to some W. I didn't read about that kin 

iew, 29 September 1998. 

Wistory interview, 16 November 1985. 

Nistory interview, 23 Novmber 1992. 
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at that time, at all, so 1 was just doing what came naturally, 1 guess." Regarding her 

partners, she said "if they ad any previous experience they would have 

than I did, and 1 think Ted had had at least one previous experience."l34 

made the first move. "I'm not sitive," she said. "As far 

as kissing, it might have been me, 1 ow. The rest of it was her." Their first kiss 

occurred at Phyl's artner's house, where she live wi th her mother and stepfather: 

after we finished p y, by this time it was like 11, they'd 
and we usudly, we9d sit and chat for a while. Then we, 

, we'd be between the 

extraordinary. 1 did 

ever in my life. 1 apologize.' And 1 said to her, 'just don't apologize, 
and we'll just keep going.' And that was it.135 

That first night comprised mainly kissing and fondling, neither of the women knowing 

very much about sexuality. Nothing about the evening shocked Phyl: 

See, nothing seemed extraordinary to me. It9s like, it9s not like one of 
these great stories where somebody al1 of a sudden realizes they're 
gay and whatever. It7s just that my person hadn't come along yet, 
now here they were and nothing seemed unusual to me, you know 

a close cal1 that occurred only a few months after they had been 

go with a couple of women that we worked 
gay, to Buffalo for the wee 
ver been there, so this w 
rst time I've been away 
at on the kissing bit. D 

interview, 1 May 1998. 

nterview, 28 September 1998. 

nterview, 28 Sep 







novel had the capacity to deprave an corrupt susceptible individuals, particularly 

children. The lesbian content of the novel, w le not its main focus, 

of the trial, the Crown Attorney arguing that the picture of lesbianism presented in the 

novel was an inviting one, while the defence atto that the book could serve 

as a cautionary e against lesbianis ether or not lesbians foun 

novels useful as sex manuals, the judicial system assumed that they would provide 

exactly the kind of inspiration Iesbians were Iooking for, and would even ins 

and women to become lesbians. 

In Reva9s opinion, "it was more the story [in the novels] than the explicit sex, 

how in the end some man saves [one of 

the women], and the other one is crushed, or commits suici e. They always had a ba 

ending, or almost always." She expandecf: 

They didn't really go into that much detail. They went into she 
undressed, her hot hands on her body kind of imagery, you know, the 
excitement ... but there was nothing, there was not very much to tell you 
how to proceed really. 1 don't think, in my recollection, 1 don't 
remember that 1 had any hot tips out of these books. They were just 
kind of build-up to the fact that this woman that allowed this other 
woman to actually touch her naked body, to kiss her al1 over, and you 
never exactly figured out how they got to the clirnaxing parts, but you 
got to use your imagination, I guess, if you could. 143 

Reva H. was the only one in their relationship who had 

experience. Even she found it "a little bit [scary]. 1 thought '1 what to do with 

George, 1 haven't got a clue what to do with her.' And, 1 don7t 

ng love is a natural thing. It really cleared up quickly enough. We found 

Our way to it easily enough." 

Pam's ignorance about sexual matters was a hindrance to her enjoyment of early 

relationships. "1 wouldn't let anyone even go near me," s e said. "1 just didn7t. 1, 

142 Mary Louise s ,  The Trouble With Normal, 158-165. 

143 Reva, personal interview, 5 August 1997. 



was fine, 1 made love, 1 wasn't made love to. 1 just couldn't ... 1 don't 

much later when 1 id meet with a woman e no for an answer, and 1 

thought, 'oh my, I've been doing wi out d l  this for so long. Poor 01 me."'l@ She di 

engage in ord  sex after that point, but did not ildo was, althoug 

was always too embarrassed to ask about them. She was 

lucky to be rescued from her ignorance by a lover who 

y and showed her what to do. When she revealed to h 

how to masturbate, her lover showed 

a gid one time had me on my ees, 1 was saymg 
said "weIeP1, let me show you." il1 never forget 

t you see, this was al1 before this gal 
w, just threw me r and then said this is it. Well, oh, 
er had that. A11 time, you know, it was like, I 

like rollin' around doin' nothin'. OW, 
when 1 think about it, thanks for the mernories, you 7 

things come back that I'd rather die of emb 

Pam lamented her ignorance and the lack of information she had had in the early days, 

commenting: "But it's true, it was stupid, 1 mean, we didn't 

There9s things today that someone will Say to me, 'did you know such and such?' 'No. 

Did you?' ‘Oh, 1 just found out.' So, you w, it was things that you never 

about - who did what with who, you know, it was just not said."l46 

does not think that she and her first prtner, the schoolgirl in Sout 

Africa, experimented sexually or that there was a learning curve. She knew what to do. 

She commented "No, I don't believe so. It just seemed to me quite an automatic thing." 

Her early lesbian experiences were not in the least problematic. R er, it was her later 

heterosexual activity that was 

interview, 30 September 1998. 

interview, 30 September 1998. 

interview, 30 September 1998. 



Oh no, it seemed the most natural thing in the world. 1 had difficulty 
rosexual relationships. That ly was close y0 d 

gland, but 1 had to find out this was about, 
with this married man that 1 had my most long-term heterosexu 

ationship with, um, 1 could think of a thousand excuses why we 
Id not be doing this. Y ou know, your wife is on the telephone. It 

was the idea of being terosexual that 1 was trying to achieve. The 
actual physlcd, lesbian side of it was the most ordinary thing for me 
that there was. 147 

"1 think 1 knew right from the beginning what 1 wanted to do," she said. "I'm sure 

grew a little more adept as times went on, but it never was a difficulg." Deborah7s 

testimony on the subject of exgenmentation is somewhat contradic 

at the girls did "try things" to see how they woul feel: "1 think it 

certainly became, does this feel g 

As mentioned in Chapter Two, Billie grew u 

unusual because her mother openly had affairs. She was not necessanly ta1 

sexuaiity, but she witnessed her mother with men on several occasions. She does 

remember that she was caught masturbahg and her mother explained to her that slhe 

should not do it, but she did not tell her why.148 Billie went out with men for a number 

of years before she became intimate with a woman, although she did not have full 

heterosexual intercourse. She was in the air force, and they were watche 

carefully. In addition, she was afraid of pregnancy and what it would do to her 

reputation. 

She does not remember well the first time that s made love with a woman, 

is sure that she did not make the first move: 

1'11 do this. 1 c 

147 Deborah, personal interview, 29 September 1998. 

Billie, personal interview, 23 Septemkr 1998. 
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airforce, came back, had an affair with her, and she showed me 
different things to do, and that9s the first time 1 think 1 actually 
participated. 1 thought you were just, 'ok, 1'11 lay here and enjoy this.' 

e one that actually, you ow, said to me, 'here's what 
you do. ' We spent hours and hours. 149 

The same woman introduced Billie to oral sex. 'The other women ad not done that," 

she said. 

And 1 found that intriguing, kcause 1 wanted to do that. Like, 1, she 
was a very clean woman, and she smelled like she just stepped out of a 

der on. That, a woman does that and walks by 
hat smell, that clean? And 1 found it really, 
thing. yes, 1 did find it, because 1 got into 

that which 1 found, and 1 wondered why the women before that hadn't 
done that. You know, it was just kind of a...we didn't 
those days. lS0 

ng was primarily manual stimulation and 

penetration. 

Oral sex or cunnilingus has been thought of as the quintessential lesbian sexu 

practice, but of course it is very commonplace in heterosexual activity as well. lS1 It 

was less common among lesbians before the 1970s than after, however, perhaps 

because the 1970s witnessed strong campaigns to educate women about their sexual 

the heakh and g ies. Oral sex was a surgrise 

sprung on Reva H. by her lover: 

1 knew that penetration wasn't gonna be part of this picture because we 
didn't have the equipment, but we had fingers 1 guess, 1 
think that's where it al1 led, initially. But 1 think soon 

we liked, what we didn't like, what felt 
d 1 remember the first time Reva sai 

u' 1 thought 'what9s that?' And 1 w 
is different.' 

e, personal interview, 23 September 1998. 

150 Billie, personal interview, 23 September 1998. 

lS1 Aüred Kinsey et al., SexuaI Behuvior in the Human Fernale, 257-8 & 467. Kinsey's data suggested 
experience and 46% with extensive mital 

their genitalia, and 16% and 43% respectively who had 
extensive sanie-sex relati 



: Now where did she.. .? 

Oral sex, I don't know where she got it from. I don7t ow if she got it 
out of her head or where or what. 

that was the phrase that go down on you? 
inteaected] I wonder wh e get that infonn 

think that's what she sai 't remember exactly, but that's what 
she wanted to do, and it was a new move. 1 was like 'oh, ok.'1S2 

They had been in a relationship for severai months before they reac 

of intimacy. "It came out of the blue," Reva sai 

Wasn't anything 1 read or heard about or w about, and in fact I 
hell Is she doing? What's 
of course, but I was kind 
hing I had done, even wi 

k. So 1 don't know where she got this, 
, because she read many of these 

ht have talked about it. 153 

1 sex was not part of their regular love-making, however. They tried it only a few 

times. 

Pat described her own u bringing as cold and inhibited, a point that was brought 

home to her when she began to date French-Canadian women. "A couple of French 

at I c m  think of," she sai 

I could honestly Say that they probably taught me an awful lot, because 
they weren't inhibited. 1 was, probably because 1 had come from such 
a cold, um, and like sex wasn9t discussed ... so there was a lot of, um, I 
was probably quite inhibited, when I think about it. And so, when 1 
was with these women, not al1 together but separately flaughs], they 
were mostly French-Canadian women, now that 1 think about 
they were very, very liberal and very open and sex was very i 
to them, and you llearned not to be so uptight about it. So, y 

w, 1 never thought about it 
e been uptight, really. But 

far as sex is concemed.19 

lS2 Reva, personal interview, 5 August 1997. 

interview, 5 August 1997. 

, personal interview, 24 September 1998. The degree to which Pat' 
beraiism of French-Canadians are aecurate is beyond the scope of 
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ractices the French-Canadian women taught her, but 

during a conversation about oral sex, so it might be reasonable to 

assume that that might have been one of them. 

After Pat returned to ontréal, she met Robyn. "Now, Robyn was much more 

than 1 was, " she sai 1 was eighteen, and 1 di 

ut she was quite ruthless. Perfect name, it was very 

was bisexual. Yes, she was. 1 learned a lot ... 1 guess, maybe it was 

Robyn, maybe that taught me mostly everything 1 knew. Before it was ail like puppy 

love kind of stuff, you 

do" has been made clear in several works 

on the working-class lesbian bar cultures of the early and mid-twentieth century. The 

most extensive of these, Boots of leather, Slippers of Gold, is a groundbreaking work 

that challenges lesbian-fe inist perceptions of the butch and femme women of the bar 

culture as uncritically imitative of heterosexudity. 1% The nature of the butch-fe 

community is explored more fully in Chapter Five. In t ems  of sexuality, it may be said 

that the butch-femme relationship was a comglex dyad in which normative 

heterosexudity was sometimes copied, but often was subverted. Kennedy 

at the butch-femme relationship created and expressed "a distinctive lesbian 

eroticism."l57 While the butch woman was presumed to the physically active 

partner, the "doer" and the leader, her role was to please the femme woman. Unlike 

normative sexuality in the stwar era, the butch-femme erotic emphasized the feminine 

interview, 24 Septemba 1998. The hostility towards bisexuals is discussed in Chapter 

156 EZizabeth Lapovsky Kennedy and Madeline D. Davis, Boots of Leather, Slippers of Gold. 
ly published by Routledge in 1993. 

Kennedy and Madeline D. Davis, Boots of leather, Slippers of Gold, 19 1 .  
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partner's pleasure as primary. The butch woman found her pleasure in pleasing the 

femme woman. The latter was not merely receptive; the femme woman actively sought 

her own pleasure. 

at the butch-femme sexual relationship 

th imitated and trans eterosexual patte S. It would be naive to suggest 

e butch-femme relationship always operated in this transformative m 

that butches never ado e less noble aspects of masculin@; there were, in 

the relationships among Buffalo women, many instances of abuse. Kennedy and Davis 

do illustrate, however, that it was in the working-class, butch-femme lesbian 

women's sexual autonomy and pleasure was first promoted, decades 

before lesblan-femlnists would write a 

Davis interviewe a wide range of lesbians in Buffalo, New York 

their sexual practices in the decades before the 1970s. most popular sexual 

practices were dyking, or tribadism, manual stimulation, and O sex. Only some of 

the women used dildos; most viewed them as unnecessary to femaie pleasure. One of 

the most significant aspects of thelr research is the revelation that there were a large 

number of "stone" butches or "untouchables" in the Buffalo community. 159 The 

women Kennedy and Davis interviewed varied widely in their degree of knowledge 

ing what they wanted to do from a very young age and some 

e of lovers and friends in the gaining of sexual skills. 

In terms of sexuality, Canadian butches and femmes operated with the same 

roles as did American ones. Arlene commented, "Oh, usually, the butc 

everything. Y ou ow. Femmes got to lay there an enjoy everything."160 Con 

zabeth Lapovsky Kennedy and Madeline D. Davis, Boots of Leather. Slippers of Gold, 192. 

159 A stone butch was a lesbian who did not and who obtained the entirety of 
pleasure in the act of s 

achieve orgasm without king touched. Hizabeth Lapovsky Kennedy and Madeline D. Davis, Boots of 
Leather, Slippers of Gold, 208-209. 

inteMew , 6 May 1987. 
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the kind of butch mentoring described in ots of leather, Slippers of Gold and in the 

novel Stone Butc er, butches in canada seemed not to be given any 

instruction in the haviour, sexual and otherwise, of the butch. 161 "I3aby 

to fend for themselves. Arlene commente 

ad her first sexual experience, whic 

tch woman Arlene had met when she was a 

, did not discuss sex with her: "As far as sex 

was concemed i t was find out on your own. We ked about - it was more like locker- 

k: 'Oh pick her up, she's g ,' this kind of stuff. Nothing ever really really 

rsonal. It just - it was there. It was that simple," she said. "1 

ew, and I've heard that from a lot of peopIe."l6* 

ew what they wanted sexually. Arlene did not 

talked about sex either: "1 don't ow. It worked. It was just there. And I've heard this 

ople-19ve asked the same question of a lot of people, and same thing: it 

was there. They knew what they wanted, and once they got in bed, they knew what to 

w that's strange."l@ 

Butch and femme roIes were not always rigid, however. Some lesbians moved 

between calegories. Arlene changed from the butch to the femme role when she moved 

in with a woman who was still living with her common-law husband. At first the 

relationship was platonic. The reversal of roles for Arlene changed when the 

relationship became sexual: '"ne thing 1 other and we ended up in bed. And she 

ed to me very calmly an 1 can do this better than you.' 

e! No big moral decision, no nothing; it was just: ok. It was just 

Leslie Feinberg, Stone Butch Blues: A Novel (New York: Firebrand, 1993). 

interview, 6 May 1987. 

interview, 6 May 1987. 
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like that: bang. And we liv . So something worked." T 

was a satisfying one, and was often "50-50": 

Not al1 the time. There were times when she just - 'Don't touch me. 
Let me do it all.' But there were other times when there was real, real 

tween the two of us. Y ou'd think: 
Okay, but what you do to 
sband was then a friend, h 

we thought, Okay, let's try it. And 
O to me, I do to you, and when you Say stop 

very quickly. And -- she started to chicken out: 
going to do this.' And 1 said, 'Oh yes 1 am. 

you, in this one.' And it was the same 
't like it; you don9t do it ag 

're living with so 
and Say, 'Aren't you getting bored?' And 

?' The longer you're with 
them, the better things gel. And 

After she e a femme, Arlene began to be more critical of the sexual 

aloofness of butches. She remarked that "Well they seemed not to want to be touched. 

We'll do to you, but you won't touch us. Which 1 thought was lund of stupid. 1 

couldn't see Row they were getting that much out of it." She did not k to them about 

it, however. "ïhat's just the way things were," she said. "There was no sense in sitting 

down and discussing it. It was the way they felt; that's the way things were. Even now, 

if you bang into a few of the older ones, they'll Say 'It took me years. ' A couple of 

them, it would be may three or four years before they'd let some 

And then they'd curse themselves: 'My god, now I know what 1 was missing."' When 

asked if butches ad orgasms, she said 'They'd claim they did. Without k i n g  touched. 

They could have orgasms; they just didn't want you touching them. And tome, it never 

made sense."165 

inology in Canada to describe "stone" butches, 

Jan replied "Yeah. Not stone butches. You' just Say 'She's really dike, man.' You 

interview, 6 May 1987. 

interview, 6 May 1987. 
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didn't like the word dike, because if you're a dike you used to use a dike [a dildo], 

"166 Arlene agreed that there were some bu es who preferred to do al1 the love- 

g. She remarked that k i n g  butch "was a sexual thing for a lot of people. There 

ers."167 None of the narrators for this study identified as stone 

there are for the 

having a brief affair with one in the States: "And some butches, 

touch me." Isn't at a fact? Going back to that one-night stand 

e would not let me touch her. She was one of those. She was, 

t it now. No, she didn't want me touchin' her fanny. That slays 

Anne tended to prefer to make love to women rather than to dlow them to make 

love to her, yet she did not identify as a stone . Few women were able to please 

her sexually. "1 did most of it," she reported, " ere were very few, there were 

some that who really were at making love to me, but a lot of them weren't. 1 sort 

I guess. 1 didn9t like someone else making love to me unless, well, 

unless they were in some way exceptional, you know." She remembered a notable 

exception to this general rule: 

1 remember, um, with another woman that 1 had an affair with who was 
from Chicago, this is one 1 haven't even mentioned, but she and 1 had a 
short, we had one night together in New York when 
in New York and 1 was in New York. And we went 
she was the kind who absolutely wouldn' 
wanted to make love to me, but she said ' 
that' you know, '1 don't like it.' And so 1 

a little like that, you kmw, with some people. But 
e they just were incapable.169 

Group interview, Lesbians story interviews, 19 October 1985. 

interview, 6 May 1987. 

interview, 24 September 1998. 

interview, 1 May 1998. 



She was not repulsed by women making love to her. "It was only if 1 

somehow either felt they didn't want to do it or they weren9t very g 

something that then I'd just, you know, 1 didn't want 'em to try. In a way, it was more 

sensitivity to their feelings 

There also seems to have k e n  much less use of dildos in the Canadian lesbian 

community than occurred in the United States in the 1950s and 1960s. Most of the 

narrators had never heard of a ildo until very recently. Billie was one of the few to 

have been introduced to this particular sexual practice in the 1960s by one of her more 

partners. "She expenmented with everything," illie said. "1 won? go 

1, but everything. Oral sex, instniments, the whole 

well, maybe that's what kept me going back for another lesson. But 1 never met, in my 

span in the 60s and 50s, 60s and 70s even, 1 don't think 1 met too many women 

ildo or would Wear, one had a vibrator, but that's 

woman owned her own dildo, made of rubber, and also had a vibrator. Billie 

commented, "it was funny, because she was very tasteful about it. She didn7t want to 

offend me, but she wanted to try these things and show me what they could be like, and 

1 thought 'ok, 1 can do this."'170 

Neither of the two Revas knew anything about dildos, and they did not use them 

in their sexual relationship. "Never heard of em," Reva W. said, "was not familiar 

-timey butches were into that. 1 think they used to Wear 

them al1 the time sometimes, under their jeans so they'd look, 1 don9t 

or whatever. Ah, no, since I was a soft butch, I never t dildos ever, you 

know."l71 Nor did she remember any of the novels mentioning dildos. Reva describes 

ie, personal interview, 23 September 1998. 

171 A soft butch was a lesbian w 
degree as those who held to fm 
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eir entire sexual encounter as based on "'how do you do this?,' uh, 'let's try this,' 

'ok,' 'that fePt good, let's try that.' And sometimes we talked 

occurred like sponhneous combustion, you 

to see if this would work, that woul 

is was somewhat scathing about the use of di1 

developed a satisfying sexual relations g quite quickly. "Well, we US 

owledged, "and well, um, the other thing-cunnilingus, 

their relationship, they experimented further. Lois commented, "of course, maybe 

y expenmented with a dildo, but they idn't work. At least, they 

to my satisfaction. I don't one or two things like that once or mice, 

but we never really ... It was enough to satisfy each other, that was al1 we did."173 

In neither of Deborah's early lesbian relationships was any fo 

other sex toy used. De did not become fa liar with dildos until the 1970s, when 

she was socializing with a larger lesbian community and came to 

couple, who would produce the dildos in the late evening." "At parties?," 1 asked. "Oh 

yes, " she said, '"at the drop of a hat, and throw them around and discuss them. l[ mean, 

and completely and totally upset older women at time, so-say 1 was in my late 

thirties-maybe [they were] fifty, who would just get up and leave, but, 1 mean, 

ngs we just chucked around as toys and thought it was terribly funny. 1 think 

Ily used it, and, but every y else just screarned wi 

's earlier sexual ractices did, however, include 

ractices did not include the use of dildos. 

what a dildo was, " she said. "Ok, it 

oral sex is fine wi me, it was great, never went into using 

iew ,5 Augus t 1997. 

ew, 3 October 1998. 

iew, 29 September 1998. 



have hangups about d l  this leathery bit." She did not know about oral sex when she 

was growing up, but remarked about it that "nothing's been strange to me. No, that 

wouldn't have been discussed, for sure, that would not be discussed ... 1 loved it d l ,  1 

wked me, no. It didn't. In fact 1 felt just wonderful that 

happened." 175 

It was when Pat lived in New York that she was exposed to a broader lesbian 

communiv, and she was int ced to new sexual gractices. She found New Y 

be very different to Montréal: 

In New York, 1 across the apparatuses and the different, 1 mean 
the different, th re much more butch and femme in New York city 
than it was in Montréal. It was more pronounced in the Villa 
York when 1 was the 

really didn't make a big deal out of it. 176 

In the absence of much wider research, it is impossible to Say wi 

wlhether or not Canadian lesbians as a whole were less likely to be stone butches or to 

use dildos than were American lesbians. Evidence from this small study suggests that 

this was the case, but a wider range of lesbians would have to be interviewed to ensure 

at customs of class and race do not account for some of hostility of Canadian 

lesbians to these practices. A higher prevalence of butchlfemme roles, stone 

identity, and use of dildos in the Unite States may be accounted for simpl y by 

owever. After all, urban subcultures of lesbians had been in existence 

in the US since at least the 1920s, whereas in C a such wmmunities were just 

175 Phyl, personal interview, 28 Septernber 1998. 

interview, 24 Septernber 1998. 
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ginning to form during the Second World War. Subcultural noms which 

become more widespread, if not hegemonic, among certain groups of lesbians in 

American cities did not have the s mount of time in which to take hold in Cana 

before second-wave fe erground because of their allegedly 

atriarchal nature.ln 

The evidence discussed in this chapter shows that historians must be careful 

when making generalizations about the degree to 

sexual relationships wi 

ere fully to agree with Fademan that women in the era of the 

romantic friendships were unlikely to have explored a genital sexuality, one may risk 

ignoring evidence which suggests that a behaviour can oecur in the absence of a 

language to describe i t. Many of women in this study were only marginally more 

knowledgeable about female sexuality than the women Faderman discusses would have 

been, yet they managed to form sexual relationships and to explore geni 

with each other. If this can be shown to be the case in the early twentieth century, when 

still very little information was available to young women-even though women were 

now at least assumed to be sexual-then we ought also to be careful about assuming 

too much ignorance in earlier historical subjects. Offering up the women in 

as necessarily more owledgeable does both groups a disservice, for it undemines the 

tential for earlier women to have explored their sexuality even 

sed to own one, and it fails to recognize the significance of the achievement later 

women made in finding r sexuality in a period shll under a veil of silence about 

lesbianism. 
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This study also suggests that a wide variety of sexual practices featured in the 

Canadian lesbian an bisexual landscap before second-wave feminism, yet it d s o  

suggests that some practices and roles may have been less prev ent in Canada than in 

the United States. The most c on sexual practices beyond necking were 

dation, and vagin etration. Oral sex and the use of dildos for 

penetralion were rather less common. Al1 of these practices, when occurring between 

women, were d by the wider cul re, and the narrators were aware, at least on a 

sulonscious level, that w at they were doing was regarded as unnatu 

eventually followed their desires an social noms. 

And what of sexu activity and subjectivity? T e narrators descri 

discovery of sexual relationships with women in tenns expressing a sense of coming 

ness, and of rightness. Those who had had some heterosexual 

and described it either as u atural and uncomfortable, or as 

pleasurable but not as pleasurable or as intense as sexual activity with women. Even 

those who had no heterosexual exgerience, and thus no point of comparison, expressed 

the feeling of naturalness in their same-sex relationships. 

For young women growing up with desires they were not supposed to have, the 

first experience of sexuality muld be even more stressful than for young heterosexuals. 

Eveiryone must face the fear of re~eetion, feelings of sexual ineptitude, and concerns 

about whether or not sexud activity is ate. Young lesbians had also to face the 

fear of exposure-that the potential rejection would not just be of 

er social isolation on the basis of sexuality. The risk of losing fnen 

e target of gossip d harassment was considerable. That they took this 

en if they did not initiate it, suggests great courage. But there was much at 

srake, for these women were expressing a developing subjectivity based on their 

attra~tion to women. That attraction could be repress , silence4 or shelve 

ause of heteron case of al1 these w 
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expressed physically with another woman. When and how that occu 

e development of subjectivity, for it was in that moment of first same-sex 

Pntimacy, mutually sh rs received crucial affï 

sexuality. When combined wi th emotional relationship, physical intimacy was a 

powerful factor in eir awareness of eir difference from other girls and women, but 

also of their shared desires for other women. 

apter Two, 1 suggested that, for those n 

relationships when they were Young, emotional intimacy was a crucial factor in the 

fornation of subjectivity, perhaps even more im 

should not underestimate the im 

explorations of sexuality and later explorations and expansions of sexu 

e-sex relationships as well as opgosite-sex ones, markers of adul 

of a sort into a new stage of life. T at passage could take place early in life or late, but 

in either case it was a crucial part of many narrators' construction of a coherent 

subjectivity. In this way, physical intimacy was the outward expression of a lesbian 

subjectivity but also helped to it. More than simply the result or  end 

subjectivity development, physical sexuality solidified desires and emotional 

connections to contribute to narrators' sense of a whole self. 



In his magnum opus Studies in the Psychology of Sex, the first parts of which 

were published in 1898, Havelock Ellis wrote that the movement for women's 

emancipation was "on the whole, a wholesome and inevitable movement. But it carries 

with it certain disadvantages."l The main disadvantage, in his view, was that "having 

been taught independence of men and disdain for the old theory which placed women in 

the moated grange of the home to sigh for a man who never cornes, a tendency develops 

for women to carry this independence still farther and to find love where they find work." 

While Ellis was In many ways more liberal in his acceptance of feminism than were most 

men of his era, he nevertheless fell prey to a common assumption about its effects: that 

women's emancipation resulted for some in lesbianism. The women's movement could 

not, he argued, directly cause sexud inversion, but it could "develop the germs of it."2 

In one sense, Ellis was right. The coming together of large numbers of women in 

the workplaee, in higher education, in "bohemian" movements, and, indeed, in feminism 

did give women the opgo ty to form intimate relationships with each other. As 

sexual women, or the various kinds of female "sexual inverts9' as they 

were cdled in Ellis' day, came together in same-sex environments, they were able to 

e fimt time that they were not alone. The workplaces, the universities and 

colleges, the parties and the politicai groups were al1 sites for the establishment of same- 

sex relationships tween women. Much as there is today at least a smdl grain of truth in 

the claim that departments of women's studies "breed" lesbianism, in that they provide a 

space in which women already questioning their sexuality can find others like themselves, 

Havelock Ellis, Studies in the Psychology of Sex Vol. 1 (New York: Random House, 1937), 262. 

Havelock ]Ellis, Studies in the Psychology of Sex Vol. 1 ,  262. 
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the early twentieth-century fears about the possibility of lesbian relationships forming in 

single-sex environments were not completely groundless. Between the 

êentury and the intenvar period, such environments became increasingly suspect in the 

eyes of many; for women attracted to other women, they were worlds of opportunity. 

This chapter analyses female same-sex relationships between 1910 and 1965, 

focusing particularly on the ways in which women established and maintained 

relationships. 1 will demonstrate that the school and the workplace were im 

for the formation of relationships between women, groviding as they did numerous 

opportunities for sanie-sex soclal contacts, the like of which disappeared for many 

heterosexual women upon marriage. Through these contacts, women fonned both brief 

and long-term relationships with each other, sometimes living relatively openly within 

lesbian cornmunitles, but often living very clos in the presence of heterosexuals. 

In many ways, same-sex relationships d in ways similar to 

heterosexual ones. The rules of courtship and romance were largely the sarne, as lesbians 

and bisexual women were indoctrin in precisely the same standards of behaviour as 

were heterosexual women. Relationships between women before 1965 also faced many 

of the same difficullties f a c d  by heterosexual couples. The evidence discussed in this 

chapter reveals that, while most lesbian relationships were positive ones, abuse, both 

physical and verbal, was present in the lesbian community and was often linked, at least 

in the minds of those interviewed, to the use of alcohol and drugs. Infidelity caused grief 

and the end of relationships. In s regard also, some relationships between women 

were not necessarily very different from heterosexual relationships. at was different, 

of course, was the pressure on relationships of homophobia and the consequent 

Relationships between women could not be lived openly 

without fear of reprisals, and while a life of secrecy had its own peculiar thrills, it 

ultimately placed great pressure on the women concerned and limited 

their social worlds and the depth of their relationships with 





could visualize themselves as completely separate from their families of origin. That 

discourse would not arise until the lesbian-feminist movement of the 1970s and 1980s 

posited the possibility of lesbian utopias and lives lived in separation both from men and 

from homophobic families. The evidence for this study suggests, tentatively, that except 

in the most extreme cases of family antipathy, lesbians in the first half of the twentieth 

Gentury generall y maintained greater- although still difficult- relationships with their 

families of origin than did lesbians in later decades. 

Both family and romantic relationships, and esp ia l ly  those occurring early in 

directly on subjectivity. It is in their descriptions of their relationships with their 

families, and in their accounts of their first crushes on and relationships with girls or 

women, that one can see the development of the subjectivities of the women diseussed in 

this study. Many of them began to fonn attractions towards other girls, and some 

to feel that they di8 not fit prevailing gender norms, as young children. They were 

aware, al1 of them, that they were eventually suppsed to develop relationships with boys 

and men, and that they were suppsed to be feminine. Awareness of difference from the 

n o m  in these respects led these women to conceal from their families and the broader 

society those aspects of themselves they were aware woul result in negative reactions. 

Although these women did not "corne outv' in a modern sense, they nevertheless gained 

subjectivities based on their sexuality because of the negotiation between their desires, 

their actions, and public notions of acceptable and unacceptable sexuality. 

It is in the relationship between same-sex attractions and these women's self- 

descriptions and aceounts of relationships with partners and families that one sees most 

clearly the importance of particular life events in the narrative structures common among 

lesbians. Relationships are among the most im t milestones or signal events in 

many of these stories. The first awareness of same-sex attraction taking the forrn of a 

crush on another girl or a tacher, the first exploration of that attraction in a physical 

sense, the first full sexual experience, the first reai lesbian relationship-al1 of these 



"firsts9' are remembered in considerable detail compared to other aspects of personal 

history. They imply the entrance of the individual into a new chapter of subjectivity, in 

which an inherent aspect of self is realized consciously for the first time, or is 

significantly affirmed and thus rei 

The movement from feelings of difference without a language to express that 

difference, to awareness of attraction and desire to act on it, to the knowledge of a shared 

experience and a shared difference emerges in many of these women7s stories. This 

chapter will assess the importance of these particular life events in the narrators' 

constructions of self, and will argue that lesbian narratives about relationships convey a 

sense of "coming home" to one's real, true, and essential sexuality. And while 1 do not 

myself agree with the view that each individual does have an innate and essential sexual 

orientation, 1 ledge in this chapter the im rtance of such narrative structure in the 

narrators9 senses of themselves in relation to the world and in the campaigning for îegal 

rights and social tolerance. 

The few sources attesting to the existence of lesbian relationships in the early 

twentieth century, before the creation of the culture in Canada, corne almost 

exclusively from the middle class. Because a public lesbian community, in the form of 

the bar scene, was established later in Canada than in the United States, we do not have 

at would allow the lund of analysis of working-class lesbian li 

1940 that is found in the two major works in the field, Lillian Faderman's 

Twilight Lovers and Kennedy and Davis' Boots of Leather, Slippers of Gold.3 Our 

, Odd Girls and Twilight Lovers: A History of Lesbian Life in Twentieth-Century 
Amenca (New York: Penguin, 1991); Elizabeth Lapovsky Kennedy and Madeline D. Davis, Boots of 
Leather, Slippers of Gold: The History of a Lesbian Cammunity (New York and London: Routledge, 
1993). 



perspective on lesbian life before the rise of the bar culture in Canada is therefore skewed 

sornewhat in favour of middle-class experiences and perspectives. In this first section, 1 

examine several sets of written documents gertaining to relationships between women. 

These relationships al1 commenced before the Second World War and the women 

involved in them are long deceased. The documents were al1 written by middle-class 

women and reflect a distinct] y midde-class perspective and language. 

The collection of letters between Frie Fraser and Bud Williams is the largest thus 

far in Canadian lesbian history. As mentioned in Chapters Two and Three, their 

relationship embodies the twentieth-century version of the middle-class romantic 

friendship, yet with a clearly ghys id  element. It also reveals the emotional hardships 

women had to endure in order to be with one another, and it clearly illustrates the depth of 

lesbian passion. The Fraser-Williams relationship was emotionally effusive, physic 

passionate, humorous, and self-aware. The letters are replete with such tenns of 

endearment as "my lamb," "lambie,"and "darling." 

Writing almost daily when possible, Bud and Frieda discussed not only their jobs, 

friends, and family events, but also the nature of their relationship, socie 

towards relationships between women, their future together, and their families' 

opposition to their relationship. While ey do not analyse their own coming to 

awareness of their sexual orientation, their discussions of relationships with friends and 

family and the continuous expression of the tenns of their own relationship 

of "rightness" and "naturalness" not unlike that expressed in the more recent O 

testimonies used for this study. The Fraser-Williams letters also reve 

both sides, of subjectivity ed on sexual orientation; their awareness of their difference 

from other women, their resistance to mietai  attitudes towards relationships 

women, and their passionate cornmitment to a long-tenn relationship clearly indicate that 

they were self-aware. In this section of the chapter, I analyse both the ways in which the 

women write to each other and construct their relationship, and how their relationshi 



defined and strengthened in the face of antagonism from others, most notably family 

members.4 

The two women constantly flatter each other, Bud being the more expressive of the 

two In this regard. Writing to Frieda for her birthday in 1925, for example, Bud said 

"My dear - This carries my best wishes for to-monow and al1 my love to you. 1 am quite 

used to your getting older as you are doing it so nicely. And it is nice to have you catch 

up to me again - 1 am not so lonely. I shall burn two candles for you to-monow - one as 

a bribe for the future and one to Say thank-you for the past ...." She continued, 

flirtatiously, "1 h o p  you're liking the great out-of-doors - please don't pick up a he- 

man!"5 She would ask of Frieda, later in 1925, "Do you think we'll get over liking each 

other in time? It might be simpler in heaps of ways but 1 couldn't conceive of a worse 

calamity than to sto loving you, to look at [it] from a purely selfish nt of view. O my 

dear, I've an awful lot to thank you for - especially for showing me what affection is."6 

Bud's feelings for Frieda sometimes affected the way she interacted with other people. "1 

like it most of the time," she said, 

because it is not enough to be really painful, but quite often 1 get took! It 
d rather inconvenient sometimes. 1 begin to be so 
. Mollie understands so that when 1 kiss her when 

and try to wait on her hand and foot, she doesn't 
that I have taken leave of my senses, but is nice and sympathetic 

back But with other people, it is not so simple and makes life very 
much more complicated. But 19ve t dd  you about it before. 1 wish I 
could explain that 1 'm not k i n g  nice and affectionate because of any 
feelings I have for them but because 1 like someone else rather hard.7 

Their relationships with family m cussed more fully in the next section of 
y memkrs are simply a force odation and negotiation in the relationship, but 

which aiso ultimately strengthens rather than undermining it. 

University of Toronto Archives (UTA), Fraser F a d y  Personai Records, sous-fonds II, Box 010, File 
03, Edith Bickerton Williams to Frieda Fraser, 29 August 1925. 

y Personal Records, sous-fonds II, Box 010, File 03, Edith Bickerton Williams to 
Frieda Fraser, 2 November 1925. 

UTA, Fraser Family Personal Records, sous-fonds II, Box 010, File 03, Edith Bickerton Williams to 
Frieda Fraser, 29 December 1925. 



The depth of their feelings for one another is expressed in many letters. In 1926, 

Bud wrote "1 didn't ow that it was ]possible to miss anyone so much, or that 1 could 

love you quite so violently. On having had it happa,  I could go on doing it indefinitely 

without slowing down a bit." Regarding their future together, she said "The end of our 

second four years expires this year - what about a new base and for how long? It be 

amusing to see what we are up to in another eight years - 34, Frieda! And what will we 

have done?" Bud's consideration of their having a future together suggests that 

her subjectivity was based on her relationship to Frieda. Frieda also missed Bud, writing 

the previous year "It is a most extraordinary gement this system of partnership. I 

suppose it shows the adaptability of the human organism. I didn't redise till lately how 

much I need you & depend on you & still, or rather because of it I rely much more on 

myself than without you. 1s that clear? It so ds rather cocky but it isn't ~ery. '~g 

In their correspondence, Frieda and Bud often spoke of their relationship in terms 

of a "Valley", which appears to refer to an imaginary or symbolic and idyllic place in 

which their love is expressed fully. "Frieda dear," wrote Bud, 

I've t r i 4  and tried and I can9t write about the valley. I've written pages and 
then tom them up because they don9 t Say at al1 what I mean. Y ou are a very 
understanding person, but when 1 read it over, it doesn't convey what 1 mean 
even to me, so I don9t thlnk it would to you.10 

lFneda had similar difficulty describing the valley, but in both cases the descriptions offer 

images of a tranquil and almost ethereal place in which the emotions between the two 

women surrounded them, communication was almost telepathic, and the criticism of 

others was absent. The conjuring up of such an imagined place in which to express their 

love rnight suggest to the reader a fonn of resistance to dominant discourse, in the sense 

UTA, Fraser Family Personal Records, sous-fonds II, Box 010, File 04, Edith Bickerton Williams to 
Frieda Fraser, 6 Fe 1926. 

y Personal Records, sous-fonds III, Box 036, File 06, Frieda Fraser to Edith 
Bickerton WilIiams, 10 July 1925. 

y Personal Records, sous-fonds II, Box 010, File 03, Edith Bickerton Williams to 
Frieda Fraser, 28 November 1925. 
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that Frieda and Bud created for themselves an ideal world in which their love was not an 

issue, a world sadly lacking in their real lives. 

The valley formed an important part of both their subjectivities in that it was a 

mutually constructed oasis in a homophobic world. This might be thought of as a 

couple's version of what Nan Enstad, using James C. Scott, calls a 'bdden transcript," a 

"cultural [practice] and knowledge ... not visible to those in er."ll Enstad is referring 

to broad cultural practices on the part of subordinate groups who are denied a public 

voice, but the resistant subjectivities she s of can also generate individual practices 

to produce similar effects. Although created because of social marginalization, and 

litical resistance, the valley served for Frieda and Bud as 

discourse of resistance and as a vision of a different world, in which their relationship 

was allowed to 

occasions, Bud wrote to Frieda concerning her thoughts on other 

women's emotional relationships. While in Britain, it seems that she grew to 

several lesbian couples, some of whom she compared to herself and Frieda. Once, she 

wmte to Frie 

Helen and 1 sat up last night until three 09clock discussing likmg 
etc. I'm awfully sony for her, the poor lamb. She likes her famil 
well, but 1 don't think she really knows much about loving and doesn't 
love anyone at all. 1 can't think of anything worse, and yet think of the 
millions of people who do it. She was telling me about Esther and Lucie 
and how devoted they are, which even Helen couldn't miss. And they 
seemed to have worked it out rather well. Th awfully happy 
together and seem to consider it a permanent ement-at least, 
Lucie does, 1 am sure. .. . l a  

Later in 1925, Bud wrote to Fri about her friend Mollie, who one night "began 

to tell me about Edith Clarke, to whom she is devoted. She had never said much about 

her before, and that little very casually, but 1 had gathered that she rather liked her. 

Nan Enstad, Ladies of labor, Girls of Adventure, 121. 

y Personal Records, sous-fonds II, Box 010, File 03, Edith Bickerton Williams to 
Frieda Fraser, 5 Novernber 1925. 



However last night she embarked on the whole e- their families don9t like it and 

wants to come to London to be with Moll, so there is a devil of a row going on." Bud, in 

response, told Mollie about her relationship with Frieda. She asked of Frieda, 

Do you mind my telling Mollie? 1 have never wanted to talk about you at 
all, but when 1 got started, she was so interested and was rather keen to 
know because in some ways we are a bit farther on. They have had just 
the same difficulties with their families, but they really had more time 
before they got on their ears. Edith and M. lived together here for a bit 
before there was any opposition, but E. was il1 and had to go back to 
Jamaica, and since then their families have got irate.13 

The phrase "we are a bit farther on" can be interpreted in two ways. The first, obviously, 

is simply one of duration of the relationship, and suggests that Mollie sought Bud's 

advice because Bud and Frieda's relationship was the longer of the two. Also in evidence 

here, however, is a more qualitative suggestion of exwence .  Bud was able to offer 

Mollie her advice about family co icts over same-sex relationships because she and 

Frieda had gained considerable experience in this area in the preceding years. Bud's 

owldgement of this exgerience and of her capacity as an advisor should be taken to 

reveal an awareness of the nature of her relationship with Frieda and of its contradiction 

of dominant noms. In her conversation with Mollie, Bud acted as self-aware sage or 

elder stateswoman for relationships between women. Here Bud acknowledged her own 

subjectivity by mnceiving of herself as someone able to give advice on s 

relationships, and that subjectivity was affirmed by Mollie's acceptance of her expertise 

on the subject. 

It would appear that in late 1925, Bud and Frieda toyed with the idea of Frieda 

forming another relationship in Bud's absence. Bud had suggested that Frieda get to 

ow a woman calle Gwyn. Bud was initially surprised at the connection that was 

e two, writing "I'm glad you think she is lovely - 1 O, of course, but 

l3 UTA, Fraser Family Personal Records, sous-fonds II, Box 010, File 03, Edith Bickerton Williams to 
Frieda Fmser, 14 December 1925. 



I'm always afraid that it is because 1 like her so much, and discount something. But I 

was not prepared to find you so impressed ...."14 She further commented, 

17m thrilled to death that you could love Gwyn - please do! 1 can't think 
of a nicer combination of people and it would be so nice for me. ..I 
couldn't ask for anything more than to have Gwyn my successor, and to 
be loved by you is the b s t  thing 1 could wish for her. O my darling, 
how pleasant it would be!...My ing lamb, the more I think of you 
and Owyn, the nicer it is - do manage it, flease!ls 

Whatever Bud9s statements of encouragement, it is clear that she was not 

necessarily very pleased about Frieda meeting someone else. While wishing Frieda 

happiness, and thus being willing to be "succeeded," Bud became personally rather 

insecure when it appeared that a close relationship between Frieda and Gwyn might in 

fact occur. She began to see in Fneda's behaviour changes which might or might not 

have occurred, the cause of which was the relationship with Gwyn. Wer concerns are 

revealed in a further letter in which she asks 

1s there anything the matter? The last little bit, you have been different 
when 1 have come to see you. Is it that my successor is in sight? You are 
just as nice as ever, but a little up with something that you're not 
letting me in on. If it is my successor, 1 am quite prepared to love her 
too, even if it isn't Gwyn.16 

In time, Bud and Frie realized that Gwyn was critical of their relationship. 

reported to Frieda that "apart from your k i n g  a friend of mine, she likes you, but her 

whole idea of you is somewhat distorted by the peculiar idea she has of Our friendship. 

You are leading me into al1 sorts of evil, and 1 am k i n g  stupid not to see it. I'm so sorry 

for her - isn't it a pity she is such an idiot about it?q7 She further reveal 

y Personal Records, sous-fonds II, Box 010, File 03, Edith Bickerton Williams to 
Frieda Fraser, 18 November 1925. 

y Personal Records, sous-fonds II, Box 010, File 03, th Bickerton Williams to 
Frieda Fraser, 25 November 1925. 

UTA, Fraser Family Personal Records, sous-fonds II, Box 010, File 03, Edith Bickerton Williams to 
Frieda Fraser, 28 Novemkr 1925. 

l7 UTA, Fraser Family Personal Records, sous-fonds II, Box 010, File 05, Edith Bickerton Williams to 
Frieda Fraser, 13 Juiy 1926. 



based on the fact that it isn't natu for young women to be devoted to each other."18 

Gwyn commented negatively on the relationship on severai occasions, and her 

perspective was similar to that of each woman's farnily and to dominant attitudes about 

intimate relationships between women k i n g  unhdthy and unnatural. 

Frieda and Bud commented frequently on other people's reactions to their 

relationship, their comments revealing that they had a sure sense of themselves and their 

relationship and that they remained proud of that relationship, regardless of other people's 

opinions. They are sharply criticai of the grevailing views about relationships between 

women, and frequently remark on the stupidity of the opposition. Frieda remarked, "Our 

not k i n g  popular is probably due to two things a) people feel left out b) it is against 

nature." She went on to state: "a) we have done Our best [to] rule out & there is no 

arguing over b) Al1 of which leaves us at the starting point."lg It was Bud who 

more frequently, however. She lamented in 1926 that 

I haven't the remotest idea of what will be the result of al1 the fuss about 
us. It ean't lx any worse tban it has k e n ,  a n  it? Perhaps in time-20 
yrs or so-people will get tired of it and leave us in Face. That is the 
most we can h o p  for. I don9t suppose they'll be enthusiastic about us 
even in 100 yrs. However it hasn't made any difference really-we had 
to exercise tact and discretion, but it hasn't made any difference to our 
k i n g  devoted to each other, really, has it? It is such a delightfully secure 
feeling to think that various people have been awfully down on it and 
done their best to sp i1  it-and they were the ones who could bring more 
pressure to bear than anyone else-and yet it is still there more than ever. 
My lamb, aren't you proud of us?20 

Bud's statements here clearly indicate that, even though the two women were not 

part of a public lesbian culture and did not use the "sexual invert" terminology of the day 

in which to express an identity, they nevertheless resisted the dominant discourse and al1 

UTA, Fraser Family Personal Records, sous-fonds II, Box 010, File 05, Edith Bickerton Williams to 
Frieda Fraser, 20 July 1926. 

UTA, Fraser Family Personal Records, sous-fonds III, Box 036, File 08, Fneda Fraser to EdUth 
iams, 27 March 1926. 

20 UTA, Fraser Family Personal Records, sous-fonds II, Box 010, File 04, Editb Bickerton 
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attempts to separate them and to deny the validity of their relationship. Bud suggested 

that their having to "exercise tact and discretionn- to monitor their behaviour around 

others and to be careful how openly they expressed affection- had not affected the 

quality of their relationship or their commitment to each other. Bud also took 

their having resisted the forceful pressure of family antagonism. 

Bud's comglaints about the treatment the two had received and the g e n e d  

absurdity of p p l e ' s  disapproval should not be taken to indicate that she was in favour of 

al1 same-sex relationships, however. In an earlier letter she wrote "I think 1 see exactly 

what everyone objects to about us, and I'm not sure that 1 don't agree with them usually, 

but 1 am convinced that we are an exception."2l Unfortunately, Bud does not elaborate 

on those aspects of the relationship that she might, in others, see as less than desirable. It 

that Bud, who was not in favour of the extremely masculine ap ce of some 

women, might have been commenting on the h n d  of relationships between women 

described by such sexologists as Havelock Ellis and increasingly in evidence in England 

in the 1920s, to which the appellation "sexual inversion" might readily be applied. Many 

a lesbian in this era sought to distance herself from the pathologic terminology of the 

sexologists, even while others-most notably Radclyffe Hall- were embracing it.22 

Bud's lquacity on the subject of their relationship varied in relation to her 

assessment of the degree of tolerance of other people. Based on others' reactions to the 

subject, or their likely reactions, she tailored her information to the particular situation. 

This should suggest to us that Bud's subjectivity included an awareness of the ways in 

which her relationship with Frieda contravened dominant noms, and that she sought to 

preserve and protect the relationship by being circumspect in some situations. Silence 

21 UTA, Fraser Family Persona1 Records, sous-fonds II, Box 010, File 04, Edith Bickerton Williams to 
Frieda Fraser, 28 May 1926. 
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ibition is a very strong statement of subjectivity. For example, in 1925 Bud 

was talking to her friend Helen about relationships. When Helen remarked that "it must 

be nice to have someone to whom it mattered whether you were there or net," Bud said 

that she thought it was. 'Then she said something about you and me," Bud wrote to 

Fri& 

That we hit it off quite well, and I found that al1 I could do was agree. 1 
simply couldn7t say more or talk about you at all; because she wouldn't 
understand and it seemed so indecent; although 1 had said quite a lot 
about you to the nice Miss Brown coming over on the boat. I thought 1 
had got to the point where I could chat about you now, but 1 find I 
can't.23 

Returning to Canada to visit Frieda in 1926, Bud wrote "17m so thrilled at everything 17m 

nearly En a fit. One old boy that I love on the boat wants to know why I'm so 

about getting home and 1 ean't explain that it's because I'm going to telephone you 

tomorrow night!"24 Had it k e n  a husband or end Bud was returning to, she 

probably would have felt cornfortable expressing her excitement; that she did not do so 

reveals that she knew what would be the probable reaction to the owledge that it was 

another woman she was so excited to see. 

Attitudes towards women9s relationships sometimes caused the two women 

considerable mirth. ud asked Frieda, 

Did I tell you about Our maid and your letters? I always get one from 
you now on Monday morning and she dways puts it on top and says 
with an arch air "Here's your letter, Miss" when she brings them up. 
And if one comes any other time, she says "Here's an extra one this 
week," and I have been quite amused by it. But one day she came in for 
something in the evening when 1 had been out with Hugh and she gave 
me a little matemal advice about going out with him so much when there 
was that man of mine - that doctor - in N.Y. writing to me so regular and 
me writing to him too! I was so amused that 1 could hardly restrain my 
shouts of laughter, but I carefully addressed the next letter that I gave her 

23 UTA, Fraser Family Personal Records, sous-fonds II, Box 010, File 03, Edith Bickerton Williams to 
Fneda Fraser, 2 Novernber 1925. 
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to post to Dr. Frieda H. Fraser, and nothing has been said since. Aren't 
you entertained?25 

That Bud apgreciated that their relationship could easily be seen for what it was is 

indicated by her Gomment "1 found a nice dedication in a book to-day 'To those who 

believe that life was made for friendship.' But according to most of Our friends we are 

not in that class, are we? Wouldn't we be counted as too abandoned?'26 Bud's letters to 

Frieda suggest a resistance to societal attitudes and a belief that their love wouid survive 

social pressures. Discussing their future together, Bud acknowledged in 1926 that "1 

suppose there would be hell rais& if we tried to live together."27 

Frieda, who was generally a much more reserved person than Bud, was rather 

less inclined to comment on e's attitudes than was Bud, but she did on one occasion 

describe an afternoon tea she had attended: "1 went to tea at Gertrude Graden's and found 

myself suddenly in a rare & intellectual atmosphere. 1 was immediately in 

sat down bside  an active middle a g d  woman with an air whose opening remark was 

'Tell me about the contraceptive clinics in Toronto.'" Quite how the conversation turn 

to the subject of women's relationshigs is unclear, but Frieda commented 'The problem 

at seems to be in their min& at the moment was the everlasting odd women. 1 wonder 

if there are enough of them to warrant al1 the fuss & if they are necessarily abnormal or 

unhappy or mental1 y deformed. 9'28 

Here Frieda seems to be commenting that society had blown the ma 

" out of al1 proportion and also that the assumptions about ' d women" were, 

y Personal Records, sous-fonds II, Box 010, File 04, Edith Bickerton Williams to 
Frieda Fraser, 9 January 1926. 
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in her view, incorrect.29 While Frieda may not herself have identified as an "dd" 

woman, her refutation of the pathologization of such women can be seen as an example 

of her own self-awareness and her resistance to the assumption that relationships between 

women were unhealthy, because lesbians were arnong those thought "odd." Frieda's 

construction of a lesbian subjectivity was formed in opposition to the assumptions of her 

family, acquaintances, and society at large that her relationship with Bud was abnormal. 

In resisting and rejecting such messages, she both expressed and intensified her own 

ile not a political act, in the same way that publicly campaigning against 

the pathologization of women's relationships would have been, Frieda's resistance 

nevertheless rests upon a strongly-held view of self and of the rightness of that self. 

A few months earlier, Frieda had told Bud that she had been reading accounts of 

the lives of Lady Hamilton and Elizabeth Blackwell. She remarked that: 

I'm interested to find in the former that apparently al1 would have been 
forgiven if the public had not been forced to be aware of what was going 
on. They "offended against good taste" in not making a pretense of 
hushing things . 1s it that they were k i n g  made a to the lapse by 
officially being aware of it?30 

This is an interesting social commentq,  in which Frieda suggests that one of the main 

public objections to open relationships between women might have been that they 

required the public's awareness of lesbian sexuality. The public distaste, she implies, 

may have h n  about the openness of things thought unseemly for public consumption. 

A letter of 1926 reveals Frieda being unusually voluble on the subject of societal 

attitudes, and heteronormativig in garticular. Her letter reveals a mix of scientific 

inquiry, condemnation of critical analysis of social pressures, and owledge of Freudian 

29 "Odd women" wuld be lesbians, spinsters, or "New Women." The tenn describes those women who 
did not confonn to prevailing gender noms and noms of sexuality, and who were noticed by and were of 
concern to heterosexual and gender-nonnative sociev. Such tenus were often used to define and 
paibologize those women whose gender and sexual nonconformity made them unusual to broader society 
and whose politics often made them a threat as weli. 

30 UTA, Fraser Family Personal Records, sous-fonds , Box 036, File 10, Fneda Fraser to Edith 
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ng of the letter has been lost, unfortunately, so we may not 

incident may have sparked this unusudly long commentary. Frieda remarked to Bud that 

"there is an outrageously high value put on the passion of men for women & women for 

men." She then entered into a lengthy discussion of biologically-based ideas of "natural" 

and appropriate human sexual behaviour. Bringing to the fore her training as a scientist, 

she told Bud that 

When you consider that originally the motive force in question was 
intrinsically an intermittent mechanism & that now when the need for it is 
biologically dropping to an extremely low level people keep harping on it 
as thou@ it were a constant1 y necessary factor for a normal existence it 
seems damned silly of them not to say perverse. 

No one thinks it indecent of the bees & ants to have developed what is 
virtually an intersex. In fact they are highly respected. And they do it on 
the basis of political economy or social hygiene. Imagine what a scanda1 
if some of the workers forgot themselves! And there it seems to be 
simply a matter of ng interested in something else; which a 

1 self sacrifice or self control for the communal 
ologist would cal1 a tropism. 

d) Moreover to be y womanly, take yours truly (generally allowed to 
be vclthin normal limits even if barely), if one of the ruling instincts of 
the world is so feeble that in 26 years it has only called attention to itself 
by my wanting to pat the hair of or klss the tops of the heads of men 
engaged in looking down microscopes when 1 see them from the top, I 
can't bring myself to take it too seriously. 

Of course one could argue a) that I'm setting up a resistance to it a la 
Freud- allowing if it is al1 it is cracked up to be it should surely be 
strong enough to break down that much. 

Or b) that people like me are abnormal. But in that case, though there is 
no defense, one would have to admit that they manage to rub dong in 
fair numbers.3 1 

criticism of social noms  reveals both awareness of general 

antipathy towards same-sex relationships and a resistance to that homophobia and dso  to 

prevailing gender noms. She clearly regards biological arguments about heterosex 

k i n g  for the survival of the species as superfluous in an era when there did not exist the 

UTA, Fraser Family Pers Records, sous-fonds JII, Box 036, File 9, Frieda Fraser to 



same biobgical need for reproduction as had previously been the case. Her comments on 

intersex among insects illustrates the influence of early twentieth-century definitions of a 

"third sex." While it is impossible to determine with certainty whether or not she would 

have placed herself in the category of a third sex, it can be said that she was fully aware 

and was accepting of her own gender non-conformity. She acknowledges 

"within normal limits" of wom iness, but her addition of the phrase "even if barely" 

demonstrates an awareness of her lack of femininity in the traditional sense. That she 

linked this discusslon to her own personal experience at least suggests that Frieda was 

aware of and comfortable with her own, unfeminine gender performance. 

It is clear from this letter that Frieda took philosophical and scientific issue with 

biologieal and Freudian notions of the naturalness of heterosexuality. Her comments 

regarding ruling instincts and Freud demonstrate that she found fault with 

ity was the driving uman force, because in Frieda's case it had little 

effect beyond the occasional desire to kiss a man affectionately. Countering Freud, 

Frieda suggested that any force that is natural and strong should easily be able to counter 

any resistance. 

The letters between Frieda and Bud indicate that, for them, societal attitudes 

towards relationshigs between women were simultaneously amusing, irritating, and 

oppressive. Their sense of humour about the issue allowed them to defuse some of the 

stress involved in continuing their relationship in the face of disapproval. Apart from 

their families and close friends, however, it does not seem that many people 

nature of their relationship. It is cause of this that Frieda was able to sit quietly at the 

afternmn tea and listen to the assembled guests discuss "the everlasting odd women," 

without them being any the wiser that an odd woman was in their presence. And i t was 

not until Bud made it clear by addressing an envelope to "Dr. Frieda H. Fraser" rather 



than to "Dr. F.H. Fraser" that it o~curred to her maid that she might be writing to a 

Frieda and Bud found some measure of support among their closest friends, 

many of whom were similarly "devoted" to women. Others were simply less 

homophobic than society at large. Their mutual friend Bunny was particularly 

supportive. In 1926, for examgle, when Bud was missing Frieda terribly, she expressed 

e desire to quit her job in London and find one in Philadelphia, where Frieda 

was workmg. Bunny said to her "Why don? you? You know you could get a job 

anywhere." Bud wrote to Frieda "1 was mildly astonished that she thought it would be a 

good idea but 1 didn't pursue it further as she went on to Say that we got on so well that it 

was a pity we couldn't live together." Bunny then said to Bud, "Frieda kept thinking al1 

the time we were in Bermuda that it was a pity it wasn't you." Bud later regretted her 

response, which fortunately did not offen Bunny: "1 made the most dreadful remark at 

which Bunny shouted with laughter and said that 1 wasn't blest with modesty. Please 1 

said it quite without thinking and I'm sony I've disgraced you. It was 'Poor dear - I'm 

sony it ww so bad that she let it show."'33 Here again is an indication of Bud's self- 

knowledge about the importance and depth of their relationship; just as someone in a 

long-term heterosexual relationship might have been aware that they were the most 

important person in the world to their partner, so too was Bud aware of the depth of 

Frieda's love for her. 

The Fraser-Williams relationship, although physical and otherwise qualitative1 y 

different from the romantic friendships of the nineteenth century, employed an effusive 

language of love and devotion not dissimilar to that of the passionate friends described by 

It should be noted that the custom of the day was that a male doctor would use initials, whereas a 
woman would put her fnst name. It was perhaps Bud's use of Frieda's initials when addressing letters 
that was the more unusual, rather &an the maid's "ignorance." 

UTA, Fraser F d y  Pers Records, sous-fonds II, Box 010, File 05, Edith Bickerton Williams to 
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Lillian Faderman and others. Among middle-class women of the early twentieth century, 

this type of passionate and highly effusive language was not uncommon, and indicates 

the maintenance of at least some of the aspects of the romantic friendship even in decades 

supposedly after such relationships had become unacceptable. As Martha Vicinus 

indicates, romantic friendships continued to exist well into the twentieth century, despite 

the new condemnation of such relationships as unnatural.34 Twenty years after Frieda 

and Bud were writing to each other, middle-class women were still using the high-flown 

language of the romantic friendship. The relationship of Charlotte Whinon and Margaret 

Grier is a case in point. While formed initially in the transition period of the 1920s, their 

relationship endured well into the peri of more negative attitudes towards relationships 

between women, and of new ways of describing such relationships. The Whitton-Grier 

relationship continued to expressed in terms more customary in the nineteenth century. 

As mentioned in argaret Grier died in late 1947. After her 

death, Charlotte tton wrote ninety-six letters "to" Margaret, enclos in two volumes 

that she named "Molly Mugwamp Makes Believe." Whether or not "Molly Mugwamp" 

was a nickname Whitton had had prior to Grier's death is unclear. The volumes represent 

Whitton's attempt to corne to terms with her grief and with her guilt, the latter for not 

having been at Grier's side when she died. In these letters, one can see the depth of this 

relationship which lasted thirty years and, in tton's mind at least, was to have been a 

lifelong one. 

The Whitton-Grier letten take the reader on a journey through Whitton's pain as 

she prwessed the death of her partner. On the eve of 1 , while Whitton was on a train 

to Edmonton, she wrote a lengthy letter to Grier in which she said "This will be the first 

of the New and Empty Years in which 1 shall go on alone." She continued: 

Vicinus, "'They Wonder to Sex 1 Belong': The Histoncal Roots of the Modern Lesbian 
Identity," in Lesbian Subjects: A Feminist Studies Reader, ed. Martha Vicinus (Bloomington and 
Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 19%), 244. 
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Mardie, Mardie, Mardie [Margaret's nickname], I don't yet understand 
what numbing of my will let them keep me here that Friday night ... 1 
gambled and you died without me. Mardie, they tell me of the light in 
your eyes when they said you would hear my voice. You and God 
know the light and peace 1 denied you by not getting into that room and 
clasping your p r ,  beaten body. Oh! Mardie! Mardie, how can I go 
on? Ours wasn't love: it was a knitting together of mind and spirit: it 
was something given to few by God: there wasn't anything silly or weak 
or slavering: it was just that Our minds and spirits marched so together 
that they were the same in two different bodies ... O Mardie, my heart will 
beat on but al1 the years, 1 will walk always with you beside me and this 
void, this void forever until I too go hence.35 

In this quotation we can see the weaving together of the themes of loyalty and devotion so 

common to the romantic friendship, and a placing of their love above the earthly. 

Whitton clearly separates what lay between them from ordinary love when she says not 

only that it was given to them by God, but also that it was not "silly or weak or 

slavering." Given that Whitton was often grone to be rather judgmental 

human instincts she would e regarded as base, this statement surely suggests that she 

thought their love to be noble and beyond reproach, and not "basely" sexu 

Darling: Mdnight again and the busy world hushed and just you and I 
done together again. O my dearest dear three months gone this early 
dawn you have been and I left you to die with strangers. Agnes and 
Grace are both fine but O Mardie, how tenible it must have been for you, 
knowing, and how you loved me, that I was letting you down: you see I 
hoped against hope.36 

Keenliy aware of the date on which her beloved died, Whitton wrote in May, 

"Darling: Five months ago ! O Mardie 1 look at your picture, I look at your dear 

kinky handwriting and 1 tell myself over and over that you are dead, you, my gracious, 

ie, and 1 can't believe it.',37 1 was a difficult year for Whitton, 

35 National Archives of Canada (NAC), MG30 E256, vol. 133, "Molly Mugwamp Makes Believe," vol. 
tton to Margaret Grier, New Year's Eve, 1947-1948. 

36 NAC, MG30 E256, vol. 133, "Molly Mugwamp Makes Believe," vol. 1,  Charlotte Whitton to 
Margaret Grier, 9 March 1948. 

37 NAC, MG30 E256, vol. 133, "Molly Mugwamp Makes Believe," vol. 1, Charlotte 
Margaret Grier, 9 May 1948. 



and al1 of the letters from that year in some way express her grief at Grier's death. The 

level of torrnent expressed in the letters, the permanence of the relationship as envisaged 

by Whitton, and the poetic nature of her language reveal not only the consciousness of a 

relationship the equivdent of a maniage, but also an emotional and linguistic content very 

similar to that of relationships between many other famous "romantic friends." 

Whitton's relationship with Grier followed on from and was expressed in similar 

terms to her early twentieth-century relationships at university, where she cIearly was 

engaged in the kind of relationships between university women about which Havelock 

Ellis and others were so concerned.38 ether or not those relationships were physical 

is something we cannot know; from the letters quoted in this chapter, we can see that the 

Whitton-Grier relationship embodied other aspects of the romantic friendship, such as 

devotion, religious and spiritual imagery, and a poetic and expressive language.39 

In several letters w ich reveal both the continued use, in the 1940s' of the very 

rbolic language of previous decades and the i uence of new ideas about same-sex 

relationships, Bunny Norcrop expressed her devotion to Elisabeth Govan. In 1945, 

"Bunny9' wrote to 

Something has lasted al1 these years better than we ever dreamed it 
would ... What is it, darling? ... What do you think? 1 think-and know - 
that one of the things is my joy in the way your steady old head 
works ... Another thing is the spring from which your vitality and 
enthusiasm and joy in living [springsj forth. Very sweet clear 
water ... You really aren't any more impervious to feelings than 1 
am ... and we're old and wise enough now to assess things like that quite 
accurately, aren't we? ... It has moved out of the pathological pitfail it fell 
into just at first because of my. need then ... and now? ... such a very tender 
affection my Betty ... so very dear and to be cherished, now more than 

Discussed in Chapter Three. 

39 The degree to which the letters might imply a physical relationship is explored in Chapter 
40 UTA, Elisabeth Steel Livingston Govan Papers, B79-0027, Box 3, File 4, letter, Bunny Norcrop to 
Elisabeth Govan, ad . ,  1945? 



m i s e l  y what Bunny meant by "pathological pitfall" is unclear. 1 t could be that she 

simply meant that she had at first been quite obsessed with Elisabeth and perhaps a little 

too clingy. I t could be that they had initially had a physical relatlonship but had 

withdrawn from it because of their knowledge that such relationships were regarded as 

abnormai, and they wished not be classified, or to have to think of themselves, in relation 

to the lesbians who were becoming the subject of increasing public discourse. Whichever 

is the case, Bunny's use of the word "pathological" illustrates the influence of 

psychology and of notions of normal and abnormal, healthy and unhealthy relationships. 

Whatever the physical content of their relationship, Bunny appears to have felt that 

her relationship with Betty was very spintual as well as emotionai, and that the two had a 

remarkable connection despite the fact that they spent very little time together in the same 

city. She wrote: 

Dear Betty-boy ... 1 only wanted to listen, and look at you, and feel your 
presence ... and any words of mine were rightly inserted edgewise ... You 
aiways go away from me.. . for us apparently.. .but 
still feel you, my dearly belov right to my fingertips. It is a 
miracle sort of thing that has ... ords of King James ... been 
vouchsafed unto us ... It has a religious quality.. .perhaps 1 mean 
transcendent quality.. .and i t makes me love the world even 

... and feel safer, and freer, and surer. I'm sayin 
se it stilI ovenvhelms me ... and yet, had 1 the 

which the church preaches, 1 might have accepted the thing as ordinary. 
. ! Suppsing I had had th ery reaction.. . you would 

me in disgust, and 1 wo 't have h o w n  enough to 
be disgusted with myself. Thank C3od for Our emotional health, my 
Betty, and for the mental capacity we both have to recognize a miracle 
when it happens.41 

Here again is the language of the romantic friendship, still present in the 1940s, and 

cularl y the linking of a relationship wi th religion. But here also is an expression of 

subjectivity, for the phrase "to recognize a miracle" suggests that Bunny, if not both 

partners, acknowledged what was between them as a deeply intimate relationship and 

even thought it to be divinely inspired. 

Steel Livingston Govan Papers, B79-0027, Box 3, File 4, letter, B 
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well the possible consequences of her relationship, commenting, "1 

suppose we can't avoid the usual implications of the conservative school ... the biddies 

who frown upon close attac ents between women." Before meeting 

knew that she was not going to fulfil society's expectations of her as a woman. "1 faced 

of matrimony once," she said, "and decided with a cool sort of half logical 

knowledge, that 1 would never be able to face the drudge, nor [bel able to measure up to 

the usual exgectations ... and once that was decided the rest has been easy ... lacking in 

conflict, 1 mean.'"Q Here Bunny expresses the feeling of "rightness" and "naturalness" 

present in so many lesbian accounts: once she had decided that marriage, the us 

, was not for her, emotions of conflict disappeared. She arne cornfortable 

with herself and was able to live her life more fully. While the same opinion could easily 

be expressed by a heterosexuai woman who decided to remain unrnarried, its expression 

in this context, in a letter conceming her relationship with Betty, should surely suggest 

that she was also refemng to her commitment to women rather than to men. 

Several of Bunny9s letters reveai that she missed Betty greatly. In November 

1945, she Iamented, 

I wish you were here. We9d hop up to Pender Harbour and walk in Our 
c dle on Post laEres and wet a line in the sait 
sea ... every so often 1 want you with me rather desperately. Your letter 
was good - and 1 am completely satisfied, for a little space of time, 
anyway ... .43 

Later that month, she told Betty that a friend had said to her, "out of a completely serene 

ow, it would be a g thing for you to go to the East for a year ...' But 

you will be in Chicago, so why should I? ... except, if 1 am ever to have a degree, I'd 

rather get it in Toronto than here." Money was of concern to her, however: "17m an 

extravagant hussy and would find it awfully hard to endure student  vert^,^' she said. 

42 UTA, Elisabeth Steel Livingston Govan Papers, B79-0027, Box 3, File 4, letter, Bunny Norcrop to 
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"Would you guarantee me one goal meal a week? 1 could pay it off when you finally get 

to B.C. [drawing of happy face]- But this sort of chatter is dangerous ...."44 

Women who contemplated lives without men, lives lived together as couples, 

were dearly outside the bounds of heteronormativity. And yet lhey persevered. In these 

passages from twentieth-century love letters, one sees the continuation of several themes 

common to nineteenth-century relationships between women: love, loyalty, and intense 

devotion. Writing more of the late eighteenth and the early nineteenth centuries, Lillian 

Fadennan argues that 

Women who were romantic friends were e g to each other. They 
lived to lx together. They thought of each nstantly. They made 
each other deliriously happy or horribly miserable by the increase or 
abatement of their proffered love. They were jealous of other female 
friends (and certainly of male friends) who impinged on their beloved's 
time or threatened to carry away a portion of her affections. They vowe 
that if it were at ail possible they would someday live together, or at least 
die together, and they declared that both eventualities would be their 
greatest happiness. They embraced and kissed and walked hand in 
hand, and some even held each other ail night in sleep. But unless they 
were transvestites or mnsidered "unwomanlly" in some male's 
conception, there was llittlle chance that their relationshi 
considered lesbian.4" 

The letters between Frieda and Bud, from Charlotte to Margaret, and from Bunny 

to Beîty fulfil several of the above requirements of romantic friendship. 

these women suggested that they would die together, there is nevertheless a similar 

degree of hyperbole in the language they used to describe their emotions for each other, a 

similar sense of permanent cornmitment, and an identical need for constant contact and 

communication. As 1 have suggested in Chapter One, this language was not 

lesbian relationships, but rather was a twentieth-century version of middle- 

class courtship language of eariier centuries. In each of these relationships, the love 

between the women is invested with a religious or spiritual significance, and the women 

44 UTA, Eiisabeth Steel Livingston Govan Papers, B79-0027, Box 3, File 4, letter, Bunny Norcrop to 
Elisabeth Govan, 19 November 1945. 
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place their love above more mundane or earthly loves. This does not necessarily mean 

that they rejected physicai love, often assumed to be y, but rather that they invested 

each and every aspect of their relationships, including physical affection, with a spiritual 

meaning. 

The use of romantic language should not only be taken to illustrate the depth of 

these women's emotions towards each other, however. It also indicates very clearly the 

presence of lesbian subjectivities. That these women expressed devotion and lifelong 

commitment, that they portrayed their relationships as divinely inspired, and that they 

interacted with each other as spouses, shows that they eonceived of their relationships as 

permanent and as deeper than simple friendships. For one to conceive of a same-sex 

relationship in such terms, one must be aware of one's own preference for one's own 

sex, one m s t  be prepared to follow that preference rather than conforming to 

hekronomativiv, and one must prepared to preserve that relationship by whatever 

means necessary in a heteronomative world. While these women at no time said to each 

other or to anyone else "we are lesbians," they clearly had subjectivities fomed on the 

basis of their same-sex desires and relationships. 

New in twentieth-century love letters between women is an awareness of soci 

disapproval of relationships between women, something that was not present in the true 

era of the romantic friendship, when such relationships were regarded as a legitimate and 

positive element of a young woman's development, especially insofar as the friendship 

trained her in the ideal values of marriage. New also is the physicality of the language; 

the Fraser- Williams an the Whitton leîters in particular reveal a physicai aspect to the 

relationships that went beyond the limits descri by Faderman in the 

Perhaps most im of dl ,  however, is the moderate infiltration of 

"unnaturai" and "libidinai," which surely indicates the influence of sexological and 

Freudian ways of wnceptuaiizing relationships. These are medical and psychologie 
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rather than moral terms, ones which were not used about romantic friends in their heyday 

before 1850.46 

That some women were able to blend the noms of the romantic friendship with 

newer ideas about physical relationships between women should suggest to us that we are 

not necessarily discussing two comgletely different kinds of relationship between women: 

non-sexual and sexualized. Rather, it suggests that it was the language which had 

changed rather than the content of the relationships. As stated in Chapter T 

disagree with Faderman's assertion than earlier relationships were probably not genital in 

nature. I think, instead, that it was merely the language of expression and description 

which moved from one disguising physical content of relationships to one addressing it, 

albeit still obliquelly. 

Conti Grey Swartz, who was bisexual in her desires and in her early exploration 

of relationshigs, if not in her view of erself, wrote little of the content of her 

relationships with women. Her intimate relationships with women occurred at an early 

point in her life and a p p  to have been rather more brief than her relationships with 

men, which may account for the lack of i ation about their emotional asgects. Tn 

addition, it would appear that, rather than going into great detail in her journals about the 

positive side of relationships, Conti used her journals to examine the more difficult 

aspects of life. The persona1 relationships she discusses are often ones in which there 

ict occurring that Conti needed to work out. It was her relationships with 

men and her family, it would seem, that caused her the greatest difficulty. It is therefore 

not possible to evaluate the level of her emotional commitment to women in a way 

equivalent to an analysis of the relationships of Frieda and Bud, Charlotte and Margaret, 

or Elisabeth and Bunny. 

46 As previously mentioned, the word 'libidinal" was not used before the early twentieth centq ,  when 
psychological diswurse began to be infiuential. References to same-sex relationships as "unnatural" or as 
"against nature" were much older, but began to be deployed muchmore widely f r m  the middle of the 
nineteenth century, when sexuai behaviour was linked more clearly to biological paradigms 
previousl y. 
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In a recent thesis, Nancy Olson has examined the life and identity of Alexis 

Amelia Alvey, an English-Canadian woman who served with the Women's Royal 

Canadian Naval Service from 1942 to 1945. Olson argues, correctly, that Alvey was a 

lesbian, although she acknowledges that Alvey's identity was unstable and that the Alvey 

collection contains no explicit statement of that identity, nor of a physical sexuality. As 

Olson argues, it is in the phrasing of the letters between Alvey and her partner, Grace 

Brodie, and in their joint life that one recognizes her lesbianism.47 Olson remarks in her 

thesis that "Brodie's correspondence to Alvey ... is full of terms of endearment, censor 

by Alvey as being too personal. There are passages blacked out, though still legible, that 

demonstrate a physical affection that goes beyond the chaste nature of a romantic 

friendship."48 Other material has been removed entirely by the cutting off of portions of 

the letters. 

I concur with Olson's finding that Alvey's relationshig with rodie was lesbian, 

regardless of the question of its physicdity. The letters contain many terms of 

endearment, the most frequent of which are "Belovedest" and "Own Darling." Brodie 

wrote effusively, many of her letters revealing her love for Alvey. In October of 1942, 

during a trip to Vancouver, Brodie wrote to Alvey 'They showed me into a huge room, 

over looking the harbour and Stanley Park - which would be perfect, if you were here to 

share it with me. '"9 

As Olson indicates, respectability was very important to Alvey, and that 

importance accounts in for her censorship of the letters, but also for her construction 

47 Nancy Olson, "Assembling A Life: The (Auto)biography of Alexis Amelia Alvey, 1942-1945," M.A. 
Thesis (Simon Fraser University (1998), 64-65. 

48 Nancy Olson, "Assernbling A Life," 66, IL 49. Brodie did not keep Alvey's letters, and thus the 
correspondence is one-sided. It is nevertheless apparent that this was a very passionate relationship on 
both sides. 

49 University of British Columbia Special Collections, AI1 B2, Alexis A. Alvey Papers, Graee Brodie to 
Alexis Alvey, 5 October 1942. 



of the collection, in which she emphasised gentili ty.50 Her concern about mai ntaining a 

respectable reptation can be seen in her desire to live a dutiful and proper life in the 

military. On 8 December 1942, Brodie advised Alvey "Had your lovely long letter too, 

which has raised 1 questions in my mind! 1 would certainly go out a bit with Russell, 

she k i n g  the discreet person you know her to be. Certainly she will respect your position 

and you might get away without anyone knowing aboutit." Before including this letter in 

the collection, Alvey had written a small side-bar in which she identified the person as a 

WREN rating and commented that "Officers were not to consort with r a t i n g ~ . " ~ ~  l t  

would appear that this was an ordinary friendship, but Alvey was concerned about it 

being known that she was friendly with someone of lesser status. 

Alvey9s concem a b u t  keeping up appearances can also be seen in her 

management of the collection itself. Not only was she concerned during the war years to 

behave in an appropriate manner, she also was later concerned to remove from the letters 

anything that might reveal the most intimate parts of her relationship with Brodie. Her 

excisions are interesting, given that the text, in many cases, remains partially visible, and 

given that other parts of the letters, not blacked out, are equally suggestive to the modern 

reader.52 For example, Alvey chose to include a letter in which Brodie wrote "when I 

meet you I 'm going to overcome by this efficient, important Third Officer."53 

As Olson reveals, Alvey's attempts to maintain a res table façade during the 

war years were eventually unsuccessful. The very close relationship between Alvey and 

Brodie, and Alvey's masculinity, were enough eventually to set off alarm bells in the 

50 Nmcy Olson, "Assembling A Life," 49 & 71. 

51 University of British Columbia Special Collections, AI1 B2, Alexis A. Alvey Papers, Grace B 
Alexis Alvey, 8 December 1942. 

52 The blacked out portions are not given here, for reasons of confidentiality. The collection was donated 
to Special Collections in 1988. 

53 University of British Columbia Special Collections, AI1 B2, Alexis A. Alvey Papers, Grace Brodie to 
Alexis Alvey, 18 Decernber 1942. 



adrninistration.54 Canada's military, and indeed society at large, was becoming more 

adept as the 1940s wore on at identifying "odd women." During the war, somewhat 

masculine women might be excusable given the nature of their employment and their 

wearing of military uniforms; in the postwar era, masculine gender performance and 

behaviour would not be tolerated. 

In Alvey one sees a more conflicted subjectivity based on sexual orientation than 

one sees in other relationships discussed in this chapter. Respectability was im t to 

al1 the women whose relationshigs I have discussed thus far, but for Alvey it was 

t enough to affect her later gortrayal of her relationship with Brodie. Whereas 

ment for "tact and discretion" affected the behaviour of Bud and Fri 

Charlotte and Margaret, and of Elisabeth and Bunny, insofar as they were unable to 

publicly express their emotions for one another, in Alvey the dedication to res 

compromised her willingness to leave untouched the contents of the letters as late as 

11988, when they were donated to Special Collections at the University of British 

Columbla and she could reasonably have surmised that her relationship with Brodie 

would not have been viewed as negatively as it would have when the letters were written. 

Alvey's management of the collection, and especially her censorship but inclusion 

of Brodie's letters, suggests an intemal conflict between her sexuality, her notions of 

class and respectability, and her desire to have her story recorded for 

must be acknowledged that she did not resist the dominant discourse to the same degree 

as Frieda and Bud, and thus remain unrepentant about and proud of her relationship with 

Brodie, she also did not completely remove that part of her life from public consumption. 

Brodie is present, even if she is muted by Alvey's censorship. Alvey's narrative is 

icted one, in which e attempts to include and negotiate between two 

very important parts of herself. 

itary experiences will be discussed further in 



Each of the collections discussed in this section was preserved for several decades 

before being submitted to an archivai repository. The Frieda Fraser and Bud Williams 

letters were preserved by Frieda until her death and then were submitted to the University 

of Toronto Archives by family members. Conti Grey Swartz and Elisabeth Govan kept 

their private papers until their deaths, after which they were archived.55 And in the case 

of the Whitton-Crier correspondence and the Alvey-Brodie papers, it was one of the 

authors who donated the materiais to archives. That these women kept love letters, 

joumals, and other documents revealing same-sex relationships and did not destroy them 

suggests the presence of subjectivities in which those relationships were important. Al1 

would have known that their papers would be pored over by family members u 

deaths, yet they chose to retain them. Whitton merely delayed public aceess to her most 

private correspondence until 1999, whereas she might easily have subrnitted only those 

papers relating to her career and left her private life out of public view. Similarly, Alvey 

could have chosen not to include the Brodie letters in the collection she submitted to the 

University of British Columbia Archives. Each of these women, in their retention of very 

revealing documents and, in the case of itton and Alvey, in their malung those 

documents publicly available, made a statement about the importance of their same-sex 

relationships in terms of their sense of self and in tenns of the impression they wished to 

55 The Swartz p a p a  were recovered from garbage in 1988 by an historian, Richard Mackie, working 
part-time as a garbage collecter on Pender Island, British Columbia. A friend of Constance reports that 
her possessions had been held by a friend at the time of Constance's death. The fnend eventually contacted 
the friend's brother and said that she wanted the papas destroyed, but that the f a d y  should check them 
fmt. When Richard Mackie recognized the historia1 value of the collection, Constance's family and 
friends decided to t the materiai to the provincial archives. Some very pers materiai was first 
destroyed. Letter, Karen Duder, 1 March 1997.1 am indebted to Richard 

s collection to my attention. 



In the postwar era, Canadians were beginning to enjoy greater freedom in 

geographid movement, urban dwelling, and home ownership. The postwar years are 

usually counted as boom years, although it must be noted that the relative prosperity of 

the late 1940s and the 1950s was not experienced equally by al1 Canadians. 

Nevertheless, growing urban areas, changing social relationships, and the greater 

availability of the automobile fundamentally changed Canadians' recreational lives. The 

impact was particularly signifiant for young Canadians. Governments, medical 

professionds and church leaders wonied in this era about the dangerous possibilities 

posed by the car, and by dances and other social functions at which young girls in 

particular were not chaperoned by watchful parents or older siblings. Policing the 

sexuali ty of youth 

Because the focus of postwar sexual angst was on heterosexuals and gay men, 

however, little attention was directed towards lesbian activity. While lesbianism was not 

completely ignored, the greater public naiveté about it allowed lesbians a little more 

latitude in courtship and romance than was given to gay men. Further, an association 

between two girls or two women was unlikely to cause comment unless it seemed too 

intimate or one or both were masculine in dress or behaviour. Women could be 

affectionate with one another in public and they could live together without it 

remarked upon, whereas society viewed men who lived together very suspiciously, and 

unrnarried women and men living together as morally reprehensible. These factors meant 

that women were able to court, fa11 in love, and even live together without necessarily 

encountering the hostility of the wider society, once they had got over the initi 



In this section, 1 examine the sites, processes, and consequences of forming 

same-sex relationships. The testimonies discussed here reveal many similarities between 

same-sex and heterosexuai courtship and relationships, but there were also important 

differences. Similarities existed because al1 Canadians were indoctrinated with the noms 

of heterosexuai courtship and relationship structure. The differences arose because of the 

additionai pressures of homophobia and consequent secrecy, subterfuge, and social 

marginalization on same-sex couples. Many of the narrators whose testimonies will be 

examined here attest to the feeling of "naturainess" attendant upon their relationships with 

women. That naturalness made their relationships with women seem fuller, more 

emotional, more passionate, and more fulfilling than those with men, but it also meant 

that their expectations were high and their disappointments consequently profound. 

e-Sex Relations 

le the film Forbidden Love implies that relationships were often formed in 

bars, where one woman would pick up another, it was more often the case for the 

narrators in this study that relationships were formed in other contexts. Bar pick-ups 

certainly happened, but the women interviewed for this study did not frequent the bar 

scene often enough for it to happen to them, had they been so inclined. Most of the 

narrators formed their first sexual relationships at school or with schoolfriends, at work, 

or through other social networks. Many of those sexual relationships discussed in 

Chapter Three became sexual very quickl y. Barb, Mary, Pat, Cheryl, Jill, Veronica, 

, Anne, Magda, and Maureen ail moved quickly to sexual activity, many of those 

relationships including geni sexuality within a matter of days or weeks. It is, of 

course, difficult to compare them with heterosexuai relationships in at we do not have a 

sense of the average amount of time heterosexud teenagers and young adults spent 

en "ptting," and then moving to intercourse. 1 think it reasonable to 
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suggest, however, that it took most young heterosexual couples before the late 1960s 

longer to get to genitai contact than a matter of days or weeks. 

One must consider, however, that the narrators' reporting of early sexual activity 

in relationships may be an example of reconstruction of the past. We cannot be 

absolutel y sure that the time-frame involved was as compressed as the narrators portray 

it. For the very reason that these sexuai encounters are crucial elements in the formation 

of subjectivities, which will be discussed in this chapter, the details involved may have 

been moulded to support the coming out narrative structure. 

That same-sex relationships between women in this p e n d  might have become 

sexual earlier than most heterosexual ones, or were explicitly sexual from the beginning, 

may be due to several factors. The most obvious of these is that the threat of pregnancy, 

which doubtless acted as somewhat of a prophylaxis in heterosexu courtship, did not 

exist in relationships between women. Women could therefore be sex 

another without fear of that particular consequence and the social condemnation it always 

incurred. Also important, however, is the fact that lesbian sexuality was even less 

discussed in Canadian society than was heterosexual sexuality. While al1 of the women 

ew on some level that sarne-sex relationships were disapproved of, it 

might be said that they lacked the specific social training against sexual activity between 

women that they had received, to varying degrees, about heterosexual activity before 

mamage. On a deeper, subconscious level, it might even be the case that some women, 

already aware that their desires placed them outside the boundaries of sexual normalcy, 

chose to ignore the rules of acceptable sexual engagement altogether. They already were 

outside the bounds of re ctability- why not in this respect also? 

Most relationships, even if they began with a pick-up in a bar, lasted a few years 

at the very least. Just as it was not acceptable in heterosexual society to have a long string 

relationships, it was gene ly not the case that lesbians and bisex 

women in this era were "prorniscuous" in their sexuality. Even the majority of the bar 



women had relatively lengthy relationships compared to those of the 

Already present in the postwar era was a feature of lesbian life that would continue to the 

present, however: the "get together, move in together" syndrome in which lesbians more 

rapidiy than heterosexuals moved to the living-together stage of a relationship. As will be 

revealed in the relationshig stories below, many of the women in this study who had 

relationships with other women after they had left home began living with them very early 

on in their relationships, often within weeks or months. 

In an era in which heterosexual courtship tended to be rather long and living 

together did not m u r  until after maniage, such behaviour was unusual. It may be 

for by the fact that same-sex relationships grogressed to the sexual stage much 

earlier than did most heterosex ones and that these women were therefore already, in 

their minds, "married." It could also have been that the majority of the women in this 

study, regardless of their background, were single working women on low to mid-level 

incomes who took advantage of the ogportunity to pool their financial resources with 

someone they loved. Because there was social approval of women living together, they 

were able to establish homes without fear of heterosexual suspicion. 

Same-sex relationships, however marginal they may have ben ,  were heavily 

uenced by normative rules. Relationships were expected to be long-term if not 

permanent. Many women thought that they would be with their partners for the rest of 

their lives. As most women devel their expectations about relationships from their 

observations of family and friends, from their reading, and from films and other media, 

lesbian and bisexual women naturally had similar expectations to those of heterosexual 

women. They wanted to be with a loving companion who was also a friend, in a stable 

and permanent relationship in which fidelity and honesty were valued and in which 

resources were pooled. They no more wished to be betrayed by their partners, treated 

to than did heteros women. The following testimonies reveal that 



their actual expiences of relationshigs were as varied as were those of heterosexual 

women. 

There were two gre-eminent sites for meeting future partners, aside from the bars 

es, and those were the school or university, and the workplace. This was 

particularly true of Pirst partners. Subsequent partners could be met in community social 

activities, but very few women made their first foray into the bar scene or the house 

es without first having established a relationship with, or at least a strong attraction 

towards another woman. Barb, Magda, Jill, Maureen, Veronica and Deborah met their 

first loves at high school. Reva and Anne met partners at night school and university 

respectively. Mary, Phyl, Lois, Sandra and Cheryl met ers through work. 

Dons to Canada in 1951. Doris, having completed her nursing 

training, was able to work in Canada as a nurse, but Mary was not, as she had six 

months' training yet to complete. She ended up working in nursing assistant jobs where 

the rquirements were less stringent. During that time, she and Doris lived together. 

Mary recalls that their first six years were happy ones, saying "we thought we were the 

only two in the world." n they first got together, they "wanted to be together al1 the 

time." After they came to Canada, they lived with Doris' mother and step-father for about 

t as long as many heterosex couples would have k e n  engaged, an 

purchased a house in Ri ond Hill. After living there for two years they moved into an 

apartment in Toronto to be closer to work. 

It was after their move to Toronto that Mary and Doris made the trip to 

Provincetown, discussed in Chapter Three. After having her first taste of the lesbian 

community, Doris started sleeping with other women, and the relationship began to 

disintegrate.56 Around the same time, Mary met Pat, who was to becorne her new 

partner. Mary and ris met Pat at the Continen after ju jitsu class one nig 

56 The Provincetown irip is discussed in Chapter Three. 



were friends at first: "It wasn't a mad, passionate love thing. We were just very, very 

good friends. We talked a lot, and it grew into a lot." One night, when Pat was working 

nights and Esther [Pat's roommate] was at their place, it became obvious to Mary that 

Doris and Esther were in love. "By this time," she said, 

ew it was over between Dons and 1 anyhow. 1 just knew it. There 
wasn't the same feeling, and 1 could sort of see her. And 1 remember 
her saying something about that they were in love, and 1 said 'Well, why 
don? you live togetlher, then. ' And Esther says, 'Well, where would 
you live? '... I said, '1'11 go plck up Pat from work." And it was me that 
said to her, 'Do you love me?' and she said 'Of course I love you.' 
And 1 said 'Enough to live with me?' I mean, 1 was going to live with 
her ... that's how we got together. And it grew deeper and deeper. It 
wasn't a fast thing that, it grew after we went to live together.57 

They began in an agartment and eventually were able to Save for a home. While it was 

not unusuai for couples to have formed sexual relationships out of friendships-many 

same-sex and heterosex relationships began in exactly this way-it was unusual for 

two friends to begin a sexual relationship and move in together simultaneously. Pat and 

Mary have been together since 1957. 

Anne's primary relationship in the period under study grew out of shared political 

ideais and intellec k m  rather than se attraction per se. After some years of very 

bief relationships of between six months and a year with both women and men, Anne 

ly formed a long-term relationship with 'Ted" and liv with her for over a 

decade. Both women were university-educated and left-wing. "We were mutually 

to each other, and mu ly got together," said Anne. Ted was older than Anne 

. and inltiated the relationship, because Anne did not have enough nerve. Ted had aiready 

had a relationship with a woman. Their relationship was a happy one, although they 

seemed to spend little time together, as each had her own, separate meetings to attend in 

the evening after work. They rarely entertained. This was the longest relationship A 

was to have. She reports that she used to become bo rd  very easily, which is why her 

57 Mary, personal interview, 24 Septemkr 1998. 



relationships did not usually last very long.58 She was frequently unfaithful, and on 

more than one occasion had two relationships going at once. 

As in heterosexual relationships, infidelity was an issue in the lesbian community. 

The narrators were raised in a society which emphasized fidelity in marriage and in pre- 

marital "dating," and that ideal was applied by the narrators to their same-sex 

relationships. Several of the narrators reported that they or their partners had had affairs. 

Lois7 first partner, whom she had met while teachmg, was "not a faithful lover." "1 was. 

Story of my life, I guess," said Lois. "1 could have waited for her 'til kingdom came, but 

kingdom didn't come and 1 didn't wait."59 Several of Lois' partners had affairs during 

her reiiationshîps with them. 

Mary & Pat each had an affair during their relationship. In 1961, it was Pat's 

turn. "1 was taking, learning how to do leathercraft in those days," said Pat. "Sure you 

were, dear," Mary res nded humorously. Mary was going to night school. Their 

friend Beryl started dropping over to teach Pat leathercraft. "Al1 of a sudden 1 start 

feeling something," said Mary. 'There's something going on here."60 Mary brought it 

out in the open and moved out for a few days. "It broke my heart," she remembered. 

Their separation did not last very long, however. Mary returned one day to find the door 

locked. She finally got in the house and "went nuts" at Beryl. Pat very quickl y realized 

her mistake and she and Mary came back together. Mary's affair occurred after the pe r id  

under study. 

In the 1950s and the early 1960s, lesbian communities, although growing at a rate 

most alarming to the broader community, were actually rather small, which m 

one had to find a partner in a small group of e. Very complex social relationships 

interview, 1 May 1998. 

interview, 3 October 1998. 

60 Pat and Mary, joint pers interview, 26 September 1998. 



between lovers, ex-lovers, and fnends could result. Joyce's story is emblematic of the 

nature of lesbian community in these early days, in that it illustrates that the smallness and 

interconnectedness of lesbian communities could sometimes result in women forming 

multiple relationships within a small social group over a period of time. When Joyce 

broke ug with her partner, she began to see a woman called Maida she had met at the 

lic House at Jarvis & Gerrard in Toronto. They lived together for several 

years, but Joyce eventually began to feel smothered by her patiner's dependence on her: 

so she had these friends [Val and Ida] whom 1 met through her and for 
some reason I had a fixation on this [Val]. . .So aida] and I parted and 
I began to live with this [Val] and then 1 tried to help Maida]. 1 felt bad 
because she was a very nice person. So finally she couldn't stand living 
alone ... she hadn't formed another relationship so she phoned us and 1 
said to [Val] 'w got an extra room in the house' (we owned a house) 
and P said 'let's her in, she's a good friend' etc., so [Val] said 'al1 
right. ' So then and Ida] parted, and [Val] and I lived 
[Ida] met someone so then we had [Val] and 1 living toget 
living with us, [Ida] was with another woman and [Ida] 
originally started out by living together ... and before [V 

It would seem that serial monogamy was common in the period under study. "Pt seemed 

in those days nobody left anybody 'til they had someone else to go to," commented 

Joyce.62 Most of the women in this study who were part of any kind of lesbian 

community after the war were rarely without a partner. The postwar communities, be 

they in bars or in house parties, were sufficiently large that women could find other 

partners if relationships broke up. For those women not part of the community, 

however, a break-up cou1 signal a lengthy spell without another relationship. 

The community was very supportive. Despite their having been in relationships, 

and having broken up with each other and formed new relationships, these women 

remained friends and were supportive of each other in times of need. T 

support included the willingness to allow an ex-lover of a partner to become a roommate. 

ci Joyce, interview, 16 November 1985. 

62 Joyce, LMH interview, 16 November 1985. 



Even though it cannot be said that the lesbian community was always a happy and 

egalitarian one, it was one in which shared experience of same-sex attraction could 

potentially blur the differences and antagonisms between people, at least for a time. 

Femininity and Masculinity in Lesbian and Bisexual Relationships 

The most visible form of lesbian relationship in the period under study was that of 

the butchlfemme couple. As previously mentioned, this was a relationship based on clear 

demarcation of gender roles, which found expression in both appearance and behaviour. 

But this form of lesbian relationship did not develop in Canada until the middle of the 

century, and it was specific to the working-class urban bar culture, although some 

middle-class lesbians did visit the lifestyle on weekends. The butchifemme culture is 

arnply discussed in Chagter Three and in the works of Elise Chenier an 

Chamberland. For this reason, and also because none of the narrators interviewed for 

this study identified stnctly as butch or femme, s section will deal primarily with other 

f oms  of gender in Iesbian relationships. 

Masculinity and femininity operated quite differently among middle-class 

lesbians. Very few middle-class lesbians identified as butch and advertised themselves as 

such. One must be careful, therefore, in any anaiysis of female masculinity in lesbian 

relationshigs, not to attribute that masculinity necessarily to a butch identity and to ass 

that a woman's masculiniSy carried into her relationships in terms of roles, 

responsibilities, and expectations. There was, especially in the early twentieth century, a 

style of dress and manner among some middle-class women that was distinctly 

masculine. In some cases this was allied with lesbianism or bisexuality, but in some it 

was asswiated merely with feminist politics or even simply the desire to live a life other 



than that prescribed by dominant gender noms." The "New Woman" of the tum of the 

century, single, well-educated, and economically independent, was often assumed 

because of her transgression of gender noms also to be lesbian.64 

Martha Vicinus has argued that we can leam much about late nineteenth- and early 

twentieth-century lesbian mores and also masculine attitudes by exarnining more carefully 

than we have greviously done the works of the sexologists who, she suggests, "at the 

very least made available a sexual discourse to middle-class women ...."65 Lesbians, be 

they middle-class or working-class, have always been defined and had to define 

themselves in relation to male discourse. That masculinity has been a signifiant aspect of 

lesbian life, for some women, and even of non-lesbian gender rebellion, is therefore 

hardly surp+sing. In the working-class lesbian communities, masculinity was crucial to 

ong middle-class women, masculinity could also be 

es of behaviour. 

Just as there existed, both within and outside lesbian communities, different 

forms of masculinity based on class, so there existed distinctly working-class and middle- 

class f o m s  of femininity. Very little has been written about the differences between 

worbng-class and middle-class femininity as they apply to same-sex relationships, 

however, se femme history is only just beginning to explore the nuances of 

feminine lesbians' lives. Undoubtedly, many middle-class lesbians would have 

disapproved thorou y of a group of feminine women who were outspoken, sexuaily 

open, and public in their lesbianism. That many femmes in Toronto's bar culture were 

63 For example, in Amazons and Milibary Mai&: Women Who Dressed As Men in the Pursuit of Life. 
Liberty on & Scranton, Pennsylvanix Pandora, 1989), Julie Wheelwnght discusses a 
range O history who, for a variety of rasons, dressed ly or pemanently as 
men. Although Wheelwright achowledges the possibility of lesbianism or transgenderism far less 
she might, she nevertheless clearly indicates that many women cross-dressed for more material reasons, 
such as the desire to go to war. 

64 Carroll Smith-Rosenberg, Disorderiy Conlauct: Visions of Gender in Victorian Arnerica (New York: 
Alfred A. Knopf, 1985), 265. 

6 5 Vicinus, "'They Wonder io ch Sex 1 Belong'," 443. 



prostltutes, for example, was somethlng that horrified several of the narrators in this 

study. 

Many middle-dass women experimented and played with gender. Conti Grey's 

playing with masculinity was typical of many of the more theatrical and avant garde 

among the middle class in the 1920s. Conti was also somewhat of an outdoors person, 

having spent her youth on a small island, and her comfort with practical clothes contlnued 

into later life. In Fig 1, for exarnple, Conti (on the right) and her sister Evie cm be seen 

in "cowboy" gear, which they wore while at a Chilcotin ranch one summer. Conti did 

not identify herself as butch and did not dress in a masculine fashion al1 the time, 

however. That her style of dress when she was in France was sufficiently unusual for 

her to comment in her journal, and that she gives no other examples of k i n g  teased about 

her gender performance indicate that she did not usually dress in a masculine fashion.66 

Family members confirm that she was, in fact, usually very feminine. 

The same flirtation with gender can be found in the few letters that remain to us 

from "Bunny" Norcrop to Elisabeth Govan. In an undated letter written most grobably in 

the 194ûs, Bunny wrote to Elisabeth, "Come to me often, Betty boy...17m here, and you 

can depend on me entirely, bless you."67 Bunny called Betty "Betty boy" twice in only a - 

few letters, suggesting that it may well have k e n  a nickname she used frequently. It is 

unfortunate that Betty's replies to Bunny have not remained to the present, as it would k 

interesting to know whether or not Betty also used masculine terminology about herself. 

In some cases, gender transgression might be said to be a more fundamental part 

of a lesbian's subjeetivity. Differences in gender performance were present in the 

relationship of Frieda and Bud, and in Frieda's case it might be argued that masculinity 

66 Discussed in Chapter Three. 

67 UTA, Elisabeth Steel Livingston Govan Papers, B79-0027, Box 3, File 4, letter, Bunny Norcrop to 
Elisabeth Govan, n.d. 



Fig. 1. British Columbia Archives and Records Service, 22 95024, Constance and 
Evelyn Grey, 1925. 



was a more serious and permanent aspect of rsonality. Severd examples will serve to 

illustrate the degree to which Frieda viewed herself as being the masculine partner and 

Bud the feminine p er. In some ways, this was a relationship between a more 

"masculine" woman and a "feminine" one. From a relatively young age, Frieda Fraser 

a very masculine appearance for a woman of her generation (Fig. 2).68 

Frieda cut her hair unusually short during her medical internship, much to the annoyance 

of her mother and brother (Fig. 3).69 Nevertheless, her farnily were forced to tolerate 

what would be a life-long habit. 

Frieda continued to describe herself in masculine terms. In a letter of 10 July 

1925, Frieda apologizes for the fact that she had forgotten to wish Bud a happy birthday: 

"Another thing I seem to have over-looked was to wish you many happy returns of the 

day, now long since past. That's the kind of guy 1 am- but you must have made ug your 

mind to put up with it long k fore  this.'"o Later that month, she reported to Bud that 

"My family have induced me to stick back my hair with Kaspar's Anzora. Y ou have no 

idea what a vast expanse of noble brow it reveals & my hair is so slick a fly would break 

its neck on it.'Vi Kg. 4 shows Frieda with such a hair style. Bud replied by asking for a 

picture of Frieda 

with slicked hair. 1 want to decide whether I like it or not, and on that 
depends whether 1'11 ever corne home or not. If 1 feel that I can't love 
you with slicked, 1 shall stay here, even if 1 have to resort to the dole. 
But seriously, dear, will you go to a good man in N.Y. and have a 
decent photograph of yourself done in your best bib and tucker and 

68 Frieda had adopted the outdoor boyish look in her adolescent years. 

69 Interview with d Fraser and Nancy Brooks, nephew and niece of Frieda Fraser, 15 ber 
1997. 

70 UTA, Fraser Family Personal Records, sous-fonds III, Box 036, File 06, Frieda Fraser to 
Bickerton Williams, 10 July 1925. 

UTA, Fraser Family Pers Records, sous-fonds , f ieda Fraser to Edith Bickerton Wiiliams, 27 
July 1925. See Fig. 4. 



looking really beautiful? It would give me more pleasure than anything 
you wuld do for me at the moment."72 

Bud liked the picture Frieda sent her, but commented "you do look masculine, darling. 

The awful Englishwomen who have that pose, have put me off it even more than ever. 

Bunny looks like a men case.'T3 This flirtation with masculine gender may or may not 

indicate that Fri regarded herself as masculine. A stronger indication is a visiting card 

from 1926, on which the printed text reads "Miss Frieda Fraser". Frieda crossed out 

"Miss" and put 6'Mr0"74 

Frieda suggested to Bud in February 1927 that she take 

a job in New York or Montreal or some glace after your obligations in 
England terminate? Have you thought of that? Or is it sound to ignore it 
entirely if the Lord is to provide? It would be quite tolerable if a guy 
couîd see you every three months provided you were near enough to be 
reached if anything turned up. Y ou about that."75 

Both photograghs and letters indicate that Bud was the more feminine of the two in this 

relationship, and this was owledged by both parties. Frieda inquired of Bud in 

1927, 

What has pssessed you to get a lorgnette (you see I even jib at writing 
it). I can just imagine how snooty you will [drawing of feminine- 
looking Bud with bun and dress holding lorgnette to her eyes] In 
defence 1 shall either [picture of small skinny figure crawling away] or 
more grobably the wonn will tum and 1 shall [picture of masculine 
woman with slicked- ack hair and monocle]. You really are asking for 
it. We will make a pretty pair.'v6 

y Personal Records, sous-fonds II, Box 010, File 03, Edith Bickerton Williams to 
Frieda Fraser, 16 August 1925. 

73 UTA, Fraser Family Personal Records, sous-fonds II, Edith Bickerton Williams to Frieda Fraser, 2 
June 1926. See Fig. 5. 

74 UTA, Fraser Family Pers Records, sous-fonds III, Box 036, File 09, Fneda Fraser to Edith 
Bickerton Williams, 1926, ad.  

75 UTA, Fraser Family Personal Records, sous-fonds , Box 036, File 11, Fneda Fraser to Edith 
Bickerton Williams, 24 February 1927. 

ords, sous-fonds III, Box 036, File 1 1, Fneda Fraser to Edith 
. See Flg. 5 for the drawings themselves. 



Fig. 2. University of Toronto Archives, B95-0044Iûû3P (14), Frieda Fraser, age 17. 



Fig. 3. University of Toronto Archives, B95-0û441003P (07), Frieda Fraser and nurse, 
n.d. 



Fig. 4. University of Toronto Archives, B95-00271002P (18), Frieda at top left. 
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In another letter of 1 927, she favours masculine identifier, lamenting that 

lamb if I go on loving you as vigourously[sic] as this it will be very trying. 1 hope you 

can stand a lot of letters; that seems to be one of the things that happens. 1 must stop. It 

is devilish late but I've been so full of s lately it is awfully hard to go to 

what is the use? You don't give a guy much rest you know."77 

Individually, these examples of gender play need not suggest more than 

fashionable, 19201;; "New Woman" humour; cumulatively, however, their effect is to 

show that Fneda had a more personal investment in masculinity than someone for whom 

gender was simply a joke. Both the consistency and the insistence of the masculine 

identifiers Frieda uses are, 1 suggest, indicative of a rejection of traditional femininity on 

her part, if not an adoption of a masculine subjectivity. 

In the absence of clear statements about gendered identities, or evidence of 

community based on gender roles, it is impossible to state with any certainly what might 

have been the m ng of gender in relationships between middle-class women. It is 

clear from these examples that the masculine gender was employed by one partner in a 

way that suggests an awareness of divergence from femininity. Whether or not such 

divergence was to the point of identity, either a middle-class version of butch or a 

transgender identity, is impossible to assess. It is certain that, even if Frieda Fraser did 

feel essentially masculine, that form of masculinity was markedly different from the 

working-class version of it which would corne to predominate in the butchlfemme culture 

after the Second World War. 

An analysis of interview material re s that the butch-femme relationship, 

although important in the twar era, was hardly hegemonic. As other histonans have 

, class differences often detennined the degree to which butch and femme were 

employed as identities. Those women who lived fully in the bar scene also lived fully in 

77 UTA, Fraser Family Personal Records, sous-fonds III, Box 036, File 11, Fn 
Bickerton Wiilianis, 6 February 1927. 



butch and femme roles, as it was dong these lines that the community was structured 

until the late 1960s. Those women who were not always in the bar scene, however, or 

who visited it only occasionally, had a less profound investment in the butch-femme 

social structure.78 

Lois, who was involved in the bar scene quite often but who was also a teacher, 

dressed like a butch "in cowboy boots and shirt and black pants and everything" at the 

bars, but she argues that she thought that butch and femme roles "were a joke." 79 She 

accounts for her involvement in the bars by suggesting that she lived the bar life on the 

weekends because living as a lesbian meant that one was already living a double life, and 

that therefore she lived the double life fully, having one life during the week and another 

on the weekend. It may well be that Lois' perspective on the bar culture has been affect 

by her involvement in 1970s lesbian feminism, which condemned the butch and femme 

women for their adoption of masculinity and femininity. le she may have liv 

middle-class lifestyle during the week as a teacher, she was sufficiently involved in the 

bar scene to have prticipated in several fights with butches. She also dressed in a very 

manner and wore a ife. That she thought of the roles as a joke at 

therefore unlikely. It is much more likely that her interpretation of the roles 

altered in the intervening years by political condemnation of butch masculinity and 

aggressiveness. 

ented, "1 guess 1 was femme, 1 suppose. Mickie was the more 

aggressive or whatever. It really wasn't al1 that, to us, but to some of our friends it was . 

t ' ' go  It was not until the lMOs, after Pam had broken off her relationship 

with Mickie and fonned a new one, that she switched roles. "1 wasn't terribly thrill 

with that. 1 didn't find being butch very great. 1 mean, in those days, 1 mean, you paid. 

78 Their antipathy to the butchlfeme lifestyle is discussed in Chapter Five. 

79 Lois, personal interview, 3 October 1998. 

interview, 30 September 1998. 



Not like maybe today. If you took some y out for dinner, you b l d y  well 

it."81 Pam seemed to form her gender role in relation to that of her partner, and so she 

was able to switch. Her testimony does not suggest a deeply-held subjectivity based on a 

single gender role, but rather a more mutable gender performance formed relationally and 

dependent on that of a partner. 

Many of the lower middle-class and upper working-class women whose social 

lives 1 describe in Chapter Five were ambivalent ut butch and femme roles. They 

were much more likely to describe themselves as "butchy" or b'butchier" and "feminine" 

than they were to use the identity labels "butch" and "femme." Stating that one was 

butchy mther than butch, or feminine rather than femme, not only placed one's gender 

performance closer to what was regarded as acceptable but also separated one's 

subjectivity on the basis of class. To identify as a butch was to be associated with 

women who wore men's clothes and whose behaviour and appearance was working- 

class. Similarly, femme women's femininity was working-class femininity, and 

therefore not the End the narrators wished to manifest themselves. 

The narrators were only o~casionally involved in the bar scene, concerned as they 

tability and the threat to their employment, and having as they did an 

alternative social world of house parties.82 Their investment in the structural noms of 

culture was therefore limited. They did employ gender differentiation in their 

relationships, but the "butchier" women especially were less likely to invest heavily in the 

stereotypical butch ap ce and behaviour, as it was a very public and therefore 

dangerous testament of queerness. Many of the narrators, such as Lois, Barb, and Pat, 

favoured a tailored and moderately masculine look, especially when visiting the bars or 

interview, 30 September 1998. 

S2 This topic is discussed in depth in Chapter Five. 



going to house parties, but definitely did not Wear men's clothes, as did many of the bar 

One must remember that al1 the narrators were raised with gender differentiation 

as a central characteristic of al1 relationships. That there should be gender differentiation 

in some same-sex ones is therefore not surprising. Phyl remembers her long-terrn 

relationship, formed initially at work and the only one she had with a woman before 

1965, as a very egalitarian one. She and her partner had different tasks in the 

relationship, but they were not based on gendered roles of butch and femme, although 

Phyl acknowledges that she was the more feminine in terms of tasks around the house 

than was her partner.83 Her partner did more of the household maintenance such as 

electrical work. Given that d l  women in this era were raised with noms  emphasizing 

gender divisions in the home, it is unders an couples also often divided 

househoki chores on very gendered lines. Barb and C th of whom grew up on 

farms and were used to physical labour, were comfortable with more masculine tasks and 

thus tended to do more of them than their partners. Most of the narrators, however, 

remembered their relationships differently, and recalled sharing tasks in a non-gendered 

way. For the most part, the household tasks they did were traditionally more "feminine9' 

ones, with the exception of yard maintenance. The more traditionaily "masculine" tasks, 

such as plumbing, c ntry, and electrical work, were usually done by tradespeople. 

Because the narrators did not identify as butch or femme, they did not have the kind of 

investment in gender roles which might have caused them to be more rigid in their 

adoption of household tasks. 

83 Phyl, personal interview, 28 Septemkr 1998. 



In the postwar era, when ideal gender roles were becoming once again more rigid, 

while more people seemed not to be acting in accordance with themF4 gender became an 

increasingly crucial aspect of lesbian life, most particularly of working-class lesbian life. 

Kennedy and Davis have shown that, in the Buffalo community of the 1950s, gender 

roles e more rigidly defined. Violence and jealousy within the butch-femme 

community increased, and much of it was butch violence directed at femmes.85 They 

account for this change not simply in terms of the butch interest in manifesting a 

masculine persona, but rather in terms of the new interest in "the tough masculine 

culture- the violence, jealousy, and solidarity-of the 1950s bar crow 

American bar scene became more entrenched in the 1950s and 1960s, and the 

on lesbians grew as more public attention was focused on them, physic emotional 

abuse, alcoholism and drug addiction became more prevalent.87 

It has often been assumed in lesbian communities that relationshigs between 

women will necessarily be more egali an and less abusive than heterosex 

relationships. Many women entering relationships with other women for the first time 

84 Crises about gender resulting from the dramatic shifts of the Second World War resulted in anincreas 
emphasis on the return to an ideal of heterosexd matrimony, in which the woman remained at home 
with cbildren and the man was employed in a weil-paid job with a suffident income that his wife would 
not have to work. Many women continued to work, however, especially before marriage and then again 
when children were older. It was also argued by some "experts" in Canadian society that the new postwar 
suburbs resulted in the masculinization of women and in absentee fatherhood, both considerable threats to 
the family. See, for example, Veronica Strong-Boag, "Home Dreams: Women and the Suburban 
Expairnent in Canada, 1945-1960," Cana& Historicd Review 72,4 (December 1991), 471-504; 
Veronica Strong-Boag, "'Their Side of the Story ': Women's Voices from Ontario Suburbs, 1945-1%0," 
in A Diversity of Women: Ontario 1945-1980, ed. Joy Parr (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 
1995), 46-74; and Mary Louise Adams, The Trouble With Normal: Postwar Youth and the Making of 
Heterosexualilyfroronto: University of Toronto Press, 1997). 

85 Kennedy and Davis, Boots of Leather, Slippers of Gold, 316-317. 

K e ~ e d y  and Davis, Boots of leather, Slippers of Gold, 320. 

87 Qise Chenier has dealt with the topic of pushing, and the links between the dmg 
scene and prostitution, in her thesis "Tough lemakers," and so I shaii not deal with that 
subject here. 



believe that they will automatically be better and closer relationships, and yet the evidence 

suggests that abuse, both emotional and physical, is present in lesbian communities as it 

is elsewhere. Lesbian abuse has only recently begun to be discussed openly, however, 

perhaps because lesbians in the past did not want to provide homophobic society with 

ammunition to level at the community, perhaps ause abuse, which is difficult enough 

to talk about in heterosexual couples, is thought even more traumatic when perpetrated by 

another woman. But abuse does and did exist in lesbian relationships, and its impact was 

felt by many women in this study. 

Kennedy and Davis suggest that the late 1950s and early 1960s "placed the butch 

in the vulnerable and stressful position of defender of the community and promoted the 

fem as the highly desired, but unreliable, refuge or source of security,"88 Living full- 

time as a butch woman in a decade increasingly hostile to gender non-confodty meant 

that the butch was increasingly isolated, unemployed, and harassed by police and men in 

general. In Buffalo, butches increasingly had to live off femmes, they drank more, and 

they became more insecure emotionally, resulting in the desire to protect the one thing that 

t- their relationships. Unfortunately, that sometimes transl 

extreme jealousy and even violence89 

Whether or not the sarne sition occurred for the Canadian bar cultures is 

difficult to detemine, as little data exists for the 1940s with which to compare later 

decades. Certainly, in the 1950s, violence was a part of the public lesbian community. 

The fights in bars and at parties discussed in Chapter Five were only 

however. Abuse within relationships also occurred frequently. Jan and Lois 

88 Kennedy and Davis, Boots of leather, Slippers of Gold, 320. "Fem" and "femme" refer to the sanie 
identity category and are used variously by scholars and the women whose identities 

89 Kennedy and Davis, Boots of leather, Slippers of Gold, 321. 



remembered one "Big Dubie" who "dressed like a man, eh? She used to k a t  up her little 

hooker girlfriend, too," said Lois, "1 think she almost killed her."gO 

Abuse was also part of the lives of many women who seldom or never went to the 

bars. After Cheryl and her partner had moved from Newfoundland to On 

began to suffer the effects of abuse. "We moved three or four times," said Cheryl, "and 

that was getting into the latter part of our relationship, and she became very, very 

suspicious of who I went to see." If Cheryl amived home late from work, Robyn would 

suspect that she was seeing someone. Then Robyn began going out at night 

and then coming home usually with a girl. I had no idea where she went 
to pick them up. And she didn't bring a lot of them home but she 
brought several home, and they were al1 very much like, she was h n d  of 
heavy into the b t t l e  at the time, and they were too ... 17d be sound asleep 
and al1 of a sudden I'd get a fist right in the pit of my stomach ... and there 
were times that she'd accuse me of k i n g  with, you know, 
that I worked with, somebody who was my age who was 
just got from bad to worse ... and there were times that she was really 
hung r something like that, there were a couple of times that she 
took to my throat and threatened that she was going to ram it right 
through my throat if I didn't tell her the truth.91 

It was not the physical threats that most frightened Cheryl, however: 'lhose were not the 

things that scared me," she said. Significantly more powerful was the threat of exposure: 

ow what scared me? She threatened to tell my parents what we were doing. And 

I thought, 'oh my G , this will kill my Dad. If he knows that I'm with Robyn in 

way.' I mean, I couldn't, I couldn9t have that happen. So under the threat of that, that 

was the thing that kept me with her as long as 1 didS7'92 

It is clear from this passage that Cheryl, although not at this stage aware of 

language explicitly describing lesbians, was aware, on a conscious level, of the nature of 

her sexuality, and that it was a sexuality disapproved of in broader society. Her use of 

92 Cheryl, personai interview, 4 November 1998. 

90 Groq interview, LMH interviews, 19 October 1985. Elise Chenier documents the abuse involved in 
the bar scene in her thesis "Tou& Ladies and Troublernakers." 

Cheryl, personal interview, 4 November 1998. 
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the words '"in that way" denotes a clarity with which she understood the nature of her 

relationship with Robyn. Even without a word to describe it-lesbian or gay-she 

that her love for someone of her own sex set her apart from what most Canadians in this 

period considered normal and moral. While she may not have had an identity in the 

modern sense, she most definitely had a subjectivity based on her sex 

awareness of its consequences. 

The last straw for Cheryî occurred one night when she finally fought back against 

the violence. Robyn came home with a woman and both of them started beating Cheryl 

up while she was asleep. Cheryl nearly vomited. "So I got up and caught my wind," she 

said. "1 looked at the two of them, and both had been drinking, and I just took one by the 

side of the head and the other by the side of the head ... and 1 knocked their heads 

together. And they just fell to the floor."93 Cheryl told Robyn that she 

she fell to the floor, and she told Robyn she did not want to be hit any more. "And al1 of 

a sudden the door kicked open, and Mrs. D. -she was our landlady-she was there with 

her cane, and she pinted the cane, she shook the cane, and she said to the two of them 

'you get out of my house right now this minute, and don? you ever come back."' It 

turned out that Mrs. D. had been aware of the abuse for some time. She gave Cheryl a 

glass of beer and said, "'Now, it's about time you took this into your own hands ..A's 

about time you did something."'94 Cheryl did-she ended the relationship with Robyn 

and joined the military the next morning. She still had interactions with Robyn, however, 

as their families knew each other and she did not want their breakup to be heard about in 

Newfoundland ause of family connections. Robyn was to re-surface some time llater, 

when Cheryl was stationed in Nova Scotia. She attempted to persuade Cheryl to return to 



very butch servicewomen friends advise Robyn politely that she should leave her alone. 

Lois' second major relationship was with a woman she had met at the 

Continental, 

a lovely woman when she wasn't drinking. Unfortunately, she was an 
alcoholic. So we lived together for several years, but she tried to kill me 
a couple of times with hot fat and stuff because she was so drunk she 
didn't know what she was doing. And 1 learned you can't live with an 
alcoholic. But 1 loved her, tried again, you know. She went to live with 
her daughter for a while, and 1 went to meet her at the train when she 
came back. She looked ok, but al1 of a sudden 1 realized that she was 
drunk-she'd been drinking on the train-so we had to split up because 

her any more. 1 couldn't take k i n g  attacked.95 

Lois, like many women in same-sex relationships and also many in heterosexual 

relationshigs, was disinclined to sever a relationship based on a single or even several 

instances of abuse. Women in the period under study were still expected to endure 

physical abuse and the alcoholic behaviour of spouses. Just as in heterosexual 

ng was generally viewed as insufficient cause for separation, so 

the lesbian community was there silence about and toleration of abuse. Not only did 

lesbian women sometimes have to face the disappointment of being abused by another 

woman,96 something they did not expect, but also there were no safe houses or 

institutions to which they could go for safety, save those of friends. A lesbian who went 

to the police and complained about the abuse she was suffering at the hands of a female 

partner would hardly have had a sympathetic hearing. 

The presence of abuse in a relationship bore no relation to the social class of the 

s concerned. While many of the women who rarely went to the bars regarde 

physicai violence as an unfortunate aspect of bar life, they themselves were not immune 

to its effects. P m ' s  first long-term partner, Mickie, was a manager of a utility company, 

95 Lois, personal interview, 3 October 1998. 

96 See Chapter Five for testirnonies about the 



very rare In the 1950s. She was a violent alcoholic. Alcohol, according to Pam, was a 

serious problem in the lesbian community of the 1950s and 1%0s. Pam also 

acknowledges that drugs were around in that period too, although she "was too dumb to 

know the difference."97 As in the case of heterosexual relationships, the presence of 

alcohol was linked to a higher frequency of domestic violence. Several of the women 

that their gartners treated them more violently when they had been drinking. 

Chenier reveds the grevalence of alcohol and drugs in the bar community, but it was not 

the case that drinking was limited to the poor working class. As 1 discuss in Chapter 

Five, there was also much dri ng at the house parties run by lower middle-class 

lesbians in the suburbs. That alcohol abuse did sometimes exacerbate physical abuse 

within relationships. 

WMe the twists and turns of some lesbian relationships might, on the surface, 

seem somewhat dysfunctional, one must remember that relationships were entered into in 

a small community whose members lived with secrecy, deceit and marginalization. They 

had been raised to believe in heterosexual noms  which conflicted with their own desires. 

By the time lesbian women reached the lesbian community, they were aware that their 

relationships were regarded as unhealthy and unnatural, and that as individuals they were 

viewed as sick The resultant interna1 c icts and negative self-images, and the living of 

double lives, took their toll on many lesbians. Many resorted to alcohol and drugs, an 

some were violent. 

Abuse could potentially affect subjectivity. Both Cheryl and Parn found it 

difficult to understand how one woman could abuse another. In Cheryl's case, the abuse 

received at the hands of her first er caused her to swear off women. Cheryl joined 

the air force and decided that she was not going to pursue relationships with women 

again. She began dating men, and it was two years before she was able to decide that she 

sonal interview, 30 Septemkr 1998. 
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was fighting her attraction towards women. In the end, her sexual orientation won, but 

the abuse did permanently change her perspective on same-sex relationships. It may be 

that other women were not as able to rewver from abuse from a female 

and they may have left the lesbian community for heterosexual lives. It is also difficult to 

determine whetber or not awareness of social isolation and the smallness of lesbian 

communities kept these women in abusive relationships longer than they would have 

stayed in abusive heterosexual ones. Both lesbian women and heterosexual women had 

reasons for staying with abusive partners. 

One must remember that the 1950s and 1960s were hardly times of fully healthy 

heterosexud relationships. There remained, in the middle of the twentieth century, 

considerable domestic violence and alcoholism. Domestic violence would not be 

in any serious and widespread way until after the period under study. 

there existed growing disapproval of spusal  abuse in heterosexual society, it was still 

disapprovd based on extent rather than existence, by which 1 mean that some levels of 

spousd abuse were tolerated. It was only the more extreme forms which incurred legal 

penalties. Moreover, women were often assumed to have provoked or othenvise 

deserved the treatment meted out to them by their husbands.98 Many narrators for this 

study had witnessed domestic violence and alcoholism in their families. Within such a 

context of tolerance of spousd abuse and placing of blâme for it on the victim, it is hardly 

surprising that many women remained in abusive relationships. 

98 For information on domestic violence, see Annalee Golz, "'If a Man's Wife Does Not Obey 
, What Can He Do?: Marital Breakdown and Wife Abuse in Late Nineteenth-Century and Early 

Twentieth-Century Ontario," in Law. Society and the State: Essays in Modern kgal  History, eds 
A. Knafla and Susan W.§. Binnie (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1995), 323-350 and Cy 
Comacchio, The Infinite Bonds of Family: Donresticity in Canada, 18.50-1940 (Toronto: University of 
Toronto Press, 1999). 



Throughout the twentieth century, women who were attracted to other women had 

to balance their desires, and the wish to explore those desires physically, with the need to 

maintain happy relationships with their families of origin. The evidence from this study 

suggests tentatively that complete separation from family because of lesbianism was 

unusud in the period 1910 to 1965. It would be tempting to view more recent and 

"liberal" attitudes towards lesbianism as contributing to higher quality and longer 

maintained family ties, and the attitudes of the past as deleterious to farnily relationships. 

In some cases, this was true, but many lesbians growing up and forming relationships 

between 1910 and 1%5 remained close to their families, with sexuality forming a site of 

conflict but not of irrevocable division. 

During the postwar era, psychological discourse e increasingly i 

and under its terms same-sex desires and behaviours were abnormal, unhealthy, and 

requiring of treatment. The Canadian public was exposed more frequently to 

psychological terms in the 1950s and 1960s, at precisely that same moment in Canadian 

history when the emerging gay and lesbian urban mmmunities were k ing  exgosed to the 

public through articles in the tabloid press and in more "respectable" media. These two 

decades would witness the beginning of a change in relationships between lesbians and 

their families. Families now reacted to lesbian daughters in the terms of the discourse and 

began to see them as needing treatment for a medical problem rather than as simply 

engaged in behaviours which were "unnatural" or "immoral." 

1 further suggest that, in many cases, lesbians in the period under study had 

stronger ties to their families of origin would those who came out in the 1970s into 
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the lesbian movement because lesbians lacked alternative family frameworks.99 Further 

documentary evidence would have to be obtained to show conclusively that women were 

not as often thrown out of the family home before 1965, and particularly before 1950, 

because of lesbian relationships, but the evidence obtained for this study does suggest, at 

least, that famil y relationships were maintained rather than severed. Homophobia 

existed, but other factors reduced the likelihood of family abandonment. 

Lesbians, before the advent of the communes, the feminist movement, and the 

gay and lesbian rights movements of the late 1960s and lMOs, negotiated the boundaries 

of their sexuality in a situation that did not include the notions of "alternative7' family 

structure and lesbian "community" that would later emerge with politicai activism and 

greater social tolerance of same-sex partnerships. What little community did exist was 

based on social connection rather than political agenda. And while many longer-term 

lesbian relationships were phrased in terms similar to those of heterosexual maniage, 

there was little theorizing of these relationships as representing alternative families. These 

ideas would corne later in the century. 

Before 1965, and especially before the 1950s, lesbians remained 

closer to their families of origin, even after beeoming sexuaily active as lesbians, than did 

many Iater lesbians. The context of their lives was, in many ways, fundamentally 

different: not only were the ideological constructs of the lesbian community and the 

alternative family not yet in place, but earlier lesbians also had less financial independence 

on the basis of which they could break their familial ties. There was much greater 

emphasis on familial duty than would exist in later decades. Furthermore, while societal 

99 It is not only the case that women in the decades after 1970 could leave homophobic f d i e s  behind 
and live in lesbian communities. A disturbing trend in recent decades has been for lesbian, gay, bisexual, 
and transgender teens to be thrown out of the e and left to live on the streets. A high 
proportion of Street kids are Iesbian, gay, bis sgender. In 1994, Pierre Tremblay authored 
The Gay, Lesbiun and Bisexual Factor in the Youth Suicide Problem, a report he submitted to the 
Minister of Education for Alberta. He reportai that an estimated 20% to 40% of homeless children and 
teens are gay. lesbian, or le most data on the subject refers to American cities, it is argued 
that the percentages are similar for Canada. The report is now out of pnnt but data can be found at 
http:Ilwww.virtualci~.comlyouthsuicidel~k.h. 



uly as the tum of the approval of close relationships between women began to wane as ei 

century and was al1 but gone by the 1 !BOS,  Canadian society did not, until at least the 

mid-1950s, have a widely available discourse of pathological homosexuality on which to 

base its reactions to women who transgressed ronormativity. With the arriva1 of such 

a discourse, family reactions towards lesbians began to change. 

Yet it cannot be said that the 1950s and 1960s saw a sudden swing towards 

family intolerance of lesbians; nor did lesbians suddenly sever family ties once they had 

become aware of their sexual orientation. In only some families were lesbians suddenly 

the target of rejection and isolation. Even within a mntext of increasing societal 

discussion of and hostility towards lesbians, many families remained very tolerant of their 

wayward daughters, because other factors militated against the tendency for lesbian 

sexuality to involve family condemnation. The mid-twentieth century was, however, a 

time at which there occurred a signifiant break tween lesbian life and family life. The 

formation of urban lesbian communities, the structures of which would eventually replace 

many of the functions of the family and from which would a i se  the alternative family 

structures of 1 9 0 s  and 1980s lesbianism, and the new hegemony of psychological 

discourse were the key events in the changing relationship between lesbian subjectivities 

and the family. 

Before Freudian ideas became popular, lesbian relationships were disapproved of 

by Ule general public, but largely without the psychiatrie and psychological discourses 

which were to become hegemonic within Canadian society after 1950. Family 

condemnation rested, therefore, on somewhat vague and unspecified grounds. An 

analysis of family relationships from the 1920s and the 1930s reveals a 

lesbianism, but one very seldom expressed in the sort of terminology that would become 

popular during the Second World War. In 1926, for example, Helene Fraser remarked to 

her daughter, Frieda, "It is pleasant for you to have Bud. 1 am glad e interns like her & 

1 shall also be glad i f s  e will like them & not concentrate al1 her affections on 



you."ioo She was commenting on a visit Frieda's gartner was making to her while 

Frieda was working in New York as a doctor. Mrs. Fraser's reactions to Bud, Frieda's 

partner, were not always as "beneficent" as they were on this occasion. Frieda conveyed 

her mother's words while writing to Bud in England, where she had been sent in order to 

get her away from Frieda Their relationship continued through letters, sometimes 

several in a single day, as they successfully thwarted their families' attempts to keep them 

agafi 

Frieda and Bud, whose relationship lasted from when they were nineteen to when 

Bud died in 1979 at the age of eighty, had constantly to negotiate the waters of family 

disapprovai. In January of 1926, Frieda had attempted to elicit from Bud's mother and 

sister some information regarding their perspective on Bud's temporary return to Canada. 

e resulting argument involved Frieda and Bud in lengthy discussions. 

Bud wrote to Frieda that she had had letters from her mother and sister and commented 

"you have got me into a nice mess with them."lOl She admonished Frieda for thinking 

that she could have found out more information, and urged her to be more careful in the 

future. 

It was Frieda's mother who proved the more hostile to their relationship, 

however, and around whom Frieda and Bud most often had to plan their meetings. 

Frieda's father had died in 1916, and Frieda seemed to feel a great responsibility towards 

, ambivalent though the relationship was. Frieda's letters illustrate the delicate 

nature of the maternai relationship. After a trip home for Christmas, Frieda wrote "By the 

way, when I was at home 1 took careful soundings as to your status in the home. Mother 

doesn't seem to mind your being talked of now-she did a bit when she was here-rather 

UTA, Fraser Family Personal Records, sous-fonds III, Box 036, File 8, Frieda Fraser to Edith 
Bickerton Williams, 5 March 1926. 

lol UTA, Fraser Family Personal Records, sous-fonds II, Box 010, File 4, Edith Bickerton Williams to 
Fneda Fraser, 11 January 1925. Although the letter is dated 1925, ail the wntextual information suggests 
that it was actually written in 1926 and she had made an error in the daring. 



likes it up to a point ...."l02 By the middle of 1926, however, when Frieda and Bud were 

planning their next meeting, the situation was tense once again. Frieda wrote to Bud 

"Either you arrive just before Mother & we greet her arm in a m ,  or Mother arrives just 

before you & will want me out of arm's way. 1 rather hope for the former. It would be a 

nightmare if it weren9t so funny."lO" 

Both families p e d  problems. Bud commented, "my family ink that YOU led 

me into it, just as yours blarne me ...."IO4 She wrote to Frieda, "It seems such an 

appalling waste of time to have to go and see my family first and for most of the time. It 

isn't as if they wanted to see me particularly. They would bear up if 1 wanted to stay in 

any other place but N.Y. to see anyone else but you."lOS And the next day, she lamented 

"What rotten luck that Mrs. Fraser is coming back in July! You must tell me when, so 

that we c m  see what can . It is an awful thought, but 1 feel that N.Y. is not 

big enough for both of us ...."log Bud rearranged her schedule so as to 

Frieda when Mrs. Fraser was not there. In July, 1926, Bud asked 

I suppose you wouldn't think of coming here to see me instead of 
Montreal? It is further I know, but the Williams family would treat you 
agreeably and give you for the night you'd be here ... 1 know it's a 
mad idea but 1 have the feeling that we should see each 
before Mrs. Fraser coma,  or something will happen. 1 really 
it won't but 1 would like to see you B. Also, it would be quite 
possible not to mention the fact that you had ken ,  if it would make you 
unpopdar aftenvards. l O7 

O2 UTA, Fraser F a d y  Personal Records, sous-fonds DI, Box 036, File 7, Frieda Fraser to 
Bickerton Williams, 1 January 1926. 

O3 UTA, Fraser Family Personal Records, sous-fonds III, Box 036, File 9, Frieda Fraser to Edith 
Bickerton Williams, 13 June 1926. 

O4 UTA, Fraser Family Personal Records, sous-fonds II, Box 010, File 04, %th Bickerton 
Frieda Fraser, 28 May 1926. 

y Personal Records, sous-fonds II, Box 010, File 4, %th Bickerton Williams to 
Frieda Fraser, 1 1 June 1926. 

O6 UTA, Fraser Family Personal Records, sous-fonds II, Box 010, File 4, Edith Bickerton Williams to 
Frieda Fraser, 12 June 1926. 

O7 UTA, Fraser ly Personal Records, sous-fonds II, Box 010, File 5, Edith Bickerton W 
Frieda Fraser, 10 Juiy 1926. 



It seems that each woman visited her family individually during the summer of 

1926. Bud attemp to resolve things with her family, but was unsuccessful. She told 

Frieda that 

The whole thing came up quite soon after 1 got back when I said 1 was 
going to see you, and they said that they hoped 1 had got over that absurd 
business and that as you weren't here to pursue me-isn't it odd that 
both Our families think that the other does the pursuing?-there was no 
point in my running down to N.Y. to put myself in your way. So I said 
that I was fond of you and it wasn't entirely on your side ... She pud 's  
mother] said that it was such an unusual relationship, to which 1 agreed, 
that she had nothing against you personally, in fact rather liked you, and 
that she could never approve but 1 would no longer be badgered about 
it.108 

They were to see each other late in the swnmer. In early August, Frieda prepared 

Bud for the worst, commenting that 

likely to oecur is the one that you didn't 
w it-& that is that I will get annoyed & be 

she will point out that that is the evil effect 
you beforehand it mightn't happen.109 

A few days later, she suggested "Another thing, dear, if you care to try it I 

both mb  along on my pay. It seems to be the thing that both Our families are pushing us 

into against Our will & theirs." She further remarked that 

'Living in Sin' has always struck me as a very boring affair because no 
one else will play with you. And Our combining forces would have 

disadvantages without any adequate reason for it. It is al1 
so silly & unpleasant because people insist on making such a fuss about 
it. Al1 we ask of them is to let us see each other rather often like 
Christians & they shove us into this muck! I'm fed up with being 
careful about them. What 1 don't understand is how they don? mind 
what we do as long as they can pretend they don't know.1 l0 

y Persona1 Records, sous-fonds II, Box 010, File 5, Edith Bickerton Williams to 
Frieda Fraser, 17 July 1926. 

O9 UTA, Fraser Family Personal Records, sous-fonds III, Box 036, File 9, Frieda Fraser to Edith 
Bickerton Williams, 2 August 1926. 

l0 UTA, Fraser Family Personal Records, sous-fonds III, Box 036, File 09, Fneda Fraser to Edith 
Bickerton Williams, 6 August 1926. 
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The above passages reveal not only Frieda's frustration with the situation but also 

the solidity of her subjectivity. That she regarded their relationship as a maniage can be 

seen in her opinion that were they to live together they would be treated as if they were 

"living in sin" and would be socially isolated, but that that treatment would be without 

reason. And in no way did family or other criticism of their relationship make Frieda 

waver in her devotion. It may, in fact, have increased it by requiring of Frieda and Bud 

considerable planning of meetings and discussion of the opposition, bringing them even 

closer together and helping them to build barriers to repel homophobic opinion. 

Each woman was also annoyed by her family's tendency to blame the other 

partner in the relationship. The letters reveal that each family was inclined to see its own 

daughterlsister as an "innocent" woman negatively influenced by the other. Both Fneda 

and Bud resented the implication that they were in some way under the evil s 

other. Such an implication was not only insulting to their partner; it also portrayed them 

as passive and weak. That they rejected the inference should be both as a sign of 

their loyalty to each other and as an expression of a self-aware subjectivity. 

By the end of 1926, matters had become difficult. Frieda wrote, 

Y our being away hasn7 t n of the slightest good to Mother apparently. 
We exchanged a few words several days ago. The essence of it was in 
the end that 'something or some one has come between us' & that she 
thinks is you. Whereupon 1 pointed out that the condition existed long 
before 1 knew you. Which surprised her & made her quite miserable I'm 
afraid.111 

Frieda9s mother was concerned about the relationship from its inception, but 

became especially concemed at the prospect of Bud returning to ada on a permanent 

basis in 1927. She wrote to her friend Nettie for advice. Nettie, in her guidance to 

Helene on how to deal with the relationship between Frieda and Bud, clearly rev 

availability in the 1920s of at least some works attesting to the existence of "abnormal" 

UTA, Fraser Family Personal Records, sous-fonds III, Box 036, File 10, Fneda Fraser to Edith 
Bickerton Williams, 22 December 1926. 



sexualities.112 The degree to which Helene herself was familiar with such ideas is 

unknown, but it may be said that she held the relationship to be ealthy and unnatural, 

even if she did not use any of the new sexological tenninology wi th which to describe it. 

Nettie identified Helene9s concern about the relationship as based not on personai 

dislike, but rather on "a well-founded apprehension, as you believe, that this friendship 

so-called, is etemally injuring Frieda's life-her development, her career, her heaith & 

her future happiness!" Given Helen's prior lack of success in parting the two, however, 

Nettie suggested a more "psychological" approach. Nettie suggested that Helene indicate 

to Frieda that 

you have made up your mind to withdraw from any further effort in this 
Iine- to let Frieda "go to it" just as hard and far and fast as she likes. 
That you have still one quiet confidence lying in the bottom of your 
heart-and that is, that Frieda will never let Bud, or anyone else, crowd 
you out of that chamber of her affections and her fealty which has 
aiways k e n  yours-her own and only mother's. That your only 
stipulation in making al1 this over to her is that she will never try to bring 
you and Bud together, in future: that that would be worse than you cou 

? But that you give Frieda up to her in every way-she can go jus 
as far as she likes, you give her carte blanche-with this one stipulation 
that she does not attempt to bring her to you or to your home.113 

Nettie then outlined a series of specific strategies Helene could employ in order to ensure 

that her message was heard. In the end, both ilies' attempts to keep Frie 

apart failed. After Bud's return from England, the two continued their relationship, 

eventually buying a house and living together until Bud's death. 

Despite the obvious tensions involved in the relationships of Bud and Frieda with 

their respective families, the daughters maintained regular contact with family members 

and seemed to fee a duty to familial ties. Both during their separation and when they 

were able to live once again in Canada, their social worlds consisted primarily of women, 

l2 The first portion of Nettie's reply is diseussed in Chapter One. 

UTA, Fraser y Personal Records, sous-fonds II, Box 001, File 17, Nettie Bryant to Helene 
Fraser, 23 April 1927. 



some of whom were in same-sex relationships, yet these female social groups did not 

draw them away from their families. 

Frieda's mother and Bud's various family members, for their own part, were 

possessed of a perspective antagonistic to relationships between women. On severai 

occasions, when the subject came under discussion, they made it clear that they felt such 

relationships to be unnaturai. That they phrased their criticism in such tenns indicates the 

influence of the new, sexological discourse regarding relationships between women, 

which regarded them as abnormal and unhealthy. Gone was the tolerance which might 

have existed in middle-clam circles a century earlier. Despite their use of a language of 

abnonnality and unnatudness, however, family members seemed able to differentiate the 

relationship between Frieda and Bud from those more soundly con mned in public 

discourse. Helene and her friend Nettie were able to hold negative opinions a b u t  the 

relationship while simultaneously believing that Frieda and Bud were not "repulsive" and 

"abnormal." 

Anne's relationship with her mother, although problematic, was without 

signifiant conflict on the subject of sexuality. Anne is sure that her mother 

sexuality early on, even though Anne was engaged for a time in sexual relationships with 

men. Anne believes that the fact that she was allowed to stay with her aunt and her aunt's 

r in the 1%0s and 1940s, when she was a chi1 , indicates that her mother had no 

fundamental objection to her aunt's sexuality and knew about Anne's. While Anne is 

sure that her mother was jealous of her closeness, with her aunt, she did not phrase that 

jealousy in tenns of antagonism to the aunt's sexual orientation. Nor did her mother ever 

express any objection to Anne taking her female partners home to stay in the 1950s and 

id not attempt to dissuade her from her sexuai orientation. l14 

Anne, personal interview, 1 May 1998. 



Lois, who was born in Victoria 1919, also felt that her family had 

lesbianism. Lois "was a bit of a problem," so she was sent to St. Margaret's pnvate 

school.115 Part of her "problem," it seems, was her affection for girls, which was 

sufficiently obvious that her older sister commented on it when Lois was eleven. Lois 

had had crushes on girls from a very young age and had talked to her sister about them. 

Her sister, while not exactly in favour, did not reject Lois out of hand but did suggest to 

her that same-sex crushes were not normal. Lois also believes that her parents knew of 

her lesbianism. 

The tide clearly was turning against lesbian relationships, yet women of the 1930s 

and 1940s were able to decide not to get married, but rather to follow their passions, with 

only moderate public condemnation compared to that which would come in the next 

decade. Increasing female employment allowe young women to leave home an 

same-sex envi ro ents. Prevailing gender noms  made same-sex living for women 

socially aweptable, as long as open lesbian sex ity or gender transgression was not 

present. The Canadian public had to be Qained slowly to view female relationships with 

an eye to lesbian content. Many parents remained ignorant of the possibility, or saw it as 

something that could exist outside their family, but not within it. Consequently, many 

lesbians were able to begin their sexual lives with other girls or women without fear of 

being caught. 

Tolerance may particularly have occurred in the case of girls growing up lesbian 

in rural areas, which remained somewhat out of the reach of the tabloid newspapers. 

Parents were perhaps even less likely than their urban counte to be able to identify 

haviours early on. ile they might have been concerned about their 

daughters' gender-bending behaviours, for example, the lesser availabiliq of media 

discussions of links between that and lesbianism might have made them slightly more 

1 15 Lois, personal interview, 3 October 1998. 



tolerant and inclined to see it in terms of temporary "tomboy9' behaviour. This cm only 

be a tentathe suggestion, however, as we lack testimonies from rural parents which 

would support or refute such a suggestion. Barb's gender-bending behaviour was 

by her parents, who saw nothing unus ile Barb was able to 

advantage of her rural surroundings and engage in the sorts of activities and gender 

performance that a young boy would have b e n  allowed, her appearance would, in the 

following decade, have been likely to cause suspicion and comment. In the 1930s and 

194Qs, however, Barb was merely a curiosity, a tomboy who supposedly would grow 

out of it. 

Barb's relationship with her family remained a positive and happy one, even 

though she was aware that she had to keep her attraction towards women secret. The 

subject of lesbianis was not addressed in her family, and she therefore did not have a 

name to put to the feelings she was having. Nor did any situations arise in which her 

lesbianism was revealed to family. It was not until Barb joined the anned services in 

1952 that she heard much of lesbianism. She made friends with a group of five other 

lesbian servicewomen. In 1954, one of the women, under questioning, offered up the 

names of the rest of the group. Barb was hauled in to see a psychiatrist and, after an 

attempt to cover up her sexuality, was forced to admit that she was a lesbian, and was 

discharged. 1 16 When asked how she had what would be the consequences of 

telling the truth, Barb said that she could not remember specifically reading anything, but 

she had the distinct impression that "At that time, that was bad, bad, bad. Any 

caught you on your job, or any place, you ow, that wasn't the right thing. In other 

words, you were queer, that was the whole thing, 1 thi , you just weren't a normal 

rson. "1 17 

l6 These events are discussed more fully in 

l7 Barb, personal interview, 15 May 1998. 



There existed considerable antagonism towards same-sex relationships in the 

Canadian military in the postwar perid. As representatives of the nation, of courage and 

honour, and of respectability, servicemen and servicewomen were subject to intense 

scrutiny of their sex behaviour and gender performances. Any suspicion of a gay or 

lesblan relationship could provoke severe censure if not immediate dismissal.l18 Luckily, 

Barb was not asked to explain her military discharge to her family, as she had voluntarily 

left and thus received an honourable discharge, and she remained close to them 

throughout this period of her life. 

The threat of family reaction to her sexuality was an important consideration for 

Cheryl, and unfortunately was a tool of abuse in her relationship with her first partner. 

Cheryl had been at pains to keep the nature of her relationship secret, as she fe 

reaction of her parents, and most particularly of her strict father. As mentioned earlier in 

this chapter, it was that threat that kept her bound to the abusive relationship for so long. 

When Cheryl joined the air force, Robyn attempted to stop her leaving by once again 

raising the spectre of family condemnation. This time, however, Cheryl 

ground. She reali that her parents would love her no matter what Robyn had to tell 

them: "1 suppose, at eighteen years of age came wisdom. 1 finally smarten 

'My family love me and if you tell them, they will probably be hurt, but they love me and 

it is not going to m them love me any less. So go ahead and tell them if you want 

l8 Little work bas yet been done on the experiences of lesbians in the Canadian military. Ruth Roach 
Pierson reveals, in "They 're Still Women After All" thal lesbians were forced to leave the 
the war. Much greater detail on the amed services during the war and the post-war period 
Gary Kinsman, The Regulation of Desire, 148-154 & 181-1û3. Kinsman and Patrizia Gentile are at 
present working on an examination of the national security canipaigns in Canada, 
Fmdings of which have been published as "Zn the Interests of the State ": The Anti- n 
National Security Campaign in Canada: A Preliminary Research Report (Sudbury, Ontario: Lauentian 
University, 1998). The subject of the security campaigns has also been explored in Daniel J. Robinson & 

, "The Queer Career of Homosexual Security Vetting in Cold War Canada," C d  
Historical Review 75.3 (Sept. 1994), 319-345. 

l9 Cheryl, personal interview, 24 November 1998. 
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Billie is sure that her parents knew of her sexuality, as the subject had been 

discussed. In the 1940s, when Billie was Young, her mother and her aunt had revealed to 

her that they had both had sexual relationships with women. The implication at the time 

was that it was a stage that she would pass through, but the fact that the subject was 

raised at al1 suggests that her mother and aunt had seen in Billie some signs of lesbian 

behaviour. Their addressing it so frankly and revealing that they themselves had had 

same-sex experiences was very unusual for the time. While Billie's relationship with her 

parents was made problematic by the household tension resulting from her mother's 

affairs, it was not made problematic by Billie's sexuality. Moreover, later in life, when 

Billie began to live fully as a lesbian, her parents did not react negatively. 

After the Second World War, public discourse about gender and s 

to change more rapidly amid societal fears about the results of the war for 

heteronormativiv. By the 1950s, a new gender ideology was finding expression at least 

as forceful as had been the exhortation of separate spheres in the nineteenth century. 

Gender and sexual nonconformity were now seen as signs of deeper ills, both in the 

and in the nation. As the nation was built on the foundation of the nuclear 

family, the relationship between parents and children was increasingly the focus of 

normative propaganda. Some of that propaganda addressed the subject of 

homosexuality. Most material was about male homosexuality, but lesbians were the 

subject of an increasing number of articles in the media. The new discourse of sexuality 

began to posit lesbians more forcefully as antagonists to the family, as both the result and 

the agents of family breakdown. Mary Louise Adams' e Trouble With No 

increasing nonnalization of matrimonial heterosexuality within a framework of a postwar 

domestic "revival," in which deviance "preclud the homogenization that was seen to be 

central to Canada's strength as a nation."l20 

lm M~ hui, A s, The Trouble With Normal, 23. 



Lesbians7 relationship to family life began fundamentall y to change in this new era 

of coercive heteronormativity. Whereas in earlier times the concept of family obligation 

and the lack of female financial independence (or, indeed, the family's need to rely on a 

daughter's income) might have militated against a family7s wish to expel a daughter 

because of her sexuality, the new discourse allowed families more and more to see their 

lesbian daughters as enemies, and as threats to the further stability of the family home. 

Family tensions could be alleviated by physical distance, and the growing employment of 

young women allowed lesbians to move away from their families perhaps a little more 

easily than had earlier been the case. This was particularly the case for young middle- 

class women. 

Lesbians took advantage of new employment opportunities and sought work and 

refuge from their familles in the burgeoning metropolises of Toronto, Montréal, and 

Vancouver. Both middle- and working-class women sought new opportunities which 

included the ability to live by oneself or with other women rather than with family. Some 

women were less able to find work than others se of their gender performance and 

their very visible lesbianism. For butch women, who most clearly transgressed the 

boundaries of gender, employment opportunities were few. In Toronto, they were 

restricted to such jobs as driving trucks and labouring.121 They often were supported 

financially by femmes or by other butch women in the community. 

In the 1950s and 1960s, psychiatry and psychology were he 

miracle cures for a variety of mental diseases and aberrant behaviours, including sexual 

ones. Many new methods of treatment were to arise for psychiatrie illnesses generally, 

but the various sex pathologies were thought to warrant particularly aggressive 

121 Elise Chenier, "Tough Ladies and Troublemakers," 133-134. 



aversion therapies. While gay men bore the brunt of most of the postwar attack on 

homosexuality, lesbians had also to endure institutionalization and outpatient treatment 

because of their sexuality. 

Psychology and psychiatry were vital parts of the postwar re-emphasis of 

heteronormativity. Before the war, "medical and psychiatric investigations of 

homosexuality were primarily limited to the pages of professional journals, while the 

general public's perception of the homosexual - usuall y male- was shaped by 

sensational news stories about the sex crirninal or religious morality tales about the sex 

sinnerQn122 In the postwar period, medical opinion on homosexuality rapidly infiltrat 

ng via the mainstream media. Much of that opinion rested on assumptions 

about the intimate link between homosexuality and abnormal or unhealthy family life, 

assumptions supported, and to a degree created by, the leading psychological theorists of 

the day. The new era made images of lesbians and their social worlds more available to 

young women coming to terms with their sexuality ; it also meant that many 

had a name to put to their daughters' behaviours, and a socially-approved framework 

within which to respond. 

That framework sometimes involved psychiatric or psychologi 

Several of the women in this study were required to see a psychiatrist or psychologist, 

particularly those working-class women interviewed by the Lesbians 

Project. Unfortunately, it is beyond the scope of this project to reveal or account for any 

class differences in the degree to which lesbians were forced into psychiatric treatment. 

What can be said is that the discourse of lesbian pathology was used against al1 lesbians. 

The butch lesbians of the workmg-class bar culture were perhaps more the targets of that 

discourse, however, because their gender performance marked them so clearly both as 

masculine women and as sexualized lesbians. Jan, for example, was threatened with 

l 22 Kate Adams, "Making the World Safe for the Missionary Position: Images of the Lesbian in Post- 
World War II America," in Lesbian Texts and Contexts: Radical Revisions, eds. Karla Jay and Joanne 
Glasgow (New York & London: New York University Press, 1990), 264. 



because of her gender performance: "They phoned my family up and they said, 

'Did you know that your sister's been seen in Toronto and she's dressing like a man?' 

My brother came looking for me, my older brother and my older sister. And 1 met them 

and they said, 'We're going to put you in the fucking nuthouse: look at you! "'123 

Tricia, who came out to her family accidentally, was also assumed to be mentally 

ill. Her mother's tone during a telephone conversation had suggested to Tricia that she 

knew of Tricia's lesbianlsm, when in fact ber mother had thought that Tricia was going 

out with a black man. Thinking that her mother had guessed her sexual orientation, Tricia 

started taliung about it. Tricia had been a tomboy when she was growing up, and later 

had been given a copy of The WelZ of Loneliness by her mother, which might have 

suggested to Tricia that her mother had had some suspicions.124 Upon rev 

sexual orientation, Tricia was told to see a psychiatrist. 

"What psychiatrists do to lesbians is a crime," commented Pat. She remembered 

that when her father first found out that she was a lesbian when she return 

from New York, he took her "to a doctor, but u ownst to me, didn't tell me it was a 

psychiatrist. So  I walked into this office, and this guy asked me 

questions, you know, about my childhood and everything, and it clicked finally that it 

was a psychiatrist." The psychiatrist called Pat's father in and told him that "'reaily, she 

is a lesbian and she married just to hide it from her family, and in her upbringing you 

certainly didn't help the situation.'" Pat's father pulled her out of the office, saying 

"'That idiot doesn't know what he's talking about."'125 The psychiatrist had actually 

been conect, at least about Pat's sexuality and her fdse marriage, but his li 

sexuality to her upbringing had given Pat's father a means by which to reject the 

message, for no parent wanted to see themselves as res 

23 Jan, LMH interview, 19 October 1985. 

24 Tricia, interview, 21 September 1986. 

125 Pat and Mary, joint personal interview, 26 September 1998. 



That Pat lied about her sexuality might, from an early twenty-first century 

perspective, seem to indicate that she was repressing her sexual orientation and was 

caving in to heteronormativity. One must be careful, however, not to assume that what 

would lx regarded as closetedness ay was the same fifty years ago. For Pat to admit 

her lesbianism at that particular juncture in Canadian history, when sexual "deviance" was 

increasing under the gurview of psychiatrists and psychologists, could have meant 

commi ttal or at least parental pressure to undergo therapy. That Pat's father had taken her 

to the psychiatrist in the first place suggests that he would have deemed treatment 

appropriate. Lying about one's sexuality in these kinds of circumstance can therefore be 

seen as conscious self-protection and acknowledgement of one's sexuality rather than as 

the negation of it. Pat had no intention of changing her behaviour; she wishe 

avoid psychiatrie treatment because of it. 

Jerry moved to Toronto at the age of fifteen after receiving a hostile reaction to her 

ity. "1 was accused of being a lesbian at the age of 13 by my 

She wntinued, "this woman, her name was S. She had a pyjama garty one night and 

there was 2 other, 3 other women 1 think. And S. and I got pretty heavy 

chesterfield."126 Jerry had known fully what lesbianism was, and had beneath her 

mattress at home two ks about lesbian relationships, yet she was careful to deny 

owledge when asked by her father and several doctors. After she left home, Jerry's 

father said to her sister, "'Your sister's a lesbian and 1 don't want her anywhere near my 

house. 1 don3 want her anywhere near you."'127 Jerry's father was in the air force, and 

might reasonably be expected to have had somewhat greater knowledge of homose 

than many in the general public, given the high-profile purging of gay men and later of 

lesbians in the military.128 He ce nly was in command of a wider range of terminology 

l 2"erry, LMH interview, 23 November 1992. 

127 Jerry , interview, 23 November 1992. 

128 See Gary Kinsman, The Regulation of Desire, 148-212; Daniel J. Robinson and David Ki 
'The Queer Career of Homosexual Security Vetting in Cold War Canada" 
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for homosexuality than many would have been, frequently lamenting the fact that his 

daughter was "queer."l2" 

Arlene discovered lesbians in the psychiahic hospital, after her mother had her 

comrnitted in 1962. She was sixteen. She had been "fooling around" with girls since the 

age of nine, but had not known what a lesbian was until she met several lesbian patients 

on the ward.130 At nine, she and her best friend had started acting out the love scenes 

they saw at the movies. When she was ten, her friend's mother walked in on them 

making love, asked "What are you d~ing? ,~ '  and then started to scream. Arlene fled the 

house, went home, and overdosed on her mother's sleeping pills. While it would appear 

that her friend's mother did not discuss the matter with Arlene's mother, her friend was 

put in another school and Arlene ceased most of her lesbian activity until her introduction 

to lesbians in the hospital.131 

Arlene revealed that she was committed the same year that she came out to her 

family as a lesbian, but said that the reason for the commi was that she was leaving 

home and her mother did not want her to. Despite the fact that her mother abused her 

physically, Arlene described her family as a "great one." She was able to tell her whole 

family, including her grandparents, 'This is the way it is: 1 am a lesbian. 1 intend to stay 

one. You can either like me or not see me again."132 As Elise Chenier comments, 

however, it is quite likely that her sexual preference was a factor in her mother's decision 

to have her committed. 133 

129 Jeny, LMH interview, 23 November 1992. 

30 Arlene, interview, 6 May 1987. 

l3 Arlene, LWNI interview, 6 May 1987. 

132 Arlene, LHM interview, 6 May 1987. 

133 Elise Chenier, "Tough Ladies and Troublemakers," 84. 



Although very difficult, her relationship with her mother was unusual for the 

time. Her mother insisted eventually on seeing what kind of life Arlene was living, and 

went with her to the lesbian bars at the Parkside and the Continental. "She just wanted to 

meet my friends, and see what atmosphere 1 was in," Arlene said. Her mother e so 

well known at the Parkside that she was referred to by the other lesbians as 'The 

General" or "Muni." The bar community, according to Arlene, looked to her for 

assistance when they had problems. It was a different story, however, when it came to 

Arlene having sexual relationships. "We'd go three to six months with my mother right 

out of it. She wouldn't talk to me, she wouldn7t talk to them."134 Arlene accounted for 

this behaviour by suggesting that her mother was jealous of the relationship. 

Another Toronto lesbian, Alice, mentioned a friend who was kicked out of a 

convent when she was sixteen and was discovered in bed with another girl: "An 

rew her out because she wasn't Catholic. And her mother sent her to a psychiatrist and 

Betty lied to him."135 The threat of psychiatric treatment was also present for Shirley 

Limbert: 

I was fifteen and proud and not very discreet. I smile to myself as 1 
think of this. 19m still proud to be a lesbian and I'm working on being 
discreet. Eventually, my mother found out about my lover and me, and 
she was horrified. At that time, in the late fifties, psychiatric care was 
re~ommended as the 'cure' for lesbians. 1 don't think my mother would 
have gone as far as shwk treatments for her only child- they were also 
considered a part of that 'cure'- but the threat was there. 136 

Barb and Cheryl, both of whom were required by the air force to see a 

psychiatrist to detennine whether or not they were lesbian, did not have any ongoing 

psychiatric treatment. Once they left the air force, they were free to do as they pleased. 

They did not seek medical treatment, not believing that there was a problem to 

134 Arlene, LI334 interview, 6 May 1987. 

135 Alice, LHM interview, 16 November 1985. 

e," in Lesbian Parenting: Living With Pride & PreJudice, ed. 
Books, 1995), p. 269. 
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Furthemore, because their families did not know the reason for their discharge from the 

air force, there was not any family pressure for them to see psychiatrists. 

Cheryl's previous partner, Robyn, however, did end up in the psychiatric ward 

after Cheryl had joined up. Robyn's experience may indicate to us that farnilies could still 

be somewhat tolerant, even while accepting the psychological discourse regarding 

lesbianism. Stogping off in Toronto after her basic training, Cheryl found out that Robyn 

had been admitted to 999 Queen Street. Robyn9s new lover informed Cheryl that it was 

al1 her fault, saying "you left her, and she just couldn't take it."137 Apparently Robyn 

had become suicida1 and eventually had to be committed. On Cheryl's first leave from 

her new base, she went to visit Robyn. Robyn seemed drugged but recognized her. On 

her second visit, Cheryl found that Robyn had been transferred to 2 Surrey Place, in the 

Women7s College Hospital, and was even more gged. Robyn's mother had travelled 

to Toronto as soon as she had heard that she was ill. She and Cheryl got dong well, and 

Robyn's mother informed Cheryl that Robyn had thought that she and Cheryl "would 

together like your Mum and Dad are together."l38 Robyn's mother clearly was 

sympathetic enough to visit her daughter in the psychiatric ward and saw her daughter9s 

lesbian relationships as similar in some ways to heterosexual ones, but she did not 

necessarily agprove of her daughter's sexual orientation. 

These testirnonies reveal that even those lesbians who most clearly transgressed 

the boundaries of heteronorrnativity were not necessarily cast outside the family, but that 

attitudes towards lesbians had changed somewhat from the previous decades. Even 

though many women remained in touch with their families, family concern about their 

sexuality could be explicit and overt. The new arguments of homosexual pathology 

clearly were available to parents and were and parce1 of their reactions to their 

137 Cheryl, personal interview, 4 November 1998. 

138 Cheryl, personal interview, 4 November 19%. 



daughters' behaviour. ereas in earlier decades opposition could be and was 

expresse$, and some families attempted to keep women apart from one another, from the 

late 1950s on families had the added explanations and tools of the psychologists and 

psychiatrists with which to "understand," describe and police their daughters' behaviour. 

Exarnining the period 1910 to 1%5, one sees a gradua1 shift in the relationship 

between lesbians and their families. The familial relationships of Frieda, Bud, Anne and 

Lois were often difficult because of their sexuality-particularly in the cases of Frieda and 

Bud- but at no time were ese women rejected outright by their families, and nor was 

there any suggestion that their behaviour required medical attention. Other women, such 

as Barb and Cheryl, knew very well that they had to keep their relationships secret 

because of the potential for family disapproval, but the potential disapproval was not 

based on psychological discourse. It would not be until they were in the services that this 

new discourse would become linked with their sexuality. 

It is in the testimonies of women whose families c ow of their sexuality 

in the 1950s and 1960s that one sees the linking of lesbianism with notions of pathology 

and illness. Family reactions to Jackie, Pat, Jerry and Arlene were clearly based in 

psychological discourse. Families both unders lesbian sexuality in these t ems  and 

sought to police their daughters' sexuality via psychiatric treatment. One sees here a 

subtle change from previous fonns of relationship between lesbians and families: while 

re 1950 were difficult, they lacked the coercive threat of family rejection 

and psychiatric treatment which was beginning to emerge in the 1950s and 1960s. 

Families were exposed to an used the new terms in reaction to lesbian daughters, and 

their behaviour changed as a result. It is not that reactions prior to 1950 were not 

negative, but rather that the changes in the postwar era resulted in a greater distancing 

between families and lesbian daughters than had previously been the case. 

In the early twentieth century, several factors militated against families of origin 



obligation within some families, although it would be difficult to assess the degree to 

which this was true across class boundaries, given the paucity of records of working- 

class women for the years before the Second World War. What is more important, 

however, is the impact of the postwar diswurse about homosexuality. Whereas before 

the war, farnilies often condemned lesbian relationships with rather vague reasons for 

their views, the postwar era gave families a new terminology, and an extremely hostile 

one, with which to reject their daughters' sexuality. In addition, one might suggest that 

the expanding world of women's work allowed a diminishing of family obligation in the 

sense that more women could be financially independent. For families, this made the 

expulsion of the lesbian daughter from the family home less objectionable. The rising 

standard of living in the postwar era might also have made it easier for some families to 

give up their daughters' incomes, and the tradition of children living at home giving over 

their wage packets at the end of the week had eroded. Daughters7 incomes were usually 

now their own. For lesbians, s meant the opening up of the possi bili ty of living one's 

own life without the scrutiny of family members. Many working-class women in 

particular moved to Canada's cities both for the emgloyment opportunities and also 

because they could live as lesbians within the emerging lesbian communities. 

nly, economic independence was a significant factor in forrning lesbian 

relationships and comm ty in the postwar period. Donna Penn argues that "For 

ng a lesbian way of life generally required economic independence from 

men, a situation increasingly possible in the wartime and postwar cities."l39 Chenier 

suggests that 

Although the militasy offered women and men alike a unique opportunity 
to explore and develop same-sex relationships, in Toronto, as in 
Buffalo, it was the integration of civilian women into blue collar labour 
industries rather than the homosocial environment of mili 
facilitated the fonnation of public lesbian communities.140 

139 Donna Penn, 'The Sexuaiized Woman," 364. 

140 Elise Chenier, 'T Ladies and Troublemakers," 37. 



Economic independence allowed several of the narrators in this study to live with their 

partners in the postwar years and even to purchase homes together. Their financial 

reliance on family was minimal, and consequently they were able to move not only out of 

the homes in which they had been raised, but in many cases across the country or even 

from other countries to Canada, allowing them to live lesbian lives completely out of the 

view of their families. 

Ideologues of the postwar era in Canada tried very hard to instil in family life an 

antagonism towards those who strayed from the path of heterosexual matrimony, yet they 

were only partially successful. Many lesbians did, indeed, suffer the consequences of the 

new, psychological arguments, and were marginalized and institutionalized on the basis 

of their sexuality. Yet, as the sources for this study indicate, family remained important 

in the lives of many lesbians. The narrators' families did not absorb the new discourse to 

the degree that they cut ties with their daughters absolutely. It will be the task of fu 

research to examine the degree to whi e across the nation, and across lines 

of class and race. 

With the advent of the social movements of the late 1960s, however, change 

occurred in lesbians' relationships with their families of origin. Society had come, over 

the preceding two decades, to see lesbians as antithetical to the family, and lesbians began 

to see the traditional family as heterosexist. By the 1970s, lesbians could be singing 

"Family of Womon We've egun."l41 By the 1980s and 1990s, one could s 

"lesbian parenting" and "lesbian families" as viable alternatives to the traditional 

normative family.142 These ideas are a positive interpretation of lesbian life, in which 

lesbians are seen once again as capable of family life, albeit with a twist, and yet this 

positive development has its origin in the gradu separation of lesbians from the family 

141 Tiîle of a Linda Shear song, cited in Becki Ross, The House That Ji11 Built, 57,258n. 

142 Katherine Arnup, e ., Lesbian Parenting: Living with Pnde & Prejudice is the most recent Canadian 
work to explore the creation of alternative families on the basis of parenting by lesbians. 



unit in the postwar era. Boni in antagonism, the alternative lesbian famil y is the result of 

a decades-old struggle between lesbian identity and notions of family life. 

This chapter has discussed the nature and quality of same-sex relationships 

between women and of lesbian relationships with families of ongin before 1965. 

Relatlonships varied in their nature according to class and individual circumstance, but 

many of the same pressures existed for same-sex couples as did for heterosexual ones. 

As in the case of heterosexual couples, finding a partner, courtship, and maintaining a 

relationshig were important to lesbians. Alcohol and drug abuse, domestic violence, and 

infidelity affected some relationships between women, just as they did some heterosexual 

relationships. Gender differentiation also occurred in both heterosexual and same-sex 

gh the degree and nature of that differentiation varied in the lesbian 

community according to class status. 

Relationships with family were also important in the lives of many lesbians, as 

they were for many heterosexual le. Rather than adopting the common assumption 

that women before 1%5 lived with ovenvhelming condemnation of their sexuality, 

however, 1 argue here that the absence of a strong public and medicalized discourse, 

particularly before the late 1 9 % ~ ~  made family reaction to lesbianism rather more muted 

and unspecified than might be expected. M i l e  a homophobic discourse was by no 

means absent before the popularity of Freudian and other medicalized views in the 1950s, 

opposition to lesbianism was based on somewhat vague grounds. Not yet in evidence 

was the pathologizing discourse that would result in many a lesbian k i n g  sent to 

psychiatnsts from the late 1950s onwards. Many lesbians in this earlier peri 

therefore able to maintain at the very least civil relationships with their families, even 

when families suspected their daughters9 aberrant sexuality. 



These two types of relationship-romantic and familial-were crucial to the 

formation of lesbian subjectivities in the period under study. In a period in which a 

positive and public recognition of the validity of lesbian identity was absent, in which 

there were no lesbian role models for young women, and in which lesbian relationships 

were seen inter alia as i erently unstable, a romantic relationship with another girl or 

woman was an affirmation of shared sexuality, emotional health, and mutual desire. This 

is not to suggest that a lesbian subjectivity could not develop in the absence of a 

relationship, but rather that a relationship was an external recognition and validation of 

that subjectivity. It was in same-sex relationships that women both diverged from the 

social n o m  and simultaneously came within it, in the sense of lwating themselves within 

the paradigm of long-terrn partnership. While a same-sex relationship placed them 

outside the bounds of heteronormativity, it gave them what every girl was soeializd to 

want: an intimate and emotional relationship. Provided that one could resist any 

suggestion that such a relationshi was an illness or a sin, a same-sex relationshi 

allowed one to see oneself as cipating in the very important worl 

romance, and even life-long commitment, 

Barb, Pat, Cheryl, Mary and Deborah in particular experienced very strong same- 

sex attractions and were able to explore them as children. Unlike some of the other 

narrators who also experimentd sexually with other girls but whose experiences were 

short-lived, their same-sex experiences involved longer emotional relationships, which 

may have made them more generative of lesbian subjectivity. After dl ,  physicd 

experimentation could be discounted as mere curiosity or as a phase, something that 

many children were not supposed to do but did anyway (like masturbation). An 

emotional and physical relationship was quite another matter. It involved the sarne kind 

of activities as "going steady" with a boy. 

It was these women, who had established emotional as well as physical 

relationships with other girls, who continued to have relationships with women, who 
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found lesbian community early in their lives, and who had an early awareness of their 

sub~ectivity based on sexual orientation. Other narrators, who had not had lengthy or 

happy same-sex experiences, may have known about their desires and acted on them 

occasionally but did not form a subjectivity based on same-sex attraction until later in life. 

It was the affirmation, then, of the emotional content of early relationships rather than sex 

itself which was the more formative of subjectivity. 

In the context of these women9s lives, that emotion should have 

consequential than sex is perhaps not surprising. After dl ,  it was with images of 

emotion, rather than sex, that these women were raised. They, like heterosexual women, 

were trained to view as ideal marriage and emotional commitment. They were not trained 

to see sex as separate from emotional CO itment, and they most particularly were not 

tmined to see sex activity as related to any kind of sexual orientation. Although 

desirous of other girls and women, it was emotional connection they craved and which 

was the more crucial in their formation of subjectivity. 

This same geriod in Canadian history was one without a family structure 

alternative to the heterosexual, patriarchal family unit. Prior to lesbian-feminism, there 

were two choices for lesbians in relation to family: maintained communication with 

family, and absence of family. Family relationships, while problematic for many in this 

study because of tensions arising from sexuality, were largely not abandoned. There was 

no structure at this time which could replace them, no alternative family in which women 

could feel that they could openly be lesbian and still belong to "family". Duty to family 

was still a prized value, and sense of family obligation was strong. Lesbian subjectivities 

had therefore to negotiate between sexual orientation and family obligation, between 

openness and compromise, and between maintenance of family ties and loss of the 

"rootedness" family brought. 
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Despite the increasing condemnation of same-sex relationships by both medical 

professionals and lay people in the twentieth century, women did form both brief and 

lasting relationships with other women. One of the benefits of wider female movement in 

the twentieth century was the rise in the number of opportunities lesbian and bisexual 

women had to meet others like themselves. It is difficult to determine how women in this 

period "spo tW other lesbian and bisexual women, but nevertheless they did find each 

other and group together socially on the basis of their same-sex relationships. Many were 

to be able to find enough women like themselves to 

communities. This chapter examines the formation of such communities in Canada, their 

relationship to class structure, and their internal structures based on gender roles. 

ysis of lesbian and bisexual community before the late 1960s must take 

into account the constraints on women's movement and economic independence which 

existed before the changes of the 1970s. While women did have considerably more 

freedom of movement and economic opportunity than had women of the nineteenth 

century, it was still expected that the majority of a woman's life would be spent in 

dence on a man. And while female friendships were im 

were not to replace the primary relationship with the male breadwinner. The coming 

together of large groups of women in any setting was therefore not ideal. The majority of 

women who formed relationships with women did so in isolation or in the context of 

small social groupings, rather than in any kind of mass movement. 

The concept of bbcommunity" must therefore be a nuanced one, in which it is 

recognized that communities of lesbians and bisexual women fore 1%5 were not as 

large as later ones, and nor did they have the same sort of self-aware political agenda and 



"alternative" ideology that would come to predorninate in lesbian-feminist communities. 

For the purposes of this study, 1 define lesbian and bisexual "community" as any social 

grouping, long-tenn or temporary, from a few women to hundreds, based on shared 

desires for women or, in the case of bisexual women, for women as well as for men. 

Community in this sense does not require a political agenda, public recognition of 

existence, or geographical focus in particular areas of cities. It may simply be the coming 

together of a few friends in a small social network based on the recognition that those 

friends share an attraction towards women. Community can also mean very large groups 

of women sharing a particular type of social gathering based on their attraction to other 

women. 

apter explores several different communities of lesbians and bisexual 

women in Canada from 1910 to 1965, from small groups of middle-class friends in the 

early part of the century who shared a "devotion" to other women, to the working-class 

and public bar scene of downtown Toronto in the 1940s and 1950s, to the "respe 

house-parties of thirty to fifty women held in more suburban areas. In al1 of these cases, 

the women discussed fonned friendships and social networks based on their same-sex 

desires. While this is not iesbian or bisexual community in the modern, politi 

one with a shared identiîy rather than simply a shared sexual practice, with clear and 

sustained boundaries between itself and the broder society, with minority status and a 

shared and often voiced sense of disadvantage, and with its own cultural noms  of 

behaviour-it did provide women with the sense that they were not alone, that they 

shared their attractions to women with others, and that they could find at least a few 

people in the world with whom they could express who they were. This is, 1 argue, 

communi W. 

Canadian lesbians, such as those discussed in this study, could not be said to 

ized communiw structure based on lesbian identity before perhaps the 

1950s, incipient lesbian communities were, however, formed in 



relation to a subjectivity based on shared same-sex desire, even if the evidence suggests 

that identity labels were not used. Women's limited access to public venues, unless they 

were accompanied by men, and the restrictions of their residential accommodation meant 

that few were able to form the sort of public networks that men could, with their greater 

mobility and economic opportunity. It was, however, possible for many women at least 

to live and socialize together and even to recognize others like themselves. 

Even though they were based on a shared characteristic-sexual attraction- 

communities were not homogeneous units. One must be careful to recognize that 

communities of lesbian and bisexual women were, in the years before second-wave 

feminism, at least as divided dong lines of class and race as they are in the present day. 

This chapter examines pnmarily the class differences between white lesbians. The 

ovenvhelming majority of studies of lesbian history have fwused on but two groups: 

poor, white, working-class lesbians and white upper middle-class lesbians. But there 

a substantial middle-class lesbian world outside the universities, 

government departments and public welfare organizations on the one hand, and the 

downtown bars on the other. That social world hm, until now, remained unexplored. 

The interviews conduc low me to compare this lower middle-class 

world with those of upper middle-class and woriung-class women, thus providing a 

fuller understanding of the role of class in lesbian subjectivity than has hitherto been 

possible for Canada. 

This chapter examines in particular the impo ce of separation from bar culture 

in lower middle-class lesbians' constructions of subjectivity. 1 analyse the bar as a crucial 

line of demarcation between "respectable" and "rough" lesbians in the postwar era and 

argue that respectability and dis ce from bar life were key elements in the self- 

identification of lower middle-class lesbian women. Much research has examined the 

1970s lesbian-feminist disapproval of the butchlfemme bar women, yet disapproval h 
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been present within lesbian communities since at least 1940.1 Pre-feminist disapproval 

was not based on gender analysis, but rather was the result of class conflict and concerns 

about respectability. The interviews conducted for this study indicate that lower middle- 

class lesbians disapproved of the bar culture and that notions of respectability related to 

that disapproval were and parce1 of their constructions of self. An examination of 

their testimonies reveals that, by organizing their social lives in house parties away from 

the downtown a r e ,  or by visiting the bars only occasionally as "tourists", lower middle- 

class lesbians createcO and maintained a class identity distinct from that of the bar women. 

Divisions of race were aiso present within lesbian communities before 1%5. In 

Canada, there were very few Aboriginal lesbians or lesbians of colour in the lesbian 

community before second-wave feminism, and even after that few felt fully comfortable 

in the lesbian community. Unlike the early twentieth-century bars and s ies of 

American cities, Canada's mid-century gay and lesbian clubs were not often owned by 

ople of collour. And although lesbian s could be found in downtown areas such as 

Chinatowns, which often housed the greater proportion of cities' non-white 

people of non- cultures did not necessarily form their clientele. As the film 

Forbidkn Love s, Aboriginal women were more likely to frequent those venues 

bers of Aboriginal patrons than they were the almost exclusively white 

lesbian bars. Women of colour might be entertainers, but not many of them were 

Many scholars have discussed lesbian-feminist cnticisms of the bar culture, e 
butchlfemme relationship that formed its basis. See, for example, Lillian 
Twilight Lovers; Ekabeth Lapovsky Kennedy and Madeline D. Davis, Boots of Leather, Slippers of 
G d ,  Sheila Jeffreys, The Lesbian Heresy: A Feminist Perspective on the Lesbian Sexual Revolution 
(Melbourne: Spinifex, 1993); Bise Chenier, "Tough Ladies and Troublemakers"; Joan Nestle, ed., The 
Persistent Desire: A Femme-Butch Reader (Boston: Alyson Publications, 1992); and Becki Ross, The 
House That Ji11 Built. Criticisms of the butch-femme relationship and culture are exarnined in this 
chapter, and in Chapters Three and Four. 

Forbidden Love: The Unashamed Story of Lesbian Lives, Fernie & Aerlyn Weissman, dir., 
National Ftlm Board of Canada, 1992. 



Al1 the women interviewed for this study were white. No Aboriginal women 

came forward to be interviewed, and those women of colour who came forward were 

either too young for the study or had not been in Canada before 1965. Many narrators 

owing any lesbians of colour or Aboriginal lesbians during the period 

under study. That the majority of them were either middle-class or upper working-class 

would necessarily have reduced their chances of coming into contact with women of other 

races, since employrnent, social activities, and location of residence were intimately 

d in the pre- 1965 period to racial divisions as well as to those of class. Women of 

colour had access almost exclusively to working-class jobs in the period under study. 

In addition to such factors as race and class, the very availability of information 

about the existence of lesbian communi ties affec women's ability to meet others like 

themselves. Many of the women interviewed for this study reported that they h 

lesbian community in the years before second-wave feminism. In several cases, these 

women thought that they were alone or, once they had partners, that they an 

were the only two in the world.3 Their social worlds were thus largely heterosexual, and 

they kept their lesbian partnerships closeted from family and friends. For these women, 

the lack of infornation about the existence of lesbian communities and the prohibitions 

against same-sex love resul in a closetedness that was not overcome until the creation 

of more "tolerant" attitudes after the gay rights movement and lesbian-feminism had 

pushed gay and lesbian communities more forcefully into public view. This chapter does 

not examine the testimonies of these more closeted women, but rather focuses on those 

women who did form community, either in small groups or in large ones, with other 

lesbians beyond their 

This chapter also does not examine bisexual communities as such, but rather the 

lives of individual bisexual women who socialized within lesbian communities. It would 

See Chapter Four for discussion of the relationships in which Phyl, Cheryl, 
that they and their were alone in the wodd. 



appear from some of the narrators' testimonies, and from those analysed by other 

scholars, that bisexual women, for the most part, were only moderately tolerated within 

lesbian communities and did not have communities of their own. Such an interpretation 

is certainly supported by analyses of American lesbian communities before 1965, and by 

studies of the 1MOs lesbian-feminist community in Canada.4 While a few of the women 

interviewed for this study acknowledged that their activities before 1965 were bisexual, 

they did not speak of holding bisexual identities at the time. Their interactions with other 

women were held not on the basis of a bisexual identity, but rather on the basis of shared 

attraction towards women. It would therefore be misleading to speak of the existence of 

bisexual community at this point in Canada's history. Bisexual histories must instead be 

drawn out from the histories of lesbian communities and given sh 

A crucial element in the formation of both community and subjectivity was the 

gaining of information about lesbianism. Many lesbians, including some of the women 

interviewed for this study, were not part of a communiQ before 1965 simgly 

they did not know that such things existed.5 Some early twentieth-cen 

were aware of their attraction towards women were lucky enough to be able to read some 

of the emerging sexologieal and other literature in which homosexuality was discussed.6 

See, for example, Elizabeth Lapovsky Kennedy and Madeline D. Davis, Boots of Leather, Slippers of 
Gokd and Becki Ross, The House That Ji11 Built. 

Magda, for example, who had a relationship with her teacher in 1940 at age sixteen, knew nothing of 
lesbians and never sought contact outside of her relationship. Phyl and her partner thought that they were 
the only two in the world, and socialized only with heterosexual women. Despite increases in the amount 
of literature available about sexuality, and in the press coverage of gay activity, Magda and Phyl did not 
realize that there would be others like themselves, with whom they wuld form social networks. 
However, because the focus of this chapter is on those women who dd find community, 1 shail not 
discuss Magda and F'hyl here. 

Sexological literature had, of course, been in publication since the middle of the nineteenth century, but 
it was in the early to d-twentieth century that its circulation began to expand from an alniost 
exclusively medical readership to a larger readership among the general public. 



A case in point is Elsa Gidlow. Gidlow was born in England in 1898 and arrived in 

Quebec with her family in 1905. When she was a teenager, she founded a literary study 

group. As mentioned in Chapter One, it was one of the members of that group, a gay 

man, who introduced her to the kind of reading that would tell her of other lesbians. She 

also remembered: 

Roswell confided his persona1 crusade to me. He wanted people to 
understand that it was beautiful, not evil, to love others of one's own sex 
and make love with them. Roswell had divined my lesbian temperament 
and was happy to proselytize; the veil of self-ignorance began to lift.7 

Gidlow's early community was, however, a small and male one. She was not to meet a 

large number of lesbian friends until the 1960s. %or to s penod, her contact with 

others like herself was extremely restricted, cularly as her social class would have 

her involvement in any of the postwar urban bar cultures. 

Almost nothing is own about the existence of lesbian communities in Canada 

before the earl y 1940s. Because of the lack of female cipation in same-sex sexual 

activities in public areas, such as parks and toilets, and the limitations on female use of 

bars and clubs, there exists almost no information about lesbian social activities before the 

war and the changing world of work in the postwar era brought women together in larger 

numbers than ever before. Those works exarnining the bar cultures of Mon 

Toronto, discussed later in this chapter, were the first to discuss the topic of lesbian 

community. 

ggins and Line Chamberland have shown that the "yellow press" of 

1950s and 1960s, while supporting and disseminating negative stereotypes of gays and 

lesbians, also helped to forrn the very communities they were describing. It was these 

papers to which women and men could turn to find out where the bars were, and in 

which they saw others like themselves portrayed, however oddly. Their study of 

Elsa Gidlow, Elsa: I Corne With My Songs, 72-73. 



Montréal scanda1 sheets shows that Iesbians and gay men used the papers to give them 

access to persona1 contacts and to the bar scene, even while many papers were adopting a 

tone of moral outrage to sel1 more copies to a prurient heterosexual public.8 

Few of the women interviewai for this study read the "yellow press" 

newsgapers. They were not exposed to the lurid accounts of gay and lesbian clubs, 

scandais, and court cases and had instead to locate their communities in other ways. Nor 

did they read much about lesbians in the more reputable publications. They therefore 

remained almost untouched by the trend described by many historians of negative media 

portrayal contributing to the growth of unwanted subcultures. They relied for the most 

part on informal networks; once they had found one individual, either lesbian or gay, 

who was "in the scene," they were able to meet others. Only some had known, because 

of novels or casual gossip, that they should look for gay an lesbian bars and clubs. 

Others stumbled upon lesbian communities accidentally, or made their own communities 

by linking up with a small network of colleagues and friends who shared their sexual 

orientation. 

Those women whose relationships were formed in the period before urban lesbian 

communi ties established themselves, and before newspapers publicized their existence, 

faced even greater challenges finding others like themselves. They had to rely exclusively 

on persona9 networks and the limited range of social opportunities available to them. The 

written sources for this study from such women. Their relationships were formed in an 

era before the urban bar culture arose. A rather different definition of "community" must 

be applied in their case. In addition to the more common interpretation of community-as 

a large group of individuals who share a common experience and may even be located in 

a relatively small geographical ara- the historian must learn to see as community spoken 

and unspoken recognition of sarne-sex attraction, the development of linguistic and dress 

8 Ross Higgins and Line xed Messages: Gays and Lesbians in Montréai Yellow Papers 
in the 1950s," 428-430. 



codes, and feelings of comradeship and shared experience, even among very small 

groups of people. This, too, is community in the sense that bonds, albeit often 

temporary, were k i n g  formed and women were socializing with other women on the 

basis of a shared experience of attraction towards women. 

Middle-class lesbian women were able to recognize each other within middle-class 

social milieux. Precisely what "signs" they loolced for in other women is difficult to 

determine, but there do exist fragments of evidence which suggest that there did exist 

linguistic conventions and visible identifiers which aided in recognition. For example, 

while travelling with her friend Bess on a cruise ship in , Bud Williams reported 

that 

Bess picked up the nlcest women from the hospi 
nurses, Miss Brown and Miss Scadding. They are head nurses at 
T.G.H. and quite old-about 45! ! -They are devoted to each other 
which is enough to make me interested in them even if they weren't such 
perfect lambs. 1 was quite thrilled when they said that they had known 
each other for years and Rad always planned this trip, and had only 
managed it this , and you muld tell by the way they looked at each 
other, just how 

How exactly Bess "spotted" the Misses Brown and Scadding is not known, since 

it does not seem from the source material that Bess was herself lesbian or bisexual, but it 

would seem that they e reasonably friendly towards Bud, in whom they confided 

their families had k e n  awfully against their k i n g  together so much when 
they were young but after 20 years they are beginning to get used to it. It 
is an awfully difficult subject to chat about and it would 
approached if 1 had to do i t, but they suddenly began to t i t to- 
day. 1 O 

University of Toronto Archives (UTA), Fraser ly Personal Records, sous-fonds II, Box 010, File 
03, Edith Bickerton Williams to Frieda Fraser, 30 June 1925. Eniphasis in original. 

1 UTA, Fraser Famîly Pers Records, sous-fonds II, Box 010, File 03, Edith Bickerton Williams to 
Frieda Fraser, 2 July 1925. 



Bud commented to her partner Frieda that her new friends "seem to agree with al1 we 

think about it, and also that there is no use twng  to convince any other people about it- 

they simply canyt see it."ll Bud and the Misses Brown and Scadding clearly shared a 

sense of their difference from mainstream society and an awareness of their shared 

experience based on same-sex relationships. While Bud might simply have connected 

with most people as fellow travellers, she clearly allied herself with the two women 

because of their relationship. A temporary social relationship, it nevertheless speaks to 

the importance of recognizing and being recognized as women devoted to other women. 

Bud and Frieda write often about such women, and in quite some detail. That the subject 

should interest them so greatly shows that finding others like themselves was important to 

their constructions of self and their confidence in the rightness of their relationship. 

Bud's early letters to Frieda spoke often of women9s devotion to each other. 

During her stay in England in 1925, she wrote to Frieda regarding her aunt's cook and 

housemaid, revealing that her aunt 

told me that her cook and housemaid-who are by way of k i n g  ladies- 
had never had jobs before, but that their families had been rather 
disagreeable about their being awfully devoted and so they had up and 
left, and this was the only thing they could do. However, they loved it 
as it meant living together. So there seems to be a fair amount of it 
about. And they were certainly the happiest looking creatures. 1 simply 
pined to talk to them about it. Aunt F. didn't like it much, but at the time 
she was il1 and couldn't get anyone else who could get on with her nurse 
and her mmpanion, but she seems to be quite satisfied now. 1 asked her 
what her objection was and she said that is wasn't natural! Isn't it 
funny?l2 

UTA, Fraser Family Personai Records, sous-fonds II, Box 010, File 03, Edith Bickerton Williams to 
Frieda Raser, 2 July 1925. 

UTA, Fraser Faniily Personai Records, sous-fonds II, Box 010, File 03, Edi 
Frieda Fraser, 22 August 1925. 



Frieda discovered women who were "devoted" to one another while she was working as 

a doctor in New York during the late 1920s. She wrote to Bud concerning "two middle- 

aged & very good looking females that spend al1 their week-ends together here."l3 

These statements indicate that the language of "devotion," which arose out of the 

nineteenth-century romantic friendship, operated as a sign of a relationship existing 

between two women as well as a description of its nature. In other words, the use of 

such terminology operated in the sarne way as a red necktie or the word "gay" operated 

within certain circles in the sarne period-as a signifier of "queerness."14 If a shared 

attraction towards women was suspected in another woman, a middle-class lesbian of the 

early twentieth century could drop the phrase "awfully devoted" into a conversation, 

owing that it most likely would be ignored by those not "in the ow" but clearly 

would be recognized by other lesbian women. It seems reasonable to assume, es 

given the frequency with which Bud and Frieda use the phrase and identify others using 

it, that middle-dass lesbians had, in this linguistic code, a lesbian signifier. 

Friecfa and Bud, like many a lesbian woman, were also quick to notice women 

who travelled about in pairs. This is not to suggest that al1 such women were lesbian, but 

rather that women with an awareness of their own same-sex desires noticed women 

whose primary companions were female rather than male, and then looked for further 

signs of a same-sex relationship. To many in mainstream society, even in a period of 

increasing suspicion of female friendships, two women travelling together were of litde 

interest; to a lesbian woman, they were-unless obviously related to one another or 

behaving heterosex ly-a red flag and were noticed immediately. 

The emerging professions, such as the medical profession of which Frieda was a 

part, were frquently (and probably rightly) held to be rife with female-fem 

13 y Personal Records, sous-fonds , Box 36, File 11, Frieda Fraser to Edith 
Bi 

George Chauncey, Gay Na 



relationships, especially when women boarded together in large numbers. Any 

employment or educational institution which brought women into contact with other, 

unrelated women provided opportunities for same-sex attractions to be realized. 

Faderman argues that "women who live by their brains" were frequently drawn to each 

other.15 Frieda Fraser found such an example in her medical colleague Miss Lawter. In 

1927, she wrote to Bud that "Miss Lawter had dinner with me today. 1 

bursting to ask whether her partnership with Miss Cook is disapproved of. If 1 were you 

1 would know al1 about it by now."l6 

It should be noted that Bud and Frieda, while k i n g  able to notice and connect 

socially with other women like themselves, did not then form a stable community 

network with them. There was mmmunity in the sense that lesbians by this time already 

common behaviourd and visible characteristics, such that they were able to 

recognize one another, but that community was fleeting and was not based on a 

formalized interna1 structure, consciously realized and rigorously iced, the like of 

which arose after the Second World War. 

It also was a form of community predicated on gender noms  of middle-class and 

women of the day. ile Frieda was quite masculine in ap ce compared 

to Bud, she did not dress in men's clothes per se. Her style of dress was one adopted by 

many middle-class women of the 1920s. Both she and Bud would have 

by the butch and femme couples they would have seen a decade or two later. The gender 

noms of the working-class lesbian community signified their sexuality in a way that was 

largely unacceptable to middle-class women, both in the period in which butch and 

femme roles came to the fore and in the earlier decades during whch Frieda and Bud 

were writing. Devotion, as they ealled it, was not something to be worn publicly and 

ian Faderman, Surpassing the Love of Men, 226-227. 

UTA, Fraser Family P e r s d  Records, sous-fonds III, Box 36, File 11, Frieda Fraser to Edith 
Bickerton Williams, 14 March 1927. 



outlandishly; it was something positive but private, because social noms  required that it 

be kept hidden. 

The correspondence between Frieda and Bud clearly indicates that they were 

aware of the public disapproval of relationships between women. The women they 

discussed, while having in many ways the kind of middle-class relationships typical of 

the romantic friendship era, encountered a public condemnation of their partnerships that 

would not have occurred a century earlier. A new discourse about the unnaturalness of 

same-sex relationships is clearly present. One can also see a reticence on the part of both 

women regarding social inquiries about such relationships. That Bud acknowledges that 

it is a difficult subject (o chat about and one that she would not herself have brought up in 

conversation, and that Frieda was bursting to ask about the Misses Lawter and Cook but 

did not, clearly indicates that they were both aware that this was a delicate matter and one 

that ought not to be discussed openly. The Fraser-Williams letters show, however, that 

ud and Frieda actively looked for women like themselves and were critical of the 

dominant discourse. As Bud comments, "there seems to a fair amount of it about." 

The "it" is, of course, a shared experience, and this sense should be taken as a fonn of 

comrnunlty even when it did not result in the establishment of permanent social networks. 

Middle-class lesbians of the intenvar era found colleges, universities, residence 

halls, and summer camps safer venues for meeting other women like themselves than 

more public arenas. It was at Queen's University in Ontario, for example, that Charlotte 

Whitton fonned the sarne-sex relationships discussed in Chapter Three. Charlotte's 

relationships were with women who shared her intellect, her interests, and her 

The university, and particularly the women's club of which she was a part, provided her 

with opportunities to meet and relationships with other young women. Anne, who 

regards herself as having been bisexual during her University student years, formed the 

majority of her relationships, with both women and men, in university settings in the 



United States.17 Throughout her studies, Anne fonned relationships with women and 

men she met on campus.18 Although Anne states that she was bisexual at the time, she 

did not have a consciously-reaiized bisexual identity.19 She simply found both women 

and men attractive and acted on those attractions. Before lesbian-feminism, Anne's 

community was neither a lesbian nor a bisexuai one, but rather was an intellectual and 

political one within which her relationships occurred. 

Women still had to be very discreet about their encounters, but middle-class same- 

sex institutions did at least provide women with social opportunities apart from men.20 

Yet such institutions, and most particularly the American women's colleges, became 

explicitly linked in this period with lesbian behaviour. Late nineteenth- and early 

twentieth-century anti-feminist rhetoric in Europe and the United States often included the 

charge that higher education masculinized women and could tum them into lesbians. 

Women's institutions, which coupled higher education with isolation from male 

company, came under increasing suspicion and had increasingly to police close 

een women for fear that they might have a lesbian comgonent.21 

The attitude towards women's colleges changed in response to the new novels 

about such institutions. Sherrie Inness demonstrates that, despite the 1920s glamour and 

mystique of "lesbian chic," the 1920s and 1930s saw the extensive publication of novels 

about lesbianism in college life which portrayed the women's college as "a nest of 

perversity." Inness argues that the novels had a considerable influence on how the public 

regardecl single-sex education and marked women's institutions as abnormal and as 

Anne, personal interview, 1 May 1998. 

Some of those relationsbips are discussed in Chapter Four. 

l Anne, personal interview, 1 May 1998. 

, Odd Girls and Twilight Lovers, 107- 108. 

Lillian Faderman, Surpassing the Love of Men, 229,235; Sheme A. Inness, The Lesbian Menace, 
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breeding-grounds for Sapphism.22 Despite the backlash against women's colleges, 

however, increasing numbers of women sought higher education; some of them were 

lesbians. 

Although upper middle-class women's lives were circumscnbed by gender 

noms  and by notions of respectability, their m i a i  position afforded them the protection 

of privilege. They had greater economic backing, in many cases, on which they could 

rely. It can also lx suggested that class biases about sexuaiity worked in the favour of 

middle-class women, as even in the twentieth century they were assumed to be less 

sexua9 than working-class women. Even though a very sexualized discourse of same-sex 

relationships was emerging, middle-class women remained somewhat protected from it 

before the Second World War partly because of societal assumptions about their degree of 

sexudity; it was less conceivable that middle-class women would be sexudly 

active with each other than it was working-class women would.23 

Analyses of gay and lesbian communities have traditionally focused on srnail 

geographical areas in which gays and lesbians could be found in large numbers. While 

most of these studies examine largely workmg-class communities, there are a few that 

thier enclaves. Esther Newton, for example, has documented the 

ent of a prosperous gay and lesbian community in Cherry Grove, Fire Island: 

k a ' s  First Gay and Lesbian Town.24 Just outside New York City, 

Cherry Grove became a haven for gays and lesbians in the years before the Second World 

War. Cherry Grove grew rapidly between 1945 and 1960 and beeame a weekend haven 

where wealthy middle-class gay men and lesbians could retreat from their closeted lives in 

ss, The Lesbian Menace, 38-39. 

23 One of the many hddovers from nineteenth-century discourse was the assumption that working-class 
women were by nature more likely to be promiscuous and that they did not know how to behave 
demurely. That mi e-class girls and women engaged in "bad" behaviour as w was hidden by their 
families. 

24 Esther Newton, Cherry Grove, Fire Island. 



the city and could live openly in a gay environment. Some of the younger women, 

especially in the 1950s, were more committed to butch and femme identities than were the 

older women, attesting to the fact that butch and femme roles were not exclusively the 

province of working-class lesbians, and also to the fact that the butch-femme relationship 

1 grew increasingly wldespread.25 Middle-class lesbians were able to be more 

affectionate and more transgressive in their dress and behaviour in Cherry Grove than 

they were elsewhere. In the outside world, concern for job security and respectability 

restricted expression of lesbianism. The Cherry Grove community provided a safe haven 

in which their sexuality was validated and affimed. 

The degree to which lesbian community was divided by class can best 

the attitudes towards those women who were the most visible lesbians in the middle of 

the twentieéh century: the butch and femme lesbians of urban bar cultures. 

sexual, transgressing gender noms, and fighting for public space, these women became 

1 of al1 that was wrong with lesbians- both to heterosexual society an 

middle-class lesbians who did not approve of their ogenness and of their links to crime 

and drugs. 

This section outlines the bar communities whic in North America 

between the 1930s and the 1960s. My purpose here is not to give a detailed account of 

the Canadian bar culture, for Elise Chenier has used the Lesbians ng History Rojwt  

interviews to do just that, but rather to offer a context for my narrators' opinions of the 

bar scene. 1 shall argue here at antipathy towards many aspects of bar culture fonned 

an important part of the narrators' subjectivities. 

25 Esther Newton, '"The 'Fun Gay Ladies': Lesbians in Cherry Grove, 1936-1960," in Creating aPIace 
for Ourselves: Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual Community Histories, ed. Brett Beemyn (New York: 
Routledge, 1997), 145-164. 



Lesbian-feminism of the 1970s posited a unified lesbian subject. That Iesbian 

subject was a middle-ciass one, however, with values and customs originating mainly 

with the university-educated lesbians who were involved in the homophile movement in 

the 1950s and 1960s and then in feminism. The rejection of the bar culture and of butch 

and femme gender roles also took place among lower middle-class lesbians, however, 

women who did not attend university. In the 1950s and 1%0s in particular, it was they 

who could reasonably have believed that they had more to lose from the public visibility 

of the bar culture than did university educated women. As workmg women in "middling" 

jobs, they were closer to the bar women in status and social circle, and their personal 

investment in distancing themselves from the bar culture may therefore have been 

considerable. 

Working-class bar communities began to emerge in the interwar peri 

States. By the 1930s, a large number of words for lesbianism existed, which 

clearly lndicates the existence of a lesbian subculture. Faderman descri 

lesbian argot which continued the use of a nurnber of terms from the 1920s, including 

"dyke," "bulldagger," and "gay," and contained new words as well. The 1930s saw the 

women-only bars, such as Mona's in San Francisco, which 

1936. These bars were predominantly working-class, although middle-class women did 

sometimes frequent them.26 

Elizabeth Lapovsky Kennedy and Madeline D. Davis chronicle the emergence of a 

distinct lesbian bar culture in Buffalo, New York, tracing its origins back at least as far as 

the lBOs.27 Their study found that the Buffalo bars were hard to find, were sometimes 

short-lived, and almost always were working-class women9s enclaves.28 Bars were 

mixed rather than exclusively lesbian, and they were dangerous places. Raids were 

26 Liüian Fademan, Odd Girls and Twilight Lovers, 107- 108. 

sky Kennedy and Madeline D. Davis, Boots of kather, Slippers of Gold, 3 1. 

sky Kennedy and Madeline D. Davis, Boots of leather, Slippers of Gold, 33-36. 



frequent, particularl y in the years immediately before the end of Prohi bition.29 House 

parties were also an important arena for lesbian socializing, most particularly for Black 

women who were less inclined to frequent the bars. It was not that they felt that the bars 

were not welcoming; the Black women interviewai preferred parties because it was easier 

to dance and "let their hair down.'qO White women also frequented house parties when 

no bars were available. During the 1940s, the bars grew in importance as a social outlet 

for lesbians and a distinct subculture began to be associated with them. 

In the 1950s and the 1 9 6 0 ~ ~  the butchlfemme bar culture of the pre-war years 

grew further. The postwar era in both Canada and the United States was one of overt 

condemnation and repression of homosexuality, yet the subcultures of gay men and 

grown too large to be stifled by the measures the government and the 

medical profession were employing. Much of the literature available on lesbians in the 

postwar period is American and focuses on this largely working-class culture. The two 

an's Odd Girls and Twilight Luvers and the Ke 

Boots of leather, Slippers of Gold, both reveal the growth of a strong and 

public working-class u lesbian culture, situated mainly in the bars of the downtown 

cores of various Amencan cities. 

As in the case of the United States, the most visible world of lesbians in pst-war 

Canada was the predominantly working-class butch and femme bar culture. Apart from 

the film Forbidden Love, in which lesbians who lived in Canada during the 1950s and 

1960s discuss their lives in the bar scene and in relationships, there is little documentation 

29 Elizabeth Lapovsky Kennedy and Madeline D. Davis, '"1 Could Hardly Wait to Get Back to that Bar': 
Lesbian Bar Culture in Buffalo in îhe 1930s and 1940s," in Creating a Place for Ourselves: Lesbian, Gay, 
and Bisexual ComuniS, Histories, ed. Brett Beemyn (New York: Routledge, 1997), 33. 

vsky Kennedy and Madeline D. Davis, "'1 Couid Wait to Get Back to that Bar'," 
35. 
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of this culture in Canadian society. We know that there were many lesbian-friendly bars 

in Canadian cities in the 1960s, but fewer social outlets of this kind can be found for the 

previous decades.3 1 Canada's lesbians were to come to the bar scene rather later than 

their American counterparts. As in America, however, bars were frequented on a regular 

bais oniy by a segment of the lesbian community-largely working-class women. 

Middle-class lesbians either avoided bars altogether, or visited them only occasionally as 

"tourists." 

Line Chamberland charts the bar scene of Montréal from 1955 to 1975 and shows 

that the bar culture was structured along the sanie butch and femme lines as that of the 

United States. She also argues that butch and femme roles were strategies for securing 

and defending public space, in which she is in agreement with the Kennedy and Davis 

argument that butchlfemme couples were the precursors to the lesbian-feminist movement 

of the 1970s in fighting for women's right to live openiy and publicly as lesbians.32 As 

Chamkrlmd states, "exposure was needed in order to ensure that lesbian bars became 

own and accessible. Knowing that such glaces existed and discovenng where tbey 

were was a problem. the other hand, concealment was necessary in order to eseape 

Perhaps the most extensive study of a Canadian butch and femme culture is Elise 

Chenier's examination of Toronto's public lesbian community from 1955-1965. Chenier 

interviewed seven women, in addition to examining the Lesbians Making History PrOject 

interviews also used in this dissertation. Chenier argues that the lesbian bar culture 

evolved out of lesbians' desire, in a mntext of social stigmatization, to socialize with 

other lesbians. The lives of these working- and street-class women were, Chenier 

suggests, influenced by the li culture, prostitution, and the drug trade, 

Donald W. McLeod lesbian and Gay Liberation in Canada: A Selected Annotated Chronology, 1964- 
1975 (Toronto: ECVlr PresslHomewood Books, 19%), 277-286. 

sky Kennedy and Madeline D. Davis, Boots of leather, Slippers of Gold, 378-380. 
"Remembering Lesbian Bars: Montréal, 1955- 1975," 363. 



and by the gresence of the police. Chenier's analysis of the Continental challenges the 

middle-class bias in Canadian lesbian history, and does so without romanticizing the 

harsh lives of the women she discusses. The Continental, like many other lesbian 

haunts, was in an area dready associated in the minds of the police and the public with 

prostitution, drugs, and other illicit activities: Chmatown. 

While the largest lesbian communities in Canada in the 1950s and 1%0s were 

those of Montréal and Toronto, Vancouver also had a lesbian subculture. Less is 

about that community, however. Several of the women interview4 in Forbidden Love 

reveal that the Vanport Hotel was a lesbian hangout in the 1960s. Like the Continental in 

Toronto, the Vanport was a dangerous and dirty venue in which mainly working-class 

and femme lesbians socialized.34 Several other bars and clubs catered to a gay an 

lesbian clientele in the &y 1960s, among them the Abbotsford Hotel, the Castle Hotel 

ss 'n Bmts Rmm, Club 752, the Devonshire Hotel, the Georgia Hotel, the Montred 

Hotel, and the Vancouver Hotel.35 ile the "heyday" of these bars an 

in the late 1960s and the lMOs, in al1 the above cases the venues had catered to gays and 

lesbians k fore  1965. Without further oral histories of women and men who frequented 

the Vancouver scene in the 1950s, we cannot know how early these and other bars and 

clubs lesbian spots. Unfortunately, none of the early female 

these establishments were forthcoming for this study, and thus 1 am unable to discuss the 

pre-1965 Vancouver lesbian community in any detail. 

The mid-mentieth-century culture of the larger Canadian cities provided 

women with a sense of community in that they knew where they could go to be with 

women like themselves, and they had a support group of women who trained them in the 

roles of the community, who saw them through relationships and struggles with the 

Forbidden Love: The Unarhamed Story of ksbian Lives, Femie 8 Aerlyn Weissman, dir., 
National Film Board of Canada, 1992. 

d W. McLeod, ksbian and Gay Liberation in Canadu, 278. 
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police and employers, and who fought with them for public lesbian space. There was not 

necessarily a sense of community based on identity shared across class and other lines, 

however. Jerry argues, in fact, that there was no lesbian community in the 1950s and 

1 W s .  "You survive, you survive," she comments.36 Because she was interviewed by 

nier in 1992, by which time notions of lesbian community had a feminist and plitical 

slant, it may lx suggested that Jerry's analysis of the 1950s and 1960s community was 

predicated on later noms  requiring a political lesbian-feminist commitment to community 

organization. Prior to lesbian feminism, women simply came together in groups based 

The bar scene was predominantly butch and femme, as Chenier and others have 

shown, and was often a rough and dangerous world in which to live. Barb confirms that 

butches dressed like men, with men's clothes, brush-cuts, "the whole works." One 

butch Barb met lived fully as a man, even holding a male job. Even when slacks e 

onable for women, the butches woul Wear a more masculine style, favouring 

slacks with a fly front.37 She remembers that the couples were easy to spot, "beause it 

would be like a guy and a girl together, and the girl would be mostly much more 

Butch-femme roles were an important part of working-class lesbian life in the 

1950s and 1960s, and those who were entrenched in the bar scene, especidly at the 

Continental, lived publicly in those roles. Those who were more occasional visitors to 

the bars flirted with the roles, but often did not hold to them very deeply or 

very seriously. Reva's story has been made famous by the film Forbidden Love, but is 

worth repeating here. Reva did not feel that she was either butch or femme, but rather 

thought that she was somewhere in the middle. She and her partner, also Reva, made a 

36 Jeny, LMH, interviewed by aise Chenier, 23 November 1992. 

37 Barb, personal interview, 15 May 1998. 

38 Barb, personal interview, 15 May 1998. 



trip to New York, and to Greenwich Village in particular, to "look for the lesbians." 

They went to Greenwich Village because the lesbian pulp novels they had been reading 

identified the Village as a major lesbian area. 'You would have laughed if you'd seen us," 

Reva said: 

She was about five-five, I'm only five feet tall, and she was fairly 
heavy. 1 was really skmny in those days. She wore a dress. 1 wore a 
red blazer, black pants, and a tie ... the best butch clothes that 1 could 
figure out, what a butch wore. And she had her dress, and off we went 
to look for the dykes. We walked around Greenwich Village, got 
nowhere, got a cabbie, said 'we want to go to a gay bar.' He took us to 
some bar. We went in there and looked around, and couldn't tell "a" 
from "b". They were very uptight ... People looked at us. 1 guess we 
looked really weird ... and that was it. That was our big foray into New 
York City and then we never found them.39 

Even though the two Revas did not rigidly identify with the butch-femme roles, 

that was the kind of community they were used to seeing in Montréal. They were looking 

for women who were clearly identifiable as lesbians because of their gender performance: 

"I mean, we didn9t know what we were looking for," Reva said. "We were looking for a 

very obvious butch-femme scene, where al1 the butches were looking like butches, and al1 

the femmes were looking like fe es, and you could tell them apart, and they'd be in 

couples, and we'd recognize the thing! But we didn" find that kind of a scene in New 

York."40 When they did not find such women, they were confused. 

Such a scene was there, however. Pat m a n i d  a gay man in 1951 in order to get 

away from her family and live in New York. She remembered the New York scene as 

"wild." Pat was only nineteen when she moved to New York, but she had already 

attended some gay bars in Mon where, as in Toronto, drinking , prostitution and 

drugs were a part of bar life. Even so, she was surprised by some of the aspects of the 

New York scene. y in New York did she come across lesbian use of dildos, for 

exarnple. Pat recalls that the butch-femme scene in New York was much more ngid than 

interview, 5 August 1997. 

40 Reva, persona1 interview, 5 August 1997. 



it was in Montréal. "It was more pronounced in the Village," she said, "and there was 

more sex, more pot, and more drinking."41 

Travelling to other cities was an important part of lesbian life in the 1950s and 

1960s if one could afford it. went to Montréal occasionally, but made many trips to 

Buffalo bars. She also went to Detroit, where being butch or femme was a rquirement 

for entry into some of the bars. "If you were a butch, and you didn't have a tie or a 

jacket, you were actually asked to leave," she remembered, "because that's the way the 

bar worked."42 Like Pat, Pam suggests that gender roles were more strongly defined in 

the United States. Pam remembers one particularly tough Detroit bar called Knit One, 

Pearl Two, in which the femaie bartender was bdd. Pam could hardly tell "if it was male 

os femde." 

The butch-femme scene in the United States was more visu 

Canadian scene, and 

where we were more social, if we did have a party or something, we 
could go and dance with each other, or some 's girlfriend. It 
wasn't that you were, you know, putting the them. You just 

In Detroit, when we'd go to house 
id if you went over and asked Som 

girlfrienid to dance without asking this person's, butch, permission to 
have the dance43 

Pm ' s  perspective on this issue is rather different from that of many of the narrators in the 

ng History Project interviews, who recall that the Continental was mue 

the same; it was very unwise to ask a woman to dance unless one had the prior 

permission of her er. This was particularly the case when asking a femme woman to 

dance, as the butches were extremely possessive. It may be noted that Pam was s 

of the Canadian house parîies, many of which she organized, rather than of the bar 

41 Pat, personal interview, 24 September 1998. 

, personal interview, 30 September 1998. 

43 Pm,  personal interview, 30 Septemkr 1998. 



culture in Canada per se. It may well have been the case that the women who attended 

's house parties were not as possessive and as rigid about gender than were those 

who attended American house parties and bars. 

It is difficult to reconcile the testimonies given on the subject of the Canadian bar 

scene. Al1 the narrators who visited the bars in Montréal and Toronto attest to the fact that 

the butch-femme relationship was the predominant mode of relationship among regular 

bar patrons. Pat, Mary and Pam argue that the American bar scene was even more rigid 

in tenns of its employment of butch and femme roles. Why, then, was Reva unable to 

find the sort of community in New York that she was used to seeing in Montréal? It may 

simply have been an unfortunate coincidence that the bars the two Revas visited in New 

York were not those of the working-class butcwfemme couples. It may also have 

that they had dressed in a moderate butcwfemme style but in clothes not typic 

scene, and that the taxi driver may have taken them to a bar freque 

That the differences between Canada and the United States can be attri 

differenees is unlikely. Too many of the cultural noms  of the butch-femme bar 

scene were similar, an there was considerable American i uence on Canadian lesbians, 

cially Central Canadians, because of the frequent visits Canadian lesbians made to the 

United States. Rather, it is likely that the greater entrenchment in the Amencan 

communities of butch-femme noms  of behaviour was due to the earlier development of 

the subculture in the United States. Those works that discuss the bar scene in the US , 

usually identify the 1930~~ if not the 1920s, as the starting-point for the butch-femme bar 

scene. In Canada, that same culture does not seem to have appeared until the late 1940s. 

It is therefore reasonable to assume that the additional ten to twenty years of butch-femme 

culture in America resulted in greater cohesion and definition of sub-cultural noms. Had 

the butch-femme culture in Canada developed for a further twenty yeam, instead of being 



out after the advent of second-wave feminism, it might also have becorne 

more rigid and uniform than it was. 

The Canadian urban scene was also a little late in developing compared to that in 

London, England. In the late 1950s, Pat and Mary quit their jobs and went to Europe and 

Britain for several months, spending several weeks working in Chelsea in an area they 

describe as "bohemian." They attended a gay club later featured in the lesbian film The 

Killing of Sister George. Through a lesbian couple they already knew, they met many 

British gays and lesbians and went to many house parties. Pat commented, "1 found, 

actually, in thme days, I found the British people were more hnky than Canadians, 

because they were more open and they used to jump from partner to partner ... and the 

straight couples would come to the gay bars and sort of be curious 

there was a lot of hnkiness in London." Mary responded, "We loved it. It was so, kînd 

of free.9'44 Louise also found the English scene to be very open in the years before she 

immigrated to Canada in 1951. After leaving home, she had worked in a bar in Soho 

had grown fond of the wide variety of customers, among whom could be found lesbians, 

gay men, prostitutes and johns, and anyone seeking the many entertainments available in 

the district. From the perspective of Louise, Mary and Pat, Canada lac 

sexual fredom and experimentation typical of some parts of England in the same 

culture may have been a little tame corn d to the American 

and British scenes in the same era, but it was "wild" enough to be the subject of much 

public condemnation, the target of police raids, and the focus of criticism from an 

emerging homophile movement desperate to persuade North Americans that gay men and 

lesbians were normal, productive individuals whose lifestyle was not abhorrent. It was 

44 Mary 62 Pat, joint pers interview, 26 Septeniber 1998. 

45 Paris and Berlin were, of course, also important cui centres for lesbians and gay men. 



also subject to criticism from lower middle-class lesbians who were sufficiently involved 

in the urban milieu to know about the bars but largely unwilling to be involved in the bar 

culture. 

In 1958, a fight broke out between Doris and Pat, two Toronto lesbians. "Dons 

used to be so jealous of us ... She never liked Pat ... 1 think that Doris wanted Esther 

[Doris9 partner at that time], but she wanted me too," said Mary, Pat's partner. "Next 

ow, she9s choking her. She was actually choking Pat, and you 

don't see that today, women fighting, but you used to in those days." At this point in the 

conversation, Pat revealed that Doris had been whispering in her ear whde she was 

choking her, '"I'm going to kill you. "'46 

place outside one of Toronto's downtown esbian bars, such 

as the Continental, it might not have k e n  worthy of much mention. Such fights were 

common in and outside lesbian bars in the 1950s and early 1960s.47 But this fight took 

place in the suburbs of Toronto, outside a lesbian house party in a quiet neighbourh 

The lesbians attending this and other house parties avoided the bar scene precisely 

because of the violence associated with it, and because of e risk public exposure held 

for their jobs and their class respectability. They saw themselves as different from bar 

women, and yet here were two of them duking it out on the lawn. 

For many lesbian women in the years before feminism, community was hard to 

find and difficult to maintain. Lesbians found community wherever they could, but only 

46 Mary & Pat, joint personal interview, 26 September 1998. 
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some lived openly in the public communities about which lurid articles and novels were 

written. Lesbian historiography, which focused initially on upper middle-class educated 

lesbians, has more recently discussed the highly visible working-class lesbians of the bar 

culture. h g e l y  missing from lesbian historiography, however, are those women who 

arguably were the ma~ority of lesbians before 1%5: women who were neither wealthy 

and higNy educated, nor poor and involved in the public bar communities of major 

Canadian cities. They were store clerks, nurses, schoolteachers and office workers. In 

suburbs, in isolated couples, and in small groups of friends, they lived behind the walls 

of respectability. They lived their lesbianism in secrecy, not willing to engage in 

behaviours they regarded as "rough" and which would likely have cost them their jobs. 

Perhaps because they lived their lives largely unnoticed at the time and were neither 

highly visible itically active, they have been neglected by historians. Here 1 seek 

to redress t h s  i ce, and to understand the ways in which sexuality and class were 

intimately linked in their construction of lesbian identity. 

Most works on the Canadian bar culture of the 1950s and 1960s focus primarily 

on those women who lived fully in the bar life. Elise Chenier interviewed a few 

"uptowners" who visited the bars only infrequently or on weekends, but her emphasis is 

on the "downt~wners,~~ or women who lived "the gay life" full-time in the bar scene. 

owledges the difficulty for al1 lesbians of living a lesbian life in a hostile 

world, but she suggests that social and economic class created a distance between 

uptowners and downtowners that their shared sexual orientation could not bridge.48 Line 

Chamberland's research on the Montreal bars also suggests that class significantl y 

influenced the mode of lesbian socializing in the 1950s and 1%0s and that women's 

experience of homophobia varied according to class position.49 

48 Eiise Chenier, "Tough Ladies and Troublernakers," 2 12-213. 

49 Line Chamberland, "Remembering Lesbian Bars: Montreal 1955-1975." in Gay Studies From the 
French Cultures: Voicespom France, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, and The Nethmlandr, eds. 
Mendès-Leite and Pierre-Olivier Busscher (New York: The Harrington Park Press, 1993), 23 1-269. 
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One of the few American scholars to explore in depth the social worlds of lower 

micfdle-dass lesbians is Katie Gilmartin. Gilmartin argues that "the gay bar was a 

radically different cultural space for middie-class women. ..and for the predominantly 

working-class clientele that frequented the bars."sO In her examination of middle-class 

lesbians' lives in 1950s and 1960s Colorado, Gilmartin found that middle-class lesbians 

might occasionally have visited the bars, but they did not identify with bar life. In many 

cases, they distinguished their own lives from those of the bar women, forming their 

own lesbian identities in relation to other cultural praetices and types of community. The 

public and outspoken world of bar women was anathema to the interests of middle-class 

women, and class was an integral part of her narrators' stmggles over closetedness and 

the leading of double lives.51 Secrecy was similarl y crucial for lower middle-class 

Canadian lksbians. To the narrators in my study, the bar scene was enticing in its 

openness and its freedom, and yet it was filled with traps of other kinds. My narrators 

have a grudging respect for the toughness of the bar women, particularly the butches, 

who had to face the m a t  public condemnation and police harassment, but none of the 

narrators wanted to be that open about their sexuality themselves. 

The narrators constmcted their narratives of lesbian socializing around antipathy 

cts of bar culture. They distanced themselves from its more violent and 

"seedy" aspects, even while often acknowledging an occasional interest in visiting bar 

life. The narrators formed their initial sense of themselves in an environment hostile to 

lesbianism and to transgressive gender performance generally. They were also 

attempting to make careers for themselves in respectable but not necessarily secure and 

hgh-status jobs. 

, '"We Weren't Bar People': Middle-class Lesbian Identities and Cul 
rZy 3 (1996), 1. 

n's article is based on some of the research done for her "'The very house of 
. Intersections of Identities in the Life Histones of Colora 

University, 1995). 



To these women, social class and respectability were as important as their 

lesbianism, which from their perspective made interaction with the bar comrnunity 

proMematic and dangerous. Class concerns both limited their ability to explore lesbian 

community in the 1950s and 1960s and infonned the ways in which they developed and 

responded to community. Their subjectivities- their views of themselves in relation to 

the world in which they lived-were constructed along class lines as well as lines of 

gender and sexuaiity. They were lesbians, certainly, and they socialized on that basis, 

h e w  consciously that they were different to the rest of society, and rebelled against 

heteronormativity to the extent that they were unwilling to live unhappy lives as manied 

women. But they were also women who, whatever their class origins, had achieved 

middle-class status, respectability, and income, and these attributes informed their self- 

perceptions and limited the degree to which they were willing to live openly as lesbians. 

One cannot really speak of class conflict among lesbians in Canada before the 

1950s. Until the stwar era and the growth of the visible culture, lesbians of 

different classes were so far removed from one another and from public view that class 

differences existed but were not the source of friction between groups of lesbians. It is 

with the rise of the bar culture that one sees conflict emerging between working-class and 

middle-class lesbians. The increasing public attention to the subject of homosexuality 

and the negative rtrayals of the bar women as the antithesis of ideal wom gave 

rise to a desire among some lesbians to distance themselves from this new visible culture 

and to think of themselves, and eventually to publicly portray themselves, as more 

respectable. Condemnation of the bar culture became common among lesbians from the 

middle class. The nancitors for this study, al1 of whom could be defined as lower 

middle-class in the period under study, sought to distinguish their lives and 

then and now, from those of the bar women. The language they use to describe the bars 

is often pejorative, 

house parties that were their primary 

compared with their celebratory tone regarding the 

form of community socializing. 
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e negative attributes of the bar scene are repeatedly identified by the narrators: 

the general seediness of the bars, the frequent fights between women, and the risk of 

being seen by a work colleague or arrested during a police raid. Many of the women 

interviewed for this study confinn that the bars were dirty, violent and dangerous places 

in which to socialize. Barb, Pat, and Mary recalled that many of the bar regulars took 

and dedt drugs, were prostitutes or pimps, and were very poor. 'The dredges of society 

used to hang around there," Pat remarked. "Y ou'd go in there, and you gotta wash your 

hands when you got out."52 

Fights were frequent in lesbian bars, and several narrators remembered 

witnessing fights. Barb managed to avoid the fights at the Continental, but was aware 

that they happened. b i s  remembers the fights at the Continental. "1 used to get in one or 

two," she said.53 Reva also remembers hearing about fights, although she was lucky 

not to witness any during her few visits to the bars in Montreal.54 Persond 

experience of domestic abuse seemed to temper some women9s res es to the fighting. 

Pam attended various bars and clubs before 1965 and witnessed several fights. 

asked if she ever cipated in the fights herself, she replied "1 did enough fighting with 

the girl 1 lived with."55 Cheryl reports that, after she and her friends left the air force 

and moved to Toronto, the d frequenting the Contine and the Music Room. 

Cheryl found the Contin 

so tough. Oh my God! You know ... 1 guess we were just so innocent. 
We just couldn't believe, 1 mean you9d go in there and you'd sit with 
your back to the wall ... lots of fights ... always bothered me why people 
needed to fight. Breakmg beer bottles, smacking them up and then 
holding them up to one another9s ... And 1 guess it was because ... 1 

interview, 24 September 1998. 

53 Lois, personal interview, 3 October 1998. 

54 Reva, personal interview, 5 August 1997. 



experienced the ghysical abuse at the hands of a woman that, you know, 
I thought, 'why does this have to hapgen? '56 

The main reason that lower middle-class women chose to avoid the bars, 

however, was the risk of being seen by a colleague from work or being picked up by the 

police during a raid, and losing one's job. Those bars that allowed an O 

clientele usually reserved a back room for them, and lesbians could theoretically socialize 

in privacy. Heterosexual people did, however, enter the bars to look at them.57 Many 

women worried that these heterosexual "tourists" might include people they knew from 

their outside lives. Had colleagues from work seen them in such a venue, their jobs 

might well have been in jeopardy. 

Pat remembers well the societal attitudes towards gay people. "You didn't go out 

of your way to announce that you were gay," she said, and commented that 

Y ou had to be careful, because the cops ... they 'd go out of their way to 
be nasty to you.. .so you didn't give them any chance to name-call.. .so 
you9d have to be cool in the clubs and walking along the streets. You 
would never think of walking hand-in-hand. 1 mean, it just wasn9t done. 
And you didn't dress as butchy as you would if you were going to a 

or something.58 

At a house party, women were much less likely to be harassed by the police or by 

eterosexual people, so they could dress in a more "butchy" way without fear of it 

causing them to be the target of abuse. In the bars, the threat of a police raid was always 

present.59 

As a police officer herself, Billie was well familiar with the bar scene in Toronto 

in the early 1%0s. She did not go to house parties until she had been on the force for a 

year, and was closeted in her lesbianism. Her only experiences of the Continental were 

56 Cheryl, personal interview, 4 November 1998. 

57 A narrator in ForbiddenLove remembers an occasion on which the women at her table, who were 
being stared at by a group of heterosexual "tourists", made a sign that said "Please Do Not Feed the 
Animals" and put it on the edge of their table. 

58 Pat, personal interview, 24 September 1998. 

59 Barb, personal interview, 15 May 1998. 



of occasions on which she was of police raids. She reports that undercover 

policewomen were used in the Continental, but that she was never required to work 

undercover. "I'd have got caught," she says. Her police work meant that sociaiizing at 

the Continental was out of the question: 'To go to the Continental was like an excursion 

into the twilight zone ... some of the women there we had anested, so it was 

impo~sible."6~ It was not until the early 1970s that Billie would frequent the gay bars 

socially, and even then it was difficult. The bar women knew by then that she was a 

police officer and would tell her when the police came in, so that she could hide. On one 

occasion, however, she was seen by a fellow police officer and was warned that she 

muld lose her job. 

One should not assume that those lesbians who generally avoided the bar scene 

were immune to the consequences the regular patrons suffered. Even those women who 

were only axasional visitors to the bars, such as Barb, could sometimes reap the same 

consequences as the regdars. Barb remembers Peaving the St Charles one evening with 

two friends: 

I was waiking ahead of them, actuall y, and the other two were sort of 
-in-arm and they were singing going up the street ... and next thng 1 

ow, 1 was walking just ahead of them and lmlung in a store window, 
and 1 got this on the side of my ann, this squeeze, and 'come on, you're 
coming with me.' 1 turned around quickly, and there he was - a 
plaindothes man [who] said, 'you're disturbing the peace. I'm arresting 
you.' 1 said 'Who are you?' and he said 'I'm police.' So P asked to see 
and he showed me his badge and in the meantime, there was two of 
them and they were sitting in a car opposite the bar, St. Charles, and 
they watched us come out. There's no doubt about it.61 

women got away through an alley, but Barb and one friend were taken into 

custody for the night. The next morning, they went to court and pleaded guilty and had 

to pay a fine. It was much less risky to plead guilty and get the matter resolved than to 

plead not guilty and spend more time in court, thus risking exposure. 

interview, 23 September 1998. 

interview, 15 May 1998. 



A social life based around bars did not necessarily need to involve the less 

reputable venues. There were more "upscale" establishments for those who could afford 

them. In these establishments, a good standard of dress and behaviour was required, and 

often women were not allowed entrance unless they were in the Company of a man. 

These were not gay or lesbian bars as such, but rather establishments that at least 

tollerated a gay or lesbian presence. illie does not remem it being illegal for women 

to enter bars together, but it was the case that some of the bars were restricted to "women 

and escorts9' so that prostitutes could be kept out. Lesbians found their access to bars 

restricted by this custom, but by and large it was men grouping together who were 

policed more forceiully than women. A gay man often had to have a woman with him to 

get into an establishment.62 Testimonies in Forbidden Love confirrn that gay men an 

lesbians in the 1950s and 1960s often worked together to circumvent such restrictions: 

they would enter together, and then go their separate ways. "What they would do in the 

men's washroom," one narrator stated, "was none of your business."63 For those 

lesbians keen to visit bars but also wishing to maintain a respectable image, such 

cooperation was vi 

Pam recalls double-dating with gay men on many occasions in the 1950s and 

1960s so that she and her partner could gain access to various establishments. The 

practice was also im t for work purposes: "Through to the point that one chap, 

and 1 had to stop going to bis work especially, because ev y thought we were such 

a wonderful couple that, you know, why weren't we getting married...so we had to have 

a fight and break up because of it." She dated gay men in order to go to 

a g  gement," she commented. Lesbians and gay men in middle-class jobs 

needed to maintain an image of heterose respectability. In this respect at least, the 

interview, 23 September 1998. 

63 Forbidden Love: The Unashamed Story of Lesbian Lives. 



two communities were mutually supportive. Barb reports that many of the women went 

to mixed parties with gay men. "1 can remember atone place somebody came to the door 

for something and the guys al1 grabbed a woman, so that they'd be standing like this next 

other."64 If men in particular were found assembled in a same-sex gathering, 

tbey could be arrested, so mixed parties were organized. 

Class, safety and respectability were interrelated factors in lesbian socializing in 

the 1950s and 1960s, and the development of lesbian house parties provided a 

respectable alternative to the bar scene. The house parties are described by the narrators 

in much more flattering terminology than the bars. Not only do their testimonies reveal a 

feeling of greater safety, but there is also much less condemnation of the activities of the 

women who frequented the parties. Barb ents: "1 think some of the women that 1 

met were women that didnqt want to be downtown, you ? A li t tk  nervous because 

about these bars, the people in the city knew about Letros downstairs, and so 

at was another thing they were nervous about being around, in case of, you 

being p i c m  up.. . . "65 Most of the women Barb met at house parties "had the better 

jobs. We weren9t the ritzy people in town, but we al1 had jobs. There wasn7t anyone 

unemployed at the time, and we al1 had responsible jobs, you know? ... Not the upper 

crust, but the m um sort of thing ... 

Implicit in Barb's comment is a negative judgement of the bar women, many of 

whom were unemployed, were in low-status jobs, or were prostitutes. It is clear that 

Barb's subjectivity as a lesbian was affected by class considerations. There is no unified 

lesbian subject here, but rather types of lesbian, some of them respectable, and others 

not. Barb implies at least three groupings of lesbians: the unemployed, the "medium 

sort," and the "upper crust." These are class-based groupings, and while 

64 Barb, personal interview, 15 May 1998. 

65 Barb, personal interview, 15 May 1998. 



clear that she and her friends were not of the upper crust, she also makes clear that none 

of them belonged to the unemployed category. Barb has situated herself and her friends 

in the middle class, fonning a subjectivity which links her sexual orientation with that 

class status. 

Barb revealed that ere would be house es every weekend, and "every 

weekend there'd be another couple that ... would come in."67 The parties were large and 

well organized. The women still had to be careful, however: 

For the first while, I think, it was, 'drive your car, get a ride, but you 
better park around the corner, because e across the street, you 
know, they911 see al1 these cars and al1 women going in and out, 
with just women, no men. Women going in and out of this house. So 
try to be a little bit careful ... Al1 the time undercover, hiding, you 
know? ... But there was something kind of secret about it, something that 
really was kind of fun.68 

Pam was a major player in the house scene in Toronto in the late 1950s and the 

1960s. She and her gartner Miche got to h o w  a number of lesbians through baseball 

and other contacts. After a bal1 game they would twenty or thirty women back to 

their two-room ent. 'There was every 

1 never knew that the parties were i Because people used to say 
'oh, you got an invitation to their p ever realized, and I 'm sure 

ickie went to her grave never knowing these parties were important to 
sorne als that we met over the years. ust to be invited to 
these because there was always som going to be there that 
somekdy wanted to meet.69 

The parties held by Pam and ckie were significant social events, and Pam's description 

of the function of the parties is redolent of the sort of language used in previous decades 

a soirée, clearly placing them at a distance from, and out of the reach of, the 

bar lesbians. Yet these were parties like any other; the women spent their time drinking, 

cing, talking, playing games, and otherwise relaxing. Lesbian socializing was not 

67 Bab, personal interview, 15 May 1998. 

68 Barb, personal interview, 15 May 1998. 

, personal interview, 30 September 1998. 



substantidly different from heterosexual sociaiizing in this respect. It was merely that the 

lesbian house parties, unlike their heterosexual equivalents, were hel4 secretly and the 

women who attended had to be rather more careful about being seen. 

Parn confims that the house party crowd was very different to the bar crowd. 

"Al1 the girls we knew were in nice positions," she commented, 

and we certainly weren't associated with [the Continental]. Not that we 
weren9t curious, and wanted to go, which 1 did. It was a very 
frightening time, but there were a group of us decided one time we9d go 
down. But we would not go down there as we were gay. We were 
going to go down there thinking that we were straight and just happen to 
fall into this bar by accident. And we went to go in, and some bouncer at 
the door says 'well, 1 suppose you'll want to go into the back, because 
that's where your crowd is.' 'Our crowd? Excuse me?""70 

P m ' s  sense of self, like arb's, linked sexuai orientation with class, and particularly 

with class-based behaviours. For Pam, as for other women in this study, the Continental 

and other bars and clubs might be visited occasiondly, but they were not what k i n g  gay 

was al1 about. Most of the narrators viewed the bar scene as the regrettable side of 

lesbian life. In identifying the dirtiness of the bars, the violence, and the drinking as the 

sdient feaitures of bar life, and by linking those themes with such words as "rough," 

"scruffy," and "dredges of society," the narrators sought to distance themselves from bar 

culture. By contrasting those images with self-portrayals as people who were not "ritzy" 

but were in "good" jobs, these women placed themselves finnly above the bar women in 

social status and behaviour. 

It was not the m e  that the less desirable aspects of bar life never intruded on the 

house parties, however. There was sometimes excessive drinking, occasional drug use, 

and even fighting. Barb reports, 

group that 1 was in, 1 there was ever ...any thing that 
happened 00 
much.. .so y else at 
the party, and the other one walked in and grabbed her by the head or the 

70 Pam, personal interview, 30 September 1998. 



hair. 1 can remember her grabbing her by the hair and pulling her 
halfway down the steps at this house ... Nothing serious happened.71 

Such things were, however, unusual. Al1 of the narrators stated categorically that, unlike 

the downtown bar women, the women at the house parties were not involved in heavy 

drugs. They did drink, and there was domestic violence in some relationships, but the 

fighting common in the bars did not often find its way to the suburbs, and rarely took 

place outside people's homes. 

The narrators identified the bar scene as dangerous, violent, and seedy, and, 

while those attributes gave the bars a certain risqud thrill, it was not a way of life that 

these women chose to remain in. Their gerspective is thus v e u  different from that of the 

women whose social world centred around the and for whom bar life provided a 

positive experience of community. The bar scene was, for working-class lesbians, 

limiting and liberating, dangerous an simultaneously self-defining. To middle-class 

Besbians, the bar scene was definitely defining-but in what they regarded as a most 

unfortunate way. 

For the narrators for this study, the limi appeal of the bar scene was 

overshadowed by its threat to respectability, and particularly to job secunty. Each of 

these women who found the public lesbian community in the 1950s and 1960s, 

regardless of their own class origins, had or sought long-term, well-paid, and respectable 

employment. Each regarded hard work and respectability as im t, even if, in their 

youth, they had had a peri of less restricted living. Most of them held dear the "ideal" 

values of hard work and'fidelity. Most did not dri to excess, and nor did they 

drugs. The bar represented those aspects of lesbian life that were a little on the edge, 

might have the occasional appeal as an adventure but were not regarded with any 

seriousness as a legitimate way of life. For these women, the relative privacy, 

etability, and suburban nature of the house es made them a preferred social 

interview, 15 May 1998. 



outlet. One could attend house parties without risk of arrest, usually without risk of 

violence, and almost always without risk of threat to emgloyment. Relationships wuld 

be pursued and women wuld socialize with other lesbians, but without the concomitant 

fear of discovery that was associated with bar life. 

Historians have argued that the butch-femme culture of the bar scene was the first 

lesbian community that fought for public space and defend the rights of lesbian women 

to associate freely with each other and to have sexual lives. It has been shown that 1970s 

lesbian-feminism would have had a much more difficult path to follow without the bar 

culture it so soundly condemned. The bar culture had aiready established lesbian 

community in urban areas and had provided at least one generation of women with the 

owledge that there were many others like themselves in Canada. By giving many 

lesbian women a social world into which they could fit, and within which they could 

express their desires for other women, lesbian bars of the 1950s and 1 

groundwork for the later community that would demand the right to walk openly on the 

Street and to exist without harassment. 

I agree with this anaiysis, but I would further suggest that the were aimost as 

integrai to the sense of community and the subjectivities of those middle- and working- 

class lesbians who did not frequent them as they were to those women who relied on 

them as their only social outlet. The bar door marked the threshold between two lesbian 

worlds: the respectable and the unrespectable. It quite literaily marked the entry to the 

first public lesbian community, but it aiso was a syrnbolic marker of class difference 

within the lesbian community as a whole. In a way similar to the narratives of 

heterosexual sexuai danger that placed clear boun es on women's freedom of 

movement and expression, and defined the consequences for sgression of those 

boundaries, the bar represented, to the "respectable" lesbian, the risks involved in very 

public expressions of lesbian sexuality. The boundary between lower middle-class 

butch and femme women of the bars was cruci 



of who they were as lesbians. It was less the case that they defined themselves as being a 

particular kind of lesbian-other than a "middling" sort-and more that they defined 

themselves by default-by who it was that they were not. They were not like the bar 

women. 

The communities discussed above may well have housed, knowingly or 

wingly, a number of bisexual women. There were no bisexual communities as 

such. It is in the early part of the twentieth century that one begins to see the emergence 

owledged bisexual activity. It would be inaccurate to 

bisexual community, however, given that many of those behaving bisexually seemed to 

express a general rejection of sexual constraints, rather than a bisexual identity per se. 

identity in the modern sense, as a politically and erotically defi 

orientation dongside, rather than within or ktween, gay or lesbian identity, is a recent 

phenomenon. Few before the 1970s argued for bisexuality as an inde 

orientation, which makes analysis of bisexual history and community extremely difficult. 

Scholarship in the history of sex ity has tended to interpret bisex 

lives in terms of lesbianism, that is to say as part of lesbian history than as a history 

unto itself. For example, Lillian Faderman, in a section of Odd Girls and Twilight 

Lovers entitled 'The Roots of Bisex Experimentation," discusses the increasing 

numbers of women who "were giving themselves permission to explore sex between 

women." She examines, ong other things, the work of the 1920s sociologist 

ement Davis, who surveyed over two thousand married and single women 

about their erotic experiences and found that fifty percent of the women she interviewe 

had admitted intense emotional relationships with women, over half of them sex 



nature.72 Little evidence remains which reveals to the modern reader the motives for 

Davis' research. She sought to understand al1 facets of female sexuality, a fascination 

arising per8iags from her increasing owldge of sexual diversity, gleaned from her 

years of experience as a settlement-house worker in Philadelphia.73 Whatever her 

motives for und ng the study, Davis' research is one of the earliest examples of a 

large study of female sexual habits and is particularly revealing of the variety of femaie 

sexuai expression in the early twentieth century. 

Faderman suggests that the willingness of the many women Davis studied to 

engage In s e x d  relationships with women may have occurred because the mood of the 

times seemed to permit experimentation. In the 1930s' she argues, the new economic 

climate and the emphasis on conforrnity negated the gains of the 1920s, and a "'bisexual' 

compromise was the best [women] could manage.'q4 In Faderman's view, material 

circumstances militated against women's opportunities to discover a lesbian identity and 

to live openly as lesbians. What Faderman has not into account, however, is that 

some of those women might actually have n bisexual, in terms of long- 

both sexes or even a consciously-realized identity. It is likely that in the 1920s, when 

some women were self-consciously "lesbian" and some women were simply 

exgerimenting sexudly, others were actuaily bisexual; it is also likely that, in the IBOS, 

some of the married women Faderman describes as lesbians who adop 

compromise" were actuaily bisexual. 

Because it is difficult to speak in terms of early twentieth-century bisexual 
% 

c o m m u n i ~  or identity, one must discuss instead those individual women whose desires 

andior actions were bisexual and who fonned relationships on that basis. Community for 

72 Wian  Faderman, Odd Girls and Twilight Lovers, 63. 

73 John D'Emilio and Estelle B. Fre an, Intimate Matters: A History of Sexuality in America (New 
York: & Row, 1988), 171-172. 

74Lillian Faderman, Odd Girls and Twilight Lovers, 99. 



bisexuals before 1965 may therefore have to be thought of in terrns of links with the 

lesbian community on the basis of shared sexual attraction to women. Such an analysis 

risks subsuming bisexual women once again within lesbian history, however, and so 

must be approached with caution. 

Several of the narrators for this study report that they were in relationships with 

men before they were with women or, in some cases, that they were in relationships with 

both sexes before beginning to live only as lesbians. Anne had a lengthy peri 

relationships with both men and women before she finally began seeing only women. 

She regards herself as having been bisexual, but the term itself was not one that she 

would have used at the time. She acted on her desires, although she regards her sexual 

relationships with men always to have been problematic, given that she had to be drunk to 

have intercourse with them. Yet Anne was not seeing men because she was internally 

homoghobic or because of heteronormativity; she had the relationships with men for 

the same reasons as she did those with women-an intellectual an 

It is difficult to determine the degree to which Anne's experience of s 

situated more in relation to shared intellectual and political beliefs than to any 

identity, was eommon In North American culture. Certainly, many North American 

female intellectuals, radical in their politics but also in their lifestyles, " 

sexual conventions that uphold male dominance, and experimented with radical new ways 

of thinking and living.'Vs In the early twentieth century, when many in North American 

culture were beginning to form the subcultures which would ultimately be the gay and 

lesbian communities, others incorporated new sexual practices into radical lifestyles based 

on political belief. As John D'Emilio and Estelle Freedman suggest, "involvement in 

75 Judith Schwarz, Kathy Peiss, and Christina Simmons, "'We Were a Little Band of 
The Heterodoxy Club of Greenwich Village," in Passion & Power: Sexuality in History, eds. Kathy 
Peiss and ehristina Sirnnions, with Robert A. Padgug (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1989), 
120. 



radical causes, whether as socialists, anarchists, or feminists, imparted a fervor to their 

erotic experimentation which they defined as an essential, innovative component of 

revolutionary struggle."76 In Britain too, in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries, there had long been links between radical plitical thought, especially 

socialism, and "a fundamental transformation in al1 relationships, including sexual 

Anne did not articulate her attractions in terms of a conscious revolution in sexual 

practice as part of broader political philosophy, however. She merely suggested that it 

was on the basis of shared plitical and intellectual links that she found people of either 

sex attractive. Nevertheless, it may be said that, in her early sexual life, Anne's 

experience fit wi n radical political expressions of sexuality in that she chose not to obey 

dominant conventions of sexual morality instead explored her desires when and with 

whom they occurred. Her political beliefs, which ran well against the tide of mainstrearn 

opinion, may have aided her in k ing  able to recognize her same-sex attractions as well as 

her ogposite-sex ones, and to act sexualiy with women and also outside the bounds of 

marriage wlth men, b t h  of which were unacceptable behaviours in American society at 

the time. 

Because Anne's identity in the period before 1%5 cannot clearly be categorized as 

lesbian, bisexual, or heterosexual, and because she defines herself as lesbian but argues 

that she was bisex in behaviour during her college days, her experience suggests 

strongly that the historian must be careful when attempting to apply to past events identity 

labels which may have little to do with the ways in which our historic subjects saw and 

76 John D'Edio  and Estelle Freedman, Intimai2 Malters, 229. It should be noted that sexual 
experimentation was more often heterosexual exploration before and outside of marriage rather 
bisexual, lesbian or gay, and that the degree of sexual freedom in the early twentieth century varied by 
gender as well as by class. For an examination of the effects for women of "modem love" see Ellen Kay 
Trimberger, "Feminism, Men, and Modern Love: Greenwich Village, 1900-1925," in Powers of Desire: 
The Politics of Sexuality, eds. stine Stansell, and S Thompson (New York: 

y Review Press, 1983), 131-152. 

77 Jeffrey Weeks, Sex Politics and Society, 175. 



would describe their own behaviour. While the labels "lesbian" and "bisexual" can be 

applied to behaviour, as Anne does about her own, it is clearly inadequate to suggest that 

either label accuratelly describes a consciously-realized identity. Rather, Anne's sexual 

experience before second-wave feminism should be understood as an expression of 

shared political and ethical commitment. Her relationship to community was therefore not 

based on sexual orientation. 

It is clear from scholarship on lesbian communities and from the tone of remarks 

made by the narrators for this study that bisexual women were regarded with considerable 

suspicion by the lesbian community, as they were indeed by the heterosexual community. 

Whereas heterosexuals suspected any woman involved in a relationship with another 

woman of being a lesbian, lesbians suspected bisex women of k i n g  heterosexuals 

menting for a bit of fun. They were therefore not regarded as 

trustworthy. Such a judgement was based partly on a dichotomous view of sexuality, but 

it could also be related to gender no S. Kennedy and Davis re 

women they interviewed regarded butches as the only "true" lesbians, placing the femmes 

somewhere in the middle between lesbian and heterosexual, and oftèn viewing them as 

bisexual. Other lesbians regarded any woman who stayed in the scene, butch or femme, 

as lesbian. 

Kennedy and Davis attempt to avoid making judgements about who was and who 

was not lesbian by describing their narrators instead in terms of persistence and fluidity of 

membership in lesbian community.78 Such a strategy still does not adequately 

acknowledge bisexuality, and especially a bisexual community, separate from the lesbian 

community, but it does at least demonstrate that the lesbian community "housed" many 

different forms of sexuality. Their narrators, however, were not u ly as flexible in 

vsky Kennedy and Madeline D. Davis, Boots of Leather, Slippers of Gold, 386. 



their vîew of the community as were Kennedy Davis. Clear ju gements were made 

by many narrators about which women were 1 

adian lesbians also made judgements about membership i 

y also differentiate '"te" lesbians from 

forth" or left the community to get marrie . The word "bisexual" 

my narrators in a pejorative sense, usudly when they were describing an ex-lover who 

ly left the mmmunity to get m ink she was really bisexuai" 

when she was describing the traumatic a relationship and her ex-partner's 

to the United States.79 The nserted in a set of eomments 

woman k i n g  a manipulative, des r. Pat further remem 

ers in Montréal would "swing both ways."80 

When asked if they knew women who were bisexu , almost al1 the narrators 

replied that they did not. It is likely, however, that many of them had met bisexual 

women in the bar scene or at house parties, but had simply been unaware of the fact at 

that time. Perhaps ause of the hostility towards bisexuality in the lesbian community, 

women going to the bars or the parties may have chosen to express only their desire for 

women, and not their desire for men. Many bisexu women, if they gan a relationship 

with a man, would immediatel y have left the lesbian mmmunity , where that relationship 

approved of. Et is impossible to w, therefore, just 

women there were in Canada before 1965 who were bisexual. 

interview, 24 September 19%. 

interview, 24 September 1998. 



1 

As mention4 in Chapter e, one of the most significant events of the twentiet 

century for lesbians an World War. Those w "came out" in 

with the past, arguing that it was the 

bringing together of thousands of gay men and, to a lesser extent, lesbians in the military 

and in wax- work which propelled them rapidly tow ration movement of 

the 1960s and 1970s. For lesbians in Canada, wartim 

ed forces in the 1950s were early 

ose of the narrators for this study who served in th 

and Billie-regard it as an im 

ce is also inextri bjectivity as lesbians. 

one of the wom study served in the Canadian anned 

forces during the first incarnation of the women's divisions during the Second World 

War. Sarah, who came from a mi11 family, joined the air force in 1942. She had not 

explored her own sexuality at this point, but was aware of other lesbians in the service. 

Her barrack building housed forty women, and at one corner of the bl "there was a gal 

who had her hair cut [short], which was a re giveaway in those days, and she had a 

friend.. .and we al1 assumed, but we didn't ever talk about ything like that, that they 

r. This gal definitely was, anyway ... And there may well have been 

others. "81 

There were-in al1 of the women7s services. Alexis Alvey, who serv 

Women's Royal Canadi aval Service from 1942 to 1945, left the navy 

volition, but it would that her time in service was not without tensi 

her sexuality. Olson reports that Alvey began her naval career as a Sub-Lieutenant and by 

l Sarah, personal interview, 5 August 1998. 



was Acting Lieutenant Commander. She was highly regarded by many. 

, however, her relationship with the naval administration had sourd. 

She was informed by the new director of the women's naval service 

sferred "from her ifax, to a c~erical 

vision of National Service Headquarters in Ottawa."g2 Later that year, 

Olson argues that the director was pressuring Alvey 

Grace Brodie, her partner, had 

service. She bases this argument on a memo from Alvey to the director in which A 

"In view of your knowledge of our al affairs, you will 

appreciate the impo ce of my returning to civilian life at the same time as 

Anything you can do to ex te Our release together would 

was se of exactly this sort of pressure that many lesbians chose to remain closeted 

in the war years, fearful as they were of the consequences of lesbian activity. 

In the 1950s, Canadian women were allowed back into the forces. The 

testimonies of several women interviewed for this study confirm that, in the 

the armed services were an im t intrduction to lesbian community, as they were for 

American Pesbians. It was in the service that many young women who had experience 

crushes on, or even had ha8 relationships with, O 

there were many more women like themselves in Canada. The mi 

opportunity to socialize with large groups of women and to form relationships away from 

the prying eyes of ily. The armed forces were not completely safe places for lesbians, 

however, given that concem about homosexuality resulted in increasing scrutiny of 

servicewomen. 

82 Nancy Olson, "Assembling A Life," 40-50. 

83 Alexis Alvey to Adelaide Sinclair, 13 Septeniber 1 , cited in Nancy Olson, "Ass 
53. 



Barb and Cheryl were bu the brunt of that scrutiny an 

hurriedly before t ey muid be given dishonourable dis 

experiences, at once matic and exciting, centre stage in their life nmatives. A 

considerable amount of , and both women express enjoyment of the 

lesbians. It is not 

that their narratives 

persecution. Their personal triumph was not that the 

t rather that the pressure for them to l a v e  did not result in them losing their pride 

in their lesbianism. If anything, it enhaneed it. That this particular 

very im t to Chevl's subjectivity is further indi 

similar detail, an often word-for-word, in another interview con 

Barb joined the air force in 1952. She had not had any 

young women sinee the schoolfriend she first was with as a teenager, nor did she in the 

air force until she had passed through her basic training and was on a station. There she 

met another lesbian woman on the same crew and formed a relationshig. On their days 

off, they would go to nearby towns to spend time together.85 Their social life also 

included other lesbian women on the base, with whom Barb and her 

and played ball. She recalls that they would often go out dri 

did little to hide the fact. 

's relationship h been going about a year when one of the five lesbian 

women she associated with was brought before the authorities and was question 

she volunteered the names of women she thought were lesbian in the service at the time. 

of young women who socialized together a little too often had 

84 Cheryl, interviewed by C. S., 20 January 1997, personal 

, persona1 interview, 15 May 1998. Barb's relation 



Barb was brought to the commanding officer, who asked what they had 

y they were seen so much together: 

And at that time, II had a car, and I put it down to, you 
of girls in the car, and we were 
as transportation for them, you 

they're just jealous, 1 have a car.'86 

er girlfriend were told that they had seen too much toge 

playing ball, and going to the recreation centre. She was asked what her feelings were 

towards the other woman. 

Barb and her gartner were sent to a sychiatrist in Toronto, escorted 

ice officer. They were n in separately and then together. The psychiatrist 

asked them what they were doing, and they denied that anything unusual was 

many questions about their feelings about eac other, and whether or not they 

had ever siept together or had any physical contact. Barb did not find him threatening, 

and suspects to this day that the reason that he was so gentle with them was 

himself gay. Me sent them back to the station and reported to their commanding officer 

that they were not lesbians. Barb had known the possible consequences of telling the 

truth, and consquently had chosen to hide the relationship. She does not rernernber 

h d n g  anything spcific that wodd have indicated to her the possible consequences of 

k ing  'Yound out," but she does recall that she knew homosexuality was regarded 

thought of as "queer." Her silence 

11 well the consequences of telling 

chose to protect herself. It should not necess 

ed of it, but rather th 

continue to live as a lesbian without intervention was to keep her sexuality secret. 

omen received notice that ey were to be transferred to different stations. 

owledge, went to the m 

interview, 15 May 1998. 



confessed. She tol them that she did not want them to be split up and said that the two 

of them had lied to the psychiatrist. The medical officer called B in. The two women 

were sent to the psychiatnst a second time. When they saw him together, he said to 

d...if your feelings are like this." He told them, "'you 

there's lots of glaces in the city that you can go."87 The two women confessed an 

discharge papers. They received honourable discharges 

arb speculates that the mi1iîa-y may have given her an honourable discharge 

honourable one because they did not ow how far they could take the 

issue of lesbianism, but such a conclusion does not explain the experiences of 

women who were thrown out. Clearly, the military was prepared to give women 

dishonourable discharges if they were unwilling to leave the services volu 

in late 1954, towards the end of Barb's three years, that she left. She remembers that 

there had been a major purge of lesbians at al1 the stations, and she does not thi 

of them were ever actually caught in sexual activity. Rather, the purging of lesbians from 

the forces seemed to occur mainly on the basis of rumour and 

pressure.88 

rience was not uncommon. She was a young woman from the 

country who had entered the fo r~es  after having only one major relations 

another young woman. In the rural area in which she lived, there was no lesbian 

ty. When she entered the military, she found many other women like herself 

to socialize with them at bal1 games and parties. The mili 

ngs of women that allowed lesbians to discover each 

alliances based on their sexual orientation. The difficulty was that, 

87 Barb, personal interview, 15 May 1998. 

interview, 15 May 1998. 



were alerted to the presence of lesbians and were engaged more forcefully 

in weeding them out than had been the case during the Second World War. Grou 

together, were known not to associate with men, and in some 

cases dressed in a less than feminine way, were noticeable on a mili 

iour was closely observed. The ation of small communi ties in the mili 

liberating for many lesbian women, yet it was dangerous. The behaviour of Barb and her 

friends was sufficiently ogen to alert the commanding officer of her base to a lesbian 

presence. 

eryl had a similar experience. After rnoving to 

Robyn lived very much like a young married couple. ' 

ow, who were together as a couple. So 

gay men."89 When their relationship disintegrated in 1959, Cheryl decided to join the 

forces. It was in the air force that Cheryl finally found the communiQ she had been 

waiting for. Her first sting was at Clinton, Ontario. During her time at the Clinton 

base, three women were Evcked out of the forces se they were suspected of k i n g  

lesbians.90 Cheryl remembered, 

the female officer ... called us al1 together and vowed to us that if we 
be kicked out of the RCAF, then d l  we had to do was tell them 
re homosexuals. So that sort of put the fear of God into 

u know, when I joined the air force, 1 made a 
any woman, any woman ever, ever gives me a 
, 'in that way' that I would, well, I would 

probably just give her a piece of my mind!gl 

ence with Robyn had soured Cheryl's perceptions of lesbianism and 

she resisted her attraction towards women. "So 1 guess I just wanted to 

ause 1 hadn't been normal for the last three years." That the 

interview, 4 November 1998. 

e women subsequently became a friend to Cheryl. 

l Cheryl, personal interview, 4 November 1998. 



women were being kicked out because of homosex 

view of lesbianism. "1 thought 'see, that's what happens.' Yep. And yet, 1 had this 

ople who were being kicked ou t... and 1 

ew that they seemed to 

negative consequences, and she 

from the lesbians she knew. 

Despite her reservations about lesbianism, Cheryl found that she 

"the butchier type of ainvoman." She felt they were al1 gay, but as 

long as none of them approached her sexually she did not mind their Company. She was 

ut the women's sexuality: "1 assumed," she said, "and I 

wore off" women for the first year or so in the air force, but 

had something in common. Cheryl did not cal1 herself gay at that time, 

and nor did she even really know what gay was: "Because of my three years with 

bya," she commented, "1 thought we were the only ones, and then 1 found out that 

there were other people, other women like that."93 

During her first year in the air force, Cheryl began dating a man. She met Jimmy 

around six months into her service. Their relationship was not sexual, however. Cheryl 

regards herself as having nt, and Jimmy was of the opinion that 

sex should be sav until after marriage, so they did little more than kiss and cuddle. 

eryl's feelings for women began to surface, however, and eventually it became 

obvious to her that her relationship with Jimmy would not go er. They were at a 

one evening and saw a woman come in and sit down across from thern: 

She just kept looking over every now and then, you ow. We'd sort of 
exchange glances. y] exchanged glances with 

interview, 4 November 1998. 

interview, 4 November 1998. 



she was just looking at us as a nice 
when she got up and walked out, and 

by the window, [Jimmy] remarked 'What 
. What an attractive woman.' And I'm sit 

e thing. Al1 of a sudden the light went on. I 
's sake, I'm fighting this, 19m fighting it and fighting 
nt I've got several frien 

lesbian friends ... and I didn't discuss it wl 
was then that 1 deci d that 1 needed to do 

After that crucial moment, Cheryl withdrew from her relationship with Jimmy, 

but she did not immediately begin socializing more frequently with lesbians. It was not 

to her new station in Nova Scotia that she began to explore her feelings 

in greater depth. In Nova Scotia she began soci izing with women on the bai 

al1 team in Ontario too, but the Nova Scotia one was different: it was 

nt lesbian." Cheryl, a new lesbian friend, her friend's partner, and 

other members of the ball team would go down to Halifax and visit Africville, 'kcause 

one of these women h a girlfriend down there. And that's where we would go, and 

we9d sit up and drink all night long ...."95 

had a glace they called "the rendezvous" where they met on a 

regular basis and entertained the navy and army women who would visit. The 

rendezvous was open field with a line of trees in front of it. After the bal1 g 

over, they would head for the rendezvous and would drink and "make out." Sometimes 

ere would be as many as fifty or sixty lesbians meeting there. Such large n 

women moving about as a group attracted attention, however, and eventually the air force 

lice followed the women to the rendezvous. Cheryl comments: 

and we were al1 of a sudden 

interview, 4 November 1998. 

interview, 4 November 1998. 



g that they could do, 'cause there was no 

It was shortly after that that Cheryl d six of her friends from the bal1 te 

put under house arrest and were sent to St Hubert, Québec to interviewed by 

iatrist who was "trying to help us with our si ess." The air force police had 

figured out that the women were not meeting in secret to k about their boyfriends, but 

rather that something else was going on, and "that lots of unnatu 

dition, because of a personal dispute, one of the lesbians had 

" on the women. She had in the air force for a long time but was getting 

nowhere with promotion. For her to advance to status, Cheryl said, "she just 

needed some Brownie ints, I guess, and unfortunately we were it." The ainvoman 

to the air force police at they were meeting at the rendezvous. She was present 

that night at the rendezvous and was a own lesbian, and yet when the women were put 

under house arrest, she was not among them. "She was conspicuous by her absence," 

Cheryl comments. They later had it "on good authority" that she named the seven of 

them as lesbians.97 

The psychiatrist's report was inconclusive, and he muld not identify any of them 

as lesbians. Upon their return to the base, the women were informed that they were 

split up and would never be on the same base as each other again. Chery19s 

new friend and her partner were devas ey were informed that they would 

probably never be promoted within the ranks and that they would sent to the worst 

ow, the semi-isolation stations." Cheryl and 

the service, they would be inviting intimidatio 

on to 
e were 

two were younger, they were new in al1 re 

interview, 4 Novembr 1998. 

interview, 4 November 1998. 



They were new lesbians, they were new into the air force, new to our 
station. They thought 'O no, we don't want to do this' an 
older ones. ..we in no way e 

decided they would get 
, but I think they had 

superiors pretty well told them, y 
arked women. ' So, they ended 
e end of the air force.98 

Cheryl left the air force in August 1%2, just after the point when her three years were up. 

The week before their arrest, she ad signed on for a further four years in the ho 

e would get a posting in France. Because she left voluntarily, she received an 

honoumble disc 

It was in 1956 th illie joined the air force. Billie was dating a man at that time, 

but when she announce she was joining up, broke it off, telling her that "only 

whores join the ed services ...."99 She did not have a gay experience unhl just 

she left the air force in 1961. eing in the physical education field, she w many of the 

lesbians on the base. They would be involved in s quite open about 

their interest in Billie. Billie acknowledges that she looked gay, even though she did not 

identify as such at the time. She had very short hair, almost in a brush-eut, virtually no 

breasts, and broad shoulders ause of her physical education work, and women would 

se they assumed that she was a lesbian.100 

Even though Billie was not, at that time, interested in women, she was 

nevertheless well aware of the lesbian community on the base. In ition to their mutua 

interest in physical education, the lesbian women would al1 go off the base as a group 

s, including Billie's boyfriends at the ti 

se they were lesbians. Any large group of women 

socializing ly if they did not fit the stereotypical feminine ideai, were 

98 Cheryl, personal interview, 4 November 19913. 

99 Billie, personal interview, 23 September 1998. 

illie, personal interview, 23 September 1998. 



to be lesbian. Billie 1s that, even thoug 

reputation, they nevertheless had to try to keep their sexuality secret. At night, the s 

tums on what was calle "fire gicket duty": "you had to go 

women who liv in a big dormitory, to see if there was any 

Other women, presumably. And a lot of my friends, 1 

release. They were offered that."lol A medical release enabled a woman to 

ischarge on uns cified grounds. It saved both the woman hers 

and the military the embarrassment of a documented dishonourable discharge 

reports that she ew of women w O were the victims of entrapment: the mili 

authorities, if they suspected that a woman was lesbian, would sometimes get another 

servicewoman to make a sexual approach to tempt the su lesbian into rev 

herself. 

rary nature of military life for these women, it 

at their years in the military were important in ternis of c o m m u n i ~  formation. It 

can be argued, however, that for Cheryl, Barb, and Billie, the military was an entrée to a 

wider lesbian world than they had previously own. Cheryl and Barb had each had but 

a single same-sex relationship before joining the mili , and knew nothng of the large 

of women like themselves. Billie entered the mili not attracted towards 

women and soon found a community of women who aps suspected she might 

develop such attractions even before she 

these women continued the lesbian friendships they made in the 

eir fellow servicewomen to this day. Because of 

c liaisons, friendshi ese women 

long-lasting community . That co 

development of eac woman's lesbian s 

O1 Billie, personal interview, 23 Septemkr 1 
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nt of transition between an isolated sanie-sex relationship and early 

awareness of lesbianism, and involvement in larger-scale lesbian communities. T 

both to see that there were many others like themselves in Canada and 

elonging. Billie's experience of the military was rather 

in that she had n e-sex relationship, but military service was the context 

same-sex attractions began to surface and eventually were expressed. 

were important in the ation of lesbian communities in d 

arb reports, many lesbians were involved in sports, especially in bal1 

teams in the 1950s and 1960s. "Most of the women on the bail tearns were gay women," 

she claims. Barb and her fnends also fonned a bowling league in the 1950s and called it 

"Marilyn Monroe."l03 She had always been involved in sports, and in the mili 

exposed to the heavy lesbian presence on bal1 teams. Given that sp 

women could meet each other scxially, could be very physical while 

incurring less comment about their ap ce-although femininity was still emphasize 

in sports-and could gather in large groups without the sence of men, sports were and 

are a crucial part of cornmuni9 formation for lesbians. 
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Among the narrators, 

a personal interest and a place where they cou1 meet other women. 

aseball was by Par the most pular lesbian sport. Tricia, interviewed by the 

ect, remembere 

there were bas ed lesbian baseball 
Some of them ut you could alway 

a lesbian subjectivity is an awareness of others like oneself, and 

re were others like herself and that 

hen the scouts came around for the more prominent 1 clubs, Tricia was 

chosen to play for a senior team, but her mother would not let her go. '"A 

reason she gave me was that the women were too tough. 1 was devastated and angry." It 

is unclear from the interview whether Tricia was devastated because her baseball career 

was over, because she was denied access to the lesbian ball players, or b t h .  That her 

mother held her back se of the presence of tough women rnight suggest that she 

ew that there were many lesbians on ball tearns, but it could also suggest that she 

thought that the women were simply unrespectable, since women in team 

often working-class and were thought to 

Athletic women had long been the subject of debate in North America. As Susan 

indicates, the female athlete reprqented "both the 

of modern wo ."los At the turn of the century, a moderate level of athleticism 

acceptable, even desired, in girls an 

would, it was argued, m women "mannish." Des ite the fears of th 

iew, 21 September 1986. 

de Moll' to the 'Butch' Ballplayer," 43. 



tendencies of women's sports, however, the predominant stereoty 

rtswoman. Warnings the dangers of s 

release of sport with a loss of heterosexual 

. The most frequently used derogatory 

Mo11."'106 In its only other usages, the word "mol " referred to either 

of male gangsters or to prostitutes. Both represented disreputable, heterosexulaEty deviant 

women. 

e work has been done on the history of lesbians in Canadian sport. Certainly, 

Canadian doctors, like their colleagues sou e border, decried the in 

on femininity.107 The fact that the narrators identify sport, and baseball in 

particular, as one of the means by w ich they were able to socialize wi 

and the degree to which sports are still im social events to les 

to us that sports have k e n  impo t community builders. 

For many lesbian women before feminism, community was hard to find and 

fficult to maintain, but absolutely crucial to surviva.. Lesbians found community 

wherever they eould. y some lived openly in the public communities 

articles and novels were written. In suburbs, in isolated couples, in small groups of 

friends, other lesbians lived secretly behind the walls of respectability. This chapter has 

oniy some of the forms of commu g lesbians in the 1920-1960. 

any others doubtless exis k of future historians to seek those 

e main task of this chapter has been to introduce into historical record a group 

, "From the 'Muscle MOU' to the 'Butch' Ballplayer," 45. 

Lenskyj's nunierous works on women in in Canada reveal that were thought 
ze women. See, for example, her ' First: Sport and Phy on for 
s, 1890-1930," Canadian Journal of History of Sport 13,2 (Decemkr 1982), 417. 



of lesbians previously little discussed in Canada. Lower middle-class an 

working-class lesbians, because they were nei litical or literary figures 

in romantic friendships nor ic transgressors of heteronomativity and gender, have 

not featured prominen y in discussions of lesbi 

1 argue here that there existed in Canada before l%S at least ree di fferent kinds 

of lesbian comm ty, each intimately linked to class. In the early twentieth century, 

middle-class women were iving in newer versions of the romantic frien 

Their links to other lesbians were formed in middle-class milieux, such as universities 

and colleges, professions, and gatherings of res ctable yet poli ti 

se women were retient about expressing their attraction to other women and 

guistic clues to indicate and test for same-sex relationships. The 1 

'6devotion," having its mots in the socially-approved romantic friendships of earlier 

es, wuld be used in the twentieth century to express the kind of "noble" love these 

women regarded themselves as having for one another. It could also operate as a 

signifier of a lesbian presence and could be used to announce and to seek out lesbian 

contact. Such relationships continued well into the twentieth century, albeit with new 

twists under the influence of psychological discourse. 

The working-class bar community of the mid-twentieth century has 

covered by such historians as Chenier and Chamberland. The interviews done for 

study support their portrayals culture. My own narrators, albeit from outsider 

es, confirrn the im the butch-femme relationship in working-class 

s between the bar community and the world of drugs and 

. The Lesbians ng I-Iistory Project interviews 

ake it apparent that the culture was very i t to the women 

who were "in the life" and that in m ways it was enjoyable. 

its own cultural iced boundaries, and a s 



Among lower middle-class lesbians one finds an ut the public bar 

communiv. The narrators for this study, w er their persona1 backgrounds, 

were almost exclusively of up working-class and lower middle-class status as adults 

before 1965, either did not ow of the bar scene, ew of it and avoi 

only occasionally. Al1 those women who di visit the bars felt uncom 

felt that they did not entirely belong. Al1 scene in unfavourable terms 

and had little that was positive to say tch-femme scene. 

It would be incorrect, 1 suggest, to portray these women either as closeted and 

dle-class women whose place in lesbian history is therefore margin 

brave and faultless heroines who countered the communiq in the face of 

homophobia. They are at once of these things and neither. Their stories in 

er, that cPass and sexual orientation are always entwined and t 

and against each other in the same individual and simultaneously. 

condemnation of the bar women certainly does not do justice to the bar women's courage 

for public space for lesbians, nor to the contribution of the bar culture to a vibrant 

and diverse lesbian history. Their antipathy to the bar culture arises from their middle- 

class noms. But to portray them as less courageous than the women of the 

to negate the courage they show in socializing at al1 as lesbians when there was 

considerable materi risk involved. They are instead women who forrn 

kind of communiq, courageous in its own way and liberating for the women concerned, 

em to realize lesbian subjectivities and to find partners and srnial support, 

ly was condemnatory of other lesbians based on their class attnbutes. 

se types of lesbi t element in the 

development of a lesbian subjeetivi9. The ass lesbians in modern 

versions of the romantic friendship, the bar middle-class women 

of the house parties, espite their class di 

er women based on same-sex attraGtion and found i 





I began research for this disse on, my intention was to deconstruct the 

essentialism of twentieth-cen discourses on lesbi 

the ways in whi sexuality was and is mutable, contingent, and fluid. As often 

happens in academic research, the study evolved into something else entirely. While 1 

old to a social constmctionist erspective on sexuality, my conversations with 

the women whose narratives forrn the basis of this work, and my reading of those few 

collections of lesbian and bisexual women's letters and journals left to us, have 

necessitated a different approach. This dissertation has evolved into a study of 

narratives of lesbian and bisexual subjeetivity rather an of lesbianism and bisexudity 

per se. What 1 mean by this is that, although I have indeed researched the content of 

these women's relationships, the nature of their desires, and the concrete circumstances 

of the heteronormative world in which they lived, this study aims more to provide an 

e ways in which these women's subjectivities were fonned and expressed 

than to offer a definitive statement about the nature of female same-sex sexuality in the 

years before second-wave feminism. 

This dissertation has explored several aspects of women's intimate relationships 

with other women in t od 1910-1965. Chapter One ned the various 

"public" discourses regarding sexuality in late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century 

t public discourses concerned ate and inappropriate 

heterosexuality, as i t which was the major social concern. Only just emerging 

in the late nineteenth and only gradudly spreading beyond the medieal 

profession and the re exology in the mentieth century, was a discourse 

sexuality. Few in Cana society were privy to 

inologies regarding, 

ost Canadians in the period under study remained i 
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new sexual worlds emerging in large cities and were trained to see heterosexual 

delinquency rather than gay or lesbian behaviours. 

In Chapter Two 1 outlined the childhoods, adolescent years, and young 

s of many of the women whose histories are the focus of this study. Al1 the 

narrators were exposed to dominant discourses of heterosexuality. They 

e, either by direct infomation or by the absence of alternatives, that they were 

(9 to many and have children upon adul , and that adult heterosexuality 

would be preceded by a peri of adolescent dating. They knew that premantal sexual 

activity was regarded as immoral, was a fate to be avoided 

at al1 costs. But although heterose their assumed destinies, 

the narrators were given little information about what those things entailed. They were 

told little about their ies as they were growing up, and little about the rep 

process. 

Chapter Two showed that the narrators came from a variety of backgrounds and 

that there is no correspondence between their sexualities and any particular class 

grouping, geographical location, or quality of family life. While m professionals 

and others in the period under study, and p cularly in the postwar period, would 

account for homosexuality by way of reference to sfunctional family structures and 

unhappiness, life histories of lesbians a gay men, discussed in t h s  study 

and in other works, show clearly that omosexuality lurked everywhere, even in 

families. A few of the narrators for this study came from families in whic 

and violence were problems, but the majonty described their childh s as happy ones. 

evidence discuss ter Three shows that little infomation was 

narrators on the subject of sexuality; most reali eir desires throug 

exploration and ex w that women engage 

practices with other women, from vaginal netration with or without 

dildos, to fondling an ng together, al1 without having been told about the 



pleasures of the female y. Many of the narrators describe their s 

experiences as "right" and "natural", and some compare those ex 

sex ones, which they describe as uncomfortable or less appealing. 

er Three, 1 sugges that care needed to be 

much sexual ignorance in women rior to the spread of public i 

ity in the twentieth century, but also that historians needed to be wary of 

assuming that twentie ry women were well-in atters. The 

evidence discussed in Chapter Three demonstrates two things. It shows that women 

who, early in the century, had relationships closely approximating romantic friendships 

did have physical relationships, and that we may therefore have to revise or at least 

problematize earlier claims that romantic friendships were non-sexual. It also suggests 

that mid-mentieth-century women, who were assumed to be sex and allegedly had 

access to much more infornation about sexuality than did their forebears, actually knew 

very littlle about sexuality and fonned sexual relationships largely through 

experimentation. 

Chapter Four examined female same-sex relationships between 1910 and 1965. 

This chapter showed that the school and the wo lace were important sites for the 

formation of relationships between women, because they provided numerous 

nitles for same-sex social contacts. Chapter Four so addressed the nature of 

same-sex relationships and argued that relationships between women often involved 

similar pleasures and problems as heterosexual relationshi 

e-sex relationships moved to a physic sexuality perhaps somewhat 

earlier than heterosexual ones. Like heterosex people, lesbians 

and long-term relationships. Often this was achieved, but same-sex relationships were 

also affected by infidelity, alcoholism, and physical abuse. 

ornen who were attracted to other women in the early to mid-twentie 

century balance eir same-sex relationships with family relationships. It mi 



at lesbians in this era, prior to fe inism and gay rig 

changes of secent years, had very problematic relations s with families 

their sexual orientalion. Chapter Four argues, however, that separation from farnily 

cause of lesbianism was actually less CO mon in the period 19 10 to 1965 than it 

would become in e 1979s and 1980s, when a iscourse of lesbi 

available and when lesbian communities had grown to 

alternative cou1 found to homophobic families. Many lesbians growing up and 

forming relati s between 1910 and 1965, and particularly before the psychologicd 

omosexuality became widespread in the 1950s, remained close to their 

families, with sexuality forming a site of conflict but not of irrevocable division. 

Chapter Five explored lesbian communities in Canada fro 

ere existecl three kinds of lesbian communiy in the under study: small groups 

of middle-class fnends who shared a "devotion" to other women and coul 

living in mentieth-centuv version of the romantic friendship; workmg-class women in 

the public bar scene of downtown Toronto, Montreal and Vancouver in the 1940s and 

1950s; and lower middle-class and upper working-class women whose social worlds 

existed largely away from the bar scene. In al1 of these cases, women 

friendships and social networks based on their same-sex desires. Chapter Five 

the lesbian community in Canada was clearly divided dong lines of 

class. My focus in this chapter was on lower middle-class women, who have largely 

been neglected in lesbian history. The narrators for this study, who come pnmanly 

from this group, constructed their subjectivities in relation both to sexuality and to class. 

They clearly differentiated themselves and their social world from working-class butch 

d femme women and from the bar culture. 

e chapters desci important theoretical 

considerations. The first of these involves the v e v  definition of "les 

"bisexual." If I were to agree with those who clai that one can only cal1 "lesbian" or 



"bisexual" those women who can proven to have had s 

or who stated clearly that they were lesbian or bisexual, 1 could not have inclu 

this study any of the women whose written records 1 use. Althoug 

physical intimacy, in none of the written records do we find evidence of genital 

sexuality, and nor did these women use the words "lesbian" a 

ere that these women should be included in this study. Not only must we not restrict 

esbianism to the geni , but also we must be attune to the ways in whic 

st defined, described, and disguised their sexualities. Beause of the secrecy wi 

eterosexual people have had to live in homophobic societies, the historian 

must look for things that are neither said by historical subjects nor seen in histori 

records when we are looking with a traditional historical gaze. 

ughout these chapters is an analysis of the impo 

elements-childhd, attractions, sexual activity, formation of relationships, 

community, and relationships with family-in the formation of lesbian or bisexual 

subjectivities. The interviews conducted for this study, combined with the written 

records used, show that the narrators' subjectivities altered during the pend under 

study, and that a changing sense of self in relation to sexual orientation was part of that 

alteration. Few used identity labels about themselves during the riod in question, 

most coming to those terms and the ideas associated with them much later, after 

feminism had made the tenninology both more accessible and less pathological. 

Those few women who had heard the words "lesbian9' and "bisex 

riod under study did not, for the most part, apply the words to themselves, feeling 

e terms9 pathological emphasis did not relate to their 

feelings. Instead, many of them were aware that they were diffe 

at to wornen, but they did not use an identity label with w 

desire. Nevertheless, most of the narrators for this study cons 

eventual realization of a lesbian identity. 



had as children which, in indsight if not at the time, persuade them that they were 

attracted to girls rather than boys, women rather than men. M 

on those feelings when they were quite young and remem riences as more 

satisfying, intense, a an their heterosexual con 

the term "subjectivity" throughout this dissertation rather than the 

term "identity." Identity labels imply stable and fixed essences or a search for thern. 

The identhy category b'lesbian97 has within it two further identity categories: the 

"romantic friend" and the "butch" or "femme" lesbian. These fonns of lesbimism were 

irn t in lesbian experience before the rise of the homophile movement and of 

lesbim-feminism and consequently have been the major focus of historieal works on 

lesbian culture and politics. Lesbian communities an historians have soug 

recognizable lesbians in order to provide historical foundation for community gride, 

activism, and legal rights. Unfortunately, the subjectivities of lower middle-class 

lesbians have been made culturally unintelligible in this process by lesbians' and 

historians' desire to restore to the historical narrative the stories of these forernothers of 

lesbian community and activism. 

on has challenged the invisibility of these undefined women and 

has argued that we need to consider more seriously the lives of this middle group of 

lesbians. Their own perspective on lesbian history, albeit often defin 

condemnation of working-class noms  of relationships and communiq, is an important 

one, for surely it was women such as these who were the majority 

y a very few were romantic friends or lived in butchlfemme bar 

communities. The majority of lesbians lived much quieter and more 

t that we now begin to rese their subjectivities. 

The second reason for using 6'subjectivity" is that the written records available 

n mention of identi categories, and yet one can cle y identify emotions 

and behaviours indicating the existence of same-sex relationships. Were one to reject 



these sources on the basis of their lack of use of identi ty labels, these very i 

documents would lost to lesbian history. Using them, we can show 

women in Canadian society who, before the popularization of the label "lesbian," had 

an awareness of their sexual and emotional attraction to women and fo 

relationships, both romantic and otherwise, on that basis. These women did not use 

identity labels, but rather employed phrases denoting their attraction, suc 

women." These phrases, coupled wi the evidence that 

women conceived of their relationships as life-long and committed ones akin to 
. 

marriages, tell us at these were lesbian subjectivities. For bisexu women who leme 

ritten records, the use of the term "subjectivity" is perhaps even more 

, as there was not in the od under study an identity category, se 

unique, for bisexuals. 

Finally, although many of the narrators themselves use the identity labels 

"lesbian" or "gay" in the present day, few of them used such labels before the 1970s. 

Their use of them occurs at a stage in the development of their subjectivities when the 

tenns themselves have become more common in use among women attracted to other 

women, have become less pathologized and more publicly acceptable, and have been 

to their social communities for some time. Lesbianism now has its own 

language, its own nonns, and its own ri istic narratives of self-discovery. In that 

discourse, the identity label "lesbian" is at once the essential thing to be discove 

ed to the world and the ultimate achievement. That the narrators have expressed 

their life stories in the terms of that discourse and as narratives of triumph over 

adversity is not therefore surprising. 

es examined in this disse 

nt identity or as narratives of construction of a subjectivity. In a 

the narrators, these are stories of discovery, of triumph over 

ventual coming home to an identity. ut they are also 
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narralives of constniction which rev rtant stages in the development of 

subjectivities based on same-sex attraction. ost of the narrators, whether at the Lime 

indsight, identified attractions to other girls as a feature of their early lives. The 

evelopment of subjectivities based on those attractions depended very mue 

happened next. Physical expression of the attraction and an early emotional 

relationship with another girl or woman resulted in many of the narrators in a 

solidification of their subjectivity and an awareness not only of their difference from 

most other girls but also of shared experience. Whereas before they had simply 

girl whose attractions were not as society said they ought to be, now they were a girl 

who shared that attraction with at least one other person. If the relationship were deeply 

emotlond as well, subjectivity was even more greatly enhanced. 

guage and community were also im rtant influences in the formation of 

subjectivity, for having a language with which to explain one's attractions and having a 

community with which to share thern, and in which they could be freely expressed, 

allowed women to explore their sexuality further, to have it validated, and to h o w  that, 

even though it was proscribed by society, there was a reasonably safe arena in which 

their sexuality was normal and unquestioned. The importance of language and 

community ean be seen both in the interview testimonies and in many of the written 

sources used for this study. 

e notion of lesbian identity has been a very impo t element in the creation 

of lesbian communities, in the stniggle for legal recognition and freedom from 

discrimination, and in the increasing public awareness of same-sex relationships 

tween women. Although based in negative s of lesbians and gay men as 

mistakes or the produets of dysfunctional social constniction, lesbian identity 

has proved a useful org zing tool and element in lesbian self-estee 

individual for which the indivi blamed and should not 

punished. Little wonder, then, that almost al1 lesbian narratives of the Iate twentie 



century use a coming out, triumph over closetedness and homophobia plot structure. 

as allowed us to fight for social and legal recognition and to 

preserve the strength not to cave in to heteronomativity. And now that bisexual 

ing more accepted, identity-based narratives will 

mon among bisexuals as wel 

In order to appreciate lesbians and bisexual women as historical beings, however, 

and to recognize that we, like other historical subjects, are products of discourse an 

works in progress, we must balance an ac 

a recognition of the constructedness of subjectivity. ln this sense, 

essentialism and social constniction may not in conflict so much as they are parts of 

a broader picture. The essentialist, coming out narrative is itself part of the construction 

ity of same-sex desire and king.  The lesbian identity which a 

ct in that narrative is simply an element in a longer story of subjectivity. 

The women whose narratives are examlned in this study will continue to construct their 

subjectivities, and even the women whose written records are left to us, who are now 

dead, will be similarly constructed and reconstructed as lesbians, as historians 

understand more about the intricate processes shaping and re-shaping lesbian 

subjectivity. 
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n in this study is completely volun . The participant has the right to 
given question or number of 

e participant or 

3. 

4. Recording of info ation: The participant gives the researcher permission to: 
(a) Audiotape the interview. 
(b) Make written notes only. 

ease indicate in words the of recording you are pennitting 

recordings made of the infornation obtained in the interviews, and al1 other 
information will be: 

(a) Destroyed after the study is complete. 
(b) Preserved in their complete fonn in the British Columbia Provincial Archives. 
(c) Preserved in trans t fonn only, with al1 identifying information removed, in the 

British Columbia incial Archives. 
Please indicate in words the requirements for destruction or preservation of the material. 

6. If the recordings of the interview are to be preserved in the ritish Columbia 
Provincial Archives, the parti s the following ctions on their use: 

(a) There is no restriction on acce interview recordings. 
(b) The interview recordings may xamined without the prior written consent of 

cordings may not be exarnined until after the 
participant. 

interview recordings may not examined until the year 
(e) Other restrictions 

Please indicate in words the restrictions you are placing on access 

doestdoes not re st that a copy of the interview recordings 
charge by the 

19 



aire was created for the original resea project, which sought 
sexual women in addition to lesbian bisexual women. The 

dissertation was subsequently narrow t~ cover the latter two groups only. 

Place of Birth 
of Birth 

Places lived between birth and 1950 
Number of sisters and brothers alive before 1950 
Position in family 
Schools, colleges, universities attended before 1950 

(has that always been participant's denomination?) 
tatus of participant and, if married, widowed or divorced, date of maniage etc. 
married, whether or not the participant has lived with a partner for a long 

Age, nationality, occupation and sex of 
Number of children and when born 
Participant's employment history to 1950 

re growing up? 

were not allowed to play with? 
ho were from other raci 
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d you have to do as a child? 
brotherls have to do? 
sisterls have to do? 
did you take at sch 

Did your sisterls andfor brotherls different subjects at school? 

ool when you di 

Were you shy or extroverted as a teenager? 

alcohol or smoke? 

(eg . sports, outdoor activities, crafts, 

elf, or did other people ever tell you that you were a "tomboy"? 

How intimately would you confide in them? 
What would you talk about with your friends? 
Did your parents approve of your friends? 

O 

Did you socialize with friends at home when you lived with your parents? 
Other than at home, where would you meet your friends to socialize? 
With whom would you go out? 
Did you go out with anyone from another racial gmup? 
Did you go to the movies? 

remember seeing t the stories at the time? 
or more infomd 

What type of dancing did you 
Wow close would you get to y 
Were you ever uncomfo e about the closeness of any of your dance 

did your socializing change once you moved away from home? 
you go to clubs or bars? 

If yes, what was it about the clubs or bars that 
Did the clubs or bars that you attended have a 
How freely could women and men mix? 
What did the clientele? 
Was it w t you went there, or was it kept 

secret from some? 
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Were you aware of any negative inions towards the places you went to sociaiize with 
friends? 

When did you first 

How much were 
ad to have sexual re 

What were you told? 

e of the same sex? 

How did you feel towards them? 

What would you Say is your sexuai preference? 
When did you first apply that word to yourself? 
Have you aiways felt that that you were [stated preference]? 
Have you ever k e n  attracted to a gerson of the [same, opposite - c icting with stated 

preference] sex? 
Are there any other words you have used to describe your sexual preference in the past? 
When was your first feeling of attraction towards another person? 
Would you describe it as an emotional or a physical attraction, or both? 
What sex was that person? 
What was your relationship to that person: were they a friend, acquaintance, teacher 

etc? 
What made you realize that you were 
What feelings did you have? 
Did you talk about your feelings to th 
Did you talk about your feelings to a 
Did you write about your feelings in a journal? 
Were your feelings reciprocated? 

to that person? If so, in what ways did 

you were growing up? 
their response? 

timate experience with another person? 
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DBd your first experience meet with those expectations? 
What was it that you id? Did you have intercourse? [specific phrasing of question will 

depend on stated sexual 
How often would you say y ate contacts after that? 
Was it always with a person of the [same or opposite depending on previous testimony] 

sex? 
Did you ever have a relationship wi rson from another racial grou 

Can you tell me a b u t  your relationships up to 1950? 

and you ended up having sex? 
How did you feel about that? 
Were there ever any occasions when one of you wanted to do something different and 

the other refused? 
How did you feel about that? 

elings about sex change over time? 
from the beginning what you would like and dislike or was that 

sornething you learned about yourself over time? 
Were there any of your partners [if participant had multiple partners] who taught you 

more about sex than others? 
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student seeks to interview lesbiadgay and bis 
eir personal relationships and social life in the 

Participants should have lived in or Ontario for at least five 
years during that pe ms will be used to 
disguise identity. In ce and in your loeality. 
Please write to Victoria, P.O. Box 
3045, Victoria, 




